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Module 1 - Orientation 

Objectives 

Once the agent completes Module 1 on Orientation, the agent will be able to: 

1. Talk with understanding about the Sprint Corporation. 

2. Describe in his or her own words Sprint's participative approach to training. 

3. Describe how the Americans with Disabilities Act has removed telecommunications 
barriers to provide equal access. 

Benefits 

Orientation will provide you with background information about Sprint. 

Through lectures, tours and observations you will get a first hand opportunity to 
understand the role of a relay agent. 

Overview 

Upon completion of Orientation, new relay agents will have a basic understanding of the 
history of Sprint as well as the Telecommunications Relay Service. 
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Sprint Corporation 

1. Welcome and Introductions 

II. Introduction to Each Other 
A. Two minutes to meet your neighbor. 

6. Or alternate Meet and Greet activity 

111. Sprint Corporation 
A. Vision 

(Give your neighbor your name and tell them one special thing about yourself.) 

To be a world-class telecommunications company -the standard by which others are 
measured. 

B. Goals 
Exceptional customer Satisfaction 

Superior Financial Results 
Inspired, Innovative and Empowered employees 

C. Values . Customer First 
Integrity in All We Do 
Excellence Through Quality 
Respect for Each Other 
Growth Through Change 
Community Commitment . Shareholder Value 

IV. History of Sprint Corporation 
A. Founders 

1. Founded by Cleyson L. Brown in 1899, the Brown Telephone Company was 
alternative to Bell to local markets in Kansas and beyond. 

2. Following the Depression, the company reorganized as United Utilities. 

3. United Utilities grew to become the second largest non-Bell telephone company 
in America by the 1950s. 

4. 1972 the company changed its name to United Telecommunications. 

5. 1976 this diversified corporation serviced more than 3.5 million telephone lines 
coast to coast. 

6. By decades end the company had installed its first fiber-optic cable and first 
digital switch. 

7. 1980 established UNINET as the world's third largest commercial packet data 
network. 
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B. Long Distance 

1. By the mid-1990s the company entered the deregulated long distance market. 

name, with the nation's first 100% digital, fiber-optic network. 

2. 1989 Sprint International emerged to promote the company's growth in the 
marketplace. 

3. I992 United Telecommunications chose to adopt the nationally recognized 
identity of the long distance segment by becoming Sprint Corporation. 

Domestic long distance service officially launched in 1986 under the Sprint brand d 

4. By 1993, the company provided service to more than 6.1 million customer lines in 
19 states. 

5. The company also took its first step toward becoming an all-service provider of 
long distance, local and wireless services by merging with Central Telephone 
Company of Illinois that same year. 

6. 1995 a breakthrough flat rate long distance calling plan and the popular pre-paid 
calling card for domestic and international use was introduced. 

C. Local Telecommunications 

1. Sprint provides local telephone service through more than 6.4 million customer 
lines in 19 states. 

2. More than 97 percent of local customers are served by digital switching 
technology. Additionally, more than 13,000 sheath-miles of fiber-optic cable are 
deployed system wide. 

D. PCS 

1. In 1995 Sprint PCS became a company when Sprint and its cable television 
partners acquired PCS wireless licenses in 29 major US Trading areas. 

2. Sprint PCS built the only all-digital; nationwide network from the ground up for 
clearer calls, serving more than 300 major metropolitan areas. 

3. Sprint PCS is ranked as the nation's fastest growing wireless carrier and largest 
provider with 4 million customers nationwide, including access to the wireless 
web. 
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E. Internet Services 

A 

1. In 1995 Sprint launches the world's fasted transoceanic Internet link, and 
SprintNet ranks as world's largest integrated global data network. 

2. 1998 Sprint launches Earthlink Internet Service. Sprint offers many services for 
many needs ranging from simple internet access through Earthlink to web hosting, 
DSL, Security solutions, e-commerce, wide area networks, intranet and extranets, 
and web collaboration 

F. Product Distribution 

1. Sprint North Supply is one of the nation's largest wholesale distributors of voice, 
data and teleconferencing equipment, and is one of the best business-to- 
business, pick-pack-and-ship distributors of communications equipment in the 
country 

2. Sprint North Supply also wraps services around the products, with offerings 
including: materials management; customized logistics; Assemble, Wire and Test 
services; Engineering, Furnish and Install services; and project management. 

3. Now, Sprint North Supply is adding the click to the brick. With its new e- 
transformation project, it is leveraging 94 years of experience with best-in-class 
software applications to deliver end-to-end solutions and even more value to 
customers. 

G. The Sprint Campus 

1. In 1999 the first employees moved into the world headquarters campus -the 
largest construction project in Midwest history and home for some 14,000 Sprint 
employees. 

2. The Sprint campus is built on 240 acres with 22 buildings and nearly 4 million 
square feet of office space. About 60 percent of the site is devoted to green 
space including an eight-acre lake, four fountains and two waterfalls. 

3. The impressive clock tower at Sprint's world Headquarters Campus rises 175 
feet and weighs 48 tons -the clock measures 18 feet wide. 

H. Telecommunications Relay Service 

1, In 1990, Sprint successfully bid on a contract to provide relay services for the 
Deaf, Hard of Hearing and Speech Impaired. 

2. Today this service includes two Sprint Telecommunications Relay Service (TRS) 
centers located in Austin, Texas and Independence, Missouri. 

3. Sprint also partners with Call Services for the Deaf, Precision Response 
Corporation, Vista, New Mexico and Arizona. 
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V. What is Relay 

1. The American disabilities Act (ADA) signed in July 1990 by President Bush 

means each and every person is provided the opportunity and access for use of 
the telephone. 

2. Any barriers that exist must be taken away to enable all people the right to 
telephone access. Sprint sets a precedent of relay excellence at the Relay 
centers and you, as the agents are the key to Sprint's success. 

guaranteed equal access for all Americans by July of 1993. Equal Access 4 

3. The job of a Relay Agent is very unique and you will challenge yourself to learn. 
Every call is different. You will learn about a new language and learn to look at 
your own language in a different way. 

4. New agents will learn and become proficient in new skills. You will be able to 
combine the skills of typing, reading, speaking and listening. 

5. New agents will be exposed to some remarkable people and a different American 
culture that most people know little about. 

6. Telecommunications is a large part of our lives that as hearing users we take for 
granted. We do not think about how our lives would be without the convenience 
of a telephone for business or personal use. 

7. The relay centers are removing the telecommunications barriers to provide equal 
access in all aspects of life. It also provides the opportunity to take an active role 

considered second class citizens. Finally, all people have a direct link for 
communications. 

in the community. People with special telecommunications needs are no longer 4 

VI. How a Call Reaches Sprint Relay 

A. Attachment 

VII. Relay Agent Training 

A. The Participative Approach 

1. The group and the individual 
2. Content and process 
3. Involvement, interaction, active 
4. Create conditions for participant experiences 
5. Informal, relaxed, encouraging 
6. Participants are responsible for their own learning and behavior 
7. Participants needs are met 
8. Learning is moderate to high for most participants 

VIII. Video 
A. Relay- Connect to Your Future 
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IX. Observation 
Observing live calls is an important part of training. It provides an important balance of 
theory and call simulations in the classroom with real life scenarios in the center. 

A. Observation Guidelines 
1. When entering the center, seat the trainee with a senior agent. The trainee 

should remain with that agent unless they are asked to move. If the agent being 
observed goes to lunch or break, the trainee should unplug their headset and ask 
the training supervisor or floor supervisor in the center to be reseated. 

2. The trainee may plug in or remove their headset while the senior agent is 
processing a call. It will not disrupt the conversation. 

3. Before going into the center make sure that the microphone piece is turned away 
from the trainee's mouth or is in a raised position. 

4. Please remember the center rules concerning drink containers and food. 
5. The trainee's role is to observe an agent, not critique their skills. If a trainee is 

not sure of a procedure they have observed, they should address it in training, 
not with the senior agent. 

6. Remember all calls that observed can be discussed in generalities ONLY in the 
training room. Confidentiality is to be maintained. 
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Module 2 - Overview of System & 
Equipment 

Objectives 

After completing Module 3A on Overview of System and Equipment, the agent will be able 
to: 

1. Successfully Log In and Log Out of the system. 

2. Identify the fields on the screen and describe the meaning of each. 

3. Identify the Dialing, Billing and Carrier of Choice windows and describe the fields in 
each. 

4. Identify the soft keys and hard keys on the keyboard and explain the uses of each. 

5. Describe macros and how to use them. (CTRL vs. ALT) 

Benefits 

The Overview of the System and Equipment will familiarize the agent with the equipment 
they will use daily. 

Through hands on training and role-plays the agent will get a first hand opportunity to 
understand and learn the equipment and system used in relaying calls. 

Overview 

Upon completion of Overview of System and Equipment, new relay agents will have a basic 
understanding of the equipment and the system used in relaying calls. 
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The Interactive Training Terminal allows the agent to work with the same system agents use when 
processing calls in the TRS center. The agent hears tones and sees the same system-generated 
messages. 

1. Log In and Log Out Process 

A. Log In Process 
1. Plug in your headset. 
2. Enter your unique agent identification number. Following the ID number, enter your gender 

identification by pressing <F> for female or <M> for male located on the keyboard. 
3. Press <ENTER>. 

4. The system displays the message, "HELLO AGENT (numbedgender). Press <ENTER> to 
continue or <ESC> to return to "Log in Screen". 

5. Press <ENTER> to continue 
6. The system displays the message ''Logging info ISS, please standby". 
7. A red pop-up window appears with the message "Press available to begin processing calls". 
8. Press the <MAKE BUSY> key located in the upper left-hand corner of the keyboard. This key 

also serves as the available key and allows the agent to accept calls (available) or discontinue 
taking calls (make busy). 

9. The call-handling screen appears. 

B. Log Out Process 
1. Press <MAKE BUSY>. This is the first step in logging out. A red message box appears with 

the message "Attempting to make busy, please standby". This message then changes to 
''Press available to begin processing ca/ls. " 

2. Press cALT L>, the system generates a message, "Are you sure you want to log out?" (Press 
YorN)." 

3. Press <Y> to log out and the message, "Attempting to log out of the ISS, please standby 
appears. Once the system successfully logs out, the message, "Log out Successful' appears 
on the screen. 

4. Unplug your headset. 
5. If an incorrect ID is entered, the cursor moves back to the first space in the [ ] brackets. The 

agent then re-enters their ID number and gender. If the log in is still unsuccessful, notify a 
supervisor. 

B Note: The agent must never turn the terminals OFF or press the RESET button. 
experiences a problem with the terminal, a supervisor must be notified and a trouble ticket completed. 

If an agent 

n 
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II. Screen Displays 

Cy 
A. After logging in, the call-handling screen appears. 

B. The five sections of the call handling screen are the banner, conversation area, soft key 
area, dialing window, and billing window. 

1. Banner-The banner is at the top of the screen. It contains: 

Q 
t T T t 

/ To: 11:01:37 ET: 000 O T  0:oo 
+ t- 

+ 4 4 t + 4 t t t  
01/23/96 From: 
STATE: MACROS RPT: C T  CA STATUS: AVI I O  M R 

a. Date-Today's date mmlddlyr. 

b. Calling From Number-The telephone number where the call originated. This 
number needs to be obtained by the agent if it does not appear in the banner. The 
color of the From number may vary. The color may be black, indicating a normal 
ANI phone number. The color may be red indicating the From number is 
restricted. The word FROM may change colors indicating whether Caller ID 
information will transmit: black it is blocked and green it will transmit. 
Info Digits - After the From number there is a slash followed by two numbers. 
(Example: 100) These info digits identify the type of call and any restrictions 
placed on that phone by the LEC. 

c. Calling To Number-Number to which the calling party wishes to be connected. 
The banner displays LNR until the TO number is dialed it changes to LN. Color 
also indicates black, red, green 

d. Time-Time of day, hour, minutes and seconds in military time. 

e. Elapsed Time (ET)-Total amount of time since call arrived at the agent position. 

f. Outdial Time (0T)-Length of call time since the agent initiated outdial. 

g. State-indicates the state relay product the caller is using or FRS. 

h. Macro Status-indicates whether macros are in English, Spanish or French. 

i. RPT-used for FRS agency reporting. 

j. Call Type (CT)-indicates LOC, LD, ITL, MARINE. (FRS calls are labeled LOC.) 

k. Message Line-used to display various messages from the system. (E.g., 
"HEADSET: Outgoing-VOICE) 

I. Agent Identifier-CA. Agent, or OPR 

d 
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m. Status-indicates if the agent position is available to accept calls. AVI = 
Available to take calls, BUSY = on a call, in the process on logging in or out of the 
system. 

n. Database Indicator-the letters "i" and "0 appear as white within a green 
character block. Indicates examination of the system database was successful 
for an Inbound or Outbound telephone number. The letter "R" is an Eturbo 
indicator and appears white within a blue background indication the RIB (Relay 
Information Block) information has been received. 

0. Microphone Mute Status-the letter "M" appears as white within a red character 
block when the headset microphone is placed on mute status. 

2. Conversation Area-where the incoming and outgoing TTY dialogue is displayed. 

a. On regular baudot calls the conversation area contains 22 lines that allow text to 
scroll as the conversation continues. This area is also used to display the Dialing 
and Billing windows when appropriate. 

b. On High Speed ASCII and Eturbo calls the screen splits the conversation area 
with the agent on the top and the ASCII user on the bottom portion of the screen. 

c. A Scratch Pad window is displayed on Eturbo calls where information pertaining 
to the call is displayed. 

d. A Scratch Pad is also available to the agents on any call type where up to 3 lines 
of information may be stored for the duration of the Elapsed Time. 

-Scratch Pad: Read Only Mode - Dial-thru Number: 18008436602 - 
WRITE MODE: 

Up to a maximum of three (3) lines of text can be entered 
in the Scratch Pad Window when in the Write Mode. 

Preferences: Don't Dial Thru, VCO On, Male CA, Braille, Don't explain relay, 
English Language, French Language, 2LineVC0, 

Don't type recordings verbatim, HCO On, Female CA, 
Don't announce Relay, Request Calling Card, Spanish Language. - LD Carrier: SPT - c 

3. Soft Key Area-Displays the soft key functions available to the agent. This is the 
bottom line of the screen. 

I 1 ANS TTY I 2 ANS VOICE I 3 HELLO I 4 DIAL I 5 RLS FWD I 6 ST TMG I 7 SWITCH I 8 ALT/B I 9 VCO I 10 HCO I 
a. <Fl> serves two functions: It indicates a call is answered TDD (ANS TDD). Once 
the call is answered, it toggles to Hang Up l T Y  (WU TDD). 

b. <F2> serves two functions: It indicates a call is answered Voice (ANS VCE). 
Once the call is answered, it toggles to Hang Up Voice (HIU VCE). 

c. <F3> (Hello)-Sends the greeting message in printed text. 
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d. <F4> (Dial)-Displays the Dialing window. Initially, when a call arrives at the 
agent position, the Dialing Window automatically opens. The <F4> Dialing 
Window key must be used on all subsequent calls. 

e. cF5> (Release Forward)-Releases the outbound leg of the call. 

f. <F6> (Start TimingbBegins timing of the conversation and creates a billing 
record for long-distance calls. Once the call has been outdialed, the <START 
TIMING> key flashes to remind the agent to initiate a Billing Record. For FRS, 
the start-timing key records the number of completed versus general assistance 
calls. 

g. <F7> (SwitchbEach call has two legs, one inbound and one outbound. If one 
leg is Voice the other leg must be TTY. The switch key allows the agent to 
change which leg is Voice and which leg is TTY. 

h. <F8> Alternate Billing (ALT/B)-used when the customer requests a call billed by 
a method other than “Paid.” (Not applicable to FRS.) 

cF9> VCO (Voice Carry Over)-key used for callers who can speak but who 
cannot hear. 

i. 

j. <FlO> HCO (Hearing Carry Over)-key used for callers who can hear but 
cannot speak. 

4. Dialing Window-Screen area used to input the calling from and calling to numbers 
to determine destination of the call and prompt agent if additional information is 
needed. Fields include: 

FROM: 8164785656 INDEPNDNCE MO 4- 
bTo: 2124552121 NEWYORK NY h 

A DEST: Intestate I LONG DISTANCE 

‘d 

COC: OPTIONAL 
Bill: Sent Paid18164785656 
Dialing 212 4552121 

a. Calling From Number-is automatically filled on the majority of calls. If the field 
is blank, obtain the IO-digit Calling From number from the customer. If an error is 
made while entering the calling From number, the agent may insert a number in a 
given place by pressing “I” for “insert“. The agent should position the cursor 
where the number needs to be inserted and press “I” and the cursor will become a 
flashing block. ready for the correct number to be inserted. 

b. Calling From City-The system reads the Calling From number and displays the 
city where the call originates. d 
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c. Calling To Number-The IO-digit number the customer wants to call. The agent 
must obtain this information. If an error is made while entering the calling To 
number, the agent may insert a number in a given place by pressing “I” for 
“insert”. The agent should position the cursor where the number needs to be 
inserted and press “I” and the cursor will become a flashing block, ready for the 
correct number to be inserted. 

d. Calling To City-The system reads the Calling To number and displays the city 
where the call terminates. 

e. Destination-The system reads the Calling From and Calling To number and 
determines whether the call is local or long distance. 

f. Message Field-The system displays messages that inform and prompt the 
agent about completing the call. 

g. If the agent is in the Dialing Window and the TTY types a message in the 
Communication Window that requires a response, the agent can press the 
~ A B P  key to return to the Communications Window. Once the agent responds 
to the TTY user, the agent presses the <TAB> key and returns to the same 
location in the Dialing Window. 

eaid 
l2ollect 
Ihird Party 

LEC Card 
Optional 

Press ENTER to select 
‘=OPT1 from Customer DB 

C. 

h. Insert Capability - When entering a number in the Dial Window the agent may 
press “I” and the underscore will turn into a flashing cursor. The agent can then 
overwrite the desired character. If the agent wants to return to insert, they should 
hit the “I” again, as this is a toggle. The Dial window opens In the insert mode. 

FROM: 8164785656 INDEPNDNCE MO 
T O  2124552121 NEWYORK NY 
DEST Interstate / LONG DISTANCE 

COC: OPTIONAL 
Bill: Sent Paid/8164785656 
Dialing 2124552121 
Enter TO Number and press COMPLETE 

a. Bill Types-The allowable billing options are indicated by two asterisks (“) in 
front of the selection. If the billing option does not have two asterisks in front of it, 
the system does not allow a call to be billed to that option. Use the arrow key to 
highlight the appropriate billing option or type the first letter of that option. 

b. Message Field-The system displays messages requesting billing information 
needed to complete the call and when the call is outdialing. 
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c. Bill Number-If the billing option selected requires a billing number, the Bill 
Number field appears. 

d. Expiration Date-If the billing option selected requires an expiration date, the 
Expiration Date field appears. 

d 

6. Carrier of Choice Window-The Carrier of Choice window is in alphabetical order. 
The main carriers such as Sprint, AT&T and MCI are listed first and the carriers with 
digits instead of a name follow the alpha list. The Carrier of Choice screen area is 
used when an inbound customer requests their long distance call to be carried over a 
network other than Sprint. 

NOTE: If the customer does not request a carrier, process the call without selecting a specific 
carrier. In this case, the system automatically sends the call over the Sprint network 

SPRINT 0333 
SPRINT- OPERATOR 0333 
ATT 0288 
ATT - OPERATOR 0288 
MCI WORLDCOM 0222 
MCI WORLDCOM-OPERATOR 0222 

The message field at the top of the box indicates whether the carrier-operator 
selection is required for the billing option. The entries in the Carrier of Choice 
Window may vary by state. The arrow down key 1 is utilized to scroll down within the 
COC window. The first alpha letter key of the carrier may also be pressed to take the 
agent to the first carrier beginning with that letter. The agent may then use the arrow 
keys to scroll through the carriers. 

7. Disconnect Message Status 

a. Message Status “Outbound caller disconnected” appears in a “Green” box in the 
conversation area. This message lets the agent know the person called hung up. 

w 

b. Message Status “Inbound caller disconnected” appears in a “Red” box in the 
conversation area. This message lets the agent know the person calling hung up 

8. Macro Drop Down Box - A  list of all macros can be displayed by pressing 
cCTRL Q>. The window can be navigated by pressing the UP and DOWN arrow 
keys or by pressing the <TAB> key and pressing <ENTER> once you’ve highlighted 
the macro you want to select. Another option would be to press the cCTRL> or 
< A L P  key along with the number or letter associated with that macro. For example, 
if you want to send the (BUSY REDIALING) macro, press cALT 4>. 
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9. Help Screen CCTRL Z>-Presents the agent with an on-line help function that can 
be accessed any time the agent is logged into the terminal and during call 
processing. When the relay agent is logged in, in an “Available” or “Not Available” 
condition processing a relay call or not processing a relay call, and strikes the 
CCTRL Z> combination the Help Screen initiates. The Help Screen occupies the 
upper half of the terminal display leaving the remainder of the screen for text that 
occurs during the call. 

..................... SPRINT TRS ON LINE HELP SCREEN .......................... 
TOPIC PAGE NUMBER 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
FUNCTION KEYS 
TELEPHONE KEYPAD DISPLAY 
EMERGENCY PHRASES 
CARRIER OF CHOICE 
STATE DIFFERENCES MATRIX 
MACROS (ENGLISH 8 SPANISH) 

1 
2-3 
4 
5-6 
7 
8-12 
13-1 6 

Enter Page #, then Press <Enten Page 1 

I Press AVAILABLE to Begin Processing Calls ... I 
Moving within the Help Screen is accomplished by entering the number of the page of information 
requested and pressing <ENTER>. The end of the help information within the file is indicated to the 
relay agent through the use of the phrase ”END OF HELP TEXT.” This phrase is the last line of the 
help file. 

If the agent is required to type to the TTY user, the agent presses the <TAB> key to enter the 
communication area. Strike the <TAB> key once again to re-enter the Help Screen use the 
4 T R L  Z> function to close the window without returning to it. Use of <ESC> or cCTRL Z> from 
within the Help Screen causes the Help Screen to be removed from the terminal display. 
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111. Headsets 
A. Handle with care D. Keepclean 
B. Keep the microphone close to mouth 
C. Never remove from the building 

E. Don't "twirl" or stretch the cord 

IV. Headset and  Volume Control 
The window appears where the dialing window is located: 

HEADSET VOLUME CONTROL 

Type E to adjust Earphone Volume 
TypeMto adjust Micmphone Volume 
3 to Increase Volume e to Deuease Volume 

I 
Earphone Volume 
-2 -1 N 1 2 3 4  5 6 7 

Press <Eso to EXIT N=Normal 
High . 

I 
Microphone Volume 
- I N 1 2  
Low HiQh 

The Headset Volume Control feature is activated by pressing <CTRL H> 
0 Use the menu by pressing the <M> or <E> key to adjust the Microphone 

volumes. 
-phone 

The left or right arrow keys either decrease (C) or increase (+)the volume levels. 
0 The highlighter bar will indicate the volume level. As the volume is adjusted, the highlighter 

Press the <ESC> key to exit the window. 
Escape out of the window before pressing another <CTRL> command (such as <CTRL 

Macros can be sent while the headset window is active and TAB can be used to move from 

The <F7> switch key and keys such as cF9> and <FlO> will not activate with the panel up. 
The Microphone Control feature resets to normal after <F5> (RLS FWD) is pressed. 
The Earphone Volume adjusts to normal after the agent performs the regular logout 

The Earphone Volume may be adjusted while a call is in progress. 

A. Voice to TTY call 

bar matches the level selected. 

d D>) 

the window to the text area. 

procedure. 

On a Voice to TTY call adjust the microphone either before pressing the <COMP> key or 
after the Automated Detection cycle is complete. w: Attempting to set the microphone 
volume while outdialing the call could interrupt the Automated Detection feature. 

B. Headset Volume Control on the Braillex Terminal 

A Customized Headset Volume Control panel will be utilized to provide the same Headset 
Volume Control functionality for the Braillex Agent Terminal. The menu operates in the same 
manner as the standard terminal version by pressing <CTRL H> and appears as one line of 
text without borders, allowing the agent to select earphone and microphone levels by typing 
<E> and <M>. Once the agent makes the selection to adjust earphone or microphone levels, 
the agent has the ability to adjust the volume levels using the up and down arrow keys. 
Rather than the highlighter bar on the menu, one line of text displays the volume levels in a 
two-digit format (-6 through +3 for the earphone and -1 through +2 for the microphone). 4 
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IV. Modems 

Modems transmit information back and forth between the agent and the TTY user. Baudot 
TTYs transmit text at 45 to 50 wpm. The maximum Turbocode transmission speed is 110 
wpm. If the agent uses the <CTRL> up or down arrow to adjust transmission, a speed 
indicator will appear in orange in the banner over the date field. The indicator will read “XX 
WPM.” The current transmission speed will be displayed and will disappear after five 
seconds. Each time the agent presses the <CTRL> up or down arrow, the speed will 
increase or decrease by an increment of 5 words per minute (wprn). 

A. If the customer indicates they would like an additional typing speed adjustment, the agent 
will use the <CTRL> up or down arrow and then send the C T R L  T> macro: (IS THIS 
SPEED ACCEPTABLE Q) GA to verify whether the speed is acceptable. 

B. It is possible for an agent to type faster than the text can transmit to a customer, resulting 
in the text memory buffer becoming full. When this occurs, a beep will sound in the 
agent‘s headset and a message window will appear that reads: “Buffer Overf/ow - 
Please Wait.” The system will not accept any additional typing. This will only occur 
when the voice party talks for an extended period of time. The agent will need to pace 
the voice customer and say a phrase such as: “One moment your message is still 
transmitting.” Once the system accepts the typing again, read back to the customer the 
last sentence that was transmitted to the TTY user. 

C. Branded DeaWBlind users - The system will automatically default the typing speed 
transmission to 10 wpm. 

D. The pacing feature will not work for customer’s who connect in ASCII speeds higher than 
300 baud or using E-turbo. If the agent press <CTRL> up or down arrow, the system will 
send a message indicating the feature is not available 

E. A light on the modem indicates this transfer of information. 

VI. Error Correction Function 
A. This system contains two separate features: 

1. Single word edit feature -This feature enables the agent to edit a word, using 
the backspace key, at any time during the typing of the word. Editing is available 
up to the time the agent strikes the spacebar. Use of the backspace key during 
the typing of a word no longer sends XXX, indicating an error. The use of the 
spacebar indicates that the word is complete and correct. Once the agent 
presses the spacebar, the word cannot be edited. As the agent is typing a word, 
the word displays in red, indicating that the word may be edited. When the agent 
presses the spacebar, the color of the word changes to normal dark blue, and is 
transmitted to the TTY user. On ASCII calls, backspace works as normal. 

2. Word substitution feature -This feature is automatic and does not require 
agent activation. The feature checks the spelling of the word the agent types 
against a file that contains a list of frequently misspelled words. If the system 
makes a positive match on a misspelled word, the proper spelling of the word 
displays on the terminal screen, and is sent to the TTY customer in place of the 
agent typed word. The system substituted word prints in magenta on the agent 
terminal screen. 
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VII. Keyboard 

A. Keyboard 

8. Keyboard Keys 

The keyboard is designed specifically for call processing. 

The keyboard is broken down into five key types. They are as follows: 

1. Alpha Keys 
2. Function Keys 
3. Numeric Keys 
4. Cursor Movement Keys 
5. Call Handling Keys 

C. Alpha Keys 
1. The alpha keys are the standard alpha keys found on the keyboard (like a typewriter). 

2. Alpha keys are used to enter data in the conversation 
area of the screen. u3 

D. Function Keys 

1. Function keys, <Fl-FlO>, are located at the top of the keyboard. Function keys 
cause the system to take an action step such as releasing the outbound leg of the 
call. 

E. Numeric Keys 
1. Numeric keys are located on the right side of the keyboard. 

2. Used for all numeric entry in the fields such as: 

a. Calling From 
b. Calling To 
c. Billing Number (Not applicable for FRS.) 

3. The pattern of numeric keys is the same as the pad of a 10- 
key calculator. 

F. Cursor Movement Keys 
1, Allows the agent to move the cursor: 
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a. Page Up-scrolls up or backward one page at a time. 

t- 

f? 

b. Page Down-scrolls down or forward one page at a time. 

c. Arrow Keys-allow you to move forward and backward one line at a time. 

d. Home-goes to the beginning of the call. 

e. End-goes to the end of the call. 

f. The backspace key is used in the single word edit to make corrections to a word 
being typed prior to pressing the spacebar. Once the system corrects a 
misspelled word using the word substitute feature, the backspace key produces 
- XXX indicating an error. Backspace functions as normal in all other areas. For 
example, in the dialing window if an agent must remove the TO number, the agent 
may go one space beyond the last digit and use the backspace key to delete the 
number. 

g. Use the <TAB> key to move from windows to text. If the agent is in the Billing 
Window and the TTY types a message in the Communications Window that 
requires a response, the agent presses the <TAB> key and returns to the 
Communications Window. Once the agent responds to the TTY' user, the agent 
presses the <TAB> key and returns to the same location in the Billing Window. 

G. Call Handling Keys 
1. Make Busy-Blocks the next call from coming in to the agent's station to allow for 

logging out. 

2. Emergency-Indicates the call is an emergency call type. No billing information is 
required. (Not applicable for FRS.) Each time the <EMER> key is pressed, the 
agent must fill out an Emergency Form. This information is subject to state audits. 

3. Complete-Outdials the Calling To number or takes agents to the next step if more 
information is required. 

4. Regional 800-Redirects an 800 number back to the 
originating state for call completion. (Not applicable for 
FRS.) 

5. Sup Asst-Used to call a supervisor for assistance. 

6. Start Timing-Used to time the length of the conversation for billing purposes. For 
FRS, the start-timing key records the number of completed calls versus general 
assistance calls. 

7. XFER-Used to transfer call to another agent. For example, request for a Spanish- 
speaking agent. If the call is from a Spanish speaking customer and they are using 

the agent attempts to transfer an ASCII customer, the agent receives an error 
message. A call from a Spanish-speaking customer using ASCII must be processed 

ASCII, the agent cannot transfer the call to the Spanish gate (Texas or Florida). If 
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in the center in which it originates. This is due to ASCII requiring a carrier tone while 
transmitting data. If the call is transferred, the carrier tone is broken. 

8. COC-Used to access menu for long distance carriers other than Sprint. 

9. CusffRec-Used to access the callets Customer Database Record 

VIII. Macros 
A. Macros are commonly used, sometimes lengthy phrases, with abbreviations and are 

stored in the system. They are sent to a TTY using two simple keystrokes: <ALT 1-10, 
or <CTRL 1-10>, Macro 10 is the zero key located to the right of the number 9 key. 

8. If a macro is pressed in error, press the mace bar to stoo the transmission. 

C. Macros may be sent from any window. It is not necessary to use the <TAB> key to go to 
the text area to send a macro. The agent may send a macro from the Dialing or Billing 
Window by pressing the required keys. 

the transfer function. The terminal aborts the transfer process and returns to the 
transmission mode being processed. 

E. Pressing the spacebar to stop the dialing macro results in termination of the macro but 
the outdial process continues. 

D. Pressing the spacebar to stop the transfer macro results in termination of the macro and 

F. The Last Typed Macro function permits the agent to re-transmit information that the TTY 
user may have missed due to distraction or receiving a garbled message on the TTY. 

u IV. Last Typed Macro 
EXAMPLE 
TTY User: PLEASE DIAL NUMBER FOR ME COLLECT 816 353 4024 GA 

Agent: UR NAME PLS Q GA 

TTY User: AGENT REPEAT GARBLED GA 

Agent: <CTRL> c5> 

Note: The <CTRL> c5> is used when the TTY caller requests the agent to repeat. 

EXAMPLE 
Agent explains service to department store clerk. 

Voice Caller: “Hello Jones Store, Housewares, GA.” 

TTY User: HELLO I WLD LIKE TO ORDER A DOZEN CLOTHES HANGERS GA 

L I 

Voice Caller: “OK, 1’11 need your name please (it‘s one of those deaf people) Go ahead.” 

TTY User: WHAT DID U SAY Q GA 

In the above example the agent relays the TTY users question to the voice user. 
<CTRL> <5> should not be used when the TTY user asks the voice party to repeat 
information or if they do not understand what the voice caller is saying. In this case the 
agent relays the TTY user’s response to the voice caller. 
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r 
Macros Englis 

Alt 1 AREA CODE AND NBR U R CALLING 
FROM PLS Q GA 

Alt 2 NBR U R CALLING TO PLS Q GA 
Alt 3 (AGENT XXXX CONTINUING UR CALL) 
Alt 4 (BUSY ... REDIALING) 
Alt 5 [STATE RELAY CA XXXX WITH A CALL 
Alt 6 (EXPLAINING RELAY) 
Alt 7 (REDIALING TO LEAVE MSG) 
Alt 8 (ANS MACH HUNG UP) GA 
Alt 9 (UR MSG LEFT) CA XXXX GA 
Alt 0 (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY STATE XXXX 

GA OR SK 
Alt . (HOLDING ...,_..,.__, STILL HOLDING) 

Alt D (RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SETTING 
FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII USERS: FOR 
FUTURE CALLS, TO SEE YOUR TYPING/ 
CONVERSATION ON THE SCREEN, 
PLEASE TURN LOCAL ECHO ON) GA 

Alt E (REDIALING) 
Alt F (RECORDING) 
Alt G (ANS MACH PLAYING) 
Alt I 
Alt J (AGENT NO LONGER HAS THAT INFO) GA 
Alt K (ONE MOMENT PLS) 
Alt 0 (TRANSFERRING) 
Alt Q (RECORDING PLAYING) 
Alt U (UR WELCOME) SKSK 
Alt W (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK 
Alt X (PLS PLACE UR HANDSET NEXT TO ANS 

Alt Y (LEAVING MESSAGE) 

Function Keys 

(UR PAGE WAS SENT) GA OR SK 

MACH AND TURN ON) GA 

Alt 2 RINGING 1-10 STILL RINGING GA 

Alt A Connect to ASCII computer 
Alt B Access Branding Window 
Alt C Display Alternate Call Type Window 
Alt H Turns ONlOFF Privacy Feature 
Alt L Display Logout Window 
Alt M Mute 
Alt N Non-standard International TTY 
Alt P Turns ONlOFF TDD Pager Access Feature 
Alt S Spanish MacroslFrench Macros 
Alt V Inbound line bridge to agent headset. 

Macros 
CTRL 1 [STATE RELAY] AGENT XXXX WITH A MSG 
CTRL 2 (UR MSG WAS GARBLED PLS REPEAT) GA 
CTRL 3 (PLS VOICE UR MSG WHEN U SEE 

CTRL 4 PERSON HUNG UP XX SECONDS AGO 
"GA" . ..REDIALING) 

AND THE LAST WORDS RELAYED 
WERE "word1 2 3 4 5" RELAY (STATE) 
XXXX GA OR SK 

CTRL 6 (RECORDING) RELAY ENTIRE MSG Q GA 
CTRL 7 NAME OF LONG DlST COMPANY Q GA 

CTRL8 (M) 
CTRL9 (F) 
CTRL 0 (VOICE NOW) GA or (TALK NOW) GA 

(Ohio macro) 

CTRL F (ENTERING INFO) 
CTRL G (AREA CODE PLS) GA 
CTRL J (HOW WOULD U LIKE UR CALL 

CTRL T (IS THIS SPEED ACCEPTABLE Q GA) 
ANNOUNCED Q) GA 

CTRL 5 Repeats Last Typed Text 
CTRL A Redial to Answering MachinelRecordings 
CTRL B Speech to Speech Bridge 
CTRL D Displays Touch Tone Window 
CTRL E Emergency Call Processing 
CTRL H Access Headset Volume Control Feature 
CTRL I Activates Turbocode lntempt Feature 
CTRL K Braillex Software (ASCII calls only) (onloff) 
CTRL M Turns ON AMR feature 

(Answering Machine Message Retrieval) 
CTRL N Remove or Display InboundlOutbound 

Customer Notes Window 
CTRL 0 Turns Caller ID Block ON or OFF 
CTRL Q Access Drop Down Macro Menu 
CTRL R Redials last number 
CTRL S (Scratchpad (Read Only or Write Mode) 
CTRL U Disables TURBOCODE mode 
CTRL W Braillex Software Only 

CTRL 2 Access Help Screen 
CTRL d 4  (Data transmission speed control) 

(Generates sound like PROCOM) 
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Span 
Alt I POR FAVOR EL AREA Y EL NUMERO DE 

DONDE NOS LLAMA USTED Q GA 
Alt 2 NUMERO QUE DESEA LLAMAR Q GA 
Alt 3 (OPERADOWA XXXX CONTINUANDO SU 

LLAM ADA) 
Alt 4 (OCUPADO ... MARCANDO) 
Alt 5 RELAY (state) OPERADOWA XXXX CON 

UNA 
LLAMADA 

Alt 6 (EXPLICANDO SERVICIO) 
Alt 7 (MARCANDO PARA DEJAR MENSAJE UN 

Alt 8 (MAQUINA CONTESTADORA) GA 
MOMENTO) 

Alt 9 (SU MENSAJE FUE DEJADO) OPWA 
XXXX GA 

Alt 0 (LA PERSONA HA COLGADO) (state) XXXX 
GA 0 SK 

A l t .  (ESPERANDO.. . , . . . , . . . , SlGA 
ESPERANDO) 

Alt D (EL SERVICIO DE RELAY HA CAMBIADO 
LA PROGRAMACION PARA LOS CLIENTES 

QUE USAN EL ASCII DE ALTA VELOCIDAD: 
EN EL FUTURO, PARA PODER VER LO 
QUE ESTA ESCRIBIENDO EN LA 
PANTALLA FAVOR DE ACTIVAR EL “ECHO 
LOCAL ON) GA 

41t E (MARCANDO OTRA VEZ) 
41t F (GRABACION) 
\It G (MAQUINA CONTESTADORA ESTA 

CONTESTANDO) 
41t I (SU NUMERO SE TRANSMITIO) GA 0 SK 
41t J (OPWA NO TIENE ESA INFORMACION 

DISPONIBLE) GA 
41t K (UN MOMENT0 POR FAVOR) 
41t 0 (TRANSFIRIENDO) 
41t Q (GRABACION CONTESTO) 
41t U (CON MUCH0 GUSTO) SKSK 
\It W (PERSONA COLGO) SKSK 
41t X (POR FAVOR PONGA SU TELEFONO EN LA 

GRABADORA Y LUEGO LA COMIENZA) GA 
41t Y (DEJANDO MENSAJE) 
41t 2 SONANDO 1-10 _ _ _  TODAVIASONANDO GA 

;h Macros 
CTRL 1 RELAY (state) OPR(A) XXXX DEJANDO 

UN MENSAJE 
CTRL 2 (SU MENSAJE NO ESTA CLARO POR 

FAVOR REPITA) GA 
CTRL 3 (FAVOR DE DEJAR SU MENSAJE 

CUANDO MIRE ‘“GA..MARCANDO) 
CTRL 4 LA PERSONA COLGO HACE XXXX 

SEGUNDOS Y LAS ULTIMAS 
PALABRAS RELEVADAS <words> 
RELAY (state) XXXX GA OR SK 

CTRL 6 (GRABACION) DESEA MENSAJE 
COMPLETO Q GA 

CTRL 7 CUAL ES EL NOMBRE DE SU 
COMPANIA DE LARGA DlSTANClA Q 
GA (Ohio macro) 

CTRL8 (H) 
CTRL9 (M) 
CTRL 0 (USE VOZ GA) or (HABLE AHORA) GA 

CTRL F (OPRIMIENDO LA INFORMACION) 
CTRL G (CODIGO DE AREA POR FAVOR) 
CTRL J (COMO DESEA QUE ANUNCIE SU 

CTRL T (ESTA VELOCIDAD ES ACEPTABLE 
LLAMADA Q)GA 

Q GA) 
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X. GLOSSARY OF TELEPHONY TERMS 
American Sign Language (ASL) - A fully developed visual language that has its own grammar, 

guidelines for sentence construction, and organized way of communicating. 

American Standard Code lnformation lnterchange (ASC//j - The international standard speed for 
sending computer data over telephone lines. 

Area Code-The first 3 digits of a IO-digit telephone number (Le.. 419-227-7813 or 264-283-4404). 
The middle digit may be any number. 

Automatic Number ldentification (ANI) -The Sprint Switch takes the customers from number and 
sends it to a call controller. The call controller then sends the customers from number to the agent 
position where it appears in the banner of the agent's screen. 

Bell Operating Company (BOC) -The local telephone companies that make up the Bell System. 
(Le., Southwestern Bell is a BOC). 

Calling Card- Telephone credit card. Used to charge telephone calls to your telephone when you 
are away (ie., a business man from New York may use a calling card when in the Dallas Airport 
and the call will be billed to his number in New York). 

Central Office (CO) - The place where the switching of telephone calls is accomplished. Also 
referred to as telephone exchange or switching center. 

Cursor- A blinking symbol that indicates current location on the computer screen. 

Directory Assistance IDA) - The customer will contact this operator to obtain telephone numbers. 

Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) - I +  dialing. 

Digital Multiplex System (DMS) -A  type of Sprint switch. 

Equal Access - The customer can access the long-distance carrier of hislher choice using I +  dialing. 
This is the customer's primary carrier. 

Fiber Optics - Thin glass filaments that use light to transmit voice, video or data signals. This is the 
part the agent plays; you are transparent to the customer, just like fiber optics. 

lndependent Telephone Company - Independent companies formed to provide telephone services 
to mostly rural areas. 

lntralata - Within a LATA. The local calling boundary where the local phone company provides 
services. 

lntegrated System Digital Networking (ISDN) 

lntemational Access Code- The first two or three digits a customer dials when placing an 
international call depending on type of service needed. For example: 01 49 or 011 49 69 876 
3218. 

?- 
lnterexchange Carrier (lXC) -Any company that provides long-distance calling to interlata points. 
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lnternal Switching System (lSS) -A  type of switch used for call distribution. 

d 
Local Access and Transport Areas (LnTAj -A  LATA is the local calling boundary where the local 

phone company provides service. 

Local Orchange Carrier (LEC) - The local telephone company that provides dial tone, local calling 
and calls to a limited calling area (Le., Southwestern Bell and United of Ohio are local exchange 
carriers.) 

Long Distance - Calls outside the local geographic area that require the customer to dial an access 
code such as I+ and has an additional charge for call completion. 

Numbering Plan Areas (NPAj -The three digits of the area code are also called the NPA. 

NXX- The first three digits of the seven-digit phone number. The NXX identifies which central office 
the number belongs to (Le., 661-8000). 

pay phone-A phone that is usually located in an area for public use and may or may not allow win 
deposits to place calls. 

Pedestals - Storage areas used to house telephone cable connections. These are commonly located 
in a residential customer's backyard where telephone cable is buried. 

Protectors (Station Protectorsj - Station protectors prevent (or inhibit) lightning strikes from running 
into the house or burning up the phone set. A station protector also connects the heavy phone 
wire outside the house with the delicate, thinner phone wires inside the house. 

Telephony- The study of telecommunications. 
J 

Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD) - Mechanical/electronic device that permits people 
with hearing and speech impairments to type phone messages over the standard telephone 
system. 

Telecommunications Reray Service (TRSj -A  service that permits people with hearing and speech 
impairments to type phone messages over the standard telephone system via an agent. 

Teletypewriter (77YJ -Telegraph keyboard that permits people with hearing and speech impairments 
to type phone messages over the standard telephone system. 

Text Telephone (rr) - Mechanical/electronic device that permits people with hearing and speech 
impairments to type phone messages over the standard telephone system. 

Toll- The charge for a long-distance call based on mileage and length of time of the call. 

Traffic - The flow of calls through the system 

Trunk- A single channel between switching centers. 
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Phone Image 
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Module 3 - Phone Image 
Ld 

Objectives 

After completing the Phone Image Module, the agent will be able to: 

1. Explain the significance of a professional phone image. 

2. Determine how information is communicated. 

3. Maintain transparency and caller control. 

4. Redefine the agent's role. 

5. Pace customers using appropriate phrases. 

6. Handle customer interruptions. 

Benefits 

Phone Image will provide the agent with information about using your voice 
effectively on the phone. 

W 
Phone Image will provide the agent with information about using your typing skills 
effectively with a data customer on the phone. 

Through lectures, videos and observations you will get a first hand opportunity to 
understand the role of a relay agent in greeting and dealing with Relay 
customers. 

Overview 

Upon completion of Phone Image, new relay agents will have a basic understanding 
of using their voice, phrasing and typing skills to assist relay customers. 
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1. How is Phone Image Created? 
A. Effective communication occurs via the telephone lines. 
B. Good listening, verbal and reading skills are important. Relaying verbatim, 

providing background noises, and translating when requested are also essential. 

C. Activity. Using a white board or flip chart discuss with the class: 
What would be important to a TTY user? 
What would be important to a Voice user? 

II. Why a Professional Phone Image is Important 
A. Serves as a vital link between hearing people using standard telephones and 

those who are deaf, hard of hearing, or speech disabled. 
B. Builds trust and confidence in the service provided. 
C. Agents relay precisely what the customer conveys. 
D. Makes Sprint stand out as a pioneer in providing excellent quality service and 

customer satisfaction. 

111. Provide Customers with a Warm and Friendly Greeting 
Customers don't have any idea of whether the previous call may have left the agent 
infuriated or smiling. Therefore, each call should being with a warm and friendly voice. 

Greet all relay calls by identifying the correct Relay State and providing the 
appropriate agent number. 
Always follow specific requests to modify or adapt announcements for TTV 
and/or voice customers. 
Maintain professionalism and courtesy at all times 

Some customers may not always respond positively to the greeting provided due to a 
previous call or situation that may have been very upsetting. Hearing a friendly voice may 
be just what the customer needs. 

IV. How Information is Communicated 
A. Variety of Voice Tones . Business 

Positive and Professional 
Robotic , Machine -like or choppy 

1. To effectively speak in the voice and tone of the caller, the agent must be 
able to identify the tone. Different voice tones display different emotions. A 
person's voice is created by a combination of breath control (which gives the 
voice its power), tone (which is created as the air moves from the lungs 
through the larynx), and pronunciation (which is how form sounds). 

2. Practicing good ergonomics is also important. An agent's lungs and 
diaphragm cannot work effectively if they sit slumped at the terminal. 
Therefore, develop a good habit of sitting up straight when talking on the 
telephone. 

3. Telephone voices may sound friendly, positive, interested, professional 
andlor focused. Or they may be emotional, insincere, or robotic sounding. 
Nevertheless, the voice is a powerful tool and gives real meaning to words. 
Change voice tone and inflection when responding to people and 
circumstances. 

4. When agents are bored or distracted they may sound like a robot or 
computer. All the words may sound the same and give the impression that 
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they are unfriendly, mechanical, or unconcerned. Sounding "all business" 
can also appear to a customer that agents are not concerned. 

EXERCISE 
Choose a reading from a book or magazine. Assign different emotions to the selection as 
various agents read the text. Allow agents to experiment with the tone and sound of their 
voice to convey the varying emotions. 

Being attentive to the customer's requests makes them feel important. Helpful hints in 
staying focused are: 

8. Staying Focused on All Calls 

To avoid reading, writing and talking to peers while processing calls. 
If the TTY customer is typing in ASL it is important to adapt the message to 
convey accurate grammar. Adding articles of language and anticipating the typing 
speed of the customer helps the call to sound conversational. It is also helpful to 
allow sufficient time for customers typing in ASL to complete a thought so that the 
information can be translated at a conversational pace. 
Most importantly, let your voice smile as you relay calls. 

V. Why Using a Conversational Tone is Important 
Having a bad day? Ones emotional state modifies their voice pitch range, whether intended 
or not. If someone is experiencing stress, anger, or excitement their voice tells it all. 

An agent's voice should give customers the impression that they are anxious to help. 
Remain alert and pleasant at all times. 
Using a conversational tone is much more effective than sounding like agents are 
reading a script. 
Agents must read the message with appropriate feeling and voice inflection. In time, 
conversational tone is a skill that will develop. 

Always use clear articulation and enunciation. More importantly, agents should be 
expressive and vary voice tone and rate by creating a verbal picture using their voice. For 
many customers it may be their first experience using Sprint Relay. Therefore, leave them 
with a lasting impression. Hearing customers using relay rely on the tone of voice and 
inflection to better understand the message. How information is relayed may have a greater 
impact than what is said. If customers listen to agents relay in a normal, conversational 
tone, it helps them stay focused on the conversation. 

VI. Operator Role and Relay Role 
A. The Operator Role is performed when: 

Greeting 
Asking for and entering 
Calling From Number 
Calling To Number 
Billing Information 
Announcing 
Explaining Service 
At the start of the call 
When a new person comes on the line 
During the call when the service needs to be explained again. 
Redefining relay role to Voice or TTY . Operator Role Closure 

The agent may acknowledge an inbound or outbound courtesy close to the agent. 
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B. Relay Role 

The relay agent accepts their being involved only to the point of facilitating communication as a 
“human telephone wire.” 
The agent processes the call. 
The relay users are to remain in -of &&r call. 
The agent does not make decisions or comments on behalf of the relay user. 
The caller controls the call progress and content of the conversation. 
The agent relays verbatim what is said, typed or heard. 

Sprint puts of the call with the users. 

When necessary the agent will add, change or delete non-essential words to create 
grammatically correct conversational English (per FCC) 

C. Coping Skills 
Relay agents are exposed to rude businesses daily. Relay agents need to learn skills to 
handle these situations. Agents must recognize that no matter how good their coping skills 
are ... these situations have a tendency to break agents down. 

Negative emotions over the phone 

0 I’m not interested 
Being put on hold abruptly - the dreaded “click. 

Fact - In today’s world “Can you hold?” is not a question that requires a reply. 
0 Fact - Sometimes a relay call is placed on hold permanently 

Fact - Sometimes a call is placed on hold and the person leaves for the day or goes to 
lunch .... 

Poor Screening Methods 
Who is this? 
What do want? 

Mouth Noises 

Blowing smoke 
Belches 

Not giving full attention to the call 

0 

Mumbled greetings 

Remain calm -You do not sound professional if you become impatient. 
D. Phone Mistakes agents are exposed to (daily) 

I don’t have time for this 
Oh God it‘s one of those deaf calls. 

Chewing (You’ll be able to tell the difference between tuna on wheat and chicken salad 
on white) 

Bathroom noises - Clanking dishes - Loud TV 

Side conversations - resulting in repeat requests 
Manipulate the system -talking about the caller as the TTY user is typing 
TTY caller change mid call without informing the voice 

Often occurs at a business switchboard when the person answering says the same 
greeting 1500 times a day. (Ask the caller, “Please repeat what you said when you 
answered the phone?”) 
(Don’t say - how did you answer .... The phone rang and I picked it up.) 

No one wants to take the relay call 
Transfers 
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E. Listening Skills 
Listening skills are equally as important as speaking skills, and yes you can “listen” 
to a text relay user. 

Active listening requires concentration. 
Be open-minded. 4 
Provide feedback by restating and making statements that indicate your attention 
and understanding. 

Ask clarifying questions to prevent problems of misinterpretation 

F. Customer Service Skill 
Did you know that a person calling or receiving a call would form an opinion about 
you or your company in as little as 4-6 seconds? What you say and how you say it 
makes a difference. 

Positive words and phrases tend to get positive responses in turn. The opposite is 
true. Avoid negative word choices. 

Courtesy is the most important element of business telephone use. All it takes is a 
few simple expressions. 

Thankyou 
Please 
You’re welcome 
How may I help ? - In our case this often means explaining the service or 
educating the caller on what your role is during the call 

Unacceptable Phrases 
There are certain phrases no one should hear when calling a company .... These are 
forbidden phrases you will hear, but should not use yourself. 

“I don’t know.” Nothing destroys confidence more quickly. After all, the 
customer believes that it is your job to know. If the information is not readily accessible say, 
“That‘s a good questions. Let me find out for you. One moment please.” 

“We can’t do that.” Remember a customer can almost always find someone who 
can. Instead say, let me see what we can do, then try to find an alternative solution. Even if 
it means calls for a supervisor or sometimes just taking a moment to gather your thoughts or 
to check reference material. Always concentrate on what you can do, rather than what you 
can’t. 

“You’ll have to . . .” The customer doesn’t have to do anything. Soften the request 
- refer to suggested relay phrases. (CS type phrases: “Here’s what you can do ....” “The 
best thing to do.....”) 

“ N O  at the beginning of a sentence. Once you begin a sentence with a negative, 
it‘s difficult to work you way back to a positive resolution to the problem. Take a minute to 
think about what you want to say, then phrase it in a positive way. “We aren’t able to .... but 
we can....” 

“Hang on for a second; 1’11 be right back.” When is the last time you actually put 
someone on hold for one second. Tell the customer the truth: I am calling a supervisor for 
assistance to find the information ..... It may take two or three minutes to find the information. 
Can you hold for that long?” When asked, most people will, and they’ll be much more 
agreeable. 

4 
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VII. 

Background Noises 
Relay Agents are be expected to describe a minimum of ONE CALL IMPACTING OR CALL 
ENHANCING BACKGROUND SOUND, NOISE OR INFORMATION per call. Agents are 
expected to describe: Call impacting background noise, sounds or information; Call 
enhancing background noise, sounds or information (non-call impacting or insignificant); or 
to inform the caller when NO background noise or sound is heard. In addition to the 
following list of suggested background we ask that you type all or any other background 
sounds you are able to describe. 

Background Noises and Descriptive Words 

I SUGGESTED WORDS TO USE WHEN BACKGROUND IS SILENT 

(BACKGROUND QUIET) (NOTHING IN BACKGROUND) 
(DEAD AIR) (PAUSE) 
(LEFT LINE.. .SILENCE) (PAUSING) 
(MANY NOISES) (QUIET BACKGROUND) 
(MULTIPLE BACKGROUND SOUNDS) (QUIET) 
(MUTED) (SILENCE IN BACKGROUND) 
(MUTING PHONE) (SILENCE) 
(NO BACKGROUND NOISE) (SILENT BACKGROUND) 
(NO ONE TALKING) (THOUGHTFUL SILENCE) 
(NO RESPONSE) (WAITING FOR A RESPONSE) 

SUGGESTED BACKGROUND NOISES I 
(ACCENT) (BREAKING UP) 
(ADDING MACHINE SOUNDS) (BREATHING HEAVY) 
(AHEM) (BURP) 
(AIRPLANE NOISES) (BURPING) 
(AIRPLANE) (BUZZING) 
(ANNOUNCEMENT OVER SOUND (CALCULATOR SOUNDS) 
SYSTEM 
IN BACKGROUND) 
(BABY COOING) 
(BABY CRYING) 
(BABY FUSSING) 
(BAD CONNECTION) 
(BANGING CUPBOARDS) 
(BANGING SOUNDS) 
(BARK1 NG) 
(BATHROOM SOUNDS) 
(BEEPING SOUNDS) 
(BELCHING NOISE) 
(BIRD SINGING) 
(BIRD TALKING) 
(BIRD TWEETING) 
(BLOWING NOSE) 
(BOWLING PINS) 

(CAR CHIME) 
(CAR DOOR SLAMMING) 
(CAR SOUNDS) 
(CARS WHIZZING BY) 
(CASH REGISTER SOUNDS) 
(CAT MEOW) 
(CELL PHONE BAD RECEPTION) 
(VOICE GOES IN AND OUT) 
(CELL PHONE CUTTING OUT) 
(CELL PHONE FADING IN AND OUT) 
(CELL PHONE FUZZY) 
(CELL PHONE RINGING) 
(CELL PHONE STATIC) 
(CHATTERING IN BACKGROUND) 
(CHEWING) 
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r BACKGROUND NOISES continued 

(CHILD IN BACKGROUND) 
(CHILD SQUEALING) 
(CHILDREN CRYING) 
(CHILDREN SCREAMING) 
(CHIRPING) 
(CHOPPING) 
(CHUCKLING) 
(CHURCH BELLS) 
(CLANKING DISHES AND POTS) 
(CLANKING) 
(CLAPPING HANDS) 
(CLOCK CHIMING) 
(CLOTHES WASHER) 
(COOKING) 
(COUGH) 
(COUGHING) 
(COVERED PHONE) 
(COVERING PHONE) 
(CRASH NOISE) 
(CROWD CHEERING) 
(CRUNCHING) 
(CRYING AND TALKING) 
(CRYING) 
(DEEP BREATH) 
(DISHES CLATTERING) 
(DOG BARKING) 
(DOING DISHES) 
(DOOR CREAKING) 
(DOOR NOISE) 
(DOOR SLAMMING) 
(DOOR SQUEAKING) 
(DOORBELL) 
(DRIVING IN CAR) 
(DROPPED PHONE) 
(DRYER ON) 
(EATING SOMETHING) 
(EATING SOUNDS) 
(EATING) 
(ECHOING) 
(FART) 
(FARTI NG) 
(FAX MACHINE TONES) 
(FAX TONES) 

(FLICKING LIGHTER) 
(FOOTSTEPS) 
(GASPING) 
(GIGGLE) 
(GROAN) 
(GRUMBLING) 
(GRUNT) 
(GULP) 
(GULPING) 
(HAMMERING SOUNDS) 
(HAMMERING) 
(HEAVY ACCENT) 
(HICCUPS) 
(HORN BLOWING) 
(HORN HONK) 
(HUMMING) 
(HURRIED VOICE) 
(ICE CLINKING IN GLASS) 
(ICE CUBES IN GLASS) 
(INTERCOM) 
(INTERNET SOUNDS) 
(INTERRUPTING) 
(KEYBOARD CLICKING) 
(KEYBOARD SOUNDS) 
(KEYING) 
(KIDS FIGHTING) 
(KIDS PLAYING) 
(KISSING SOUNDS) 
(KITCHEN SOUNDS) 
(KITTY IN BACKGROUND) 
(KNOCKING ON DOOR) 
(LARGE DOG BARKING) 
(LAUGH WITH NOSE SNORT) 
(LAUGH I NG) 
(LAUGHTER IN BACKGROUND) 
(LIGHTER) 
(LIGHTING CIGARETTE) 
(LITTLE LAUGH) 
(LOUD COUGH) 
(LOUD MACHINERY) (LOUD STEREO) 

(LOUD VOICE) 
(LOUDSPEAKER IN BACKGROUND) 

(LOUD N) ~ d 
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I BACKGROUND NOISES continued 

n 

(LOW TALKING IN BACKGROUND) 
(MACHINE NOISES) 
(MACHINE RUNNING) 
(MACHINERY NOISES) 
(MAKING FOOD) 
(MAKING NOISES WITH MOUTH) 
(MALEIFEMALE VOICE IN 
BACKGROUND) 
(MEOWING) 
(MEWING) 
(MICROWAVE BELL DINGING) 
(MOANING) 
(MOTOR RUNNING) 
(MUMBLING TO SELF) 
(MUMBLING) 
(MUSIC PLAYING) 
(MUTED MICROPHONE) 
(MUTED PHONE) 
(OFFICE MACHINES RUNNING) 
(ON SPEAKER PHONE) 
(OPENING CAR DOOR) 
(OPENING DOOR) 
(OUT OF BREATH) 
(PAGERS GOING OFF) 
(PANTING) 
(PAPER NOISES) 
(PAPER SHUFFLING) 
(PASSING GAS) 
(PAUSING) 
(PEEING SOUND) 
(PERSON CRYING) 
(PERSON STILL ON THE LINE) 
(PERSON YELLING) 
(PERCOLATING) 
(PEOPLE ARGUING) 
(PEOPLE TALKING IN BACKGROUND) 
(PHONE ANSWERED ... NO ONE IS 
TALKING) 
(PHONE CUlTING OUT) 
(SCREAMING FOUL LANGUAGE) 
(SCREAMING IN BACKGROUND) 
(SET PHONE DOWN) 
(SHOP NOISES) 
(SHORT LAUGH) 

(SHOUTING) 
(SIGH) 
(S I G H) 
(SINGING) 
(SIREN IN BACKGROUND) 
(SIREN SOUNDS) 
(SLURPING) 
(SMACKING LIPS) 
(SMACKING) 
(SMALL DOG BARKING) 
(SMOKING) 
(SNAPPING FINGERS) 
(SNEEZE) 
(SNEEZING) 
(SNIFF) 
(SNIFFLING) 
(SNORING) 
(SOUNDS LIKE A BAR) 
(SOUNDS LIKE DIGGING IN DRAWER) 
(SOUNDS LIKE GOING INSIDE) 
(SOUNDS LIKE GOING OUTSIDE) 
(SOUNDS LIKE LOW BAlTERY) 
(SOUNDS LIKE ON SPEAKER PHONE) 
(SOUNDS LIKE SCOOPING OUT OF 
PAN) 
(SOUNDS LIKE SLEEPING NOISES) 
(SPEAKER PHONE ECHOING) 
(SPEAKER PHONE) 
(SQUEAKING) 
(STATIC ON THE LINE) 
(STATIC) 
(STATIC CONNECTION) 
(STUFFY NOSE) 
(STUTTERING) 
(SUCKING) 
(SWITCHING LINES) 
(TAKING A BATH) 
(TALKING TO SELF) 
(TALKING TO SOMEONE IN 
BACKGROUND 
WHILE RELAY READS MESSAGE) 
(TALKING TO SOMEONE) 
(TALKING WITH FOOD IN MOUTH) 
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I BACKGROUND NOISES continued 

(TAPPING NOISE) 
(TAPPING) 
(THUMPING) 
(THUNDER) 
(TOILET FLUSH) 
(TOILET FLUSHING) 
(TRAFFIC NOISES) 
(TRAFFIC) 
(TRAIN GOING BY) 
(TRAIN NOISE) 
(TRAIN WHISTLE BLOWING) 
(TRAIN WHISTLE) 
(TRYING TO TALK TO OPERATOR) 
(TURN SIGNAL) 
(TURNING PAGES) 

(TYPING NOISE) 
(TYPING) 
(USING TOILET) 
(VACUUM) 
(VOICE CUTTING IN AND OUT) 
(VOICES IN BACKGROUND) 
(VOMITING) 
(WASHING DISHES) 

(Tv ON) 

(WATER RUNNING) 
(WATER SOUNDS) 
(WHEEZING) 
(WHIMPER) 
(WHIMPERING) 
(WHINING) 
(WHIRRING) 
(WHISPERING TO SELF) 
(WHISPERING TO SOMEONE) 
(WHISPERING) 
(WHISTLING) 
(WIND BLOWING) 
(WIND CHIMES) 
(WIND IN PHONE) 
(YAWN) 
(YAWNING) 
(YELLING AT DOGS) 
(YELLING AT KIDS) 
(YELLING IN BACKGROUND) 
(ZIPPER NOISE) 

Voice Tone Descriptive Words 

In addition to background noises, it is very helpful to use descriptive words to add a more realistic and natural 
quality to the conversation. The following is a list of background noises and acceptable descriptive words. 
Use only the approved list when describing emotions. 
(SOUNDS BORED) (SOUNDS IRRITATED) 
(SOUNDS CALM) (SOUNDS KIND) 
(SOUNDS CONCERNED) 
(SOUNDS CONFUSED) 
(SOUNDS DISAPPOINTED) (SOUNDS PATIENT) 
(SOUNDS DISCOURAGED) (SOUNDS PLEASANT) 
(SOUNDS ENTHUSIASTIC) (SOUNDS POLITE) 
(SOUNDS EXCITED) (SOUNDS PROFESSIONAL) 
(SOUNDS FLIRTY) (SOUNDS PROUD) 
(SOUNDS FRIENDLY) (SOUNDS RELIEVED) 
(SOUNDS FRIGHTENED) (SOUNDS SLEEPY VOICE) 
(SOUNDS GRATEFUL) (SOUNDS SLURRING) 
(SOUNDS HAPPY) (SOUNDS THOUGHTFUL) 
(SOUNDS HELPFUL) (SOUNDS THRILLED) 
(SOUNDS HOARSE) (SOUNDS TIRED) 
(SOUNDS IMPATIENT) (SOUNDS UNINTERESTED) 

(SOUNDS LIKE A CHILD) 
(SOUNDS LIKE A COLD) 

(SOUNDS UPSET) 
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If the agent disconnects the outbound leg on a TTY to Voice call and the TTY user asks the agent 
how the Voice person sounded, the agent may respond to the question by typing only the approved 
voice tone descriptive words. 

If the agent is not able to describe the voice tone using the approved descriptive words, the agent 
will respond by typing, “I am not sure” or “I am unable to tell you.” Since the agent does not know 
the person, the agent cannot make a judgment as to how the voice person sounded after the call 
has ended. 

Agents should provide background and voice tone descriptive words for a realistic and natural 
quality as close to the time of occurrence as possible. The list provides agents with options to 
identify the tone of voice users. 

If a Voice caller asks the agent not to type background noises, the agent MUST continue typing 
background noises to the TTY customer. The agent may say to the voice caller, “The agent must 
type everything they hear. The agent would be happy to hold if you need to move to another 
location.” 

If a lTY  caller does not want the agent to type background noises (Voice to TTY), honor their 
request. They are in control of the call and it is their decision. 

If a TTY user types in parenthesis, it is not necessary to voice the word “parenthesis”. The agent 
should only speak the words within the parenthesis. 

VIII. 
It is possible to convey emotion to the TTY user through different typing styles and punctuation. 
When the TTY user sees what is typed, he/she becomes accustomed to the style and rhythm of the 
typist. If, suddenly, the style should change from one pace to another, it grabs the TTY user‘s 
attention, especially if it changes along with the content or emotion of the conversation. The 
contrast of normal typing style with a creative, punctuated style can convey the true essence of the 
emotion. Following are examples of normal typing versus enhanced punctuated typing: 

Expressing Conversational Tone to TTY Customers 

ANGER 
Normal 
Emotional 

Normal 
Emotional 

I AM SICK AND TIRED OF THIS GA 
IAM S I C KANDT I R E  D OFTHlS !! GA 

OH OK WELL NOTHING IS WRONG GA 
OH ... OK ... WELL .... NOTHING IS WRONG .... GA 

SADNESS OR HESITATION 

Type slowly and deliberately if possible, with dots to show the hesitation in the speech of the hearing 
person. 

RUDE OR SARCASTIC 
Normal WHAT Q I DON T KNOW WHAT HE MEANS TELL HIM I DON T 

HAVE TIME FOR THIS GA 
Emotional WHAAT QQ I DON T K NOW WHAT HE MEANS TELL HIM I DON T 

HAVE TIME FOR THIS !! GA 
Exaggerate the words, using a rude or sarcastic tone of voice and emphasize with spaces between 
the words that the voice person stresses. 
Typing styles can also be very powerful and used to enhance background comments. For example, 
by exaggerating the spelling of words, (WHAATTT QQQ), or using spaces between words, 
(ABSOLUTELY N 0 T) the agent can often convey the way in which the voice person says the 
phrase without assigning an emotional label. 
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IX. Transparency, Caller Control and Confidentiality 

A. Transparency 

4 Agents are a human wire and will not get personally involved with a call. Agents are to relay 
everything that is typed and heard. If a customer directs a question or comment toward the 
agent, the agent will attempt to remain transparent. When the customer directs the 
conversation towards the agent, relay that information to the other party to give them an 
opportunity to correct the situation. Do not be too quick to re-define the agent role. 

The Inbound caller is always in control of their call. If a customer continues to direct the 
conversation towards the agent, the agent will re-define their role to the customer using 
"third-person'' rather than "first-person'' (use "Relay Agent, CA, Operator" instead of "I"). This 
will move the focus away from the agent. 

Relay customers trust our service to be totally confidential. Information from calls may not be 
disclosed or discussed with anyone. Any portion or element of any conversation that is 
relayed should be held in strict confidence. It is appropriate to discuss call-processing 
situations with a staff member when necessary. A good rule of thumb to follow, if in doubt, 
don't talk about it. 

6. Caller Control 

C. Confidentiality 

D. Suggested Phrases to Redefine Your Role to the Voice Customer . . . . . . . . 
. . 

Everything you say is typed to the caller. 
Please direct your questions to the caller. 

The agent cannot get involved in the conversation. 

The relay agent is not allowed to participate in your call. 

Thank you for asking, but the agent's job is only to relay your call. 

Thanks for asking, but agents are not allowed to answer personal questions. 

One moment, that will be typed to your caller. 

Unfortunately, the relay agent is not allowed to be involved with your call, your statement has been typed 

to the caller and they will respond shortly. 
Your questionlmessage has been typedhlayed. One moment please and the caller will respond. 

(If they say, "Hey, I'm talking to you!!") I understand, however relay agents are not able to get involved with 

the call, one moment and your caller will respond. 

E. Suggested Phrases to Redefine Your Role to the TTY Customer 
PLEASE TYPE THAT INFO DIRECTLY TO THE PERSON U R CALLING 
THANK U HOWEVER U MUST REPEAT THAT INFO ONCE UR CALL IS 
CONNECTED 
WHEN UR CALL IS CONNECTED PLS REPEAT THAT INFO 
AGENT CANNOT GET INVOLVED IN COVERSATION 
AGENT IS NOT ABLE TO ANSWER QUESTION EVERYTHING U TYPE IS BEING RELAYED 
THANK U FOR ASKING HOWEVER AGENT NOT ABLE TO PROVIDE THAT INFO WHILE RELAYING 
<ALT J> (CA NO LONGER HAS THAT INFO) GA 

If a customer is insistent after repeated attempts to redefine your role, call for a supewisor. 

AGENT WILL RELAY THAT INFO 
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F. Voice Person Talking in Third Person 
Often a voice person will talk in third person (Tell him/her), rather than speaking directly to the TTY 
customer. It is important to keep in mind that many voice customers may not be accustomed to 
having a relay agent on the line. The agent may make the suggestion, 

“You can speak directly to the caller, as if I were not here.” 
If the voice customer continues to speak in “third person” and it does not cause confusion for the 
TTY user, simply continue to relay the call, typing verbatim. DO NOT change “third person” to “first 
person.” 

G. Pacing the Voice Customer 
Relay EVERYTHING. Do not leave anything out or make decisions about what can be left out. This 
is considered tampering with the call and has serious implications. If the voice customer speaks too 
fast, the agent may pace the customer by saying, 

“One moment please, the agenUCNOperator is typing everything you say.” 
The agent will then repeat the last few words that were typed to the voice person to lead them back 
into their conversation. It is not necessary to keep repeating the pacing phrase when the voice 
customer gets ahead of the agent‘s typing. If the voice customer starts to talk at a fast pace again 
and it is necessary for the agent to pace the call, the agent may say, “One moment please” and 
again back the voice customer up to where the agent has left off typing. 

Other suggested Phrases for pacing: 
“One moment please, (back up to where voice left off and repeat the last few words) 
“One moment please, the agenffCNOpr must type everything heard. The last words heard were ...” 
“One moment please, the last words heard were.. ..” 
“One moment please, the caller is still typing.” 

H. Repeating Information 
The following are alternate phrases which may be used by the relay agent if asked to repeat 
information that was relay previously or after the outbound has disconnected. 

(SORRY CNAGENTIOPR IS NOT ALLOWED TO REPEAT INFORMATION AFTER THE GO AHEAD) 
(SORRY CNAGENTIOPR IS NOT ALLOWED TO REPEAT INFORMATION AFTER THE CALL HAS ENDED) 
(SORRY CNAGENTIOPR IS NOT ALLOW TO REPEAT INFORMATION AFTER THE VOICE PERSON HAS 
HUNG UP) 

During the course of a call, a customer may request that part of the conversation be repeated. If the 
customer asks the agent to repeat conversation that took place several minutes before; relay the 
request to the other party. The agent should NOT offer this information. Leave control of the call 
with the customer. They need to ask the other person to repeat what they said. 

This may also occur after a customer hangs up. The customer may say, ‘What was that telephone 
number he gave me?” DO NOT give this information to the customer. If the customer needs the 
number repeated, they must call the person back. The relay agent may use an alternate phrase 
such as 9 do not have that information available to me,” and can offer to place the return call for the 
customer. 

If the agent has left a message on an answering machine and the TTY or Voice user asks the agent 
“AGENT HOW DID U RELAY THAT Q G A  the agent may tell the TTY or Voice user how the 
message was relayed. 

If a customer asks the agent to repeat the phrase or conversation that is CURRENTLY being 
relayed, it may be repeated. This may occur if the Voice customer did not hear the agent or if the 
user indicates that the TTY transmission was not clear, or if the agent is transferred to another party 
who did not hear the original message. 
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1. How to Translate ASL to English and Vice Versa 
A relay agent will change the text received from the TTY user into conversational English by: 

1. Slightly changing the word order. 
2. Adding, deleting, or substituting "non-essential" words. Be careful not to use bigger words 

to make it sound more impressive. 
Example: TTY user: I ALREADY APPLIED FOR WORK AND NEED A JOB 
Voice - exactly as typed. DON'T change to "I'm checking on the status of my 
application." 

3. Polishing and relaying the message in the way it was intended. KEEP THE SPIRIT OF 
THE MESSAGE! 

4. The relay message is voiced as it comes over the TTY. The agent should not wait for the 
entire message to appear. 

a. If the message is not understood, DO NOT second-guess! Read the message 
word for word. The voice caller may have a better understanding of the subject or 
the person's language and will understand the message. 
1, Example: TTY user types: MONEY TO PAY NOT FIRST NO WAY TO COME 

TO HERE GO OTHER PAY Q GA 
2. Voice caller may understand and reply, "OK Dave, that is fine. So you will be 

paying me on the 1gh, right?" 
b. If the voice caller did not understand the above TTY statement, ask them to hold. 

Type to the TTY user exactly what the voice caller said. 
1. Example: I DO NOT UNDERSTAND WHAT DO U MEAN GO OTHER PAY Q 

GA 
2. Put the control of explaining back to the TT/TTY user. 

c. If a word is misspelled, but can be deciphered, do so. If the word can't be 
deciphered, in parenthesis, type to the TTY user (WHAT MEAN Q GA) 

d. As a relay agent, type exactly what the voice caller says back to the TTY user. 
Remember: "In your ears and out your fingers!" This is referred to as "verbatim." 
The agent attempts to type every word said by the voice caller. . If the voice caller is speaking too quickly, try to slow them down. 

Use a phrase such as, "I'm sorry, could you please slow down. It is important that l 
type everything you say.'' 

Then read the last sentence you typed. Read the sentence at about the speed 
you are able to type it so the caller will have a better idea of how fast to talk. 

When the voice customer takes a breath, this would be a good time to ask them to hold. It is a more 
natural break. 

J. Prompting the Voice Customer for a "GA" Once 
If the voice customer does not say "Go Ahead" at the end of their message, prompt the customer 
once by saying, "Is that a Go Ahead?" Once the agent prompts the voice customer and the voice 
customer continues to omit the "Go Ahead," the agent will use judgement as to the voice person is 
finished talking. If the agent types a "GA to the TTY person, and the voice person begins speaking, 
inform the voice person the TTY user has started typing and cannot be interrupted. 

II 
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K. Handling Interruptions 
While the agent is voicing the message from the l T Y  customer, the hearing caller may try to talk ar 
the same time. Respond to the hearing customer with phrases like: 

Please repeat your conversation. 

I’m sorry, if you will repeat your conversation afler you hear the “go ahead”. 

I’m sorry, but I am not able to relay your conversation while they are typing. 

I’m sorry, if you will wait until you hear the phrase “go ahead,” I will relay your message. 

If the hearing customer continues to interrupt, it may not be necessary to keep repeating the entire 
pacing phrase. A reminder phrase such as, “I’m sorry, they are still typing” may effectively pause 
the hearing person’s interruption. 

Once the TTY user has finished typing, let the TTY user know that the hearing person tried to 
interrupt by typing in parenthesis (PERSON ATTEMPTED TO START TALKING), then type the 
hearing person’s message. 

If the TTY customer attempts to interrupt the hearing person, inform the hearing by saying, “Your 
party is typing information back to you. The computer wil l not allow me to type while they 
are typing.” Next, begin relaying the message to the hearing person. 

n 
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Module 4 - The l T Y  

f l  

Objectives 

After completing the TTY Module, the agent will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate how to use a TTY. 

2. Use appropriate TTY terminology and abbreviations. 

3. Understand typing for TTY users. 

4. Understand voicing for TTY users. 

5. Complete an overview of TTY etiquette. 

Benefits 

Through lectures, videos, observations and role-plays new agents will get a first hand 
opportunity to understand the role of a Relay customers and their equipment. - The TTY module will assist the agent in learning the basic typing skills and information 
needed to properly communicate with and for a TTY user. 

Overview 

Upon completion of the TTY module, new relay agents will have a basic understanding of 
using a TTY, appropriate terminology and abbreviations to use while placing relay calls, and 
appropriate voicing for TTY users. 
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1. What is a TTY? 

The teletypewriter, or TTY, is a device that lets deaf and hearing people type back and forth using regular 
telephone lines. Teletypewriters were used for many years by news organizations and businesses. These 
organizations used teletypewriters to send and receive news using existing telephone lines. Other machines 
were directly connected to each other on private lines. In the 196O's, these teletypewriters were modified for 
use by deaf people. Robert Weitbrecht, a deaf physicist, designed an acoustic coupler that could convert the 
electrical signals coming from the TTY to activate the keys of the TTY and print the message. The 
teletypewriter has been called by several names, including Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (TDD) or 
Text Telephone (TT). However, a national organization, Telecommunications for the Deaf, Inc. (TDI), has 
taken a firm stand and endorses the acronym of "TTY" to represent all text telephones. 

l T Y  equipment weighs two to five pounds and includes a three or four-row keyboard, a display for reading the 
typed message, a modem or modular connection, AC power, and rechargeable, replaceable batteries. It can 
also have a printerlauto answering machine. There are many different models and styles of TTYs for sale. 
Prices range from $200 to $1,000. They can be purchased from the manufacturer, catalogs, and electronics 
stores. 

II. Overview of a TTY 

A. TTY Basics 

1. Turning the TTY on and off. 

2. Display screen 

3. Keyboard 

B. Video: Using Your TTY 
C. To make a TTY call: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

Place the handset in the acoustic coupler (modem) attached to a regular telephone and turn 
on the power. Two small lights will come on. Only the power light will stay on, the phone light 
waits to respond to any sounds picked up by the acoustic coupler. 
Dial the number and watch the phone light, which shows the dial tone, busy signal, or ringing 
by corresponding light patterns. The light remains on for the length of the sound and goes off 
when there is no sound. For example, the light flashes rapidly and rhythmically with a busy 
signal. 
People answering the phone will respond with their names and a short message followed by 
"GA" which means "go ahead." 
Start typing at this point and identify yourself at the beginning of the TTY call. 
To end a turn in the conversation, type "GA, and the other person will begin typing again. 
Each person is expected to take a turn only after receiving a "GA from the other party. 
When the conversation is complete, type "GA to SK", meaning "go ahead to stop keying" or 
"good-bye", to let the person know you are finished with talking on the TTY. 
A TTY message in process cannot be interrupted, even if one knows what the other person is 
going to type. 
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111. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

TTY Etiquette 

1. Abbreviations 
2. No punctuation used 
3. Instead of periods at the end of a sentence use 2 - 3 spaces 
4. Use "Q" instead of a question mark 
5. Contractions used without punctuation or space (i.e., DONT or DON T) 
6. Misspelled words pronounced as if spelled correctly 
7. If a message is garbled ask the customer to repeat by sending CCTRL 2s 
8. Do not make up abbreviations 
9. Only the approved abbreviations are allowed 
10. If the customer uses abbreviations it is acceptable to use the same abbreviations 

Closing a Conversation 

During a relay call, the following are acceptable translations to use when reading these 
abbreviations to the voice person. 

1. GA SK or GA to SK, BY€ SK GA, SK OR GA, BY€ SK, SK 
a. Hanging up or go ahead 
b. Go ahead or hanging up 
c. Go ahead or getting ready to hang up 
d. Bye or go ahead if you have anything else to say 
e. The caller is getting ready to hang up 

2. BY€ SK GA, BY€ SKSK or SKSK 
a. Bye, hanging up or go ahead 
b. Bye and hanging up 
c. Hanging up 

TTY Practice Session: 30 minutes 

Agent Responsibility 

It is the agent's responsibility to let the TTY user know when the voice person is getting ready 
to hang up. Determine from the content and tone of the conversation which abbreviations to 
use when closing the conversation. 

The first time that the voice person says good bye, type BYE GA SK. 
If the TTY user acknowledges with SKSK, the final good bye from the voice person should be 
relayed as BYE SKSK. 

After the final SKSK if the voice or TTY user wants to know if their party is still on the line, 
relay the question directly to the other party if the computer does not indicate that the party 
has hung up. 

On a TTY -Voice call, if the voice person says, "Okay, good bye, I am hanging up." And then 
does not hang up, type what was said followed by GA or SK. 

If a TTY user closes their call with THANK YOU SKSK it is appropriate for the agent to mirror 
the close back to the customer and acknowledge it by typing something like THANK YOU 
SKSK, THANK YOU FOR USING RELAY SKSK or send cALT US (UR WELCOME) SKSK. 
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If the TTY customer does not type SKSK to close the call to the hearing person, but gives 
another number to call, the agent should move into operator mode to close the call. The 
agent should inform the hearing person, "The caller has hung up. Thank you." 
and send *ALT O> and then follow the TTY customer's instructions. W 

Press < F 5  

VII. 

Agents should become very familiar with the following list of abbreviations so that if they see any of 
them on a relay call, they will know what they refer to. Remember that Sprint policy is that we are to 
use only the following list of abbreviations. However, if the customer uses a private list of 
abbreviations during the course of a relay call, the agent may then utilize the same abbreviations. 

Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms 

SKSK 
TDD 
TTY 
xxx 

Universal Terms 

GA 
GA TO SK, GA SK 
Q, QQ Question Mark 
SK 

Go Ahead (your turn to type) 
Go Ahead or your patty is ready to hang up 

Stop Keying (end of conversation) 
Your patty is ready to hang up 
Hanging up or Hung up 
Telecommunication Device for the Deaf 
Teletypewriter 
Erasing an error 
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Standard Abbreviations 
Sprint policy is that we are to use only the following list of abbreviations. However, if the customer 
uses a private list of abbreviations during the conversation during the course of a relay call, the 
agent may then use the same abbreviations. 

AMT 
ANS MACH 
APPT 
APT 
ASAP 
ASST 
AVE 
BIZ 
BYE 
CLD or CD 
CT 
CUL 
cuz 
DA 
DEPT 
DR 
E 
EDUC 
EMPL 
ETC 
EXT 
F 
FIGS 
FT 
FYI 
GOVT 
HD or HLD 
HWY 
ID 
ILY 
IMPT 
INC 
INFO 
INTL 
JR 
LD 
LTRS 
MACH 
MGR 
MlSC 
MR 
MRS 
MSG or MSGE 
MTG 
N 
NBR or NU 
NE 
NW 
OIC 
OK 

amount 
answering machine 
appointment 
apartment 
as soon as possible 
assistant 
avenue 
business 
goodbye 
could 
Court 
see you later 
because 
directory assistance 
department 
Doctor 
east 
education 
employment 
etceteras 
extension 
Fahrenheit (temp only) 
figures 
Fort (proper noun) 
For Your Information 
government 
hold 
highway 
identification 
I love you 
important 
incorporated 
information 
international 
junior 
long distance 
letters 
machine 
manager 
miscellaneouq 
Mister 
Missus 
message 
meeting 
north 
number 
northeast 
northwest 
Oh, I see 
okay 

OPR operator 
oxoxox Hugs and Kisses 
PIN personal identification number 
PLS please 
PRO professional 
R are 
RD road 
REP representative 
Rx prescription 
S south 
SE southeast 
SHD or SD should 
ss social security 
SSN social security number 
ST Saint (proper noun) 
ST street 
SVC or SERV service 
sw southwest 
THRU through 
TMR or TMW tomorrow 
T v  television 
U, UR you, your 
URS yours 
W west 
XMAS Christmas 
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Auto-Corrected Abbreviations 

replaces them with the words on the right. Use these abbreviations to assist in typing. 
When an agent is typing, the computer system searches for words on the left and automaticallv 4 

ACCT 
ASST 
A lTN 
AUG 
AVL 
BDAY 
BBQ 
BIZ 
BKGD 
BLDG 
BLVD 
CHCK 
CLD 
CLL 
CTR 
CUST 
DEC 
EDUC 
FEB 
FONE 
FRI 
HLD 
HVE 

account 
assistant 
attention 
August 
available 
birthday 
barbecue 
business 
background 
building 
boulevard 
check 
could 
call 
center 
customer 
December 
education 
February 
telephone 
Friday 
hold 
have 

Revised 11/03/04 

HOSP 
IMPT 

JANU 
LTR 
MlNS 
MOND 
MSG 
MTG 
NBR 
NOV 
NUMR 
NXT 
OCT 
OFC 
OPR 
PHNE 
PLS 
PRBLM 
PSBLE 
PYMT 
RECD 
RECHD 
REFR 

hospital 
important 
January 
letter 
minutes 
Monday 
message 
meeting 
number 
November 
number 
next 
October 
office 
operator 
phone 
please 
problem 
possible 
payment 
received 
reached 
referral 

REG 
SEPT 
SERV 
SHD 
SHUD 
svc 
THKS 
THO 
THRU 
THURS 
TMW 
TMR 
TNKS 
TUES 
WEDN 
WHT 
WKND 
WLCOME 
WLD 
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regular 
September 
service 
should 
should 
service 
thanks 
though 
through 
Thursday 
tomorrow 
tomorrow 
thanks 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
what 
weekend 
welcome 
would 
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VIII. Typing Variations 

Internet Characters 
Agents should always spell out the "at" and "dot" when relaying for all call types. If the caller is 
ASCII and uses the characters, the agent may imitate the symbols used by the caller. If the address 
contains a 'dash', for example "444-1 F" or "name-first" the agent should type the information out. 
"'444 (dash) 1 F" or "name (underscore) first". 

Non-Baudot Supported Characters 
If the relay agent is in communication with the TTY customer and a PC keyboard character that is 
not supported by Baudot is used, the keystroke will be ignored. The terminal will not display the 
character to the relay agent, transmit a character of any kind to the TTY customer, nor will the TRS 
terminal give the relay agent any indication that a non-lTY supported character was used. 

The TRS terminal will transmit/display the complete Baudot character set, with the exception of 
"special case" characters, when in communication with a TTY customer. If the agent struck a key on 
the agent terminal PC keyboard that is not supported by the standard Baud TTY characters set 
(such as "@,#,$,etc."), the TRS terminal displays the character to the relay agent, but does not in 
fact transmit the character to the connected TTY relay customer. 

The TRS terminal does not transmit and display the full ASCII character set when in 
communications with an ASCII TRS customer. The TRS terminal will display only the Baudot 
character set when connected to an ASCII user. 

No characters will be transmitted or displayed if a character that is not supported by the TTY 
character set is used while in communication with a TTY customer. 

Verbatim - Style 
It is the agent's responsibility to type exactly what the voice person says. If the voice person says 
"I'm" the agent should not type "I am" or "ain't gonna" as "not going to". 

Contraction Spelling 
A "space" should be used when typing word pair contractions that may change the meaning of a 
contraction typed as a single word within the context of a conversation. 
A contraction is a shorter, faster way of using a word pair. Contractions are used when writing and 
talking. A contraction is made when two words are put together. In standard writing one or more 
letters are taken out of the "Word Pair" and an apostrophe is put in their place. 

rn Because no punctuation is used in "RELAY STYLE TYPING the "SPACE shows that a letter or 
letters have been omitted when a contraction is typed. 

Leaving a "SPACE when spelling the "Word Pair" contraction serves as a replacement for the 
apostrophe. Without the space, we would have no way of expressing in typing to a customer the 
difference between SHELL and SHELL, HELL and HELL, CAN Tand CANT, ILL and ILL, 
WE RE and WERE, SHED and SHED, WELL and WELL, and perhaps a few others. 

Our goal is to provide our customers with an experience as perfect as possible resulting in satisfying 
all customers (end user and State). 
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Agentloperator Role - 
Anything typed to the caller when in operator mode should be enclosed in parenthesis to clarify that 
the agent is typing, not a caller. 

Verification of Spelling 
In some cases hearing callers provide spelling clarification to the agent such as, "the address is J as 
in John, 0 as in Oscar at AOL dot corn." If the agent is aware that the hearing caller is spelling for 
clarification purposes the agent may type the conversation as, THE ADDRESS IS JO AT AOL DOT 
COM. 

Relay agents are also allowed to provide spelling clarification to hearing customers when relaying 
the TTY message, i.e. LAST NAME MYLES, the agent is allowed to voice "The last name is Myles, 
M Y L E S." 
If an agent has typed a message from the hearing caller to the TTY caller asking for spelling 
clarification, the TTY caller may respond by typing M Y L E S or MYLES. The agent should relay the 
message in the spirit intended by relaying the word as though spelled to the hearing caller, i.e. 
Y L E S." 

Agents should not break transparency by responding to a voice customer request that the & 
spell a word typed by a TTY user. The agent should remain transparent by relaying the voice 
customer request to the TTY user. The TTY user is able to respond to a spelling request and does 
not need agent assistance. If needed, the agent may respond to the voice customer request to spell 
by saying, "Your question has been relayed, one moment and the caller will respond." 

Parenthesis 

There may be occasions when a TTY customer types information in parenthesis. For example, I AM 
GOING TO ASK MY DAD HOLD ON (ASKING DAD ABOUT GOING TO MOVIE) I M BACK DAD 
SAYS YES. Since the TTY user typed this information, it should be relayed to the voice person; 
however, it is not necessary to voice the word "parenthesis" 

If a voice person talks to someone in the background, it is outside parenthesis. If other people are 
talking in the background, it is inside parenthesis and considered background noise. 

If the agent hears background noise while the TTY user is typing, that is not considered "real time" 
as the agent does not have the ability to type it to the TTY user when it is actually happening, so the 
agent does not have to type that background noise. However, if the background noise is continuous 
or concerning to the TTY user, the agent should try to include the background noise when it is their 
turn to type. 

Typing Monetary Units 
If a voice person says, "Fifteen dollars and thirty two cents" it is acceptable to type the following: 

1st choice: $15.32 (Verbatim) 

3rd choice: 15 DOLLARS and 32 CENTS (verbatim) 

"M 

J 

2nd choice: 15.32 
understood within the context of the message 

4th choice: FIFTEEN DOLLARS AND THIRTY TWO CENTS 

(This would be verbatim because the message could be 

Numbers are preferable. If the customer requests it to be spelled out, follow their instructions. 
If the agent prefers to spell it out, that's fine as well. 

SKSK 
Typing SKSK more than twice is like slamming the phone down and is considered rude. Agents 
should be careful to mirror the close of the call appropriately. 4 
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Call Processing 
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Objectives 

After completing Module 5 on Call Processing, the agent will be able to: 

1. Recognize the call details provided by the system at the beginning of the call. 

2. Describe call destinations available. 

3. Describe and process the following call types: 
Billing 
TTY to Voice calls 
Voice to TTY calls 

4. Process Intrastate and Interstate Directory Assistance calls. 

Benefits 

Call Processing will provide the agent the means to do their job. 

Through lectures, videos, observations and role-plays the new agent will get a first hand 
opportunity to understand call processing procedures for a variety of call types. 

4 

Overview 

Upon completion of Call Processing the agent will understand basic call processing 
procedures for all call types. 
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Inbound Answer Type Branding 

This feature allows the relay agent to permanently brand a customer's answer mode. The inbound 
customer must request answer type branding. Once a telephone number is branded, any call 
placed from that specific number to a TRS center will automatically connect to the terminal as the 
branded answer type. 

0 

. 
To display the Branding Panel, press the <ALT B> combination 

Press <TAB> and Type (NBR TO BE BRANDED) Q GA 

The following choices are available in the Branding Window: 

Phone Number to be Branded 

BLlNDlDEAF ASCII 

r] BLlNDlDEAF TTY 

I F  0 TURBOCODE 

Press cESC> to CANCEL Selection and EXIT 
Press <ENTER> to ACCEPT Selection and EXIT 

Once the branding panel is displayed the agent must ask the inbound caller for the Phone Number 
to be Branded. This step is critical to insure the customer is not calling through a switchboard. The 
agent should not enter the From number information located in the banner without requesting the 
information from the customer. The system will confirm if the number is available for permanent 
branding. 

After accessing the branding panel, the agent may exit at any time pressing < E X > .  The agent may 
use the <TAB> key to return to the text window to type to the inbound TTY, ASCII or VCO customer 
if necessary. The agent can return to the branding panel by again pressing <TAB>. It is not 
possible to close the branding panel from the text window. The cursor must be in the branding 
panel. 

The branding type is selected by pressing the underlined key. The agent must press the <ENTER> 
key to indicate the selection is correct. If the number is restricted (pay phone, institution, cellular 
phone, etc.), the branding window does not appear. A status error message appears in the 
Branding Window that reads: 

This message displays until any key is pressed 
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The system sends automatic macros to TTY, VCO and ASCII customers. If the inbound customer is 
HCO or Voice, the same message appears in black text. The agent should read the message to the 
customer. 

J ................................................................................................................................... 
WE ARE UNABLE TO BRAND UR PHONE NBR BECAUSE IT IS A PUBLIC OR RESTRICTED ' 

If the inbound phone number is unrestricted, all open windows (dialing, billing, carrier of choice) 
except inbound notes, will close and the Branding Panel displays. The system cursor appears in the 
first character of the "Phone Number to be Branded" field. 

When the agent enters the 10digit phone number in the Number to be Branded field, the system 
validates the number. If the number is valid, the system issues the following prompt to the agent: 

Press <ENTER> to Confirm the Customer's ANI. 

This message displays until the agent presses <ENTER> to confirm or <ESC> to exit. If the agent 
enters an incorrectly formatted customer ANI the system displays an error message that reads: 

Verify Customer ANI and Re-Enter 

If the customer gives the agent a From number other than the one listed in the banner, and the 
agent tries to change it in the Number to Branded field, the system sends the following error 
message: 

Calling From Number is NOT the same. May be PBX. Press Any Key. 

d In this situation, the customer is probably calling from a PBX and the From number cannot be 
branded. When the agent presses any key to continue the system automatically sends the following 
macro to a TTY, ASCII, and VCO user. 

UR NBR DOES NOT MATCH OUR COMPUTER SYS FOR ASISTANCE PLEASE 
CALL CUSTOMER SERVICE 800 676 3777 GA 

If the inbound answer type is Voice or HCO, this message displays in black text to be read to the 
customer. When the agent completes the above steps and validation is complete, the system will 
move the cursor to the first branding option (VCO). 

After selecting the correct option, the system will prompt the agent to Press <Enter> to ACCEPT 
selection and Exit. The agent presses <Enter> to indicate that the selection is correct and 
complete. The branding panel closes and the brand request is accepted. The system then sends 
the following automatic macro to TTY, ASCII, and ASCII users. 

UR REQUEST HAS BEEN PROCESSED IT SHOULD BE READY WITHIN 3 DAYS IF THERE IS 
A PROBLEM PLS CALL CUSTOMER SERVICE AT 800 676- 3777 GA 

If the agent presses <Entee without making a selection the system presents the following error 
message: 

Select BRAND and press ENTER to continue 
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Once a caller’s line is permanently branded, any call placed from that specific phone number to a 
TRS center will come into the agent terminal to be answered as the branded type. The agent will 
receive information windows when a call arrives at the agent position. 

Branded VCO Call 
A message window will appear on the terminal screen when the call arrives at the agent workstation: 
“Possible VCO Uset”. The inbound caller will receive the VCO branded greeting macro, “Relay 
(State) Agent XXXX MIF VCO or TYPE GA 

Branded HCO Call 
A message window will appear on the terminal screen when the call arrives at the agent workstation: 
“Possible HCO User”. The inbound caller will receive the HCO branded greeting macro, “Relay 
(State) Agent XXXX MIF U MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 

Branded BlindDeaf-ASCII and Branded BlindDeaf-TTY 
A message window will appear on the terminal when the call arrives at the agent workstation: 
“Possible BRDU User”. BRDU will appear in place of the word “FROM” in the banner. The inbound 
caller will receive the greeting macro, “RELAY STATE NBR CALLING PLS BRDU GA. This feature 
notifies the agent that the customer is DeafIBlind and using Braille equipment. The agent will adjust 
their typing speed to accommodate this type of customer. 

Branded ASCII Call 
A message window will appear on the terminal screen when the call arrives at the agent workstation. 
“Attempting to detect ASCII, please standby.” Once ASCII is detected, a window will appear on the 
terminal screen informing the agent, “ASCII (baud rate) detected.” The inbound caller will receive 
the TRS greeting macro, RELAY STATE NBR PLS GA 

Branded TURBO CODE Call 
When a Turbo Code call arrives at the agent station, the dial window will display along with the 
inbound notes window. Currently the dial window does not display until the TTY starts to type text. 
Incoming alpha characters are in lower case. 

Branded TTY Call 
Inbound l T Y  answer type branding is invisible to the agent. Once a callers line is branded, any call 
placed from that specific number to a TRS center will come into the agent terminal to be answered 
on < F I >  (ANS TDD). The inbound caller will receive the TRS greeting macro, RELAY (STATE) 
NBR CALLING PLS GA 

Branded Voice Call 
Inbound Voice answer type branding is invisible to the agent. Once a callers line is branded, any 
call placed from that specific number to a TRS center will come into the agent terminal to be 
answered on <F2> (ANS VCE). The agent will greet the customer with the following phrase, “Hello. 
Relay (State) Agent/Opr/CA XXXX. May I have the number you are calling please? 
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Module 5B - Connecting to Relay 
- ~ ~ 8, 

The Caller 
m 

The Sprint Relay Agent 
The Person 
Being Called 

Represent Sprint to the customer by providing: 
-Relay Services for people who are Deaf, Speech Disabled, Hearing and Hard of Hearing 
-Positive Phone Image 
-Accuracy 
-Effectiveness 
-Good Listening skills 
-Patience 

Provide Billing options for customers making longdistance calls using: 
-Paid 
-FON Card 
-LEC Card 
-Optional 
-Third Party 
-Collect 

identify and process calls according to customer's desired destination: 
-Local 
-Long Distance 
-Toll Free 
-International Outbound 
-International Inbound 

Respect and serve the needs of the customer: 
-Language - ASL 
-Confidentiality 
-Transparency 
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1. Turbocode 
Turbocode is an enhanced TTY that allows a higher speed data transmission. When a 
Turbocode call arrives at the terminal, the Dial Window displays immediately. Inbound and 
outbound alpha characters appear in lower case. . Turbo Inbound Branding is available. 

e 

e 

e 

Turbo Outbound Answer Type Branding is available. 
Turbocode works on VCO or HCO call types. 
Turbocode does not work on Alternate Call types. 

Data Transmission SDeed 
If a customer states the agent's typing speed is too fast the data transmission speed can be adjusted 
by pressing the <CTRL> & (down arrow) key. If the caller then states the typing speed is too slow, 
the speed can be adjusted by pressing <CTRL> + (up arrow) key. 
The data transmission speed will appear in the top right hand corner of the banner. 

Turbo Code InterruDt Feature 
If the agent is reading the Turbocode customer's message and the Voice customer interrupts: 
Say, "One moment the CA will interrupt." 

1. Press <CTRL I> A message window will display saying, 

2. Press <ESC> 
3. TYPE the Voice person's message. 

"interrupt Request Sent to Customer, Press <ESC> to Continue" 

The Turbocode customer will see a flashing white interrupt light on their TTY. This alerts the 
Turbocode customer the voice person has started to talk and the agent will be typing text. 

Variation: If the Turbocode customer does not allow the interruDt and continues typing, the agent 
will inform the voice person that the TTY user has continued typing. 

If the agent is typing the Voice response the Turbocode customer may choose to activate the 
interrupt feature on their TTY by pressing CCTRL I> .  The message <Interrupt Message 
Received> will display on the conversation area of the TRS terminal screen and the Turbocode 
customer will begin to type. The agent will inform the voice customer of the interrupt by saying: 
"One moment your caller has begun typing." and then read the Turbocode customer's text. 
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II. 

The ETurboCode Dial Through TTY transmits the Number to Call; Call Type Preferences and User 

It is the agent’s responsibility to read and follow the ETurbo User’s call set-up and preference 
instructions. 

Enhanced Turbo Dial Through - (Eturbo) 

Instructions directly to the relay call set-up screen. J 

. 

. . 
0 

0 

. 

. 

. . 
0 

A green message window displays “Customer is using ETurboCode mode, Retrieving 
ETurbo Information, please wait.. .” 
Banner displays “ R  to inform the agent a Relay Information Block (RIB) has been sent. 
The Dial-Through Number automatically transfers into the call TO number field. 
The system automatically processes the ETurbo LD Carrier of Choice without agent 
interaction. 
The Dial Window Message Field informs the agent, “ETurbo Dial-Thru Requested. Press 
COMPLETE to Dial or <ESP to cancel.” Press <COMP> to dial the call. 
A Scratch Pad Window prominently displays the Dial-thru Number, Call Type, Preference 
Instructions and the LD Carrier of Choice. 
ETurbo Information always takes priority in the event that there are conflicts with Customer 
Database feature information. 
The Dial and Scratch Pad windows close when <COMP> is pressed to outdial. 
Press <CTRL S> to redisplay the Scratch Pad window. 
The system automatically disables ETurboCode when the agent attempts to Transfer the 
caller or identifies an Alternate Call Type. 

ETURBO Variations 

ETurbo greeting macros do not include the “NBR PLS G A  prompt. 
The COC menu appears automatically with the carrier selection highlighted on alternate 
billing calls; press <COMP> to dial. 
The Standard greeting macros will transmit when an Invalid Dial-Thru Number is received or 
a long distance Dial Thru Number is received from a Restricted Calling (RED) From Number. 
The Scratch Pad will not display until the agent brings up the window by pressing 4 T R L  S>. 
The agent will interact with the customer to obtain calling to number and/or billing 
information. 
Data Transmission Speed cannot be adjusted from the relay terminal. This is because the 
customer controls data speed from the ETurboCode TTY. 
If the ETurbo customer enters an invalid Carrier Identification 10 Code in the Dial Thru 
number, an automatic macro will be sent: INVALID CARRIER IN DIAL THRU NUMBER PLS 
REPEAT GA. If necessary, the agent will converse with the customer to obtain dialing 
instructions. 
The agent will enter the TO number in the Dial Window, and press the COC key, before 
pressing <COMP>. The agent will attempt to select the 10 10 Code on the COC menu. If 
the 10 10 Code is not listed, select ALL OTHERS and press <COMP>. 
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ETurboCode Preferences and Instructions 

f- 

Two lines within the Agent Scratch Pad Window are reserved for the ETurbo Call Type and 
Preferences. 
VCO ON process as VCO. Connects to the agent position in the Branded VCO mode. 
HCO ON process as HCO. Connects to the position and outdials in the Branded HCO mode. 

0 -  Braille processes without a transmission speed adjustment. User’s TTY controls speed. 
Do not explain relav indicates that the agent should not ask, ”Have you received a relay call 
before?” when announcing the call. 
Do not t w e  recordinas indicates the user does not want recorded messages typed. 
If 2Line VCO displays, the agent should assume the TO number will be answered as the 
users second line. Process as Two-Line VCO when connected to outbound. 
Some Preferences will or may add delay to the call. 
Don’t Dial Thru indicates that the caller would like to communicate with the agent before the 
call is dialed. Do not press <COMP>. Obtain instructions from the user. 
Don’t Announce Relay, the agent should transmit <CTRL J> (HOW WOULD U LIKE UR 
CALL ANNOUNCED Q) GA before dialing. 
Female CA or Male CA may require that the agent converse with the customer to 
communicate the need for an agent call takeover. 
Reauest callina card indicates that the agent should prepare to process an Alternate Billing 
card call. 
Language Preferences: English Language, Spanish Lanauaae, French Lanauaae may 
require a caller transfer. 

CCTRL U> - DISABLES TURBOCODE MODE 
The CCTRL U> Hot Key will provide the option to turn off Turbocode from the relay agent position. 
This option will help to improve service to our customer through decreasing requests for the 
Turbocode TTY user to hang up and redial the relay service when the user and/or agent experience 
garbling problems that cannot be corrected. 

Relay Agents will have the ability to disable the Turbocode mode by depressing the <CTRL U> 
keys. This is not a toggle key. The system will display a message window, informing the agent 
“TurboCode has been disabled.” Because of the time it takes to synchronize the Turbocode 
modem and the customers Turbocode TTY; it may take up to 7 seconds for the new setting to be 
valid. The customer and/or agent may receive garble characters during this period. 

<CTRL U> RELAY AGENT PROCEDURES 
When the Turbocode TTY user indicates that the message typed by the Relay Agent is garbled, 
the agent should re-type the last message, or depress the Last Typed Macro function <CTRL 5> 
to re-transmit the information that the Turbocode user may have missed. 
When the Relay Agent has received a garbled message from the Turbocode TTY user, the 
agent will inform the caller by pressing CCTRL 2> (UR MSG IS GARBLED PLS REPEAT) GA. 
After the Relay Agent has exhausted all efforts to correct TurboCode garbled message condition 
for the user and/or agent; the agent should inform the user by typing, (RELAY TURNING 
TURBOCODE MODE OFF PLS HOLD) prior to disabling the Turbocode mode. The agent will 
disable Turbocode by depressing CCTRL Us. The Relay Agent should then verify that the 
Turbocode TTY user is able to read the agent message by typing, (CAN YOU READ ME NOW 
QQ) GA. 
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111. Caller ID Blocking 

A. Relay Caller ID 

d Many states have laws that customers must be able block their telephone number from 
sending to Caller ID boxes through two methods: 

Permanent Caller ID block 

The Caller ID default will always be “ON” (transmits). 

Block Caller ID on a per call basis 

1. Permanent Call Blocking 

If a customer wants to permanently block Caller ID, the agent can pull up the Database Window and 
place a “N” next to Caller ID. “Caller ID Send” is located under “prefs” on the Customer Database 
Menu. 

2. Per Call Blocking 
If a customer wants to block their Caller ID on a specific call, the agent will press CCTRL 0,. This 
will turn Caller ID “OFF for that call. The CCTRL OS is a toggle switch; pressing the sequence 
again will turn Caller ID back “ON”. This function works on a per call basis only. It is the relay 
user’s responsibility to inform the agent to have the Caller ID blocked on everv call. If the 
customer makes multiple calls and wants each call blocked, the agent will need to press 
<CTRL> 0 after each call. 
If the caller has permanent call blocking and asks the agent to unblock Caller ID for a specific call, 
the agent will press CCTRL OS to override the Customer Database preference for a single call. 

3. Caller ID Macros 
Caller ID information and blocking macros appear only if a State has purchased Caller ID Blocking 
functionality. The Caller ID greeting macros will then be sent on calls in states that have Caller ID, 
even if the customer has a block in our database. The database cannot complete the look up 
quickly enough to determine to send a different macro. 

J 

Greeting Macros (TW, VCO, HCO, BRDU) 

The State may purchase the Caller ID block functionality; the greeting macro may inform the user 
that the Caller ID will transmit. For example, when a TTY call arrives at the agent position the 
following greeting may transmit: 
(STATE) RELAY AGENT XXXX (UR CALLER ID WILL SEND) NBR CALLING PLS GA 

Voice Greeting 

If the call is an Inbound Voice call, the following greeting may appear in BLACK on the terminal 
screen: “(State) RELAY AGENT XXXX YOUR CALLER ID WILL TRANSMIT. MAY I HAVE THE 
NUMBER YOU ARE CALLING PLEASE?” 

Dialing Macros 
If the TTY customer did not request a Caller ID block, the standard dialing macro will transmit. 

If the TTY customer requests that relay block Caller ID, and the agent uses the CCTRL 0, 
function, when the agent presses <COMP> the message (UR CALLER ID BLOCKED) may be 
included in the dialing macro. 

If the TTY customer has a permanent Caller ID Block in the Customer Database and now 
requests the agent to unblock Caller ID the dialing macro will include: (UR CALLER ID 
SENDING) 

w 
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Voice Caller Phrasing 
If the Voice customer did not request to block Caller ID, the agent will say the standard off-line 
phrase before pressing cCOMP>: “Thank you. I wil l  be off the line until the TTY user is 
connected. One moment please.” 

If the Voice customer requests that relay block caller ID, the agent will use the cCTRL 0 s  function to 
establish the block. Before pressing <COMP>, respond to the Voice customer by saying: 
“Thank you. Your caller ID has been blocked. 1’11 be off the line until the l T Y  user is 
connected. One moment please.” 

Emeraencv Call Variation: Relay will not block Caller ID when placing emergency calls. 

Redials 
When redialing using CCTRL R> the call will be processed exactly as it was before (i.e. If Caller ID 
transmitted it will transmit again, if it was blocked it will be blocked again). The CCTRL OS (single 
call block) is a toggle. Once the preference has been selected that preference will be stored no 
matter how many calls are made, until the CTRL 0 is pressed again or the system outdials on 
another path. 

When redialing using CCTRL A> the caller ID will not transmit. 

Banner indicator 
There is an indicator in the top banner of the screen to alert the agent to the Caller ID status. If 
Caller ID is “ON“ the word “TO” will be displayed in green (Caller ID is on). When Caller ID is 
“OFF the word “T0”will remain black (Caller ID is off). 

The Braillex software will provide an audio indicator to the agent when CCTRL O> is pressed. 
The tones are Morse code for N and A. If the TO is black (Caller ID off) one long tone and one 
short tone (N). If the TO is green (Caller ID on) one short tone and one long tone (A). 

B. True Caller ID 

Customers may choose to block Caller ID directly from their phone. This works on an 
inbound call basis. 

Per Call Block -This is used when the customer wants to block their Caller ID for calls placed 
through relay. They can use ‘67 to accomplish this. - ‘67 = Selective Blocking - Selective blocking allows the caller to block their Caller ID from 

being sent for a specific call. They accomplish this by dialing *67 (1 167 on a rotary phone) 
before the connecting to the relay service. 

Per Line Block -Also known as Total Block or Global Block. It is an enhanced feature that 
customers can purchase from their LEC where the Caller ID will never be sent on ANY calls. - ‘82 = Selective Unblocking - If the customer has Complete Blocking on their line, they may 

choose to transmit their number to a Caller ID subscriber on a per call basis by dialing “82 
(1 182 on a rotary phone) before connecting to the relay service. (This is particularly helpful 
when calling someone who has Privacy Manager.) 

The system will send or not send Caller ID based on the information received when the call 
was initially answered at the agent position. If the customer makes multiple calls and wants 
to block or unblock Caller ID on per call basis, the agent will need to press cCtrl O> to 
implement the change afler each call. - Note: Calls made to 91 1 and 800 numbers can never be blocked. With 800 numbers, the 
personlowner receiving the call pays for all incoming calls and therefore has permission to receive 
the incoming ID. 
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The DEFAULT: 
Caller ID will always be “ON” (transmits) unless: 

0 

The customer has chosen to block Caller ID from his or her own phone. 
The customer has chosen to permanently block Caller ID through Sprint‘s Customer Database. 
The customer directs the Relay Agent to block or unblock Caller ID. cCtrl-O> is a toggle switch 
and may be used to turn Caller ID OFF or ON to override a customer or database selection. 

4 

Banner Indicators Will Not Change with “TRUE CALLER ID” 
Agents will continue to rely on the indicators in the top banner of the screen to verify if Caller ID is 
sending. 
The Call To Number will be displayed in RED in the banner. This indicates the state has a Caller ID 
feature. 
If Caller ID is “ON” the word “TO” will be displayed in green. Caller ID is on and the customer’s 
number will be transmitted. 
When Caller ID is “OFF the word “TO” will remain black. Caller ID is off and the customer’s 
number will not be transmitted. 

The Braillex software will provide an audio indicator to the agent when <Ctrl O> is pressed. The 
tones are Morse code for N and A. If the TO is black (Caller ID off) one long tone and one short 
tone (N). If the TO is green (Caller ID on) one short tone and one long tone (A). 

Permanent Call Blocking 

If a customer wants to permanently block Caller ID, the agent or customer service can pull up the 
Database Window and place a “ N  next to Caller ID Send. “Caller ID Send is located under “Prefs” 
on the Customer Database Menu. 

Redials 
When redialing using cCTRL R> the call will be processed exactly as it was before (Le. If Caller ID 
transmitted it will transmit again, if it was blocked it will be blocked again). 

<CTRL A> The customer’s number will not be transmitted to the outbound. This is because the 
redial takes place over a different path through the system. 

d 

NOTE: Sprint‘s ISDN Caller ID only transmits Caller ID for local calls. I 
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IV. 
ASCII is a faster mode of relay communication. Users must have the appropriate equipment to use 
this feature (ASCII TTY or Personal Computer and necessary software). 
Inbound ASCII Detection 
If the inbound customer is using a TTY at a slower connection rate, a red pop-up box appears that 
reads, “Attempting to Detect ASCII”. Within approximately ten seconds, the line automatically 
switches to <F2> Voice. Greet the call as if a Voice customer is calling into the center. If there is no 
response, press <FI> TTY to ensure that there is not a TTY customer waiting on the line. 

American Standard Code Information Interchange (ASCII) 

f? 

n 

Outbound ASCII Detection 
A. Originating Voice Line, Data Line Answers 

1. All voice originated calls that are outdialed by pressing <COMPLETE> generate a message to 
the agent. The message window gives the agent a choice of either pressing <A> after hearing 
an ASCII tone or pressing the <SPACEBAR> if a voice person answers the outbound line. 

Connecting to Outbound Customer 
when answered, press <A> for ASCII 

<SPACEBAR> for Voice 

2. If the agent hears an ASCII tone and presses <A>, the switch key automatically turns off (light 
blue). The second message window tells the agent that the system is searching for ASCII. 

I Attempting to detect ASCII, Please Standby 
5. Once ASCII is detected, the system sends a third message to the agent. 

ASCII (baud rate) detected. 
4. The baud rate in the above message may be 2400, 1200 or 300. Once the svstem detects the 

ASCII on the outbound line, the outbound call is answered in the usual manner. 

B. Originating Voice Line, Outbound Voice Answers 

1. When a voice person answers the outbound line, the <F7> switch key remains on (dark blue). If 
a TTY user comes on the phone, press <F7> switch key when TTY tones are heard and the call 
proceeds as normal. 

2. Functions of Automated ASCII and TTY Detection on the outbound line for the Blind Agent 
Terminal remain identical to the standard version of the terminal software. 

ASCII SDlit Screen (1200. 14400 or hiaher) 
Agent screen splits horizontally after system detects High-speed ASCII. 
Agent text appears in upper horizontal portion of terminal screen. 
Customer text appears in lower horizontal portion of screen. 
New AgentlCustomer text appears on bottom line of AgenffCustomer window. 
ASCII typing is signaled by a single soft tone in the agent headset. 
Agent typing does not transmitlappear on the terminal screen when windows are displayed 
on the screen. Pressing cESC> closes windows, and moves cursor to the upper horizontal 
window so that the agent is able to type to the user. Press <CTRL N> to close Inbound or 
Outbound Customer Notes so that macros can be observed. 

Inbound Customer Notes will be closed by the system once high speed ASCII is detected. Press 
CCTRL N> to display or remove Notes. 

Agents are unable to <Tab> from a widow to type in the conversation area. 
The agent must press < E X >  to move the cursor to the upper horizontal window. 
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Pressing the <Page Up> key activates scrolling. 
Press <Tab> to move cursors to lower customer text window. 
Press <Est> to exit the scroll mode. 

Inbound Branding available / Outbound Answer Type branding is available. 0 

Corrective Action Procedures: ASCII Cannot See Their Own TvDing 
Inbound High-speed ASCII Cannot See Their Own Typing 
Agent presses, <ALT D> to change the relay platform configuration and transmit a macro with 
corrective action procedure information to the customer. 
RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SElTlNG FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII USERS: FOR FUTURE CALLS, 
TO SEE YOUR TYPING PLEASE TURN LOCAL ECHO ON GA 

If the customer has specific questions related to sohare  or modem settings, the agent 
should refer the customer to the product manufacturer. 

ASCII InterruDts 
ASCII users who have split screen software are able to type simultaneously to the agent without text 
intermingling on the agent or user screen. If the ASCII customer interrupts while the agent is typing the 
voice message, the agent will hear sofl tones in the headset. The agent will stop typing and Say: "One 
moment your caller has begun typing." then Voice the ASCII message. 

If the Voice customer interrupts while the agent is reading the ASCII message, the agent should not interrupt 
unless the ASCII has previously initiated an interrupt. When a previous ASCII interrupt has occurred, the 
agent will say, "One moment the Agent (CA, Operator) will intempt."and type the voice message. 

NOTE: The TRS terminal will not transmit and display the full ASCII character set when in 
communications with an ASCII TRS customer. The TRS terminal will display only the Baudot 
character set when connected to an ASCII user. 

I .  
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V. 
Internet Relay provides Text Relay customers an additional method of TRS access. Customers can 
place free calls anywhere in the world. SRO uses SSL (Secure Socket Layer) to encrypt data 
between a web server and a web browser so that other people cannot read the information. 
Internet calls connect to the relay agent position in the High-speed ASCII mode. 

Sprint Relay Online - Internet Relay 

. 
0 

Red message window displays, "Possible Internet Call" and "Retrieving customer 
information, please standby. ..ASCII detected, Speed: Xxxx" 
Banner displays From: "Internet" in place of the calling from number. 
CT: LOC. The call type will always display LOC for local. 
Dial Window: FROM: "Internet" appears in place of the From number. 
The agent must press <COMP> to dial the call. 
-When a number to call is not valid or does not transfer to the Dial Window the agent will 
interact with the customer to obtain valid call To number information. 
Greeting Macros: The NBR PLS and GA prompts are not sent to the customer. 
IP Addresses will transmit to the relay terminal before the number to dial and customer 
instructions that are entered by the user. When passed the IP address will appear after the 
Number to Dial. Example: $$$NTD= NXXNXXXXXX $$IP=NXX.XX.XXX.XXX.$$ DON T 
ANNOUNCE RELAY ASK FOR BILL AT EXTENSION 3879$$$ 
The user's IP address is confidential and should be treated as if it were a user's calling from 
number. Do not give out this information. The system will retain the user's IP address in the 
Call Detail Records. There may be times when an IP address does not appear. If this 
occurs the call set-up information will pass without the IP address. 
Customer Instructions appear in the lower horizontal portion of the terminal screen. For 
example: NUMBER TO DIAL XXX XXX XXXX PRESS 2 FOR BILLING ENTER MY CARD 
5555 5555 5555 5555. It is the agent's responsibility to read and follow the instructions. 
ASL Emoticons are selected by the customer to direct the agent's tone of voice: I Love You, 
(smiling), (laughing), (frowning), (angry), (surprised), (kissing sounds). The agent reads or 
voices the message with the appropriate feeling and inflection. 

Internet Relay Variations 
International Calling Restriction: If a SRO customer connects to the agent and wants to 
place an international call, relay agents should not enter the number. Instead agents will 
inform the customer of the restriction. Calls may be placed to US States and the following 
territories: American Samoa (AM), Guam (GU), Puerto Rim (PR), US Virgin Islands (VI) 

Interrupts: All Internet customer connections have automatic split screen. The agent can 
interrupt without waiting for an interrupt from the Internet user. When a voice interrupt has 
occurred the agent will Say, "One moment, the CA will interrupt" and type the voice 
message. 

Billing: Alternate billing is not required; Internet Relay calls are free as long as the calls 
terminate within the United States and the following territories: American Samoa (AM), Guam 
(GU), US Virgin Islands (VI) and Puerto Rico (PR). 

International Calls: International calls are currently not allowed through the internet. Once 
the SRO customer has connected to a relay agent the system will not block calling To 
international phone numbers entered in the Dial Window. Instead the agent should type: 
"(INTERNATIONAL CALLS ARE NOT AVAILABLE THROUGH SPRINT RELAY ONLINE AT 
THIS TIME TO COMPLETE A SPRINT RELAY CALL VIA TTY ASCII OR VOICE PLS 
CALL 1 800 877 8973)" 
COC: The Carrier of Choice menu is not required and will not be made available. 
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Transfer Menu: Call transfer is not valid. If a customer transfer is attempted an error 
message box will appear, "TRANSFER NOT AVAILABLE. Customers can choose to 
connect to a relay operator or customer service and language preference from the set-up 

Caller ID is not available and no information will be displayed. 

900 Calls: are not available through Internet Relay. 

E91 I will not be provided to the Internet Relay user. When 91 1 appears as a Number to 
Dial in the lower screen, the agent should press <EMER> immediately and alert a supervisor. 
The agenffsupervisor will interact with the customer to obtain information to enter a valid 
calling To number. The agenffsupervisor will follow the default emergency procedures. 

3 digit calling to numbers do not transfer to the To field e.g. 41 1. The agent will need to 
interact with the customer to obtain the information to dial. 

REG 800 and LEC Business Office calls: The system will not allow call processing. If 
attempted, a message box informs the agent, "call type not available". 

Global Relay Block feature restricts all relay calls to the telephone number having the block. 
The Customer Database feature generates an automatic macro when processing a call to a 
telephone number having the global call blocking. THE PARTY THAT YOU HAVE DIALED 
DOES NOT ACCEPT CALLS PLACED THRU RELAY GA. The system will not outdial. 

screen. d 

Note: Agents cannot access the Customer Database Blocked Number entry menu from the 
agent terminal. Inform any customer requesting information concerning call blocking that only a 
Sprint Relay Customer Service Representative is able to assist with the entry of certain call 
restrictions in the Customer Database. Advise the customer that the agent can transfer the call 
or provide the customer service phone number. 

Copy and Paste Ability is currently not available on SRO. If a user copies and then pastes 
information into the conversation area, it will not appear on the agent screen. In such cases, 
the agent should read what appears on their screen and let the callers sort out the missing 
information. 

.cJ 

Multiple Calls may be conducted at one time by one SRO user. 

VI. 700 

This is a service available in certain states where the LEC offers verification of carrier choice. This 
must be done from the customer's phone where service is located to verify their long distance 
carrier. 

VII. 711 

As mandated by the FCC, all states can now access their state relay service by dialing 71 1 instead 
of that state's 800-relay number. 
If a customer uses 71 I to call relay: 

The call may be answered voice or TTY. The preference of which line answered first is 
different for each state. 
If you hear TTY tones, press <FI> to answer TDD. 

Branding will work if the caller dials the state's 800-relay number. 
711 may sometimes recognize a person's branding (VCO, HCO, etc. varies by state) 
Using 71 1 will not cause branding to be removed. 

4 
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Misdialed Phrase 
If a voice customer has accidentally dialed 71 1, the agent should use the following phrase: 
"You have reached (state) relay a communication service for the deaf and hard of hearing. 
Do you wish to make a call?" 

Dialed 71 I Instead of 91 1 
If a voice customer misdials 71 1 when actually they require assistance through 91 1, use the 
following phrase: 
"You have connected to a relay service for persons who are Deaf, Hard of Hearing or Speech 
Disabled. I am connecting your call to Emergency Services, one moment please." 

71 1 Spanish 
If a Spanish speaking customer dials 71 1, they should request the Spanish language transfer when 
connecting to the relay service. The Inbound caller should request the Spanish language transfer 
prior to giving the Calling To number. 

Request for Relay Numbers 
Agents should never give out 71 1 as the number for a customer to contact the relay service. The 
agent should provide the appropriate State Toll-free Relay telephone number, as 71 1 will not work 
from all phones. (Le. restricted, PBX, etc). 

CellularMlireless problem reaching 711 
If a wireless customer encounters any problems reaching 71 1, the agent will advise the caller to 
contact their cell phone provider. Upon customer request, agents will transfer the cellular/wireless 
caller to Relay Customer Service who will complete a Trouble Ticket. 

VIII. 611/811 (LEC SERVICE ACCESS) 

The system will allow calls to a three digit LEC Access Number (611 or 811). 
This service applies in states where the LEC offers local telephone company business office 
access or repair access by dialing 61 1 or 81 1. 

When a caller provides instructions to dial 61 1 or 81 1 the agent will enter the three-digit number in 
the calling to number field (delete the area code). The system will dial to the correct local business 
or repair office based on the caller's from number. 

FROM: 5125554321 Austin TX 
To: 61 1 .... . ... .... . . . 
Dest: LEC Access Call 

LEC ACCESS # 

The system WILL NOT process any other three-digit number other than 61 1 and 81 1. 

IX. Cellular and Wireless Phones 

Local Call Override 
When a customer informs an agent that they are using a cellular phone or wireless pager, the agent 
is empowered to press <F8> and select Local Call Override to resolve billing issues for cellular, 
wireless and Wyndtell pager users without supervisory approval. 

A. Cellular (or wireless pager) customer indicates the call should be local, not long distance. The 
agent should press <F8> and select Local Call Override to resolve the long distance billing issue. 

B. The system does not allow a restricted number outdial, because the agent is required to request 
alternate billing. If the customer informs the agent that they are using a cellular phone or 
wireless pager, the agent should press <F8> and select Local Call Override to resolve the long 
distance billing issue. 
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C. Some customers may hear a recording saying that “Long distance service has been temporarily 
discontinued.” If the customer informs the agent they are calling from a cellular phone or a 
wireless pager, the agent should press <FB> and select Local Call Override to resolve the 
restricted long distance call processing issue. jBp 

A Trouble Ticket should NOT be completed for Cellular/Local Call Override issues. 

Local Call Override should not be selected by the agent to resolve other customer billing issues. If 
the customer does not inform the agent they are calling from a cellular/wireless phone or wireless 
pager they relay agent should prompt the customer for billing information, based on system 
responses or recordings. If the customer believes the system response is in error, and the customer 
does not inform the agent that they are calling from a cellular phone, a supervisor should be 
informed and asked for guidance. 

A Trouble Ticket should be completed when a supervisor approved Local Call Override, for a 
reason other than a cellular issue. 

Local Call Override should not be used when calling To a cellular phone user. Local Call Override is 
used to resolve issues for the inbound cellular user. 

NOTE: Agents and supervisors should not reveal terminology such as “local call override: to the 
customer or disclose “Sprint Proprietary” procedures used for the purpose of call processing. 

Info Digits 
Phone numbers displayed at the agent position contain info digits. The phone number that appears 
has seven digits followed by / and two more digits. Those are called info digits and can indicate 
information about that phone number. Cell phone info digits are usually 61, 62 and 63. 

X. Video Relay Service (VRS) 

Video Relay Service (VRS) is a supplement to the traditional TTY relay service. The service 
provides American Sign Language users with an attractive alternative that offers them the 
opportunity to communicate by video conferencing, using their native language, which may be 
preferred over the traditional TTY relay service. 

Video relay service (VRS) is a form of today’s telecommunications relay services (TRS), only VRS 
uses communication assistants that are skilled interpreters to relay calls in sign language, rather 
than communication assistants to relay calls in text. The goal of VRS as with all TRS calls is to 
complete calls from two different locations. Consumers are not billed for VRS calls. Rather, payment 
for the calls comes from an interstate fund that is financed by all long distance telephone companies 
under rules issued by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The FCC does not permit 
reimbursement for VRI, i.e. communications that take place when two people are in the same 
location. 
The benefits of using VRS include: 

Vastly increased communication speed. 
0 

0 Ability to make interruptions. 

Enabling the ASL user to communicate in hidher native language. 

Enhanced communication, with use of facial expression and body language cues. 
Removal of communication barriers for slow typists and/or exclusive ASL users. 

Ability to work efficiently with automated telephone transfer systems. 
Functional equivalency of making phone calls. The FCC strongly encourages the use of 
video interpreting service throughout the United States. 

W 
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XI. Multiple State Traffic 

1. When a Relay Center handles multiple states, and for some reason the system cannot identify 
which relay service the caller is contacting, the system will point the call to be answered by the 
agent on a voice line cFZ> (ANS VCE). Respond with "Relay Center Agent XXXX. May I 
have the number you are calling to please?" 

2. The agent will repeat the voice greeting twice. If the agent hears tones or there is no response, 
press <F1> to send the generic TTY greeting macro. If the TTY does not type within 10 
seconds, the system automatically switches the call to answer ASCII. 

3. Following the ASCII search, the system switches to answer voice. Once the system switches to 
answer voice, the agent will greet the caller by verbally saying, "Hello, Relay Center Agent 
XXXX. May I have the number you are calling to please?" 

4. The agent will attempt to connect to an inbound voice or TTY caller twice through the system 
answer mode cycle. If there is no response after the second answer mode cycle, press <F2r 
and release the inbound line (answer voice, voicing greeting two times, answer TTY, ASCII 
answer, answer voice, voicing greeting two times, answer TTY, ASCII answer, answer 
voice, no response, no TTY tones, Press cF2r) 

5. Once the agent has connected to the inbound voice or TTY caller and collects the calling from 
and calling to numbers, the system should be able to identify the state. Once the state is 
identified the system will automatically use the macros for that state. 

6. If the system still cannot determine the state, the agent will receive a prompt within the dial 
window or an error message will appear in a red box saying : "State not found, Collect state 
service requested". The agent should then ask the customer for the state of the relay service 
they called. Once the agent enters the state on the screen, the system will identify the state. r 

ExceDtion to Quick Release 
When a call comes in to an agent without a From number, Quick Release will not function and cF1> 
or <F2> must be pressed to release the inbound caller. 

Exception to Transfer 
When a call comes in to an agent without a From number, and the agent attempts to transfer the 
inbound caller, the system will respond with the message, "Transfer NOT Available." The agent 
should provide the customer with the direct dial number for the transfer location. 

n 

X. State Macro Identifiers 

The agent announces a call by identifying the correct relay state and agent identifier in the 
appropriate order. The proper order vanes by state. The agent should read the macro verbatim and 
refer to the banner for the agent and state identifiers. 

For example: 
State Identifier Aaent Identifier 
Puerto Rico Relay CA 

Relay South Dakota CA 
Relay Texas Agent 

Dedicated Toll-Free Numbers for Voice and TTY Customers 

A first time caller always arrives at the agent position as a Voice Call. Answer the call by saying, 
"Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May I have the number you are calling please?" 
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If there is no response repeat the greeting. . 
. 

Press <FI> (ANS TDD) if there is no response after two attempts. 
The system sends the TTY greeting: RELAY (State) AGENT XXXX GA 
If no response, Press <F3> (HELLO) to repeat the 'TTY greeting. 
If no response after two attempts, Press <F1> (ANS TDD) to terminate the call. 

Once greeted, the customer's telephone number is stored in the database and is flagged by the 
system as either Voice or TTY, based upon the stored telephone number. The next time a call 
comes from that telephone number the system automatically sends the call as Voice or TTY based 
upon the stored telephone number. 

If for some reason, the customer changes from either Voice or 'TTY or vice versa, treat the call as a 
first time caller going through the screening process again to determine if the call is Voice or TTY 
originated. 

Example: A caller's telephone number is identified as a TTY originated call in the database. 
Now the caller dials in on Voice. Make two attempts to answer TTY and, if no response, Press CFZ> 
(ANS VCE). 

If a response is received, the system changes the identity of the originator from 'TTY to Voice and 
stores the new identity in the database. If no response is received after two attempts, Press <FZ> 
(ANS VCE). This terminates the call. Since no response was received, the identity remains stored 
in the database as a 'TTY originated call. 

XII. Alternate Languages 

The relay also provides service that allows people with hearing or speech disabilities who use 
languages other than English to communicate with voice telephone users in shared language 
through an agent who is fluent in that language. 

Currently Sprint offers this service for Spanish and French-Creole. This TRS offering is for Spanish 
to Spanish and French-Creole to French-Creole only and is not a translation service. 

Relaying an English Recording to Alternate Language User 
When the inbound caller uses an alternate language any English-language recording heard it to be 
relayed in the appropriate alternate language. 

Reading the Greeting 
When a Voice call comes in at an alternate language gate, the greeting appears in English. The 
agent should first read the greeting in English. If the inbound then speaks an alternate language, 
the agent should repeat the greeting in the alternate language. If typing comes in an alternate 
language, re-announce using the alternate language. 

Dialing Internationally 
All international calls require that the agent dial 01 1 before entering the country and city code 
followed by the phone number. 
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- Local, Toll-free and Paid Call Descriptions - 
STEP I - QUICK ANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the < F I >  (ANS TDD) soft key turns blue 

2. The system automatically send the HELLO greeting: RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX 
NUMBER CALLING PLS GA or (STATE) )(AGENT XXXX NBR CALLER ID WILL SEND) 
NBR CALLING PLS GA 

3. The customer types the Calling To Number, any necessary call processing information 
and "GA. 

STEP 2 - DIALING WINDOW 

1. Dialing Window appears. 

2. Check the banner to make sure the Calling From number is displayed. 

3. If it is not, ask the customer for the Calling From number by pressing <ALT I>. Enter the 
number in the Calling From field of the Dialing Window. 

P 
Note: Always assume the " T O  number area code is the same as the "FROM" are code unless the 
caller specifies otherwise. 

4. Enter the Calling To number in the Dialing Window. If appropriate, press <CTRL OB 
(Caller ID Block ONlOFF toggle). 

FREQUENTLY DIALED NUMBERS (FD) 

If a customer provides a name only when the calling TO number is requested, enter "FD" 
in the Dialing Window. If the Frequently Dial number is available, use the arrow keys to 
highlight the name and press <ENTER>. If the feature is not available, the system will 
generate the following message, "FD INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE." 

5. Press <COMPLETE*. A system macro informs the customer DIALING CALL 

t- 

When applicable the system macro informs the customer (UR CALLER ID SENDING) or 
(UR CALLER ID BLOCKED) DIALING 

6. The system reads the calling From and calling To numbers and determines if the 
destination of the call is local, toll free or long distance. 

Destination Field displays IntraStateILONG DISTANCE or InterState/LONG DISTANCE 

CALL 

The message displays: 
Bill: Sent Paid/ (From Number) 
Dialing: (From Number) (To Number) 
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STEP 3 - BILLING WINDOW 

1, The system automatically processes the call as sent Paid (billed to the number the caller 
is calling from). 4 

2. If "Sent Paid" is not a billing option, the system cannot outdial and generates a message 
stating "Billing Info Required". The Billing Window automatically appears for an alternate 
billing method. 

STEP 4 - CARRIER OF CHOICE WINDOW 

1. If the customer requests a long distance carrier other than Sprint, press the <COO key 
Once the <COC> key is pressed, it remains activated until the call terminates. There is 
no indication on the screen that the <COC> key was pressed. If in doubt as to whether 
the key was pressed, press it again. This is not a toggle key so it will not turn off. 

2. The Carrier of Choice Menu contains two entries for each participating carrier: 
CARRIER 
CARRIER - OPERATOR 

Because this is a "Paid" call (billed to the calling From number), highlight the carrier 
name only (not carrier name + operator entry). No carrier operator is needed on a sent 
"Paid" call. 

3. Once the correct entry is selected in the <COO Menu, press the <COMP> key. The 
system automatically generates a message to the TTY caller, DIALING LD CALL. 

4. Activate the ringing sequence by pressing the <ALT Z>. 

5. The agent station always outdials on a voice path. 

L Note: The NY macro does not say LOCAL or LD it says; "NOW DIALING" 

STEP 5 - PHONE ANSWERED 

1. When the calling To party answers the agent will: 

a. Press the <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 
b. Press <F6> (Start Timing) 

STEP 6 -ANNOUNCEMENT 

1. Announce the call, "Hello. A person (name if given) is calling you through Relay (State). 
This is Agent XXXX. Have you received a relay call before? 

If YES: Say, "One moment for your call to begin." 
If NO: Press <ALT 6, (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide the service explanation 
verbatim. After the explanation Say: "One moment for your call to begin." 

2. Identify the gender of the person who answered the call by pressing <CTRL 8/9>. If 
there is doubt concerning the gender, omit this step and use the site-specific phrase to 
announce the call. 

L/ 
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3. If the caller requests a specific person, department or extension, announce the call by 
saying, "Hello. This is Relay (State), Agent XXXX with a call for (&. Is Iname) 
available? 

Keep the TTY user informed by typing, (ASKING FOR NAME), (TRANSFERRING TO 
) or press cALT 0 s  (TRANSFERRING) macro. 

Confirm when the specific person is on the line by typing the voice person's response or 
typing (NAME ON LINE) or (NAME). 
When the person requested comes on the line, announce the call: 
"Hello. A person (name if given) is calling you through 
CAlOperatorlAgent 

. This is 
. Have you received a relay call before?" 

STEP 7 - RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. Type how the phone was answered verbatim and "GA. 
Example: (Gender) KMART HOW MAY I HELP U Q GA 
It is important to relay the conversation using a professional and conversational tone. 

2. Always remain transparent and translate ASL into conversational English. Adding 
background noises and descriptive words allows for a realistic call. 

STEP 8 - QUICK RELEASE - CLOSING THE CALL 

When both parties have completed their conversation: 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
Press CALT O> to inform the inbound caller: (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (STATE) 
AGENT XXXX GA OR SK 

Follow the instructions of the customer, 

Closing the Call 
It is the responsibility of the agent to let the TTY user know when the voice person is getting ready to 
hang up. The agent needs to determine from the tone of the conversation and the content which 
abbreviations to use when closing the conversation. In any case, the first time the voice person 
says good bye, the agent should type BYE GA SK. If the TTY user acknowledges with SKSK, the 
final good bye from the voice person should be relayed as BYE SKSK. 
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ODerator Role Closure 
Mirror the closure typed by the T N  user to the agent: 

THANKUSKSK - Press <ALT U> (UR WELCOME) SKSK 

SKSK -Acknowledge the SKSK by typing SKSK 
HAVE A NICE DAY GA SK - (U TOO) SKSK 

If the inbound TTY caller does not respond after the CALT 0, macro (PERSON HUNG UP RELAY 
(STATE) AGENT XXXX GA OR SK, the agent should: 

Confirm data transmission by checking the monitor light. 
Type SKSK, and wait for the caller to respond. 
If there is no response, type SKSK again, then press <Fl>. 

TTY Gives another number while Outbound on Line 
If the TTY customer does not type SKSK to close the call to the hearing person, but gives another 
number to call, the agent should move into operator mode to close the call. The agent should inform 
the hearing person, "The caller has hung up. Thank you." 
then follow the TTY customer's instructions. 

Voice Comments to Agent at Close of Call 
If the Voice customer says something to the agent while still in relay mode, the agent may reply 
politely to close the call. The agent does not need to type the comment made by the voice person to 
the agent or the agent's reply. 

Inbound Person Remains On Line 
If the called person hangs up before the agent had pressed <F5> (RLS FWD), the system will 
display a GREEN message box saying: 

Press <F5> and send CALT 0s and 

"Outbound caller has disconnected. 

Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Has Disconnected 
If the inbound caller hangs up, the system will display a RED message box saying: 

The terminal will automatically release the Inbound line of the call. The agent will be available for 
another call. 

inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line 
If the inbound person hangs up while the Outbound is still on line, a RED message box will appear 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 

saying: 

The aaent will sav. to the Outbound, "Youroaffv bas disconnected, good bye." The agent will then 
"Inbound caller has disconnected". 

.~ 
press;F5> (RLSFWD). The terminal will automatically release the-inbound line and the agent will 
be available for another call. 

Inbound Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line After Being Notified 
If the Inbound person hangs up and the Outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal will 
automatically release the Inbound and Outbound connection in 60 seconds. The agent will be 
available for another call. 

Exception to Quick Release 
When a call comes into a terminal without a FROM number, Quick Release will not function and the 
agent will be required to press C F l >  or <F2> to release the inbound caller. w 
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TTY Originated Calls 

<COMPLETE> 

+ 
SOMEONE ANSWERS 

.. 

Momatlcally relea- 
after 60 seconds. 

Exmatinn. Nn ANI . 
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TTY to Voice 
(Specific Person, Department or Extension Requested) 

STEP 1 - QUICK ANSWER 
1. When the call arrives at the agent position <FI> (ANS TDD) turns blue. The system 

automatically sends the state HELLO greeting macro: RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX 
NUMBER CALLING PLS GA. 

2. Customer types the CALLING TO NUMBER and any necessary call processing 
information and GA. 

STEP 2 - DIALING WINDOW 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Dialing Window Appears 
Check the banner at the top of the screen and see if the Calling FROM number is 
displayed. 
If NOT, ask the customer by pressing <ALT I>  
If appropriate, press CCTRL O> (Caller ID Block ON/OFF toggle) 
The agent will enter the Calling TO number and Press <COMPLETE>. 

STEP 3 - PHONE ANSWERED 
When the phone is answered: 

0 Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
0 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop ringing macro. 

Press <CTRL 8 or 9> GENDER 
TYPE how the phone was answered. In parenthesis inform the caller (PERSON, DEPT 
OR EXT). It is acceptable to ask the voice person to repeat how they answered the 
phone. 4 

STEP 4 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
Announce call, "Hello. This is Relay (State) with a call for (name). Is s/he available?" Or "Hello. 
This is Relay (State) with a call from (Name) for (Name). Is s/he available?" 
Keep the TTY Customer Informed, Type: 

(ASKING FOR ) or (TRANSFERRING TO 1 
Press <ALT O> to send (TRASNSFERRING) macro 

When the person requested comes on the line, announce the call: "Hello. A person (name if given) 
is calling you through Relay (State). This is Agent XXXX. Have you received a relay call before?" 

If YES: Say, "One moment for your call to begin." 
If NO: Press <ALT 6r (EXPLAINING RELAY). Provide Service Explanation verbatim and 
then say, "One moment for your call to begin." 

STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
1. RELAY the conversation. It is the agent's responsibility to relay conversation from the 

TTY person to the hearing person and vice versa. 
2. Remain transparent to this process, providing interpretation of ASL and injecting 

background noises and tone of voice only when appropriate. 
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STEP 6 -QUICK RELEASE - CLOSING CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation, Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the 

outbound line. 
Press <ALTO> to inform the inbound caller (PERSON HUNG UP) Relay (STATE) AGENT XXXX 
GA or SK 

Operator Role Closure 
Mirror the closure typed by the TTY user to the agent: 

THANKUSKSK = Press cALT U> (UR WELCOME) SKSK 
HAVE A NICE DAY SKSK = (U TOO) SKSK 
SKSK = Acknowledge the SKSK by typing SKSK 

If the Inbound T Y  caller does not respond afler the <ALT O> macro (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY 
(STATE) AGENT XXXX GA OR SK, the agent should: 

Confirm data transmission by checking the monitor light 
Type SKSK, and wait for the caller to respond 
If there is no response, type SKSK again, then press <FIB 

If the TTY customer does not type SKSK to close the call to the hearing person, but gives another 
number to call, the agent should move into operator mode to close the call. The agent should inform 
the hearing person, "The caller has hung up Thank you." 
then follow the TTY customer's instructions. 

Inbound Person Remains on the Line 
If the person hangs up before the agent has pressed <F5> (RLS FWD), the system will display a 
GREEN message box saying, "Outbound caller has disconnected". 
Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Has Disconnected 
If the inbound caller hangs up, the system will display a RED message box saying "Inbound caller 
has disconnected", the terminal will automatically release the Inbound line of the call. The agent will 
be available for another call 
Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains on Line 
If the Inbound person hangs up while the Outbound is still on line, a RED message box will appear 
saying, "Inbound Caller Disconnected". The agent will say, to the Outbound, "Your party has 
disconnected, good bye." The agent will then press <F5> (RLS FWD). The terminal will 
automatically release the Inbound line, and the agent will be available for another call. 
Inbound Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line After Being Notified 
If the Inbound person hangs up and the Outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal will 
automatically release the inbound and outbound connection in 60 seconds. The agent will be 
available for another call. 
Exception to Quick Release 
When a call comes into a terminal without a FROM number, Quick Release will not function and the 
agent will be required to press <F1> or <F2> to release the Inbound caller. 

Press <F5> and send <ALT O> and 

n 
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VARIATIONS 

Specific Person Request 
It is acceptable to do any of the following when asking for a specific person, department or 
extension: 

CCTRL 8/9> (gender) and type verbatim how the phone was answered. 
9 Type (ASKING FOR 

1 CCTRL 8/9> (gender) Type verbatim how the phone was answered (ASKING FOR 

) CCTRL 8/9> (gender) type verbatim how the phone was 
answered and confirm (NAME) or what the voice person says “This is Name”. 

moment 1’11 transfer you.” <ALT O> (TRANSFERRING) CALT Z> (RINGING 1 ...) type how the 
phone was answered (ASKING FOR 
“This is Name”. 

) “One 

) and confirm (NAME) or what the voice person says 

= 

9 

If the specific person answers the phone using their name, the agent should still include 

In this same situation, the agent would not have to include the called To party‘s name in the 
(ASKING FOR...). 

announcement, they could say something like, “This is (State) Relay with a call for you.. .” 

Call Closing 
At the close of the MII when the <ALT O> has been sent to the TTY user and no response is 
received, the agent may use the 3 minute rule. Type SKSK and disconnect. 

Outbound Requests Supervisor 
If the outbound requests to speak to a supervisor, the agent should type exactly what is said back to 
the inbound TTY customer. It is then up to the inbound to request a supervisor. 
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Agent WOR C PE. 20 - TTY to Voice 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (AN5 TDD) turns blue 
The System automatically sends the state HELLO greeting macro. 
(State) Relay Agent - NBR CALLING PLS GA 
(State) Relay Agent - NBR CALLER I D  WILL SEND) NBR CALLING PLS GA 

Customer types the CALLING TO NUMBER, any necessary call processing information 
and GA. 

Enter Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window 

I f  appropriate, press (CTRL 0, (Caller I D  Block ON/OFF toggle) 

Press <COMP> 
A system macro informs the customer DIALING 

When applicable the System macro informs customer (UR CALLER I D  
SENDING) o r  (UR CALLER I D  BLOCKED) DIALING 

CALL 

CALL 

When phone rings, press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is answered 

Press (SPACEBAR, t o  stop ringing macro 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person (name if given) is calling you through 

. This is CA/Operator/Agent 
Have you receiveda relay call before?" 

If YES: Say, "One moment for your ca/l to begin. 
If NO: Press (ALT 6> 
Say, "Om moment for your call to begin" 

Press 

N P I  

(EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide Service Explanation. 

8 or for  GENDER of the person who answered the phone. 

w the phone was answered verbatim and GA 

the conversation, use conversational tone. 

When both parties have completed their conversation 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Press <ALT 0> t o  inform the inbound caller (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) 
XXXX GA OR SK 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

n 
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Agent Workbook Page 22 - TTY to Voice 
Specific Person, Department or Extension requests 

0 The call arrives at  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue. Customer types 
t o  the agent the CALLING TO NUMBER and any necessary call processing 
information and GA. 

4 

Enter Calling TO Number 

If appropriate, press (CTRL O> (Caller I D  Block ON/OFF toggle) 

Press <COMP> 

0 When phone rings, press <ALTZ> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is answered 

0 Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 

0 Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce call, "Heiio. This is Reiay with a call for (name). 
Is s h e  avaiiabie?" 

"Hello. This is Relay with a call from (name) for (name). Is s/he available?" 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Keep the TTY Customer Informed, Type o r  utilize the available macro. 
(ASKINGFOR ) 
(TRANSFERRING TO ) Press (ALT O> t o  send macro. 

When the person requested comes on the line, announce the call: 

CA/Opera tor/Agen t 
I f  YES: Say, "One moment for your call to begin.." 
If NO: Press (ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY). Provide Service Explanation and 
then say, "One moment for your Cali to begin.'# 

Press 4TRL 8 o r  9> GENDER 

TYPE how the phone was answered. I n  parenthesis inform the caller (PERSON, 

DEPTor EXT) GA 

RELAY the conversation 

"Heiio. A person (name if given) is calling you through . This is 
. Have you receivedo relay caii before?" 

When both parties have completed their conversation 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Press (ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) XXXX GA OR SK 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

W 
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Agent Workbook Page 23 - TTY to Voice answered TTY I 

The coII orrives o t  the agent position. <Fl> (Ans TDD) turns blue. Customer types t o  the agent the 
CALLING TO NUMBER and GA r 

Press <COMP> . 
Enter Calling To Number in the DIAL window. 

When the phone rings, press (ALT Z> 

If phone is answered by TTY, you will hear TTY TONES 

Press <F5> and type (U HAVE REACHED A TTY) GA 

If the customer informs you, they are calling fo r  a voice person a t  the number, 

Press 4TRL R> 

Type (REDIALING TO ASK FOR VOICE PERSON PLS HOLD) 

When the phone rings, press <ALT Z, 

If phone is answered by TTY, you will hear TTY TONES 

Press <F7> SWITCH 

Press<F6> STTMG 

You will see WHITE TEXT 

Wait fo r  response from outbound TlY. 

Wait f o r  GA from TTY user. 
m 

Announce call, Press <ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT 
VOICE PERSON ARE THEY AVAILABLE Q GA) 

WITH A CALL TYPE (FOR A 

If a Voice person is available, 

When the voice person answers, 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) t o  hear voice person speak. 

Announce the call. uHello. A person is calling you through 

This is Agent (CA or Operator)-. Have you received a relay call before?" 

If YES: Say, "One moment fo r  your call t o  begin." 

If NO: Press <ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide the Service Explanation. 

Say, "One moment f o r  your call t o  begin." 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> for gender of voice person who answered the phone. 

RELAY the conversation. Use conversational tone. 

When both parties have completed their conversation. 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Press <ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) XXXX GA OR SK 

TYPE how the voice person answered verbatim and GA 

r' 
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TTY to Voice 
(No Answer) 

When the call arrives at the agent position <Fl> (ANS TDD) turns blue. The customer typm 
to the agent the CALLING TO NUMBER and GA. 

0 Press cCOMP>. 
The agent will enter the Calling TO number in the DIAL window 

When the phone rings, press <ALT z> (Ringing Macro) 
Ringing I ... 2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...1O...STlLL RINGING GA 

If there is no answer after IO rings, 

DO NOT press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Wait for the customer's instructions. 

If the customer wants the line to continue ringing, the agent will: 

Press <ALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 
Ringing 1 .. .2.. .3...4...5...6...7...8...9...lO...STILL RINGING GA 

When the customer makes the decision to end the call press <F5> (RLS FWD) to 
release the outbound line. Follow instructions of the customer. 

The customer controls the progress of hidher call. 
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I Arrent Workbook Page 28 TTY to Voice- NO ANSWER I 

The call arrives at the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
Customer types t o  the agent the CALLING TO NUMBER and GA. 

Enter Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window 

Press<COMP> 

When phone rings, press (ALT Z> 

RINGING 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10...STILL RINGING GA 

If there is no answer after 10 rings, 

DO NOT press <F5> 

Wait f o r  the customer's instructions. 

If the customer wants the line t o  continue ringing, 

Press (ALT Z> 

RINGING l...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...lO...STILL RINGING GA 

When the customer makes the decision t o  end the call, press <F5> t o  release 
the outbound line 

Follow instructions of the customer 

The customer controls the progress o f  h idher call. 

n 
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Types of Busy Signals 
BUSY LINE VERIFICATION 
A customer may ask to verify a number that has been busy for an extended time. This is 
referred to as busy line verification. The Sprint operator may be used to complete busy line 
verification or the TTY customer may be referred to the 800 number listed in the Position 
Reference Guide (PRG). It is important to inform the customer that the 800 number must be 
dialed directly. The Sprint operator may also be used for line interruptions by entering zero 
(0) in the dial window. Provide the operator with the requested information. 

TYPES OF BUSY SIGNALS 
There are two different types of busy signals an agent encounters when handling calls. They 
are SLOW BUSY and FAST BUSY. 

Slow Busy Signals 
The SLOW busy signal is what an agent hears when the number called is already in use. 
Slow busy signals are common. 

Fast Busy Signals 
The FAST busy signal is twice as fast as the slow busy signal and usually indicates some 
type of network condition. If you encounter a fast busy signal follow these procedures. 

If the second outdial results in fast busy: 
SAY: "All circuits are busy now." 

4 

When a busy signal is reached, immediately release the Outbound leg <F5> (RLS FWD) 
SAY: "That line is busy." 
TYPE: (BUSY) GA The customer may terminate the call or ask to try another number. 

When a busy signal is reached, immediately release the Outbound leg <F5> (RLS FWD) 
SAY: "One moment while I try your call again." 
TYPE: (ONE MOMENT PLS) or send <ALT K> (ONE MOMENT PLS) 

TYPE: (PHONE COMPANY EQUIPMENT BUSY NOW) GA or use an alternate 
clarifvina Dhrase such as: 

4 

ALL PHIONE LINES ARE BUSY 
LINES NOT WORKING PROPERLY IN THAT AREA 
TOO MANY PEOPLE TRYING TO MAKE CALLS RIGHT NOW 
ALL LINES FULL 
If the caller insists, outdial the call again. 

Regional 800 Busy Signal 
The following are steps when an agent reaches a toll-free number and gets a busy signal, 
an 800 number recording or the wrong outbound party answers a toll-free number because 
the call terminated in the incorrect calling area. 

Press <REG 8 0 0 ~  key. 
Press<F5>. 

The system automatically redials the toll-free number after <REG 800> and <F5> are 
pressed. A message box displays informing the agent the call is being redialed 
automatically. 

When any kind of busy signal is reached on any toll-free number DO NOT press <F5> 
(RLS FWD). DO NOT type (FAST BUSY) or (BUSY). 
Press cALT K> (ONE MOMENT PLS) to keep customer informed. 

After attempting <REG 800> and any type of busy signal or an error message box 
saying that Regional 800 is Not Necessary or Not Available, inform the customer of the 
condition message. Follow the customer's instructions or seek supervisor assistance. 

DO NOT offer to place the call again or suggest to the customer that they try their call again 
later. The customer is in control and must inform the agent how they would like to proceed. 
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TTY Originated Calls 

BUSY SIGNALS 

1. The call arrives at the agent position <Fl> (ANS TDD) turns blue 

2. Enter Calling TO number in the Dial Window. 

3. Press cCOMP>. 

4. If the line is busy: Press <F5> (RLS FWD) and type (BUSY) GA 

5. If the customer types TRY AGAIN GA: Type (REDIALING) in parenthesis and 
press <CTRL R> to redial the number 

6. If the lines is still busy: Press <F5> (RLS FWD) and type (STILL BUSY) GA 

7. If the customer types KEEP TRYING GA: 
Type (REDIALING) and press <CTRL R> 

8. If the line is busy, press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

9. Press <ALT 4> macro (BUSY ... REDIALING) to keep the customer informed. 

I O .  If the line is still busy, press <F5> (RLS FWD), <ALT 4> (BUSY ... REDIALING), 
then <CTRL R> to redial. 

11. If the line continues to be busy, repeat these steps until the customer requests 
otherwise. 

Note: To maintain caller control, continue redialing to the number until the customer makes 
the decision to end the call. DO NOT offer to place the call again or suggest that the 
customer try the call again later. 
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Redialing 
<CTRL RS - Redial 

If a customer makes a request for the agent to redial to a busy signal or if there is no 
answer, the C T R L  R> key combination is used to initiate a second or additional outdials. 
SCTRL R> is also used to redial the call on the same path as the original outdial. 

On local and toll free calls, the GTRL R> key combination can be used to initiate outdialing 
a second time. This will allow the agent to outdial without going into the Dialing or Billing 
Windows. If the call is long distance, and the billing method is send Paid the <CTRL R> 
keystroke can also be used as there is no billing information needed should the call default 
to an operator. 

If a call is placed to a number that is unsuccessful, due to a no ring condition or a network 
failure, the agent will do the following: 

Press cF5> (RLS FWD) 
Press <CTRL R> to redial the number if it is local, toll free or long distance and sent 
Paid. 

G T R L  R> - Not Used 

All other bill types (Cards, Third Party, Other) will require the use of the cF8> (ALT/B) billing 
key and the Carrier of Choice (COC) key. The billing information, which is located in the 
Dialing and Billing windows, must be given to the carrier operator. This information will not 
be available to the agent if <CTRL R> is used. 

If an answering machine is reached on a long distance call the <CTRL R> keys should not 
be used. If <CTRL R> is used to redial to answering machines, the customer will be billed 
for long distance charges for each subsequent redial. 

<CTRL A> - Redial to Answering Machines 

<CTRL A> is used on all "second" attempts to answering machines, recordings, or 
information lines on local or long distance calls. <CTRL A> is not used for a second attempt 
when the line is or a no answer. When using <CTRL A> it sends the calls over the Sprint 
network without charging the customer. If the agent used <CTRL A> for a long distance call 
on a busy or no answer and the call went through, the customer would not be charged for 
the call. 

........................................................................................................................ 

Phone Company Redial Option 

Some local telephone companies offer a service where if a line is busy, a recording will play 
that says for a fee, they will automatically redial the number every few minutes until 
connected. This service will not work through relay so that information does not need to be 
typed to the customer. 
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Agent Workbook Page 29 TTY to Voice -BUSY SIGNALS 
The call arrives at  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
Enter Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window 
Press<COMP> 

If the line is BUSY 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Type (BUSY) GA 

If the customer types TRY AGAIN GA 
Press (REDIALING) 
Press cc I 

I f  the line is BUSY 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Type (STILL BUSY) GA 

If the customer types KEEP TRYING GA 
Press (ALT E> 
Press (CTRL R> 

If the line is BUSY 
Press<F5> 

To maintain caller control, the agent wil l  continue redialing t o  the number until 
the customer makes the decision to  end the call. DO NOT offer t o  place the 
call again o r  suggest that the customer t r y  the call again later. 

K> The system wil l  redial the last number 

Press 
P r e s s c  K> 

If the line is BUSY 
Press<F5> 
Press <AI  > (BUSY ... REDIALING) 
Press41 R> 

Continue pressing (F5> (ALT 4> 4trl R> until the customer informs you 
otherwise. 

macro (BUSY ... REDIALING) t o  keep the customer informed 

The RE6 800 Key is needed when Toll-Free number dialing results in: 
A fust busy or regdur busysignal is reached 
A recording stating the 800 number is not available from your calling area. 
The wrong outbound party answers 

I f  any of these conditions occur you must 
Immediately press the ALT-K (ONE MOMENT PLS) macro followed by the RE6 
800 key and then the F5 key (RLS FWD) the system wil l  redial the call over another 
line t o  obtain access. 

Toll-free includes all 800,888,877,866 and 855 #s. 
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Switch boards 
Many times an agent outdials and connects to a switchboard which then transfers the call to 
the appropriate person. The switchboard operator is often handling numerous calls at the 

desires, reply with a phrase similar to, "If you would like to put me on hold, 1'11 get that 
information." 
If the switchboard operator asks, "Can you hold?" it is not the agent's place to respond. 
Type what the switchboard operator says and wait for their response. If, while typing the 
switchboard operator places you on hold, relay that information to the caller. 

same time. When the switchboard operator asks what department or extension the agent J 

Relay exactly what the switchboard operator says and inform the customer that they are on 
hold. Once the switchboard operator returns provide the department or extension. If the 
customer provides the agent with the extension or department they want to reach, the agent 
may reply with the phrase, "Hello, this is Relay (State) with a call for extension, 
department." 

Because the switchboard operator transfers the call to another line, it is important to keep 
the inbound caller informed of what is happening. 

Type: Use macro <ALTO> (TRANSFERRING TO ) 
Say: TRANSFERRING TO 

When the new party answers the line, repeat the same opening greeting as when the phone 
was first answered. 

Example: (TTY to Voice) TTY user wants to call Susan. 

Phone is answered 

9 

Susan answers the phone 
0 Announce the call 

Announce the all, "Hello, this is Relay (State) Agent XXXX with a call for Susan." 

The person responds, "The person responds, "One moment, 1'11 get her." 
Type: ONE MOMENT I LL GET HER (TRANSFERRING TO SUSAN) 

Type: (ASKING FOR name) to keep customer informed. i /  

Variations 
An agent may be placed on hold while the person who answered the phone leaves the line for some 
reason and the phone is picked up by a new voice person who says something like, "Are you being 
helped?" The agent should announce relay to the new voice person and continue normal call 
processing. 

If the agent outdials and get transferred from a switchboard through several people and finally end up 
in voice mail for an unknown person at an unknown extension and the caller wants you to redial to 
leave a the agent should press <ALT 7>, <CTRL A>, <ALT Z>. When the phone is answered by a 
switchboard, Announce call, type <Gender> and how the phone was answered, i.e. "XYZ company, 
how may I direct your call?" The inbound caller should respond to the outbound. The agent will then 
relay between the two parties. If transferred, inform the customer and continue with answering 
message procedures. <ALT Z>, <ALT G> (ANS MACH PLAYING), <ALT Yz (LEAVING 
MESSAGE), <FS> <ALT 9> (UR MSG LEFT) Relay State ####F/M. 

When transferred numerous times, it is the responsibility of the agent to keep the customer informed 
of any changes in the progress of the call, including disconnects. Should the progress of the call 
change, the agent will follow the customers' instructions. 

If the caller provided specific person, dept or extension request information prior to the initial outdial, 
the agent may adapt the announcement to include the information when redialing to leave an 
answering machine message. J 
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TTY to Voice 
(Answered TTY) 

f- 

When the call arrives at the agent position <FI> (ANS TDD) turns blue. The customer types 
to the agent the CALLING TO NUMBER and GA. 

The agent will enter the Calling TO number in the DIAL window 
Press <COMP>. 
When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

If a TTY answers the phone, you will hear TTY TONES 
PresscF5> 
Type: (U HAVE REACHED A TTY) GA 

If the customer informs you, they are calling for a voice person at that number . 
Press <CTRL R> (Redialing) . 

If a TTY answers the phone, you will hear TTY TONES 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Type (REDIALING TO ASK FOR VOICE PERSON PLS HD) 

When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

You will see white text - wait for GA from TTY user 
Press <ALT 52 to Announce the call, RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
TYPE (FOR A VOICE PERSON ARE THEY AVAILABLE Q) GA 
Wait for response from outbound TTY. 

If a voice person is available, 

When the voice person answers, 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) to hear voice person speak 

Announce the call, "Hello, a person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 
AgentlCNOpr XXXX. Have you received a relay call before? 

If YES: Say, "One moment for your call to begin." 
If NO: Press <ALT 6s (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide the Service Explanation and say 
"One moment for your call to begin." 

. Press <CTRL 8/9> for gender of the voice person who answered the phone. 
Type how the voice person answered verbatim and GA 
Relay the conversation. Use conversational tone. Translate ASL to conversational 
English if necessary. 

When both parties have completed their conversation: 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Press <ALT O> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (STATE) XXXX GA OR SK 
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Agent Workbook Page 26 'MY to Voice answered 'M'Y 1 
The call arrives a t  the agent position. <Fb (Ans TOO) turns blue. customer types t o  the agent 
the CALLING TO NUMBER and GA 

Press iCOMP> 

I f  the customer informs you, they are calling for  a voice person a t  the number, 

Type (REDIALING TO ASK FOR VOICE PERSON PLS HOLD) 

Press (CTRL R> 
When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> 

Enter Calling To Number in the DIAL window. 

When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> I f  phone is onswered by 'TTY, you WIII hear M TONES 

Press <F5> and type (U HAVE REACHED A TlY) GA 

If phone is answered by TTY, you will hear TTY TONES 

Press <F7> SWITCH 

Press <F6> ST TM6 

You wil l  see WHITE TEXT 

Wait for GA from TlY user. 

Wait for response from outbound TlY. 

If a Voice person is available, 

When the voice person answers, 

Announce call, Press <ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT 
(FOR A VOICE PERSON ARE THEY AVAILABLE Q GA) 

WITH A CALL TYPE 

4 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) to  hear voice person speak. 

Announce the call. "Hello. A person is calling you through 

This is Agent (CA or Operator)-. Have you received a relay call before.?" 

If YES: Say, "One moment fo r  your call t o  begin." 

If NO: Press <ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide the Service 

Explanation. Say, "One moment f o r  your call t o  begin." 

RELAY the conversation. Use conversational tone. 

When both parties have completed their conversation. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Press (ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) XXXX GA OR SK 

Press <CTRL 8 or 9> f o r  gender of voice person who answered the phone. 

TYPE how the voice person answered verbatim and GA 
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TTY to Voice (Answered TTY) 
Voice Person Is Not Available 

When the call arrives at the agent position c F l >  (ANS TDD) turns blue. The customer types 
to the agent the CALLING TO NUMBER and GA. 

The agent will enter the Calling TO number in the DIAL window . Press <COMPLETE>. 
When the phone rings, press CALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

If a TTY answers the phone, you will hear l T Y  TONES 
Press<F5> 

If the customer informs you, they are calling for a voice person at that number 

Press CCTRL R> 

If a TTY answers the phone, you will hear TTY TONES 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Type: (U HAVE REACHED A TTY) GA 

Type: (REDIALING TO ASK FOR VOICE PERSON PLS HD) 

When the phone rings, press CALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

You will see white text - wait for GA from TTY user 
Press <ALT 5> to Announce the call, RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type: (FOR A VOICE PERSON ARE THEY AVAILABLE Q )  GA 
Wait for response from outbound TTY. 

If a voice person is NOT available, 
Type: (ONE MOMENT AGENT WILL INFORM THE CALLER) 
Press cF7> (SWITCH) to inbound line 
Type: (PHONE ANSWERED BY TTY) Type to inform the inbound that the voice person 
is not available. Relay verbatim the outbound response to the inbound. 

If the inbound TTY wishes to  hang up, 
Type: (PLSHD) 

. 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) to the outbound 
Press <ALT W> (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK 

Press cALT O> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY STATE XXXX GA OR SK 
Follow the instructions of the customer. 

If the inbound TTY wishes to leave a brief message, they will be allowed to do so 
(name and telephone number) 

Example: (TTY) THIS IS BOB MY NBR IS 765 4321 and then Press <ALT W> (PERSON 
HUNG UP) SKSK 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) to the outbound to relay the message 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) to the inbound to inform, (MSG LEFT) then 
Press cALT O> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY STATE XXXX GA OR SK 
Follow the instructions of the customer. 

A 
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I Agent Workbook Page 27 TTY to Voice ans TTY Voice Person is Not Avail 1 
The call arrives a t  the agent position. tF1> (Ans TDD) turns blue. Customer types t o  the agent 
the CALLING TO NUMBER and GA 

Press <COMP> 
When the phone rings, press <ALT 

Press <F5> and type (U HAVE REACHED A TlY) GA 
I f  the customer informs you, they are calling fo r  a voice person a t  the number, 

Type (REDIALING TO ASK FOR VOICE PERSON PLS HOLD) 

Press 4TRL R> 
When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> 

I f  phone is answered by TTY, you will hear l l Y  TONES 

Press <F7> SWITCH 

Press <F6> ST  TMG 

You will see WHITE TEXT 

Wait f o r  response from outbound TlY. 

Enter Calling To Number in the DIAL window. J 
If phone is answered by Tp/. you will hear TPI TONES 

Wait f o r  GA from TlY user. 
Announce call, Press (ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT 
(FOR A VOICE PERSON ARE THEY AVAILABLE Q GA) 

WITH A CALL TYPE 

I f  a Voice person is NOT available, 
TYPE (ONE MOMENT AGENT WILL INFORM THE CALLER) 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) t o  inbound line. 4 
TYPE: (PHONE ANSWERED BY TTY) TYPE to inform inbound that the voice person 

is not available. "Relay" the outbound TlY response t o  the inbound. 

If the Inbound TTY wishes to  hang up. 

Type: (PLS HLD) 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer. 

Press <F7> SWITCH t o  the outbound 

Press <ALT W> (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK 

Press <ALT 0, (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) XXXX GA OR SK 

VARIA 770N If the Inbound TlY wants t o  leave a brief message, they will be allowed 
t o  do so (name and telephone number). 

Exunyde: (TW) THIS IS BOB MY NBR IS 765 4321 and then press <ALT W1 (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK 
Press <F7, SWITCH t o  the outbound t o  relay the message. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  the inbound t o  inform, (MSG LEFT) then 
Press <ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) XXXX &A OR SK 

J 
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Module 5D - Directory Assistance 

Listed below are call processing procedures that should be followed for various types of 
recorded messages you may receive. Each long distance carrier provides DA for their pre- 
subscribed customers. For example, if your long distance carrier at your residence is 
Sprint, when you dial XXX-555-1212, your call will go to a Sprint Directory Assistance 
operator. (If you dial 41 1, you will still connect with your local exchange directory assistance 
operator). Since all of the Sprint TRS centers are pre-subscribed to Sprint, any time you dial 
XXX-555-1212 for a customer, you will reach a Sprint Directory Assistance operator. 

Interstate Directory Assistance 

ALL states offer Interstate Directory Assistance. Interstate calls take place between multiple 
states. The FCC regulates interstate communications. 

Intrastate Directory Assistance 

Intrastate calls consist of communication within a single state. Intrastate communications are 
regulated by each state's PUC. 

Directory Assistance within the state is provided by the relay contract. Therefore, 
differences may occur from state to state. Intrastate DA is available to customers in states 
selecting this option. 

NOTE: Directory Assistance is available for T W  users ONLY. 

1. Directory Assistance requires no billing information as the calls are paid for by the state. 

2. To dial DA the agent will need to obtain the area code the customer is calling. 

3. The agent is NOT required to ask the DA operator if they have ever received a relay call 
before. 

n 
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Directory Assistance Call Processing 
Area Code Given 

4 When the call arrives at the agent position <Fl> (ANS TDD) turns blue. 
The customer types to the agent CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE the AREA CODE and 
GA 

Press <COMP> 
Enter DA calling TO number in the DIAL Window XXX 555-1212 

When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

When the phone is answered, 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Announce the call to the DA Operator 
"This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX calling Directory Assistance. One moment please." 

Press <CTRL 8/9> (GENDER) of DA operator 
Type how the phone was answered verbatim 
Relay the conversation between the TTY caller and the DA operator as with any other 
relay call 

When both parties have completed their conversation, 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
Press CALT 0s (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY STATE XXXX GA OR SK 
Follow the instructions of the customer. 

If the customer requests the agent to dial the number they received from the Directory 
Assistance operator, the agent will honor the request. The customer is not required to type 
the calling to number to the relay agent. 

* IMPORTANT The agent should never prompt a caller to provide city, state or listing 
information prior to dialing Directory Assistance. The agent should not type GA after the 
recorded message. Prompting a caller to provide information places caller control in 
jeopardy. 
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I Directorv Assistance Call Processing I 

n 

- 
Agent  Workbook Page 108 Area  Code Given 

The call arrives at the agent position <F1> (AN5 TDD) turns blue 
Customer types CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE the AREA CODE and GA 

Enter DA Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window XXX5551212 

Press <COMP>. 

0 When phone rings, press <ALTZ> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is arewered 

0 Press < s a n d -  t o  stop ringing macro 

Press . TTMG) 
0 Announce the call t o  the DA Operator, 
"l3is is Relay (State) CA/Operaior/Agent 
One moment please. 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER o f  DA operator 

0 

calling directory assistance. 

TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 

RELAY the conversation between TTY caller and the DA operator as with 

any other relay call. 

When both parties have completed their conversation 

0 PresscF! (RLS FWD) 

Press(A1 (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) GA OR SK 

Follow the instructions of the customer 

Directory Assistance Variation 
If the customer requests the agent t o  dial the number they received from the 
directory assistance operator, the agent wil l honor the request. The customer 
is not required t o  type the calling t o  number t o  the relay agent. 

IMPORTANT: The agent should never prompt a caller t o  provide city, state o r  
listing information prior t o  dialing directory assistance. The agent should not 
type GA after the recorded message. Prompting a caller t o  provide information 
places caller control in jeopardy. 
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Directory Assistance Call Processing 
City and State Given - Customer does not know Area Code 

It is necessary for the agent to obtain area code information prior to entering 555-1212 in the 
Calling TO field of the Dial Window. If the caller does not know the area code, the following 
procedures should be used to obtain the information. 
When the call arrives at the aaent Dosition <Fl> fANS TDD) turns blue. 
The customer types to the agent CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE and provides the CITY 
AND STATE INFORMATION ONLY. 

If the customer is unable to provide the area code information, 
0 

Press <COMP> 

Press <TAB> to conversation area 
Press <CTRL G> (AREA CODE PLS) GA 

Type (DIALING OPERATOR FOR AREA CODE PLS HD) 
Press <TAB> to Dial Window 
Enter 0 (zero) in Calling TO field 

When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

The system sends the call to a Sprint Operator. When the Sprint Operator answers, 
DO NOT press <F6> (ST TMG) This is considered an assistance call. 
Announce the call to the Sprint Operator, "This is Relay (State) requesting the area 
code for (City, State)." 
Relay the area code information to the TTY caller. 
Close the call to the Sprint Operator by saying, "Thank you." 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Type to TTY caller, (CALLING TO DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE PLS HD) 
Press <F4> (DIAL WINDOW) 
Enter DA Calling TO number XXX 555 1212 
Press <COMP> 
When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

When the phone is answered, 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Announce the call to the DA Operator, "This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX calling 
Directory Assistance. One moment please." 
Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (GENDER) of DA operator 
Type how the phone was answered verbatim 
Relay the conversation between the l T Y  caller and the DA operator as with any other 
relay call 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Press <ALTO> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (STATE) XXXX GA OR SK 

When both parties have completed their conversation, 

+ 

4 

w '  
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Agent Workbook Page 109 -Directory Assistance cdl Processing 
City and State Given (Customer does not know Area Code) 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
Customer types t o  the agent the CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE and provides 
the CITY AND STATE INFORMATION ONLY 
a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

Press <TAB> to  conversation area 
Press (CTRL G> (AREA CODE PLS) GA 
If the customer is unable t o  provide the area code information 
Type: (DIALING OPERATOR FOR AREA CODE PLS HOLD) 
Press <TI t o  Dial Window 
Entei " in Calling To field. 
Press S U M P >  
The system sends the call t o  a Sprint Operator. 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) When the Sprint Operator answers, 
Announce the call t o  Sprint Operator by saying, 
"?%is is Relay (state) requesting the area code for (civ, state). 
Relay the area code information t o  the TTY caller. 
Type: (THE AREA CODE FOR (city and state) I S  XXX) 
Close the call t o  the Sprint Operator, by saying, "Thank you." 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Type t o  TTY caller, (CALLING TO DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE PLS HOLD) 
Press (Dial Window) 
Enter OP 
Press <CC/mr> 
When phone rings, press <ALT 2, RINGING 1...2...3... 

ling TO Number XXX5551212 

When phone is answered 
Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 
Pres: (ST TMG) 

a Announce the call t o  the DA Operator, 
"This is Relay (State) CA/Operator/Agent 
One moment please." 

Press (CTRL 8 or 9> for  GENDER o f  OA operator 
TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 

0 RELAY the conversation between TTY caller and the DA operator. 
When both parties have completed their conversation 

Press j>(RLS FWD) 

calling directory assistance. 

a Press <ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) GA OR SK 
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Automated Directory Assistance 
There are times when the agent dials DA and reaches an automated telephone company recording. 
The DA recording prompts the customer to provide the city and state and listing information. If the 
customer has not provided this information, a response is not possible when the automated recording 
prompt is heard. If no response is given, the call will default to a live operator. 

* IMPORTANT: The agent should never prompt a caller to provide city, state or listing 

4 

information prior to dialing Directory Assistance. The agent should not type GA after the recorded 
message. Prompting a caller to provide information places caller contrd in jeopardy. 

Some DA services may offer an option to automatically dial the listing number for a fee. If an 
automatic dial option is heard, the agent should NOT type the option to the customer. Our system is 
not compatible with this kind of request and the relay center would be billed for the call. 

When the agent dials to an automated directory assistance service, the call should be handled using 
the following procedures: 

When the call arrives at the agent position <Fl> (ANS TDD) turns blue. 
The customer types to the agent CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE the AREA CODE and GA. 

Press cCOMP> 

When the phone is answered, 

Press 4F6> (ST TMG) 

The following is an example of an automated DA service recording which may be heard if a verbal 
response is not provided within the system prompt timeframe: 

Recording plays: "Welcome to Directory Assistance. City and state please? (pause) We're sorry 
our system did not understand. Please say the name of the city (pause) We're sorry our system did 
not understand. Please say the name of the city (pause). Please hold for an operator ..." 

Enter DA Calling TO number in the Dial Window XXX 555 1212 

When the phone rings, press SALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

4 

Type: WELCOME TO DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE CITY AND STATE PLS Q CCTRL S>(F) 
cALT F> (RECORDING) (HOLDING FOR OPERATOR) <ALT.>(HOLDING ......., ) 

Announce the call saying, "This is Relay (State) agent XXXX calling Directory Assistance. One 
moment please." 
Press cCTRL 8 or 9> (GENDER) of DA operator 
Type how the phone was answered verbatim 
Relay the conversation between the TTY caller and the DA operator like any other relay call 

When the DA operator answers the phone, . 

If the listing number is provided via a recorded message, 
The agent should type only the listing from the recording 

Example: "Thank you. The number you requested XXX-XXX-XXXX can be automatically dialed by 
pressing one. An additional charge of $ will apply. Repeating XXX-XXX-XXXX. 

The recorded message ends and the line disconnects. 

TYPE: THANK U THE NBR U REQUESTED XXX XXX XXXX REPEATING X M  XXX XXXX. 

When both parties have completed their conversation, 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Press <ALT O> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (STATE) XXXX GA OR SK 

Follow the instructions of the customer. 
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1 Agent Workbook Page 110 - Automated Directory Assistance I 
When the agent dials to an automated directory assistance service, the call should be 
handled using the following procedures. 

The call arrives at  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
Customer types CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE the AREA CODE and GA 

Enter DA Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window XXX5551212 
Press b 

When phone rings, press <ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 
When phone is answered 

Press t o  stop ringing macro 

Press ., ". Lu I .MG) 
Recording plays ...." Welcome to directory assistance. City and state please (pause) 
we're sorry our system did not understand. Please say the name of the city (pause) 
we're sorry our system did not understand. Please say the name of the city (pause). 
Please hold for an operator ....'I 

0 Type: 

' . - 

WELCOME TO DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE CITY AND STATE PLS (F) 
<ALT F> (RECORDING) (HOLDING FOR OPERATOR) (HOLDING ...,...,) 

When the DA operator answers the phone, announce the call saying, 
"This is Relay (State) CA/Operator/Agent 
One moment please." 

Press <CnL 8 o r  9, f o r  GENDER o f  DA operator 

NPE how the phone was answered verbatim and &A 

calling directory assistance. 

the conversation between TlY caller and the DA operator. 
IT The lisring number is provided via a recorded message the agent should type 
only the listing from the recording. Example: "Thank you. The number you 
requested XXX-XXX-XXXX can be automatically dialed by pressing one. An 
additional charge of $ will apply. Repeating XXX-XXX-XXXX. 
The recorded message ends and the line disconnects. 

0 Type: 
THANK YOU THE NUMBER YOU REQUESTED XXX XXX XXXX 
REPEATING XXX XXX XXXX 
Press <ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

GA OR SK 

Follow the instruction of the customer 
n 
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Directory Assistance Call Processing 
Customer provides City, State and Listing lnfonnation 

Because the caller has given the instruction to call DA and all the necessary information up front 
the agent does not need to type the recorded message that is heard when the phone is first 
answered ("Welcome to Directory Assistance City and State please"). 

When the call arrives at the agent position < F I >  (ANS TDD) turns blue. 
The customer types to the agent CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE and provides AREA CODE 
and CITY, STATE and LISTING NAME and STREET information and GA. 

Press <COMP> 

When the phone is answered, 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Enter DA Calling TO number in the Dial Window XXX 555 1212 

When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> (Ringing Macro) 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

If a recording plays, "Welcome to Directory Assistance. City and State please?" 
Press <ALT Q> (RECORDING PLAYING), then type (AGENT RELAYING INFO). 

Because the customer has given the instruction to call DA and has given the listing information 
up front there is no need to type the recorded message. The agent may respond to the 
recording prompts because the caller has given the information up front. 

. . 

If a DA operator comes on line, the agent will announce the call saying, 
"This is Relay (State) agent XXXX calling Directory Assistance. One moment please." 
Press <CTRL 8/9> (GENDER) of DA operator 
Type how DA operator answered the phone, then (AGENT RELAYING INFO). The agent 
may respond to the DA Operator by relaying the listing information that was given up front 
by the customer before the dial. 
Relay the listing information given by the customer before the dial. 
Type the automated (or DA operator) response and listing information 
Example: 
THANK YOU ONE MOMENT FOR THE NUMBER THE NUMBER YOU REQUESTED 
XXX XXX XXXX REPEATING XXX XXX XXXX 

Press <ALT O> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (State) XXXX GA OR SK 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Follow the instructions of the customer. 

* IMPORTANT The agent should never prompt a caller to provide city, state or listing 
information prior to dialing Directory Assistance. The agent should not type GA after the 
recorded message. Prompting a caller to provide information places caller control in 
jeopardy. 

d 

J 
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gent Workbook Page 11 1 Directory Assistance 
Customer Provides City, State, and Listing Information 

r 

Caller types CALL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE and provides AREA CODE and CITY, 
STATE and LISTING NAME and STREET information and GA 

The call arrives a t  the agent position cF1> (AN5 TDD) turns blue 

Enter DA Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window XXX5551212 

A 

Press <COMP> 

When phone rings, press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 
When phone is answered 

Press ' t o  stop ringing macro 

Press G-6> (5T TMG) 

If a recoro'tng plays, "Welcome to drectory assistance. city and state please." 

WELCOME TO DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE WHAT CITY AND STATE PLS Q 

press (ALT F> (RECORDING) type (AGENT RELAYING INFO), t o  keep customer 

informed 

WPE how the phone was answered,, for example, 

If a DA operator comes on line the agent will announce the call saying, 
"This is Relay (State) CA/Operator/Agent calling directory 
assistance. One moment please." . Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER o f  DA operator. 

TYPE how DA operator answered, then (AGENT RELAYING INFO) 

RELAY the listing informationgiven by the customer before the diaL 
WPE the automated (or DA Operator) reqponse and Itsting information. ie., 
THANK YOU ONE MOMENT FOR THE NUMBER THE NUMBER YOU 
REQUESTED XXX XXX XXXX REPEATING XXX XXX XXXX 

GA OR SK Press B> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) . - 

0 Press (rw (RLS FWD) 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

IMPORTANT The agent should never prompt a caller t o  provide city, state o r  
additional listing information prior t o  dialing directory assistance. 
Prompting a caller t o  provide information places caller control in jeopardy. 
The agent should not type GA after the recorded message. 
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Destinations of Traffic 

"Destination" is based on where the call originates and terminates. 
The system reads the Calling From and Calling To numbers and determines if 
the destination of the call is local, toll free or long distance. 

0 Calling From and Calling To fields require 10 digits (NPA and 7-digit phone 
number.) 

-1 
Calls which originate and terminate in the same city or same zone of a large city. 
Local calls require no billing information as they are paid for by the state. 

TOll-Free 
Calls which terminated to an 800, 855, 866, 877 or 888 number. 
Toll-free calls require no billing information to complete and there is no charge to 
the caller. 

Lono Distance 
Long distance calls can originate and terminate within the state where Sprint 
provides relay service. 

Grample: Customer requests to place a call from (location) to (location). 

Long distance calls can originate within one state or country (international) and 
terminate in another state or country depending upon the state's contract 
requirements. 

Example: Customer requests to place a call from (location) to (location). 

The system automatically bills the call to the calling from number unless the 
customer instructs the agent to bill the call another way. 

. 
677/877 Numbers (LEC SERVICE ACCESS) 

The system will allow calls to a three digit LEC Access Number (61 1 or 81 1). 
This service applies in states where the LEC offers local telephone company 
business office access or repair access by dialing 61 I or 81 1. When a caller 
provides instructions to dial 61 1 or 81 1 the agent will enter the threedigit number 
in the calling to number field (delete the area code). The system will dial to the 
correct local business or repair office based on the caller's from number. 

700 Numbers 
This is a service available in certain states where the LEC offers verification of 
carrier choice. This must be done from the customer's Dhone where service is 
located to verify their long distance carrier. 

900 Numbers 
900 calls can originate within the state where Sprint is providing 900 relay 
services. 
Grample: Customer requests to place a call from (location) to (location). 
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900 Call Processing 

This feature allows a TTY caller to access 900 pay per call services through the relay. 

The caller must first dial a toll free 900 number to access their state relay service. 

Calls placed to any 900 number through relay are billed PAID. 

When the call arrives at the terminal, a status message appears that reads 
CALLER MAY ONLY DIAL A 900 TYPE CALL. 

Once the call is outdialed, a status indicator appears in the upper right hand 
corner of the screen below the banner. It reads "900 Service". 

The 900-access number cannot be dialed from restricted telephone numbers. 

When a number, other than a 900 number, is entered into the "To" number field, 
the system displays the message "ONLY 900. This serves as a reminder that 
only a 900 number can be dialed for the Inbound caller. 

The caller cannot dial any of the relay service 800 numbers then requests to call 
a 900 number. An attempt to dial a 900 number generates an error message on 
the screen reading, "900 CALLS NOT ALLOWED". 

The system blocks the outdial if the call does not originate in the state offering 
900 access. An error message appears on the screen that reads, "This 
combination NOT allowed". 

. 

' A  

. The agent should not use the <REG 800r key to process these type calls 

900 Call Error Messages 

The message indicates an internal database problem. The message displays when an 
attempt is made to dial and the system cannot access the system 900 database because 
the database is down. 

"Service Unavailable. Try again later." 

Complete a trouble ticket if the message appears and inform a supervisor of the 
error message. 

"Information NOT found. Check the number and dial again." 

This message displays when the system accesses the 900 database and the 900 number is 
not found. 

Complete a trouble ticket if the message appears and inform a supervisor of the 
error message. 
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Origination and Termination 

Calls that originate within (State) are allowed to terminate within (State) 

Calls that originate within (State) are allowed to terminate outside (State) 

Calls that originate outside (State) are allowed to terminate within (State) 

(State) allows calls that originate within (State) to terminate outside of the continental 
United States (International Calling Outbound) 

The States vary that allow roaming and may change per contract renewals 

Roaming With Restrictions 

The State allows calls to originate and terminate outside the state, but the call 
must be billed to a state phone number. 

When processing calls for customers, who originate and terminate outside the 
state, the system forces the billing window to appear on the agent‘s screen. 

The LEC or Third Party billing option may be selected. If the caller is using a 
FON Card, the number must be entered in the LEC billing option for the call to be 
completed through the system. 

The card must be comprised of a state area code, telephone number and PIN 
number to make up the 14-digit card number. This assures the state that the 
caller is truly a state resident. 

If the state customer chooses a Third Party billing, request a state telephone 
number to verify the caller is a resident. If the number is other than a state area 
code and number, an error message appears. Inform the caller that the call 
cannot be processed as billed and ask for alternate billing. 

Call Processing - Roaming with Restrictions 
The State allows calls to originate and terminate outside the state, but the call must be billed 
to a state phone number. 

System forces billing window to appear 
Enter Calling To number, press <COMP> 

14 digit cards must consist of state area code, telephone number €i PIN. If caller is using 
Sprint FONCard, billing must be entered in LEC. If customer chooses Third Party billing, 
request a state telephone number to verify the caller is a resident. If the area code is from a 
different state an error message will appear. Ask for alternate billing. 

Type or say, “How would you like to pay for the call?” 
Select: LEC or Third Party 

rn Enter billing number. 
Press <COMP> 

Continue normal call processing 
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Roaming Without Restrictions 
The State allows calls to originate and terminate outside the state. 

When the cCOMP> key is pressed, the billing window does not appear unless 
the customer is calling from a restricted phone and alternate billing is required. 

Call Processing - Roaming without Restrictions 
The State allows calls to originate and terminate outside the state. 

Enter Calling To number 
Press <COMP> 

System dials call. The billing window does not appear unless call is LD and customer is 
calling from a restricted phone number and alternate billing is required. 

Continue normal call processing 

Destinations Not Allowed 
The following destinations are automatically blocked by the system and must be 
dialed direct by the customer. 

700numbers 
976 exchanges (NPA-976-MXX) 

lntralata Competition 

If intralata competition is not available, the system will not allow the agent to enter zero in 
the Dialing Window. 

Sprint must bid for the relay contracts on a state-by-state basis. Since each state identifies 
its own requirements for the relay, differences may occur from state to state. 

Sprint Products 

Inbound International calling allows a person in a foreign country to terminate a call within 
the Continental United States and the Providence of Canada and Mexico. 
The caller reaches the Relay Center by dialing the IO-digit Sprint International TRS 
telephone number (605-224-1 837). 

. 
COC is not available 

Sprint International (SI) 

For an incoming international call, the STATE INDICATOR in the banner displays (SI) 
Sprint International. 
A red pop-up window appears reminding the agent to answer by saying, “Sprint 
International. ” 
The calling From number displayed in the Banner for inbound international calling is 
always 605-224-1837. 
The agent does not change the From number. 
Enter the “To” number in the Dialing Window and press cCOMP>. 
Once the system outdials the call, handle the call as normal. 
Calls are billed Sent-Paid. Alternate Billing is not allowed. 

Sprint International is not allowed to place calls to the following: 

(2) “ 0  Operator 
These calls are blocked by the system. 

(1) DA 
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International Transfer Menu 
The transfer menu displays the following options: 

9 Customer Service 
Spanish Customer Service 
Sprint OSD 

The billing menu displays but does not permit billing validation. 

Call Processing - International Callina Outbound 

Sprint lntl Spanish (language service) 

SI Speech to Speech (English) 

To place an%ernational call, enter the international access code (011) + country code + 
city code + telephone number. The range for an international number is 8-18 digits. 

Press <COMP>. 

If the country code is not found, the message “lnv. Country Code” is displayed to the 
right of the called number. 
with the country code is displayed to the right of the called number. 

The system checks the number of digits that are entered in the “ T O  number field. If the 
number of digits is less than 8 or exceeds 18, the message “lnv. Number“ is displayed to 
the right of the called number. 

When phone is answered, press <F6> (ST TMG). 

Announce, “A person is calling you from the United States through Relay 
This is CA / Agent I Operator - . Have you received a relay call before?” 

Outgoing international calls can be billed using the following billing methods: 

If the country code is found, the country name associated 

a. Paid 
b. Third Party 
c. LEC Card 
d. FON Card 
e. Collect (depending upon billing agreements) 

If the customer is unable to provide country or city code information: 

Press <COMP> 

When Sprint Operator answers 
Press<F6> 

Press<F5> 

Continue normal call processing. 

Call Processing - International Calling Inbound . 

Type: (DIALING OPERATOR FOR COUNTRY or CITY CODE PLS HOLD) 
Enter “ 0  as the “Calling To” number. 

Say: “This is Relay (state) requesting the country code or city code for (city, country).” 

Say: “Thank you” to the Sprint Operator 
Type: (THE COUNTRY or CITY CODE FOR IS xxxxxxxx) 

Inbound International calling allows a person in a foreign country to terminate a call 
within the Continental United States and the Providence of Canada and Mexico. 

The caller reaches the Relay Center by dialing the IO-digit Sprint International TRS 
telephone number (605-224-1837). 

For an incoming international call, the State indicator in the banner displays (SI) Sprint 
International. 
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A red pop-up window appears reminding the agent to answer by saying, “Sprint 
Intemationel”. 

The calling From number displayed in the banner for Inbound international calling is 
always 605-224-1 837. The agent does not change the From number. 

Enter the To number in the Dialing Window and press <COMP>. 

Once the system outdials, handle the call as normal. 

Calls are billed Sent-Paid. Alternate billing is not allowed. . . 
COC is not available. 

Sprint International is not allowed to place calls to the following: 

(2) “ 0  Operator 
These calls are blocked by the system. 

(1) DA 

Sprint International Variations: 

Non-Standard l T Y  
If an error message appears “Possible Non-Standard TTY used”, the agent should press 
<ALT N> (Non Standard International TTY). Australia, New Zealand and South Africa use 
nonstandard baud rates. 

Answered Foreign Language 
If the phone is answered in a foreign language the agent should repeat the greeting in 
English several times. If an English speaking person does not come to the phone, keep the 
inbound customer informed by typing something like, (ANSWERED IN FOREIGN 
LANGUAGE AGENT UNABLE TO RELAY) GA Follow the instructions of the customer. 

Transfer Menu 
The transfer menu displays the following options: Customer Service, Spanish Customer 
Service and OSD. The menu does not at this time permit a transfer to a Spanish language 
agent. If the customer requests Spanish, the agent should alert a supervisor to bring the 
language agent to the work station for a call take-over if possible. The billing menu displays 
but does not permit billing variation. 

RESELLER - Call Processing Procedures 
Resellers are Cellular and Wireless providers that have contracted Sprint to provide Relay 
Services for their customers. 

Because the calls are processed as a “private relay service,” for the Reseller’s own 
customer, carrier of choice and billing information is not generally required. 

We have currently established reseller agreements with 4 wireless providers. The two-letter 
code assigned to the account will appear in the banner after the Word STATE. 

CW = Cable and Wireless 
SA= SNET America Relay 
SP = Alltel Communications 

The agent should read Greetings or Announcements according to the screen display. Calls 
will arrive displaying the greeting assigned to the specific account. 
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The greeting for CW and SA is: 
"NATIONAL RELAY SERVICE CA XXXX. MAY I HAVE THE NUMBER YOU ARE CALLING 
PLEASE?" 

The greeting for SP is: 
"SPRINT RELAY CA XXXX. MAY I HAVE THE NUMBER YOU ARE CALLING PLEASE?" 

Sprint National Relay (SNR) 
a. Sprint Relay can process calls from an out-of-state point back to the out- 

of-state point (local call) as long as the "To" area code is different than the 
originating are code. 

b. This can occur when there is a large metropolitan area that encompasses 
two state boundaries. An example would be Kansas City, Kansas (91 3) 
and Kansas City, Missouri (816). The call is local from Kansas City, 
Kansas to Kansas City, Missouri but the area codes are different. 

c. Sprint Relay allows outbound International calling and may receive calls 
from Mexico or Canada. These calls terminate to any point within the US, 
including Mexico and Canada, as long as the "To" area code is different 
than the originating area code. 

d. Sprint Relay allows calls to toll free numbers. 
e. Sprint Relay allows COC calls. 
f. Sprint Relay allows the following billing options: 

Sent Paid Collect 
FONCard LEC Card 
Third Party Optional 

g. All calls placed through Sprint Relay are discounted. 
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Marine 

Shore to Ship 
When a customer calls into TRS requesting to place a Marine (Ship) call, proceed as 
follows: 

. . 

. 

. 

If the From number is not filled, request the number and enter it into the calling 
From number field. 
Enter the "M" (either upper or lower case) as the Calling To number. The system 
automatically fills the "To" number field with the word "MARINE. 
Press <COMP>. The system will dial the local Operator. A message displays 
below the calling To number that reads "LOCAL MARINE CALL". 
When the local Operator comes on line, press <F6> (ST TMG). 
The agent must request a MARINE OPERATOR. 
Say: "This is Relay (State) with a Marine call, the customer's Calling From 
number is XXX-XXX-Mxx the Calling to number is XXX-XXX-XXXX." 
It is important that the agent clarify to the Marine Operator that no charges 
should be billed to the Relay center number. The Marine Operator dials the Call 
To number. 
When the phone rings, press <ALTZ> (RINGING 1...2...3...) 
When the phone is answered Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro. 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person (name if given) is calling you through Relay 
(State). This is AgenffCAIOperator XXXX. Have you received a relay call 
before?" 

If "Yes": Say, "One moment for your call to begin." . If "No": Press <ALT 6, (EXPLAINING SERVICE). Provide service 

Press <CTRL 8 or 9> for GENDER 
Type how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 
Relay the conversation 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Press <ALT OB (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (State) XXXX GA OR SK 

explanation, then say "One moment for your call to begin." 

When both parties have completed their conversation: 

Follow the customer's instructions 

If the feature is NOT available for the state being served, the message area displays: 
"LOCAL MARINE CALLING NOT AVAILABLE" 
If an "M" is entered as the first character in the "To" number field in error, press <ESC> to 
remove the word "MARINE". 

Ship to Shore 
To place a Ship to Shore call, the initiator must contact the Marine Operator who 
then calls the Relay Center. 
Collect the "To" number and the billing option, which can be Collect, Third Party, 
LEC Card of FON Card. . Relay the conversation. 
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Agent Workbook Page 114 MARINE 

When a customer wants t o  place a MARINE (SHIP) call, 
Enter the letter "M" as the CALLING TO number 4 

Enter Calling TO Number "M" 
Press <COMP> 

The system dials the Local Operator 
When Local Operator comes on-line, 

The Agent must request a MARINE OPERATOR. 

Say, "This is Relay (state) requesting a Marine Operator please." 
Keep the TTY customer informed, type (MARINE OPERATOR PLS HOLD) 

Announce the call t o  the Marine Operator 
Say, "This is Relay (state) with a marine call, the customer> Calling from 

number is XXX-XXX-XXXX the Calling To number is XXX-XXX-XXXX " 

Clarify t o  the Marine Operator that no charges should be billed t o  the 
relay center number. The Marine Operator Dials the Call To Number. 

Press 4F6> (ST TMG) 

When phone rings, press <ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 
When phone is answered 

Press <SPACEBAR> t o  stop ringing macro 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person (name if given) is calling you through 

Have you received a relay call before?" 
. This is CA/Operafor/Agent 

If YES: Say, "One moment for  your call t o  begin. 
If NO: Press <ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY) 
Provide Service Explanation, then say, "One moment for your call 
to begin " 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> for  GENDER 
TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 

RELAY the conversation. 
When both parties have completed their conversation 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

Press (ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) XXXX GA OR SK 
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Module 5F - Answering Machines and 
Audiotext Interaction 

There are several types of pre-recorded messages an agent may reach when placing a call 
for a relay customer. They are as follows: 

A. Voice Answering Machines 
B. TTY Answering Machines 
C. VoicelTpI Answering Machines 
D. Information Line 
E. Audiotext Interaction (touch 
F. Voice Mail Systems 
G. Pagers/ Beepers 
H. Privacy Manager 

A. Recording Feature 
The Recording Feature assists agents in processing audiotext calls. 

As soon as the phone is answered, the agent should begin relaying the recorded message. 
It is important to relay as much of the recorded message as possible verbatim. When the 
message is finished identify the gender <CTRL 8 or 9> and CALT 89 (ANS MACH HUNG 
UP) or <ALT F> (RECORDING) and type GA. 

The Record Feature provides the agent via the terminal with the capability to record audio 
information from the outbound line and playback that information to the headset. The agent 
controls the playback of the audio information to allow accurate typing of the information to 
the inbound TTY/ASCII relay customer. This feature is utilized by using dedicated keys 
located on the keyboard. 

Record Key 
0 The <RECORD> Enable/Disable key is used to turn the recording feature on or 

off. The key acts as a toggle key. It may be activated when the system has 
completed its outdial. 

RD> key is located 
is white with bla 

When the <RECORD> key is p 
preventing the outbound custo 

The <PAUSUPLAY> key is a dual-purpose key that initiates the PAUSE or 

The key is located left of the IO-key keypad. The key cap color is redlorange 
with black lettering. 
When the *PAUSE/PLAY> key is pressed, the microphone will automatically 
mute preventing the outbound customer from hearing the agent. 

ght of the IO-key keypad. The key 

microphone will automatically mute 
aring fhe agent. 

PeuselPlav KeK 

BACK functionality. 

n 
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End/Return KeK 
The <ENDIRTN> key is a dual-purpose key that initiates either the real time or 
playback functionality. 
The key is located left of the IO-key keypad. The key cap color is light green with 
black letterina. W 
When the cEiD/RTN> key is pressed, the mute key is turned off. 

PausePlav KeK 
The <PAUSUPLAY> key is pressed to initiallv activate the recordina of the .. 
outbound audio information.. 
PAUSE removes the outbound audio from the agent headset. 
The "Pause" status indicator is displayed in a window below the banner. 

cPAUSEIPLAY> when pressed starts the playback of the recorded audio. 
<PLAY> Audio playback is heard in the agent headset, but only from the point at 
which the PAUSE key was initially pressed. After pressing PLAY the agent will 
hear an overlapping audio of two to three words. 
The "Playback" status indicator window is displayed below the banner. 

The <ENDIRETURN> key is a dual-purpose key that initiates either the "real 
time'' or "playback" functions. 
The <PAUSEIPLAY> must be pressed before <ENDIRETURN>. 
<ENDIRETURN> must be used to return to "playback" status. 
<ENDIRETURN> connects the agent headset in "real time" status to the 
outbound line. Press <END> to verify if someone has answered the outbound 
line. Pressing <END> turns off the microphone "mute". The agent is able to 
hear and communicate with the outbound line. 
The "Real Time" status indicator window is displayed below the banner. 

PausePlav KeK 

End /Return KeK 

. . 

Return Kev 
The <RETURN> key "Returns" the headset immediately back to the "Playback" 
status. Audio playback continues, from the point at which the END key was 
pressed. 
Press <RETURN> to continue typing the recorded audio information. 
The "Playback" status indicator window is displayed below the banner. 

NOTE: If you utilize the record key consistently after pressing <COMPLETE> you will need 
to remember to turn off the record feature immediately or press CALT M> when the 
outbound line is answered by a live person rather than a recording. 

W 
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Screen Status Indicator Window 
A status indicator located in the upper right hand corner of the terminal text screen, below 
the banner, provides a visual indicator of the feature state. The indicator window is 
displayed with a dark blue background with yellow lettering. The possible status conditions 
that may be displayed in the status window are: 

A. REAL TIME <END/RTN> 
Displayed when the recording feature enabled. The feature is recording an 
outbound call and the agent is in real time (full contact with the outbound line). 

B. PLAYBACK <PAUSE/PLAY> 
Displayed when the recording feature is enabled. The feature is recording an 
outbound call and the agent is receiving playback of recorded audio information. 

Displayed when the recording feature is enabled. The feature is recording an 
outbound call and the agent has paused the recording. 

C. PAUSE <PAUSE/PLAY> 

Recording Feature Activation 
1. The <RECORD> key can be activated after the system has pulsed all the dialed digits. 

2. Once the <RECORD> key is pressed, audio information received from the outbound line 
is recorded at the same time the agent hears the information. 

3. If the agent falls behind in typing the received audio information, the pause function may 
be activated by pressing the cPAUSE/PLAY> key. Activating the pause feature tells the 
terminal to disconnect the agent headset from the outbound line so that the agent cannot 
hear the outbound audio speaking. 

4. The terminal continues to record the information that is received from the outbound line. 
If a voice person answers the outbound line, the voice person cannot hear the agent 
typing. The agent cannot hear the outbound line while in <PAUSE/PLAY> mode. 

5. Once typing is caught up to the point that the <PAUSE/PLAY> key was activated, the 
key may be deactivated. Deactivating the <PAUSE/PLAY> key allows the terminal to 
continue the audio information from the point that the pause was initiated. There is an 
overlapping audio of two to three words in order to verify the point from which typing can 
begin. 

6. The pauselplay cycles continue until all the information has been typed to the inbound 
customer. 

7. If a lengthy recording is reached check if a Voice person is on the outbound line by 
pressing the cEND/RTN> key. When the <END/RTN> key is pressed, the terminal 
discontinues the recorded audio playback to the headset and connects to the outbound 
line providing real time communication while continuing to record. Press <END/RTN> to 
continue playback two to three words prior to where the <END/RTN> key was originally 
pressed. 

8. When the record feature is activated and the outbound line picks up then disconnects, 
the outbound disconnect banner will appear. The agent should continue to type the 
entire recording using the <PAUSE/PLAY> key. At the end of the recording type the 
gender and how the outbound answered the phone and inform the inbound the person 
hung up by typing something like, (LINE DISCONNECTED). Once the outbound 
disconnect banner appears type (AGENT REDIALING). Press CCTRL A> then press 
SALT Q> (RECORDING PLAYING). There is no need to re-type the recording. Keep 
the customer informed until the line is answered. 
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6. Voice Answering Machine Reached (TTY -Voice) 

As soon as the outbound line is answered, and it is a recorded message, begin typing the 
message and press the <RECORD> key. When the message goes beyond what is typed, 
press the <PAUSE/PLAY> key. The headset will be disconnected from the outbound line to 
allow the agent to finish typing the message up to the point where the <PAUSE/PLAY> key 
was pressed. Once ready to hear additional audiotext, press the <PAUSUPLAY> key to 
continue typing the recorded message. The recorded message will overlap two to three 
words in order to verify the point from which typing can begin. 

If a lengthy recording is reached, press the <END/RTN> key to check if a Voice person is on 
the outbound line. When <END/RTN> is pressed, the terminal discontinues the recorded 
audio playback to the headset and connects to the outbound line providing real-time 
communication while continuing to record. If there is no one on the line, press the 
<END/RTN> key to continue playback two to three words prior to where the <END/RTN> 
key was pressed. 

At the end of the audio message, identify to the caller the type of device reached. 

There are numerous manufacturers of voice and l T Y  answering machines, pagers, and 
voice mail systems. All answering devices will not have the same functionality. It is 
important to listen carefully to the message received from an answering device because 
there may be specific instructions on how to leave messages of interact with the system. 

L/ 

Customers who are familiar with the type of device they are going to reach may give specific 
instructions on how to process the call. For example, a customer may tell the agent he/she 
will reach an answering device and not to type text, just leave a message. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to disconnect if a caller requests to leave a message or if the 
answering machine times out. 

TTY Inbound 

Press SALT 7> (REDIALING TO LEAVE MSG) once the customer is finished typing 
their entire message. 

Press cCTRL A> (redial to answering machine) 

Press <ALTZ> RINGING 1 ... 2...3... when ringing is heard. 

NOTE: <CTRL A> prevents the customer from being charged for subsequent redials. 
If the called party answers the phone on the redial, proceed with the call. This will be a free 
call since it was dialed using <CTRL A>. 

There is no need to relay the recorded message a second time. 
Press <ALT G> (ANS MACH PLAYING) wait for entire message and beep 
The agent may type or press <ALT Y> (LEAVING MESSAGE) if time allows. Begin 
the message with the phrase, "Hello, this is Relay (State) Agent, CA, Opr XXXX 
with a message." 

0 After the message has been left, press <ALT 9> (UR MSG LEFT) AGENT XXXX 
GA 

If the customer asks the agent to repeat what message was left, the agent can re-type the 
message back to them. 
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Phone Answered by a Live Person on Answering Machine Redial 

The relay agent will follow procedure by Announcing the call, and typing CCTRL 8/9> 
(Gender), how the phone was answered and GA. 
If the inbound caller instructs the agent, READ THE MESSAGE GA. 
inform the caller, (RELAYING UR MSG). 

If the message is for a specific person, and a live person answers the phone, the agent 
should announce the call using the Specific Person announcement. If the person requested 
picks up live, the TTY user should be kept informed. 

The agent should 

The agent can honor the customer request because the caller has been informed how the 
phone was answered on the second redial, and yet they have chosen not to re-type the 
message and have the agent read what they have just typed. The relay agent should never 
make the decision for the customer to re-read a message on the second outdial without 
instructions from the customer. 

C. Voice to TTY Answering Machines 

If a TTY text indicates an answering machine has been reached, inform the caller, 
"You have reached a TTY answering machine, the message is ..." READ the 
message to the Voice customer, then say "You may leave your message now." or 
"Would you like to leave a message?" 

If the Voice customer chooses to leave a message, announce the call by pressing 
cCTRL I> (STATE RELAY) AGENT XXXX WITH A MSG 

Press CCTRL 8 or 9> (gender) and type the voice customer's message followed by 
SKSK 
Press cF5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line and inform the customer that, 
"Your message has been left." 

The CCTRL I> macro may also be sent AFTER the voice customer's message. 

0 

If the customer asks the agent to repeat what message was left, the agent can re-type the 
message back to them. 

NU I E: 
Some voice answering machines may also contain a TTY message. The agent should type 
the voice message and stay on the line to inform the customer if it is also a l T Y  answering 
machine. 
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D. Information Line Recording (TTY -Voice) 
Another type of recording a customer may call is an information line. This is a pre-recorded 
message that simply gives out information. The customer is never prompted to leave a 
message or to input any information. 

As soon as the outbound line answers and the agent perceives t is a recorded 
message, begin typing the message and press the <RECORD> key. When the 
message goes beyond what is typed, press the GPAUSEIPLAYB key. The 
headset will be disconnected from the outbound line to allow the agent to finish 
typing the message up to the point where the <PAUSUPLAY> key was pressed. 
Once ready to hear additional audiotext, press the <PAUSE/PLAY> key to 
continue typing the recorded message. The recorded message will overlap two 
to three words in order to verify the point from which typing can begin. 

If a recording continuously plays the same message, it is not necessary to type the 
message again. Type (RECORDING REPEATING). However, if a different 
recording begins to play keep the customer informed by typing the recorded 
message. 

The information may be very lengthy. Since an information line does not allow the 
caller to leave a message or request any input, there is no need to press the 
<ENDIRTN> key to check if a Voice person is on the outbound line. 

Once the entire message is relayed to the caller, type <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) and 
<ALT F> (RECORDING) and Type GA. This informs the TTY customer that they 
have reached a recording and that the message is complete. The word 
(RECORDING) is used to indicate to the customer that they will NOT be prompted 
to leave a message. 

<F6> (ST TMG) begins as soon as the outbound line is answered. This includes 
local and toll calls. 

E. Audiotext Interaction (Touch Tone) (TTY -Voice) 

A customer may want to call a number that connects to an audiotext recording. This type of 
recording prompts the customer to select a specific option. Based on the options offered to 
the customer, it is the agent's challenge to keep the TTY customer informed of these options 
while gathering the correct information for input. 

Example: A customer wants to check the balance on their savings account at the bank. 
They would need to provide the account number and perhaps a password or pin number to 
the agent in order to access the information. 

Other types of businesses that utilize audiotext recordings are movie theatres, airline 
information systems, Internet providers, etc. 

As soon as the outbound line answers and the agent perceives it is a recorded 
message, begin typing the message and press the <RECORD> key. When the 
message goes beyond what is typed, press the CPAUSEIPLAY, key. The 
headset will be disconnected from the outbound line to allow the agent to finish 
typing the message up to the point where the <PAUSE/PLAY> key was pressed. 

When the customer provides the necessary information to be entered into the 
touch tone window, press CCTRL D> (Display Touch-Tone Window). The 
window displays up to 32 digits on a "rolling display". The audiotext may instruct 
the entry of the star (") or pound (#) keys which are found on the IO-key keypad. 4 
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Touch Tone Window 

I Touch Tone Dial Window: (Use numeric IO-key keypad) 
Press ESC to EXIT I 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I Press TAB to type below and to return to Dial Window 

f l  

I P 

. 

. 

. . 

. . 

Because this type of recording prompts for specific information or offers specific 
options to the customer, the agent should type the complete recording verbatim 
press <CTRL 8/9> (gender) and <ALT F> (RECORDING) and GA. This allows 
the customer to make their selection. 

Communicate with the inbound TTY caller by the use of the <TAB> key. The 
<TAB> key permits switching from the Touch-Tone Window to the text screen 
and back to the Touch-Tone Window. 
Press the <E%> key to deactivate the Touch-Tone Window. 

Communicate with the inbound TTY caller by the use of the <TAB> key. The 
<TAB> key permits switching from the Touch-Tone Window to the text screen 
and back to the Touch-Tone Window. 
Press the <ESC> key to deactivate the Touch-Tone Window. 

There is a window of time allowed to make the entries in the Touch-Tone 
Window in call set-up or when (FIM) (RECORDING) GA is typed. A caller may 
also ask to wait for an operator. Be guided by the customer's response. 

<F6> (ST TMG) begins as soon as the outbound line is answered. This includes 
local and toll calls. 

If a person instructs the agent to call an 800 number and gives specific 
instructions to only obtain certain information, the agent should comply. 

If a TTY customer instructs the agent to call an 800 number and ask for a live 
person, the agent should type the recording and when that option plays the agent 
should keep the customer informed. If the recording does not have that option, 
the agent should type out the entire recording and wait for instructions from the 
customer. 

F. Voice Mail System 
When given instructions to retrieve messages off a Voice Mail System, secure the password 
to be used to obtain the information prior to outdial. If the information has not been provided 
by the customer prior to outdial it may be necessary to prompt the customer for it by typing 
something like: (PASS WORD TO ENTER INTO THE VOICE MAIL SYSTEM PLS Q) GA 
Once connected to the voice mail system, a greeting will prompt for the password. Access 
the Touch-Tone Window by pressing <CTRL D> and enter the password. The system will 
inform the caller of any messages. 
If there are messages, the system will instruct the caller on what numbers and keys to use. 
Enter the number in the Touch-Tone Window. The "Record Feature" may be used to aid in 
processing this call. 
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Voice Mail systems will vary, but the agent should type all voice mail instructions unless 
instructed otherwise. For example, if the customer says "Just retrieve messages." or not 
type all the messages and just give the names and phone numbers of the people that left 
the messages, the agent may follow the customer's request. If there is a feature that allows 

may use that feature instead of constantly redialing. This allows the TTY user to maintain 
control and the agent will not have to redial to saveldelete the messages and then call back 
to play the next message. 
TTY -Voice asking for a specific person. A receptionist answers and states that the 
person is not in and asks if you want to be transferred to their voice mail. That response 
should be typed to the TTY customer who then begins to type their message. The agent 
should begin reading their message to the receptionist. If the receptionist transfers the call 
to the voice mail or says, "I will transfer you." It is appropriate for the agent to voice the 
message being typed by the TTY user to the voice mail answering system. 

agents to replayhepeat the message while the TTY user provides instructions, the agent 4 

G. Privacy Manager or Call Intercept 
Privacy Manager or Call Intercept is a call screening service that stops unidentified calls 
before the customer's phone rings. It works with Caller ID to identify all incoming calls which 
are identified as Anonymous, Unavailable, Out-of-Area, or Private, and prompts callers to 
provide identification in order to complete the call. 

When an unidentified call reaches a line with Privacy Manager or Call Intercept, the 
caller will hear a recording similar to: "The person you are trying to reach does not 
accept unidentified calls. Your Caller ID was not received. To enter an access code, 
press 1. Or, to record your name so that we may announce your call, press 2." 
If the caller announces his or her name, the phone will ring and "Privacy Manager" 
appears on the Caller ID box. The called to party will know that the call has been 
screened and will decide how to handle the call. 
Frequent callers whose numbers are unidentified may be given an access code, 
which if entered, permits a ring through without recording a name. Each access code 
must be ten digits long. 

There may be occasions when Privacy Manager or Call Intercept will answer a TTY or Voice 
user's call. If the calling to number is answered by the intercept the agent will type the 
complete recording to the inbound TTY user or remain connected to the outbound line 
permitting the Voice user to hear the complete recording. The agent will release the 
outbound line and be guided by the TTY or Voice user's response to provide a name or 
access code. The Relay Agent should not press any digit nor record a name such as 
"Relay" to continue an unidentified call without direction from the user. 

There may be times when a TTY or Voice user may know the number dialed has Privacy Manager or 
Caller Intercept. The TTY or Voice user may choose to provide their name with the dialing 
instructions at the beginning of the call. It is appropriate for the agent to use the name as it was given 
up front. The agent should transmit <Alt-Q> (RECORDING PLAYING) and <Ctrl-F> (ENTERING 
INFO) to keep the TTY customer informed, and continue relaying the call. 

H. Automatic Redial System Recordings 
Relay agents receiving an inbound call from an Automatic Redial System Recording are 
permitted to disconnect the inbound line. Automatic Redial Systems are utilized by 
businesses such as pharmacies, to inform the party called that a prescription is ready for 
pick up. After listening to the inbound line call recording and confirming that a live person 
inbound connection is not possible the Relay agent may disconnect the inbound voice line 
by pressing <F2>. 

W 
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1. Pagers I Beepers (TTY - Voice) 
The TTY customer may know they are calling a pager or beeper and will type the calling To 
number and the number to be entered in the pager. 

e 

e 

If a recorded message is reached, type the pager message verbatim. 
Press CCTRL 8 or 9> for gender if heard. 
If only beep tones are heard, type (PAGER) GA to identify type of machine. 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Follow the instructions of the customer. 

If the TTY customer wishes to send a page: 
Wait for the customer to type the calling To number and instructions and GA 
Enter the Calling To number 

Press CCTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
When phone rings press <ALTZ> (RINGING 1...2...3...) 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Enter telephone number in Touch Tone Window (Using 10 key pad) 

Press <ESC> to close the Touch Tone Window 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
Press cALT I> (UR PAGE WAS SENT) AGENT XXXX GA OR SK 
This will inform the customer that their numbedmessage was left successfully. 

e 

Press <COMP> 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

0 Press # (Pound Symbol) 

When phone is answered 

The TTY customer may NOT be aware that a pager or beeper will answer at the number 
they are calling. If this is the case, the agent uses call procedures similar to those when 
reaching a voice answering machine. 

Enter calling To number 
0 Press <COMP> 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
TYPE pager message verbatim 

e 

0 

e 

0 

0 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Press # (Pound Symbol) 

0 

Wait for the customer to type the calling To number and GA 

When phone rings press <ALTZ> (RINGING 1...2...3...) 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 
When phone is answered 

Press CCTRL 8 or 9> for gender if heard. 
If only beep tones are heard, type (PAGER) GA to identify type of machine. 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Follow the instructions of the customer. Wait for the TTY customer to completely 
type the number or message and GA 
Press CALT 7> (REDIALING TO LV UR MSG) 
Press cCTRL A> (Redialing to answering machine) 
Press CCTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
When phone rings press CALT 2, (RINGING 1 ... 2...3...) 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Enter telephone number in Touch Tone Window (Using 10 key pad) 

Press <ESC> to close the Touch Tone Window 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
Press CALT I> (UR PAGE WAS SENT) AGENT XXXX GA OR SK 
This will inform the customer that their numbedmessage was left successfully. 

When phone is answered 
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J. Pagers I Beepers (Voice - TTY) 
When the telephone is answered by TTY tones, white text will appear on the screen. If the 
telephone is answered by ASCII, once ASCII is detected white text will appear. 

If a TTY pager-greeting message appears, there may be a prompt to type the 
characters "PA. 
<ALT P> (Pager Access On). 
Then type PA in the conversation area of the screen. 
The paging system responds with instructions similar to "Type pager number and 
press retum GA". 

0 Inform the voice customer, "You have reached a TTY pager, may I have the pager 
number please?" 
Type the pager number in the conversation area and Dress <ENTER> 

Before typing, first turn on the pager access feature by pressing 

.. . -  

NOTE: DO NOT use the <CTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 

The paging system will respond with instructions like, "Please enter the message 
you wish to send and then strike 'Return' three times or SKSK." 
Inform the caller, "You may leave your message now." If the voice customer 
chooses to leave a message, type the customer's message in the conversation 
area. DO NOT use <CTRL D> (Touch-Tone Window). 
When the message is completed, follow the paging system directions. For 
example, "Press the <ENTER> key three times or type SKSK. 
The paging system may reply with a message similar to "Message sent" or send a 
prompt to leave additional messages. 
If the customer has no additional messages, type SKSK to quit. 

NOTE: <ALT P> is turned off by the system when <F5> (RLS FWD) is pressed. 
d 

K. Wyndtell Pagers and Cell Phones 
WyndTell is a two-way wireless service designed specifically for people who are deaf or 
hard of hearing. Operating on compact pagers, WyndTell is a nationwide wireless service. 
WyndTell allows customers to use e-mail, TTY, fax, or even OneTouch RelayTM to 
communicate with hearing people on their phones. There are no roaming or long-distance 
charges with a Wyndtell pager. 

If an agent receives a call from a Wyndtell pager and outdials and the call goes 
through as Long Distance, the agent should perform Local Override to complete the 
call with no charge to the user. 

WyndTell paging also has a TTY cell phone. When a customer dials the relay number, an 
automatic TTY message is sent to the relay agent saying, "THIS IS A WYNDTELL CELL 
CALL PLEASE CALL TO XXX-XXX-XXXX." Call processing is the same as a regular TTY 
to Voice call. The only difference the agent will see is that there are some longer delays as 
the TTY responds. The Wyndtell TTY cell phone sends the text in "blocks" of words; not 
word by word as a regular TTY transmits. 

NOTE: 
Instructions for pagers may vary. The agent should be guided by the instructions that 

appear on the screen and should prompt the voice customer as appropriate to leave their 
message. 4 
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L. Cellular or Wireless Phones and Pagers - Local Call Override 

When a customer gives dialing instructions and informs the agent that they are using a 
cellular or wireless phone or pager, the agent is empowered to press <F8> and LOCAL 
CALL OVERRIDE users without a supervisor's approval. Delaying the outdial for these 
customers unnecessarily wastes airtime minutes. 

A. A customer informs the agent that they are using a CellularMlireless phone or 

The agent should press CF8> and select Local Call Override to resolve the long 
distance billing issue. 

B. The system does not allow a restricted number outdial, because the agent is 

When the customer informs the agent that they are using a CellularNVireless Phone 
or Pager, the agent should press <F8> and select Local Call Override to resolve the 
long distance billing issue. 

pager and indicates the call should be local, not long distance. 

required to request alternate billing. 

C. Some customers may hear a recording saying that "Long distance service has 

When the customer informs the agent they are calling from a CellularMlireless 
Phone or Pager, the agent should press <F8> and select Local Override to resolve 
the restricted long distance call processing issue. 

been temporarily discontinued." 

n 
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M. Answering Machine Retrieval (AMR) 
The TTY customer requests the agent to retrieve voice messages from their answering 
machine at their same location. The agent does not enter a call To number for this call 
typed. The agent instructs the TTY customer to place the telephone handset next to the 
answering machine and turn on. 

Press <ALT X> (PLS PLACE UR HANDSET NEXT TO THE ANS MACH AND 
TURN ON) GA 
Press <CTRL M> to activate the Answering Machine Retrieval. 

A message window appears "INBOUND MESSAGE RETRIEVAL ACTIVATED 
RECORDING INBOUND LINE. The terminal connects the agent headset to the inbound 
line as the messages are playing. 

DO NOT press any keys . - DO NOT press <ESC> 

When all messages have been played, press the <PAUSE/PLAY> key. The system 
then switches the inbound line to allow receipt of TTY text and the terminal displays 
the message, "RECORDING PAUSED". 
The TTY user will return the handset to the acoustic coupler of their TTY and notify 
the agent that they are ready to receive the messages by typing "GA. 
Press the <PAUSE/PLAY> key to begin playing the messages from the terminal 
recorder and type the messages to the customer. The terminal message displays the 
message "RECORDING PLAYBACK. 
Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) of the voice to gender at the end of each message. 
Press the <PAUSE/PLAY> key as often as necessary to complete the call. The 
terminal will toggle between PLAY and PAUSE mode. The status message remains 
on the screen until the <ESC> key is pressed. 
After typing all messages, type (END OF MESSAGES) GA 4 

NOTE: AMR will deactivate if the inbound disconnect message is received or if the agent 
disconnects by press the <FIB key. All recorded messages will be erased when the feature 
is deactivated. 

AMR is activated only when an inbound call is connected, not when an outbound call has 
been established. When AMR is activated, all windows (other than the standard 
communications window) will be removed from the screen. For example, if the Dial Window 
is in view when the AMR feature is successfully activated, the Dial Window will be 
deactivated and removed from the screen. 

AMR has a IO-minute text wrap when activated. If a state does not have this feature, an 
error message will display "FEATURE NOT ACTIVATED. 

Internet AMR 
If an Internet customer wants to retrieve the messages from their answering machine, it is a 
slightly different process. The Internet customer would give the agent their phone line 
number to call back to and the customer would pick up the phone and lay the receiver by the 
answering machine and play the messages. The agent would have to use the record feature 
and use pauselplay to type the messages back to the customer. This would be more like 
voicemail retrieval procedures. 
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Agent Workbook Page 47 - TTY to Voice Answering Machines 
The call arrives at the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
Enter Calling TO Number 
Press <COMP> 
When phone rings, press <ALTZ> RINGING 1...2...3...4...5... 

When phone is answered 
Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
TYPE the Answering Machine MESSAGE verbatim (BEEP) 

Use Record Feature as needed <RECORD> <PAUSE/PLAY> <END/RETURN> 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER o f  the voice on MESSAGE. 

Press (ALT 8> (ANS MACH HUNG UP) GA t o  identify the iype o f  machine 

Follow the instructions of the customer. I f  the TTY wants t o  leave a message, 

WAIT  fo r  the customer t o  completely type the message and GA 

Press (ALT 7> (REDIALING TO LV UR MSG) 

Press (CTRL A> (Answering Machine/Recording redial) 

When phone rings, press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3...4...5... 

When phone is answered 
Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Press (ALT G> (ANS MACH PLAYING) keep caller informed of call progress 
Announce the message, “WS is Relay (state) CA/Agent/Operator 
with a message. .. 
READ TlY message using conversational tone, when completed ... 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD). 

<ALT 9> (UR MSG LEFT) AGENT GA t o  inform the customer 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

d 

their message was le f t  successfully. 

Redal to ask fo r  Voice Person Outbound 77YAnswering Machine is reached 
I f  the phone is answered by a TTY, press <F7> (SWITCH) t o  outbound TTY. 

If the outbound is a TTY answering machine message, press <F5> (RLS FWD). 
Inform the inbound TTY. TYPE: (U HAVE REACHED A TTY ANS MACH) GA 

If the TlY asks t o  leave a message type: (U C A N  CALL THE NBR DIRECTLY) 
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Agent Workbook Page 52 - Voice to TTY Answering Machines 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 
s SAY Greeting Wello. Relay CA/Agen t/Opera tor 

May I have the number you are calling please?" 

Enter Calling TO Number in the DIAL window 

s Say: "Thank you, Til be off the line until the TTYuser is connected" 

Press <COMP> 

When phone is answered by TTY TONES, you will see WHITE TEXT. 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

If TTY text  indicates an answering machine message .... 
s Inform the caller, "You have reachedo TTYanswering machine, the message 

is ,... . ... 
READ the MESSAGE t o  the voice customer. Then say, "You may leave your 
message now... 'I or "Would you like to leave a message?" 

x 

w l  

I f  the voice customer chooses t o  leave a message ... 

Announce call, Press (CTRL 1> RELAY (state) AGENT WITH A MSG 

Press (CTRL 8 or 9> GENDER 

TYPE the voice customers MESSAGE , when finished, type SKSK 

(check data transmission) 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Inform the inbound caller, "Your message hus been left" 

Follow the instructions of the customer 

NOTE: Macro 4TRL 1> RELAY (state) AGENT 
sent aftertyping the voice customers message t o  the TlY answering machine. 

WITH A MSC may be 

U 
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Agent Workbook Page 48 
AMR - ANSWERING MACHINE RETRIEVAL 

r 
The TTY (or VCO) customer requests the agent t o  retrieve voice messages from 
the answering machine at  their same location. 

The agent Does Not enter a Call To number. 

Agent instructs TlY caller t o  place the mouthpiece of their telephone handset 
next t o  the answering machine speaker and t o  play back the answering machine 
messages. 

Press (ALT X> (PLS PLACE UR HANDSET NEXT TO ANS MACH AND TURN 
ON) GA 

Press (CTRL M> t o  activate Answering Machine Retrieval Feature 
A message window appears saying, INBOUND MESSAGE RETRIVEVAL 
ACTIVATED RECORDING INBOUND LINE. 

DO NOT press any keys. 
DO NOT press 

Agent hears the inbound line as the messages play. 
When all the messages have played 

Press <PAUSE/PLAY> 
The message window will display, 'RECORDING PAUSED.' 

The TTY caller wil l  place their handset on the TTY and type, GA 

Press < P A U S E / W >  and TYPE the MESSAGE 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9, for  GENDER o f  the voice on each MESSAGE. 

Use the <PAUSE/PLAY> toggle as needed t o  complete the call. 

After typing all messages, type (END OF MESSAGES) GA. 
Press <ESC> t o  close AMR message window. 

The record feature allows a 10-minute tex t  wrap when AMR feature is 
activated. 
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N. Variations for Answering Machines and Recordings 
Answerina Machines 

Hangs up before message is left 
There are times a TTY customer will request to leave a message on an answering 
machine and then hang up before the complete message has been left. If this occurs, 
the agent should remain connected and attempt to leave the message even though the 
inbound caller has hung up. 

Request to NOT type recorded messages 
There are times a TTY customer may request that the agent NOT type the recorded 
announcement prior to the call. The caller may indicate this by typing, I DO NOT WANT 
TO HEAR RECORDING or IF THERE IS A RECORDING DO NOT TYPE IT. The TTY 
user may call the number often and is aware of what the recording says. To honor this 
request press <ALT Q> (RECORDING PLAYING). It is not required to type the full 
advertisement back to the caller. 

On occasion, after receiving information from a telephone company recording that the 
called number has been changed, the TTY customer may type DIAL THAT NUMBER. 
Upon receiving this request, dial the number given by the recording. 
It is not necessary to have the caller repeat the number. 

There are times when an answering machine may be full and cannot accept additional 
messages. When this happens, type back to the caller what is heard. For example, 
CLICK LINE DISCONNECTED, or type the recorded message. 
If the recorded message is muffled and not understandable, inform the caller by typing, 
NOT ABLE TO UNDERSTAND MSG ON ANS MACH GA. Be guided by the customer's 
response. 

A TTY caller may request to dial their voice answering machine and change the 
outbound answering machine message. The TTY user will provide the codes to access 
and change the message. Honor this request. 

When a voice person gives the agent a message to leave on a TTY answering machine 
the agent should not include background noise, as it may cause confusion with the 
message. 

A VCO customer may know they will reach an answering machine and want to leave 
their message on the first outdial. 
To honor this request type <ALT G> (ANS MACH PLAYING). 
If time allows the agent may include <CTRL 8/9> (gender) and (BEEP) if heard, before 
the GA 
Press <F9> (VCO ON), for them to voice their message. 

"Dial that number'' 

Answering Machine full 
0 

Change Answering Machine message 
0 

Background Noises on Answering Machines 
0 

VCO customer request to leave message on first outdial 

Specific Person Requested on Answering Machine 
A TTY user may give the agent a number to call and ask to leave a message for a 
specific person, but someone answers the phone. The agent should then announce the 
call for the specific person and follow the specific person call processing procedure. If 
the inbound caller instructs the agent, READ THE MESSAGE GA . The agent should 
honor the request and keep them informed by typing, (RELAYING UR MSG). 

W 
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Collect Billing Answering Machine Messages 
Some Long Distance Carriers will now offer TTY callers the option to leave collect 
messages when the outbound is answered by an answering machine. When the option 
is offered the agent should type the carrier operator‘s message. When the customer 
accepts the option the carrier operator will connect the customer to an automated 
system to record the collect message. Because the automated system will frequently 
timeout before the TTY and agent have completed the message process, relay agents 
should instead use the 4 T R L  A> procedure when leaving the user’s message. The 
TTY user may leave a brief message. The general definitions for a brief message is 
“name and number, or time the call will be returned.” Relay users will not be charged 
for the message. 

Voice Reaches a TTY Answering Machine 
When a Voice person reaches a TTY answering machine, the agent should not prompt 
the voice to leave a message. The appropriate phrase is “You have reached a TTY 
answering machine” and then read the message. Follow the instructions of the 
customer. 

Variations for Recordinas 

Recording with Option for Relay 
There are companies now providing an option on recorded messages for relay 
operators assisting a TTY customer. At this time, the agent should type the recording 
and follow the instruction of the caller to assure caller control. The agent should NOT 
press the relay option without instruction from the caller. 

A TTY customer dials another TTY user. When the agent dials the number they receive 
a voice recording, TTY announcer or message to hold to wait for the next available TTY 
operator. The agent is unable to press CALT C> until the TTY answers. 
The agent should type the recording to the Inbound TTY user and release the outbound 
line. Inform the customer the agent will be happy to redial to connect the call but they 
will be put on hold until the TTY answers, then follow Alternate Call Type procedures. 

If the recording instructs the caller to press 1 for English or 2 for Spanish the agent may 
select 1 automatically. 

If the caller does not instruct the agent to push the pound key when giving their 
selection the agent may enter it as necessary without being prompted. 

If the recording informs the caller that the call cannot be processed without a touch tone 
phone and to press a key to acknowledge having a touch tone phone, it is acceptable 
for the agent to make the selection automatically. 

The caller gives information for the Touch-Tone Window during the call set-up. 
Example: A TTY caller instructs the agent to call a number and use option number 3 for 
banking. When the recording plays the agent hears the option for banking is # 4. If the 
agent presses option 3 the caller will not connect to the correct department. The caller 
may think the agent made a mistake, which could result in a complaint. The agent 
should press the correct option which is 4, and type to the inbound TTY (RECORDING) 
(BANKING OPTION 4) (PRESSING 4) and continue with the call. 

Alternate Call Types reaches a recording 

EnglishlSpanish 
0 

Pound 

Touch tone 
0 
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Advertisements 
0 While a call is being transferred or a call is holding in queue, a recorded advertisement 

about the business may be played. Type to the caller (ADVERTISEMENT) and 
<ALT F> (RECORDING). It is not required to type the full advertisement back to the 
caller. 
If a recording continuously plays the same message it is not necessary to type the 
message again. Type (RECORDING REPEATING). However, if a different recording 
begins to play keep the customer informed by typing the recorded message. 
Some company recordings may state that the caller can participate in taking a survey 
after the call is over. The agent may type (ADVERTISEMENT) to keep the customer 
informed. 

There are times that a TPI caller may type a request that the agent NOT type the 
recorded announcement prior to the call. A caller may have a CDB Note instructions 
like: DO NOT TYPE RECORDINGS OR ANS MACHS or IF THERE IS A RECORDING 
DO NOT TYPE IT. 

To honor this request type, <ALT Q> (RECORDING PLAYING), <ALT G> (ANS MACH 
PLAYING) or <ALT 8> (ANS MACH HUNG UP) then proceed with the call. 
NOTE: The agent must relay all answering machine or recorded message conversation 
verbatim unless the relay user specifically requests the summarization. 

0 

Request not to type recordings 

Get Live Rep or Want to talk to person 
A customer may instruct the agent to wait for an operator, live person or representative 

This user may call the number often and is aware of what the recording says. The caller may 
instruct the agent to "ALWAYS GET A LIVE REP. 

information for the caller. That is a judgement call for the agent. 
When the caller tells the agent to hold for a REP the agent should type what is important d 

PERFORMANCE NOTE Performance Expectatlons define that in addibon to changing call procedures to meet the 
needlrequest of the caller, agents are to relay all call steps at the time of occurrence and all call changes to the caller at the 
time of occurrence 
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Module 5G - Voice Originated Calls 

YES NO 

White 
led will 

\ 
I This is (m) Relay with a 1 

call for a TTY user. 1 \ Are they available? ) 

A Toner 

---------_ 
/ \ I Thank you for using Relay I 
I (Slate). I 
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All Voice originated calls will generate message windows to the agent after the CCOMP> 
key has been pressed. 

Inbound Caller Online 
The system displays a red message window informing the agent, "Inbound Caller Online". 
This message serves to remind the agent, the system will outdial on a voice line. The voice 
caller and agent will hear the outdial on a voice path. The window remains on the screen for 
two seconds and is then removed by the system. 

Connecting to Outbound Customer 
When processing voice originated calls the system prepares to detect TTY Tones, ASCII or 
Turbo and will automatically "switch" the outbound line to a data line. The system generated 
red message box, "Connecting to Outbound Customer", will inform the agent of the 
detection status during the outdial. 

W 

CONNECTING TO OUTBOUND CUSTOMER 
When answered, press <A> ASCII 

<SPACEBAR> for Voice 
I I 

The agent should NOT remove this box during the outdial progress. It will automatically 
detect and connect the appropriate device. 

Outbound TTY or Turbo Answer 
When a TTY answers at the outbound line, the system automatically detects TTY tones and 
will automatically SWITCH the outbound line to a data line. The system will then close the 
message box and white text will appear. 

Outbound ASCII Answer 
If an ASCII (modem) tone is heard, the system will automatically initiate the ASCII detection 
search. Once ASCII is detected, the system will display a message informing the agent of 
the detection status. 

CONNECTING TO OUTBOUND CUSTOMER 
***ASCII detected** 

The system will then close the message box and white text will appear. 

Outbound Voice Answer 
When the outbound line is answered by "Voice", the agent must press the <SPACEBAR>. 
The system will then no longer attempt to detect TTY, Turbo or ASCII at the outbound line. 
The outbound line will remain on a Voice path, so the call may be announced for a TTY 
user. When the spacebar is pressed, the system will close the "Connecting to Outbound 
Customer" message box. 
If a TTY then answers, TTY tones will be heard. The <F7> key must be press to SWITCH 
the outbound line from a voice line to a data line. After <F7> is pressed, white text will 
appear on the terminal screen. 
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Outbound Information Window 
This window is used to display on outdial either Answer Type or Language Type information 
for the outbound (Call To) number. 

I I 

I OUTBOUND INFORMATION I TDD Answer Possible I ENGLISH Language Possible I 
The window may display after the <COMP> key has been pressed. The system will display 
the red Auto-Detect box. When the phone is answered, the system will initiate the auto- 
detect and connect to the device answering the outbound line. If the outbound line is 
answered "Voice" the agent must press the <SPACEBAR>. 

Outbound Answer Type Preferences 
This Outbound Information Window may also appear when the telephone number dialed has 
completed a Customer Database profile that identifies an Answer Type of Language Type 
Preference. 

TDD, VCO, HCO, TURBO, BRDU TDD, or VOICE Answer Possible 

OUTBOUND INFORMATION 

ENGLISH Language Possible 
Answer Possible 

The system prepares to detect lTf. 

ttempting to detect TTY, Please Standby ... 
Press <SPACEBAR> for Voice 

ASCII, BRDU ASCII Answer Possible 
When processing voice originated calls the system will attempt to detect ASCII immediately 
when the phone is answered. 

OUTBOUND INFORMATION 
ASCII Answer Possible 

ENGLISH Language Possible 
~ 

The system will also display the red Auto-Detect box. 
If an ASCII (modem) tone is heard, the system will automatically initiate the ASCII detection 
search. Once ASCII/Speed is detected, the system will close the Auto-Detect box and white 
text will appear. 

n 
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Voice Local, Toll-free and Paid Call Descriptions 

STEP 1 - QUICK ANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, a tone emits in the headset and the 

<F2> (ANS VCE) soft key tums blue. 

2. Greet the customer with the greeting that appears on the screen, "Hello. Relay 
(State) Agent XXXX. May I have the number you are calling please?" 

3. The customer gives the Calling To Number, any necessary call processing 
information and "GA. 

STEP 2 - DIALING WINDOW 

1, Dialing Window appears. 

2. Check the banner to make sure the Calling From number is displayed. 

3. If it is not, ask the customer for the Calling From by saying, "May I have the 
number you are calling please?" 

Note: Always assume the " T O  number area code is the same as the "FROM" are code 
unless the caller specifies othewise. 

4. Enter the Calling To number in the Dialing Window. If appropriate, press 
CCTRL O> (Caller ID Block ON/OFF toggle). 

FREQUENTLY DIALED NUMBERS [FDl 

If a customer provides a name only when the calling TO number is requested, 
enter "FD" in the Dialing Window. If the Frequently Dial number is available, use 
the arrow keys to highlight the name and press <ENTER>. If the feature is not 
available, the system will generate the following message, "FD INFORMATION 
NOT AVAILABLE." 

5. Inform the Inbound Voice customer, "Thank you. I will be off the line until the 
llY user is connected, one moment please." This phrase must be said for each 
subsequent call. 

When applicable inform the Inbound Voice customer, "You caller ID will transmit." 
or "Your caller ID is blocked." 

6. Press <COMPLETE>. The system reads the calling From and calling To 
numbers and determines if the destination of the call is local, toll free or long 
distance. 
Destination Field displays IntraStatelLONG DISTANCE or InterStateILONG 
DISTANCE 

The message is displayed: 
Bill: Sent Paid/ (From Number) 
Dialing: (From Number) (To Number) 

The agent station always outdials on a voice path. 

A message window displays, "Inbound Customer On Line". This serves to 
remind the agent that the inbound caller hears the call progress. 
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STEP 3 - BILLING WINDOW 

1. The system automatically processes the call as sent Paid (billed to the number 
the caller is calling from unless the caller requests a specific billing method). 

2. If "Sent Paid" is not a billing option, the system cannot outdial and generates a 
message stating "Billing Info Required". The Billing Window automatically 
appears for an alternate billing method. 

STEP 4 - CARRIER OF CHOICE WINDOW 

1. If the customer requests a long distance carrier other than Sprint, press the 
<COC> key. Once the <COC> key is pressed, it remains activated until the call 
terminates. There is no indication on the screen that the <COO key was 
pressed. If in doubt as to whether the key was pressed, press it again. This is 
not a toggle key so it will not turn off. 

2. The Carrier of Choice Menu contains two entries for each participating carrier: 
CARRIER 
CARRIER - OPERATOR 

Because this is a "Paid" call (billed to the calling From number), highlight the 
carrier name only (not carrier name + operator entry). No carrier operator is 
needed on a sent "Paid" call. 

3. Once the correct entry is selected in the CCOCr Menu is selected, announce to 
the caller, "Thank you. I will be off the line until the TTY user is connected, one 
moment please." 

4. Press the CCOMP2 key. 

STEP 5- START TIMING 

Start Timing <F6> begins as soon as the called To number answers. 

STEP 6- ANNOUNCEMENT 

1. Prepare to announce the call in one of two ways: 
a. If the calling To number answers voice use a phrase such as, "This is 

(State) Relay with a call for a TTY user. Are they available?" Once TTY 
tones are heard, press cF7> (Switch) to begin conversation and send 
cALT 5r. 

b. If the calling To number answers TTY, and TTY tones are heard, wait for 
the Auto-Detect box to switch the call and send <ALT 5>. 

2. When the calling to party answers, announce the call. If the caller gives hidher 
name, use it in the announcement. 

a. Announce the call by pressing <ALT 5> then type FROM (NAME). 
b. If the caller requests a specific person, press cALT 5> then type FROM 

(NAME) TO (NAME). IS (NAME) AVAILABLE Q GA 

STEP 7- RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. It is the agent's responsibility to relay conversation from the hearing person and 
vice versa. 

2. Remain transparent to this process, providing interpretation of ASL and injecting 
background noises and tone of voice only when appropriate. 
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STEP 8 - QUICK RELEASE -CLOSING THE CALL 

When both parties have completed their conversation 

1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 

2. Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up." 

3. Follow the instructions of the customer 

If the inbound voice customer hangs up first and the outbound TTY caller remains on the 
line, the agent should press <ALT W> (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK, check data 
transmission and Press <F5> to release the outbound line 

Inbound Person Remains on the Line 
If the person hangs up before the agent has pressed <F5> (RLS FWD), the system will 
display a GREEN message box saying, "Outbound caller has disconnected". 

Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Has Disconnected 
If the inbound caller hangs up, the system will display a RED message box saying, "Inbound 
caller has disconnected", the terminal will automatically release the Inbound line of the call. 
The agent will be available for another call. 

Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains on Line 
If the Inbound person hangs up while the Outbound is still on line, a RED message box will 
appear saying, "Inbound Caller Disconnected". The agent will type or send <ALT W> 
(PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK. The agent may wait for a response and then press <F5> 
(RLS FWD). The terminal will automatically release the Inbound line, and the agent will be 
available for another call. 

Inbound Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line After Being Notified 
If the Inbound person hangs up and the Outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal 
will automatically release the inbound and outbound connection in 60 seconds. The agent 
will be available for another call. 

4 

Exception to Quick Release 
When a call comes into a terminal without a FROM number, Quick Release will not function 
and the agent will be required to press <FI> or <F2> to release the Inbound caller. 
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Module 5H - Billing Procedures 

~~~ ~~~~ 

1. Local Call Description 
A. A local call originates and terminated within the same city or the same zone of a 

big city, (i.e., a girl calling her father who lives in the same city). 

B. Local calls are free to the caller. Therefore, the agent does not need to enter the 
Billing Window. 

C. The system automatically processes all calls as sent paid (billed to the number 
the caller is calling from). Sprint's billing department edits local call records to 
ensure a customer is not charged for a Long Distance call. 

D. <F6> (ST TMG) begins as soon as the outbound leg is answered. 

II. Toll Free Call Description 
A. Toll free calls terminate to an 800, 855, 866,877 or 888 phone number. 

B. Toll free calls are free to the caller. 

C. The system reads the calling from and calling to numbers and the Destination 
field indicated toll-free. 

D. Some toll-free calls convert to toll numbers. If so, all information must be typed 
to the customer. If the customer chooses to continue their call, billing is 
converted to PAID and billed to the calling FROM number. 

E. <F6> (ST TMG) begins as soon as the outbound call is answered. 

111. Paid Call Over Sprint Network 
A. A "Paid" call is Long Distance billed to the number the customer is calling from. 

For example: 
1. Mr. Jones picks up his home phone and places a Long Distance call to 

his mother who lives 100 miles away. 
2. Mr. Jones does not give any specific billing information so the call is billed 

to the number he is calling from. 
3. This is a "Paid" call. 

6. Since Mr. Jones did not request a specific carrier, the call is automatically sent 
over the Sprint network when outdialed. 

C. A "Paid" call does not require accessing the Billing Window <F82 (ALT/B). 

D. If "Paid" is not an allowable billing option, the system cannot outdial and an error 
message stating it is an invalid billing option. The system automatically displays 
the billing window so an alternate billing method can be chosen. 

E. <F6* (ST TMG) begins as soon as any outbound leg answers. 

IV. Calls Which Cannot Be Processed Over the Sprint Network 
A. When a number is dialed, the agent may hear a recording which indicates the 

call cannot be processed over the Sprint network, i.e., "This is a Sprint Network, 
an account has not been established." 
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B. This recording may occur when a C-LEC (Competitive Local Exchange Carrier) 
does not have a billing agreement with Sprint. The following procedure provides 
the C-LEC customer access to the relay service. 

1. The agent should type the recorded message to the customer or allow the 
voice caller to hear the complete message. Type or inform the customer, 
(TELEPHONE COMPANY RECORDING) REDIALING PLS HOLD. 

2. Press <F4> (Dial Window) and enter the calling to number again. 
3. Press < C O O  and <COMP> 
4. Select ALL OTHERS option on the COC menu and press <COMP> 
5. The agent should not alert the customer that the ALL OTHERS option has 

been selected. 

w 

IV. Paid Call Over Carrier Other than Sprint 
A. If a customer is placing a "Paid" call and requests the call sent over a carrier 

other than Sprint, press the <COO key and highlight the requested carrier in the 
<COO menu. 

B. For each carrier listed in the <COO menu: there are two entries. The entries 
are as follows: 1. CARRIER 2. CARRIER OPERATOR 

C. When choosing the listing "CARRIER for a "PAID" call, the call goes over the 
requested network without reaching the carrier operator. 

D. Because it is not necessary to go to a carrier operator on a "PAID call, 
CARRIER OPERATOR in this scenario is not used. 

V. Alternate Carrier of Choice 

If a customer requests a Carrier of Choice that is not available for their State, the agent 
should use the ALL OTHERS COC option listed on the COC menu to process the call. The 
agent should never respond to a customer's COC request by saying the carrier is not 
available. The agent should not inform the customer they are using ALL OTHERS. 

Several COC companies merge and or close frequently. The test and implementation group 
works diligently to keep the COC menu updated with current information on all carriers. 
Agents should not make a Carrier of Choice selection based on personal knowledge of 
mergers. Agents should not interpret what company the customer wants. In keeping with 
transparency, agents should not make any decision on behalf of a relay user. 

The only billing method available in this scenario is "SENT PAID. 

If the "SENT PAID billing method is not allowed (Restricted Number), the agent will inform 
the caller by using the following phrase: 
"I AM SORRY (Carrier) DOES NOT ALLOW RELAY (State) TO PLACE (Billing Method) 
CALLS OVER THEIR NETWORK THE AGENT CAN PROCESS YOUR CALL ON THE 
SPRINT NETWORK 

w 

IS THAT OKAY Q GA" 

VI. FONcard Description 
Relay customers may select Sprint's FONcard as a billing method. 
FONcards consist of 14 digits plus in some cases a 4-digit PIN (Personal 
Identification Number). 
Billing validation of the FONcard is done automatically by the system because it is 
carried over the Sprint Nelwork and FONcard is a Sprint product. 
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VII. LEC Card Call Description 
0 The caller wants to charge the phone call to hidher Local Exchange Carrier (LEC). 

The caller may refer to this as a "calling card". 
The Local Exchange Carrier (LEC) in most cases will be the Bell Operating Company 
(BOC). 
Obtain the 14-digit calling card number from the caller. These 14 digits may 
represent the caller's line number (NPA - XXX- XXXX) plus a 4-digit personal 
identification number (PIN). 

Example: 212-234-5678-1234 may be the caller's home phone number plus the PIN. 
A LEC card number that is not a line number would be 038-196-4848-2148. 

Billing validation of a LEC Card is done automatically by the system if the call is 
carried over the Sprint network. If a carrier other than Sprint is requested, validation 
will take place on the alternate carrier's network. 

VIII. Optional Cards Description 
The optional entry is used for card numbers that are not listed in the billing window. This 
billing method is used for the calling cards of alternative carriers and for cards such as the 
AT&T Calling Card. 

The Optional entry field allows up to 24 digits. This includes the card number plus PIN 
number. The <COC> is required on all optional card billing, as the Sprint network will not 
validate billing on cards issued by competing long distance carriers. 

NOTE: It is the responsibility of the agent to identify the correct billing method. If the caller 
does not identify the type of calling card, the agent should request the type of calling card 
from the customer. 
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FON - LEC - OPTIONAL Voice Originated 

STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2> (ANS VCE) soft key turns 

blue. 
2. The HELLO greeting message, to be voiced by the agent is displayed on the 

terminal screen in black text. The agent will provide the following greeting: 
"Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX May I have the number you are calling 
please?" 

3. The customer indicates that helshe wants to place a Calling Card call. Press 
<F8> to activate Alternate Billing. 

4. If the customer makes a request for a Long Distance carrier other than Sprint or 
is using an (Optional) calling card, press the <COO key. The <COO window 
appears only if pressed. The agent may use the <Arrow Keys> to highlight the 
appropriate <Carrier-Operator> selection. The <COO key will remain activated 
until the call terminates and there is no indication on the screen that the <COC> 
was pressed. If in doubt as to whether the key was selected, press the key 
again. This key is not a toggle key; therefore it will not turn off. 

STEP 2 - DIALlNG W/NDOW 

1. The Dialing Window appears. 
2. Check the banner at the top of the screen to make sure the calling From number 

is displayed. 
3. If there is no calling From number, ask the customer, "May I have the area code 

and number you are calling From, please?" Enter the number in the calling From 

the customer, "May I have the number you are calling please?" 
field of the Dialing Window. If the From number is displayed in the banner, ask 4 

NOTE: Always assume the "To" number area code is the same as the "From" area code 
unless the caller specifies otherwise. 

4. The agent will enter the calling To number in the Calling To field of the Dialing 
Window. 
Frequently Dialed Number - FD 
If a customer provides a name only when the calling To number is requested, 
enter "FD" in the Dialing Window. If the Frequently Dialed number is available, 
use the arrow keys to highlight the name and press <ENTER>. If the feature is 
not available, the system generates the message, "FD INFORMATION NOT 
AVAILABLE". 

STEP 3 - BILLING WINDOW 
1. The message field in the billing window will prompt to "SELECT BILLING 

METHOD". Identify the BILLING METHOD by pressing the underscored key. 
2. Press <ENTER> to select. 
3. Enter the 14 or 16 digit CALLING CARD NUMBER in the Billing Number field. 
4. Say: "Thank you, 1'11 be off the line until the TIT user is connected." 
5. Press <COMP>. The COC window appears only if the <COO key was pressed 

J 
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Message Window Appears 

Voice caller and agent hear the carrier-branding message ”Thank you for using.. .” 
Press the <SPACEBAR> at the BONG TONE. 

Press <ESC> to remove the Dialing Window 

Press cF6> (ST TMG) 

STEP 4 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
The system displays a message box informing the agent, Inbound Caller Online. The voice 
caller and agent will hear the outdial on a voice path. The Red Auto-Detect box will display 
on the screen to keep the agent informed of the detection status. 

If the call defaults to a live operator 
The agent should interact with the operator to give the requested information as the agent is 
in operator mode. The voice and the agent can hear the conversation. If the operator is 
unable to bill the call, the agent should thank the operator and inform the voice person what 
happened. Follow the instructions of the customer. If the agent needs to access 
information for the operator the agent can press eF8> and enter to redisplay the calling card 
information from the system. 

When the phone is answered by TTY tones 
The system will automatically detect the equipment used at the outbound line and switch the 
outbound line to a data line. The agent will see White text appear on the screen. 

rn Continue normal call processing 

If the phone is answered by Voice 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call by saying: “This is (State) Relay with a call for a TTY user. Are 
they available?” 

Press the <SPACEBAR> to close the Auto-Detect box 

When the phone is answered by TTY tones, you will hear tones 

Press eF7> (SWITCH) 
White text will appear. Wait for the GA from the TTY user. 

Announce the call, press <ALT 5> Relay (State) Agent, CA, Opr with a call ... 

0 Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) 

Read TTY answer to the voice party 

Type voice response and GA 

If the caller gives hislher name, use it in the announcement 

Announce the call by pressing <ALT 5, and <CTRL 8 or 9> 
A. 

B. 

If the caller gives their name, press <ALT 5> Relay (State) Agent, CA, Opr with 
a call . . . then type FROM (NAME) 
If the caller requests a specific person, press CALT 5> then type FROM 
(NAME) TO (NAME) IS (NAME) AVAILABLE Q GA 
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STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
1. It is important to relay the conversation verbatim using a professional and 

conversational tone. 
2. 

Adding background noises, descriptive words and spirit allows for a realistic and 
effective call. 

Always remain transparent, and translate ASL into conversational English. d 

STEP 6 - QUICK RELEASE - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

. 
Always follow the instructions of the customer. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Inform the inbound caller, "The person has hung up." 

NOTE: If the caller wishes to make another LD call to a TTY user and wants to use the 
same calling card the agent does not have to have the information repeated again. The 
information is retained in the billing window. 

Inbound Person Remains On Line 
If the called person hangs up before the agent had pressed cF5> (RLS FWD), the system 
will display a GREEN message box saying: 

"Outbound caller has disconnected". 

Inbound Person On Line, Outbound Has Disconnected 
If the inbound caller hangs up, the system will display a RED message box saying: 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 
4 

The terminal will automatically release the Inbound line of the call. The agent will be 
available for another call. 

Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line 
If the inbound person hangs up while the Outbound is still on line, a RED message box will 
appear saying: 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 

The agent will say, to the Outbound, "Yourparty has disconnected, good bye." The agent 
will then press <F5> (RLS FWD). The agent may wait for a response and then press cF5> 
(RLS FWD). The terminal will automatically release the inbound line and the agent will be 
available for another call. 

Inbound Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line After Being Notified 
If the Inbound person hangs up and the Outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal 
will automatically release the Inbound and Outbound connection in 60 seconds. The agent 
will be available for another call. 

Exception to Quick Release 
When a call comes into a terminal without a FROM number, Quick Release will not function 
and the agent will be required to press CFI> or cF2> to release the inbound caller. 
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FON - LEC - OPTIONAL 

A Key Lights 

Greeting 

CF82 CALT B> 

<COMP> 

A Select Bllling Method z Enter 

GOT0 

Revised 11/03/04 

Voice Originated 

Enter Calling Card 1 Number 

i ; "Thank you, 1111 be off the line 
~ until the TTY user is ~ 

connected." 
%\ .-.............. ......._...____. * 

1 
cCOMP> a 

GOT0 (2) 

121 
1 I <ALT 5> (Greeting) 

__.................._____________ 
<$, 

i 
; READhowphonewas j i answered to voice customer. j 
s. * .-.............. 

CCTRL 8 or 92 

TYPE voice response 1 1 cF52 Release Fwd 
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Press underscored key. 

Agent Workbook Page 61 - Voice to Tm - CALLING CARDS 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 
SAY Greeting 'Hello. Relay CA/Agen t/Operator 
May I have the number you are calling please?" 

Caller provides CALLING TO NUMBER and CALLING CARD BILLING GA 

Enter Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window 

Press <F 8> (ALTD) f o r  Alternate Billing 

(FON - LEC - OPTIONAL) 

0 Press <COO (Carrier Of Choice) if caller prefers a LD Carrier 
other than Sprint o r  is using a (Optional) calling card 

Press <COMP> 

The Billing Window appears 

Identify BILLING METHOD 

Press (ENTER, t o  select 

Enter CALLING CARD NUMBER in Billing Number Field. 

Say: "?%ankyou, H I  be o f f  the line until the 7Tyuser is connecteS 

Press <COMP> 
The COC window appears only if the <COO key was pressed. 

Use carrow key> highlight Carrier-Operator Press <COMP> 

Message window appears 

Press <SPACEBAR> a t  BONG TONE 

Voice caller and agent hear the carrier-branding message "Thank you fo r  using" 

Press (ESQ clear dial window 

When phone is answered by TTY TONES, you wil l  see WHITE TEXT. 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Continue normal call processing. 

Announce call, Press (ALT 5, RELAY (state) AGENT- WITH A CALL 

I f  the LD Operator comes on the line, press <Est> t o  close dial window, then 
<SPACEBAR>, and <F6> (ST TMG) 
Say: " l h s  is Relay . I have a VOICE caller placing a calling card call 
The billing number is N 
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FON - LEC - OPTIONAL TTY Originated 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the CF1> (ANS TDD) soft key turns blue. 
2. The system automatically sends the HELLO greeting RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX 

NBR CALLING PLS GA 
3. The customer will indicate that helshe wants to place a call and bill it to their Calling 

Card. The agent will press <F8> to activate alternate billing. 

4. If the customer makes a request for a Long Distance carrier other than Sprint or is 
using an (Optional) calling card press the <COO key. The <COO window appears 
only if pressed. The agent may use the 

STEP 2 - DIALING WINDOW 
1. The Dialing Window appears. 
2. Check the banner at the top of the screen and see if the calling From number is 

displayed. 
3. If the From number is not displayed, ask the customer by pressing <ALT I>. 

Enter the number into the calling From field. If the From number is displayed in the 
banner, wait for the customer to provide the calling To number or a Name from the 
Frequently Dialed numbers. If a name or number is not provided, ask the customer 
for the calling To number by pressing <ALT 2>. 

NOTE: Always assume the To number area code is the same as the From area code 
unless the caller specifies otherwise. 

4. The agent will enter the number in the calling To field. 
5. If the customer does not provide the calling card information: 

Press <TAB> to enter the text area and type: WHAT TYPE OF CARD DO U HAVE 
Q GA and if necessary ask for UR CARD NBR PLS Q GA 

6. Press <TAB> to return to the Dialing Window and press <COMP> 

STEP 3 - BILLING WINDOW 
1. The message field in the billing window will prompt to "SELECT BILLING METHOD". 

Identify the Billing Method by pressing the underscored key. 
2. Press <ENTER> to select. 

1 

3. Enter the 14 or 16 digit CALLING CARD NUMBER in the Billing Number field and 
press <COMP>. In some cases the customer may provide a Personal Identification 
Number (PIN). The COC Window appears only if the <COC> key was pressed. 

NOTE: If the carrier operator indicates that the Calling Card is invalid, relay the information to 
the customer. Secure alternate billing and pass this information to the carrier operator. If the 
customer does not provide alternate billing, terminate the call. 

Message Window Appears 
Press <SPACEBAR> at the BONG TONE. The Billing Number field will appear with the 
cursor placed at the beginning of the field. 

If the LD Operator comes on the line 

Say, "This is Relay (State). I have a TTY caller placing a calling card call. The billing 
number is . Type to the l T Y  user: ( OPERATOR PLS HD) 

5H.9 



When the agent hears the Carrier branding message: "Thank you for using ..." 
Press CESC> to remove the Dial Window 

Activate the ringing sequence by pressing CALT Z>. 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro. 

1. Start Timing <F6> (ST TMG) begins as soon as the called To number answers. 

TYPE: (THANK U FOR USING .) 

When the phone is answered 

STEP 4 - START TIMING 

NOTE: If the caller wishes to make another LD call and wants to use the same calling card the agent 
does not have to have the information repeated again. The information is retained in the billing window. 

STEP 5 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
1. When the calling To party answers announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you 

through Relay (State). This is Agent/Opr/CA XXXX. Have you received a relay call 
before?" If the caller has given hislher name, use it in the announcement. 

1. Type verbatim how the phone was answered. It is important to relay the conversation 
verbatim using a professional and conversational tone. 

2. Always remain transparent, and translate ASL into conversational English. Adding 
background noises, descriptive words and spirit allows for a realistic and effective 
call. 

STEP 6 -RELAY CONVERSATION 

~- 
Inbound Person On Line, Outbound Has Disconnected 
If the inbound caller hangs up, the system will display a RED message box saying: 

The terminal will automatically release the Inbound line of the call. The agent will be available 
for another call. 
Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line 
If the inbound person hangs up while the Outbound is still on line, a RED message box will 
appear saying: 

The agent will say, to the Outbound, "Your party has disconnected, good bye." The agent will 
then press <F5> (RLS FWD). The terminal will automatically release the inbound line and the 
agent will be available for another call. 
Inbound Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line After Being Notified 
If the Inbound person hangs up and the Outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal will 
automatically release the Inbound and Outbound connection in 60 seconds. The agent will be 
available for another call. 
Exception to Quick Release 
When a call comes into a terminal without a FROM number, Quick Release will not function and 
the agent will be required to press <FI> or <F2> to release the inbound caller. 

I "Inbound caller has disconnected". 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 
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FON - LEC - OPTIONAL -- Enter Call TO number 

<F8> <ALT B> 

<COMP> 

Select Billing Method 

<ENTER> 

I 

TTY 

<SPACEBAR> + <ESC> 

<ALT Z> Ringing ... c 
Enter Calling Card 

<SPACEBAR> 

<F6> Start Timing 

- 

Originated 

\ 
I 

/---------- 

I Announce Call 
\ 

<CTRL 8 or 9> Gender 

I Typehowphonewas I 
\ answered. 

Relay 
Conversation 

cF5> Release Fwd 

A 
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TTY to Voice - CALLING CARDS 
(FON - LEC - OPTIONAL) 

J 
0 The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
Caller provides CALLING TO NUMBER and CALLING CARD BILLING GA 

Enter Calling TO Number in the DIAL Window 

Press <F 8> (ALT/B) f o r  Alternate Billing 
Press <COC> (Carrier Of Choice) if caller prefers a LD Carrier other 

than Sprint o r  is using a (Optional) calling card 

Press <COMP> 

The Billing Window appears 

Identify BILLING METHOD Press underscored key. 

Press <ENTER> t o  select 

Enter CALLING CARD NUMBER in Billing Number Field. 

Press<COMP> 
The COC window appears only if the key was pressed. 

Use <arrow key> highlight Carrier-Operator Press <COMP> 

Message window appears 

Press <SPACEBAR> a t  BONG TONE 

When the agent hears the carrier branding message "Thank you for using .... " 
Press clear dial window 

Type: (THANK U FOR USING ) 

When phone rings, press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is answered 

Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
0 Announce the call, *Hello. A person is calling you through 

This is CA/Operator/Agent 
Continue normal call processing. 

. Have you received a relay call before?" 

I f  the LD Operator comes on the line 
Say: "7his is Relay 
billing number is 
N P E  t o  TTY user: ( OPERATOR PLS HD) 

. I have a TTY caller placing a calling card calL The 
N 
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COLLECT CALL TTY to Voice 

n A customer may place a call and request that the person being called pay for the charges. This 
is called a COLLECT call. The customer may also refer to the call as a "reverse charge call". 

STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <FIB (ANS TDD) soft key turns blue. 
2. The caller provides the calling To number and informs the agent that the call will be 

COLLECT and provides the FROM NAME information and GA. 

STEP 2 -DIALING WINDOW 
1. The agent will enter the calling To number. 
2. Press <F8>(ALT B) Alternate Billing 

The agent will press <COC> only if the customer prefers a LD carrier other than 
Sprint. 

3. Press <COMP> 

STEP 3 - BILLING 
All collect calls require the billing window <F8> (ALT B) Alternate Billing to be accessed. The 
billing window will display each allowable alternate billing method. 

Once the Billing Window appears the agent will 
Identify the Billing Method by pressing the underscored key 
Press <ENTER> to make a selection 
The COC window appears only if <COC> is pressed. The agent will use the <Arrow 
Key> to highlight the Carrier-Operator and press <COMP>. 

When the agent hears the Carrier branding message: 
The agent should type the carrier branding message 
Press <ESC> to remove the Dial Window 
TYPE: (Carrier OPERATOR PLS HD) 
Press <CTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
Enter " 0  using the 10 keypad 
Press the cESC> key to remove the Touch Tone Window 
Once the Carrier Operator comes on the line press <F6> (ST TMG) 
The agent will announce billing to the operator by saying, "Hello. This is Relay (State) 
with a T N  caller placing a collect call. The caller's name is (Name). Please allow for 10 
rings." 

0 

STEP 4 -ACCEPTANCE OF CHARGES- CARRIER OPERATOR 
1. The Carrier Operator will dial the calling To number and will ask the outbound Voice 

party for acceptance of the charges. 
2. The Carrier Operator will inform the agent if the charges are accepted or denied. 
3. The Carrier Operator will always announce the Collect call to the FIRST person who 

answers the phone at the terminating end. If the first person does not say "Yes" to 
accept the charges; and proceeds to call another person to the phone, the request to 
accept charges must be repeated. The call cannot begin until charges have been 
accepted. 
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CHARGES ACCEPTED 
If charges are accepted the Carrier Operator leaves the line. 

CHARGES DENIED CT 
If the charges are not accepted, type only the Operator's response to the TTY caller. 
Allow the caller to decide the progress of the call. 

STEP 5 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
Announce the call: "Hello. A person (Name) is calling you through Relay (State). This is 
Agent/Opr/CA XXXX. Have you received a relay call before?" If the caller has given 
hislher name, use it in the announcement. 

STEP 6 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
Continue normal call processing. 

STEP 7 - QUICK RELEASE - CLOSING THE CALL 
Close call as normal. 

NOTE: If a collect call is refused by receiving a recording similar to "Your Long Distance service 
has been disconnected." (or various other recordings), it is an indicator of the outbound number, I not the inbound number. 

. 

SPECIFIC PERSON REQUESTED 
1. If the TTY caller requests a specific person during call set-up, DO NOT pass this 

information to the carrier operator. By passing the requested name to the carrier 
operator, the carrier operator bills the call at a PERSON-to-PERSON rate. This rate 
is much higher than a STATION-to-STATION call where the caller speaks to the 
person requested or anyone who answers. 

2. Many TTY users are accustomed to providing the calling To name up front when only 
volunteer relay services were used. This information was required before the call 
could be placed. 

3. Pass the name of a specific person to the carrier operator ONLY when the TTY caller 
states they are making a PERSON-to-PERSON call. 

4. When the customer states they are making a PERSON-to-PERSON call, if the person 
they are requesting is not available they will not be billed for the call. If the requested 
person is at the number being called, the customer will pay a premium rate for this 
service. 

4 
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COLLECT CALL TTY to Voice 

Dialing 

A Enter Call TO number 

Select Billing Method A <ENTER> 

111 

\ 
I Announce: 'This is Relay 1 
I (State). I have a TTY caller I 
1 placing a mliecl call. The I 
I callel's name is _. Piease I 

\ ------ ------ / I allow for 10 rings." I r 
\ 

I I i LD Operator gains acceptance of I I 
I I charges. 

I 

121 

/--i&+how phone is \ I 

/ 
answered. I 

r----- '----- 

Relay 
Conversation 

GOTO GOTO 121 
Agent Action 01 

System General 
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Agent Workbook Page 62 - COLLECT -TTY to Voice 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
The system automatically sends the state HELLO greeting macro. J 

Caller provides CALLING TO NUMBER and informs agent the call wil l be COLLECT 
and provides FROM NAME INFORMATION and GA. 

Enter Calling TO Number 

Press CF 8> (ALT/B) Alternate Billing 

Press 400 if caller prefers a LD Carrier other than Sprint. 

Press<COMP> 

The Billing Window appears 

Identify BILLING METHOD 

Press <ENTER> t o  Select 
e The COC window appears only if 400 key was pressed. 

Use <arrow> highlight Carrier-Operator Press <COMP> 

When the agent hears the carrier-branding message 

Press underscored key 

e 

e 

Press <ESC> clear dial window 

Type: (Carrier OPERATOR PLEASE HOLD) 

Press (CTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 

Enter " 0  Use 10 keypad. 

Press <ESC> 

Carrier Operator comes on line 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce billing t o  operator, say 
"Hello. This is Relay (state), with a Tncaller placing a collect call The caller2 
name is (name). Please allow for I O r i n g ~ . ~  

The Operator dials call t o  number and asks for  acceptance of charges. 
The Operator informs the Agent if the charges are accepted o r  denied. 

close touch tone window 

I f  YES Operator leaves the line. 

If NO: Type only the Operator's response t o  the TlY caller. 
Allow the caller t o  decide the progress o f  the call. 

Announce call, "Hello. A person (name ifgiven) is calling you through 

you received a relay call before?" 
. This is CA/Operator/Agent . Have 

Continue normal call processing 
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COLLECT CALL Voice to TTY 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <FZ> (ANS VCE) soft key turns blue. 
2. The caller provides the calling To number and informs the agent that the call will be 

COLLECT and provides the FROM NAME information. 
3. All COLLECT calls require the billing window cF8> (ALT/B) Alternate Billing to be 

accessed. The billing window will display each allowable Billing method. 

NOTE: If the caller is placing a collect call and does not specify a carrier, process the call over 
the Sprint Network. If the caller makes a request for a carrier other then Sprint, press cCOC> 
and highlight the CARRIER OPERATOR entry in the <COO menu. If the caller requests a 
carrier who does not participate in COC, the agent will say: "(Carrier Name) does not allow Relay 
(State) to place calls over their network". 

4. Press <COMP> 
5. The agent will say: "Thank you, 1'11 be off the line until the TTY user is connected." 

STEP 2 -BILLING 
Once the Billing Window appears the agent will: 

1. Identify the appropriate BILLING METHOD by using the <Arrow Keys> to highlight 
the Carrier Operator and press <COMP>. If the carrier is not listed, the agent should 
select ALL OTHERS. 

2. Both the Voice caller and the agent can hear the carrier-branding message. The 
agent will complete the following: 
Press <ESC> (remove the Dialing Window) 
Press <SPACEBAR> (to close the Auto-Detect box) . Press cCTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) and Enter (0) (using the 10 keypad) 
Press <ESC> (Close the Touch Tone Window) 

STEP 3 -ACCEPTANCE OF CHARGES- CARRIER OPERATOR 
1. When the Carrier Operator comes on the line the agent will announce the billing to 

the Operator by saying: "Hello. This is Relay (State) with a Voice caller placing a 
collect call. The caller's name is (Name). The phone may be answered TTY, if so I 
will ask for acceptance of charges. Please allow for 10 rings." 

2. The Carrier Operator dials the calling To number. 
When the phone is answered by TTY the agent will hear tones. 

Press <F7> (Switch) 
0 The agent performs the Carrier Operator's role by typing: "THIS IS (CARRIER 

NAME) LONG DISTANCE WITH A COLLECT CALL FROM (NAME) WILL YOU 
ACCEPT THE CHARGES Q GA I' 

CHARGES ACCEPTED 
If the charges are accepted the agent will type: (THANK YOU PLEASE HOLD) 

CHARGES DENIED 
If the charges are denied the accepted the agent will type: "THANK YOU SKSK" 
Press <F7> (Switch) to inform the Carrier Operator whether the charges were 
accepted or denied. 
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Once the Carrier Operator leaves the line: 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Press <F7> (Switch) 

J STEP 4 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
The agent will announce the call by pressing <ALT 5> RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX 
WITH A CALL. 

STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSATION 

Continue normal call processing. 

STEP 6 - QUICK RELEASE 

Close call as normal. 

NOTE: If a collect call is refused by receiving a recording similar to “Your Long Distance service 
has been disconnected.” (or various other recordings), it is an indicator of the outbound number, 
not the inbound number. 

SPECIFIC PERSON REQUESTED 
1. If the Voice caller requests a specific person, ask them if they want a PERSON-to- 

PERSON call. 
2. Most voice customers are familiar with a PERSON-to-PERSON call and understand 

the charges associated with it. 

J PERSON TO PERSON CALL 
1. If the Voice caller DOES WANT a PERSON-to-PERSON call, give the requested 

(Name) to the Carrier Operator. 
2. Though calling to a TTY where the agent gains acceptance of charges, the Carrier 

Operator controls assigning the billing option to the call. IF the call is completed, the 
called party is billed at a PERSON-to-PERSON rate. 

ANSWERING MACHINE REACHED 
1. When an answering machine is reached and the recorded message does NOT say 

the called person accepts charges for collect calls, the Carrier Operator releases the 
line. 

2. If the caller requests to leave a message, press <CTRL A> to redial. The caller may 
leave a brief message (name and number or name and time to return call) at no 
charge. 

3. Press <F6> (ST TMG) as soon as the outbound leg (number called) answers. 
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COLLECT CALL Voice to TTY 

Key Lights 

I Greeting \ 

A 
\----7-----/ 

Dialing 

I Numberyouare \ 
I calling to, please? I 
\----- / r----- * Enter Call TO number 

+ 
<ENTER> 

I I 

I 
GOT0 

1 

I 
I This is Relay (State). I have a 
I voice caller placing a collect call. 
I The caller's name is _. 
1 Please allow for 10 rings. 
I 

Tones 

appears 

\ 
i Type: THIS IS - LD WITH A I 
I COLLECT CALL FROM - I 
I WILL U ACCEPT THE CHARGE I 

I I Q GA 

G O T 0  12 

c . 7 ~  Inform Opr l-- 

* CALT Sr 

Read howphonewas \ 
[answered to voice customer I 

/ r----- -__-_ * Type response 
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Agent Workbook Page 63 - COLLECT - Voice to TTY 
0 The call arrives a t  the agent position <F2> (AN5 VCE) turns blue 
Caller provides CALLING TO NUMBER and informs agent the call will be COLLECTand provides 
FROM NAME INFORMA--" 

Enter Calling TO I 
Press CF 8> (ALT/B) Alternate Billing 
Press 400 if caller prefers a LD Carrier other than Sprint. 

Press <COMP> 

w 

Say: "?hunk you, I71 be off the line until the m u s e r  is connected" 
The Billing Window appears 

Identify BILLING METHOD Press underscored key 
Press <ENTER> t o  Select 

The COC window appears only if <COD key was pressed. 
Use (arrow) highlight Carrier-Operator Press <COMP> 

Voice caller and agent hear the carrier-branding message 

0 

Press <ESC> clear dial window 
Press <SPACEBAR> 
Press (CTRL D> 
Enter " 0  Use 10 keypad. 
Press close touch tone window 
Carrier Operator comes on line. 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce billing t o  the Operator say, 
Welfo. This is Relay (state), with a VOICE caffer placing a collect call The cafferk name is 
(name), me phone may be answered W, if so I wiff ask for acceptance of charges Pfease affow 
for IO r igs ,"  

The Carrier Operator dials the Calling To number 
When phone is answered by TTY you will hear TONES 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

t o  close the Auto-Detect Box 
(Touch Tone Window) 

The Relay Agent performs the Carrier Operator role, 
0 Type: 
FROM (name) WILL YOU ACCEPT THE CHARGE Q GA 

THIS I S  (carrier name) LONG DISTANCE WITH A COLLECT CALL 

0 I f  YES. Type (THANK YOU PLEASE HOLD) 
0 I f  NO: Type, THANK YOU SKSK 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) inform Operator whether "the churges were uccepted or 
denied" 

Carrier Operator leaves the line. 
Press<F7> (SWITCH) 
Announce call, Press cALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT 
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THIRD PARTY BILLING 
TTY to Voice - Billing to Voice Number 

A customer may place a call and request the call be billed to a number other than the From 
or To number. For example, John is at his neighbor's house and decides to call his mother 
in New York. John asks to bill the call to his home phone, so his neighbor is not charged for 
the call. 

STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <Fl> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 

blue. 
2. The caller provides the calling To number and Third Party Billing Number 

followed by GA. While in operator mode it is important for the agent to ask the 
following questions prior to dialing a Third Party call. 
a. (YOUR NAME PLEASE Q) GA 
b. (IS THE BILLING NUMBER TTY OR VOICE Q )  GA 
c. (IS SOMEONE AT THE BILLING NBR TO OK THE CHARGES Q) GA 

The agent will enter the calling To number followed by pressing <F8> (ALTIB) Alternate 
Billing. 

Press <COO if the caller prefers a Long Distance Carrier other than Sprint. 
3. Press <COMP> 

STEP 2 - BILLING 
When the Billing Window appears the agent will: 

1. Identify the Billing Method by pressing the underscored key and press <ENTER> 
to select. 

2. Enter the Third Party Billing number in the Billing Field and press <COMPr. 
3. If the caller prefers to use a carrier other than Sprint press the <COC> key and 

highlight the requested CARRIER OPERATOR in the COC menu and press 
<COMP>. 

When the agent hears the carrier-branding message: 
The agent should type the carrier branding message 
Press <ESC> (to remove the Dial Window) 
Type: (CARRIER OPERATOR PLEASE HOLD) 
Press CCTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
Enter (0) using the 10 keypad 
Press <ESC> (to close the Touch Tone Window) 

STEP 3 -ACCEPTANCE OF CHARGES- CARRIER OPERATOR 
1. When the Carrier Operator comes on line the agent will announce billing by 

saying: "This is Relay (State) with a TTY caller placing a Third Party call. The 
billing number is XXX-XXX-XXXX. The caller's name is (Name). Please allow 
for 10 rings. " 

2. Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
3. The Carrier Operator dials the billing number and asks for acceptance of charges. 

The Carrier Operator will inform the agent if the charges were accepted or 
denied. 
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CHARGESACCEPTED 
If the charges are accepted the Carrier Operator will dial the calling To number 
and leave the line. 

CHARGES DENIED 
If the charges are denied the agent should type only the Carrier Operator's 
response to the TTY caller. Allow the caller to decide the progress of the call. 

When the phone rings, the agent will press CALT Z* RINGING 1...2...3... 

STEP 4 -ANNOUNCEMENT 

1. When the calling To party answers, announce the call: "Hello. A person (Name) 
is calling you through Relay (State). This is Agent XXXX. Have you received a 
relay call before?" 

STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
Continue normal call processing. 

STEP 6 - QUICK RELEASE 
Close call as normal. 
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THIRD PARTY BILLING 
TTY to Voice - Billing to TTY Number 

STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <Fl> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 

blue. 
2. The caller provides the calling To number and Third Party Billing Number 

followed by GA. While in operator mode it is important for the agent to ask the 
following questions prior to dialing a Third Party call. 
a. (YOUR NAME PLEASE Q )  GA 
b. (IS THE BILLING NUMBER TTY OR VOICE Q )  GA 
c. (IS SOMEONE AT THE BILLING NBR TO OK THE CHARGES Q )  GA 

The agent will enter the calling To number followed by pressing <F8> (ALTIB) Alternate 
Billing. 

Press <COC> if the caller prefers a Long Distance Carrier other than Sprint. 
3. Press <COMP> 

STEP 2 -BILLING 
When the Billing Window appears the agent will: 

1. Identify the Billing Method by pressing the underscored key and press <ENTER> 
to select. 

2. Enter the Third Party Billing number in the Billing Field and press <COMP>. 
3. If the caller prefers to use a carrier other than Sprint press the cCOC> key and 

highlight the requested CARRIER OPERATOR in the COC menu and press 
<COMP>. 

When the agent hears the carrier-branding message: 
Press cESC> (to remove the Dial Window) 
Type: (CARRIER OPERATOR PLEASE HOLD) 
Press cCTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
Enter (0) using the 10 keypad 
Press <ESC> (to close the Touch Tone Window) 

STEP 3 -ACCEPTANCE OF CHARGES- CARRIER OPERATOR 
1. When the Carrier Operator comes on line the agent will announce billing by 

saying: "Hello. This is Relay (State) with a TTY caller placing a Third Party call. 
The billing number is W-XXX-XXXX. The caller's name is (Name). The phone 
may be answered T Y ,  if so I will ask for acceptance of charges. Please allow for 
10 rings. 'I 

2. Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
3. The Carrier Operator dials the billing number. 

When the Billing Number phone is answered by TTY the agent will hear tones: 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
The agent performs the Carrier Operator's role by typing: THIS IS (CARRIER) 
LONG DISTANCE (NAME ) IS PLACING A LONG DISTANCE CALL TO A 
DIFFERENT NUMBER AND WISHES TO BILL THE CALL TO UR NBR IS 
THAT OK Q GA 
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CHARGESACCEPTED 
If the charges are accepted the agent will Type: (THANK YOU SKSK). 

CHARGES DENIED 
If the charges are denied the agent will Type: (THANK YOU SKSK). 
When the phone rings, the agent will press CALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 

STEP 4 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
1. Press <SPACEBAR> to stop ringing macro 
2. Announce the call, "Hello. A person (name if given) is calling you through Relay 

(State). This is Agent XXXX. Have you received a relay call before?" 

STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
Continue normal call processing. 

STEP 6 - QUICK RELEASE 
Close call as normal. 
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Agent Workbook Page 64 - THIRD PARTY BILLING 
TTY to Voice Billing to Voice Number  

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
Caller provides CALLING TO NUMBER and THIRD PARTY BILLING NUMBER 
and GA. 

Note: While in operator mode, the agent should ask the following prior t o  
dialing a th i rd party billing call. 

(YOUR NAME PLEASE Q) GA 
( IS  SOMEONE A T  THE BILLING NBR TO OKAY THE CHARGES Q) GA 
( IS  THE BILLING NUMBER TTY OR VOICE Q) GA 

Enter Calling TO Number 
Press <F 8, (ALTIB) Alternate Billing 

Press 400 if caller prefers a LD Carrier other than Sprint. 
Press <COMP> 

The Billing Window appears 
Identify BILLING METHOD Press underscored key 
Press the <ENTER> t o  Select 
Enter THIRD PARTY BILLING NUMBER in Billing Number Field 
Press<COMP> 
The COC window appears only if <COO key was pressed. 

When the agent hears carrier branding message, 
Press <E%> clear dial window 
Type: (Carrier OPERATOR PLEASE HOLD) 

Press (CTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
E n t e r " 0  Use 10 keypad. 
Press<ESC> close touch tone window 
Carrier Operator comes on line. 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce billing t o  Operator, say 

" lXs  is Relay (state), with a lTY caller placing a third party call The billing 
number is XXX-XXX-XXXX n e  callerk name is (name). Please allow for 10 
rings. " 

Operator dials the billing number and asks f o r  acceptance o f  charges. 
Operator informs the Relay if the charges are accepted or denied. 
If YES. The Operator dials the Calling To phone number and leaves the line. 
If NO: Type only the Operator response t o  the TTY caller. 

When phone rings, press <ALTZ> RINGING 1...2...3... 

Use <arrow> highlight Carrier-Operator Press <COMP> 

Allow the caller t o  decide the progress o f  the call. 
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THIRD PARTY BILLING 
Voice to TTY - Billing to TTY Number 

STEP 1 - QUICK ANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2> (ANS VCE) soft key turns 

blue. 
2. The agent will provide the following greeting: "Hello. Relay (state) Agent XXXX. 

May I have the number you are calling to please?" 
3. The caller provides the calling To number and Third Party Billing Number 

followed by GA. While in operator mode it is important for the agent to ask the 
following questions prior to dialing a Third Party call. 
a. (YOUR NAME PLEASE Q )  GA 
b. (IS THE BILLING NUMBER TTY OR VOICE Q) GA 
c. (IS SOMEONE AT THE BILLING NBR TO OK THE CHARGES Q) GA 

The agent will enter the calling To number followed by pressing <F8> (ALTIB) Alternate 
Billing. 

Press <COC> if the caller prefers a Long Distance Carrier other than Sprint. 
4. Press <COMP> 

STEP 2 - BILLING 
When the Billing Window appears the agent will: 

1, Identify the Billing Method by pressing the underscored key and press <ENTER> 
to select. 

2. Enter the Third Party Billing number in the Billing Field and press <COMP>. 
3. If the caller prefers to use a carrier other than Sprint press the CCOC> key and 

highlight the requested CARRIER OPERATOR in the COC menu 
4. Say: "Thank you I will be off the line until the TTY user is connected." 
5. Press <COMP>. 

Voice caller and agent hear the carrier-branding message: 
Press <ESC> (to remove the Dial Window) 
Press <SPACEBAR> (to remove the Auto-Detect box) 
Press cCTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
Enter (0) using the 10 keypad 
Press <ESC> (to close the Touch Tone Window) 

STEP 3 -ACCEPTANCE OF CHARGES - CARRIER OPERATOR 
1. When the Carrier Operator comes on line the agent will announce billing to the 

Carrier Operator. (Press <F8>, Enter for reference only) The agent will say: 
"Hello. This is Relay (State) with a l T Y  caller placing a Third Party call. The 
billing number is XXX-XXX-XXXX. The caller's name is (Name). The phone may 
be answered TTY, if so I will ask for acceptance of charges. Please allow for 10 
rings. I' 

2. Press cF6> (ST TMG) 
3. The Carrier Operator dials the billing number. 
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When the Billing Number phone is answered by TTY the agent will hear tones: 
Press <F7* (SWITCH) 
The agent performs the Carrier Operator's role by typing: THIS IS (CARRIER) 
LONG DISTANCE (NAME ) IS PLACING A LONG DISTNACE CALL TO A 
DIFFERENT NUMBER AND WISHES TO BILL THE CALL TO UR NBR IS 
THATOKQ GA 

CHARGES ACCEPTED 
If the charges are accepted the agent will Type: (THANK YOU SKSK). 
The Carrier Operator dials the calling To number and leaves the line. 

CHARGES DENIED 
If the charges are denied the agent will Type: (THANK YOU SKSK). 
Press <F7> (Switch) to inform the Carrier Operator the charges were denied. 
Follow the instructions of the customer. 

STEP 4 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
When the phone is answered by TTY the agent will hear tones: 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) the outbound line to a data line 
Announce the call, Press cALT 5> RELAY (STATE) AGENT M X X  WITH A 
CALL 

STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
Continue normal call processing. 

STEP 6 - QUICK RELEASE 
Close call as normal. 
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Agent Workbook Page 65 - THIRD PARTY BILLING 
Voice to TTY Billing to 'MY Number 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 
SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay- CA/Agent/Operator-. May I have the number 
you are calling please?" 
a 

4 

Caller gives CALLING TO NUMBER and THIRD PARTY BILLING NUMBER. 
Note: While operator mode, the agent should ask the following prior t o  
dialing a third party billing call. 

May I have your name please? 
Will someone be at  the billing number to okay the charges? 
Is the billing number a TTY or voice he?  

0 Enter Calling TO Number 
a Press <F 8> (ALT/B) Alternate Billing 

Press<C@MP, 
The Billing Window appears 
0 Identify BILLING METHOD Press underscored key 

Press <ENTER> t o  Select 
0 Enter <TI in Billing Number Field ""3 PARTY BILLING NUMBER> 
a Say, "lh IOU I will be off the line until the TTY user is connected " 

Press b 

The COC window appears only if 400 key was pressed. 

a Press 400 if caller prefers a LD Carrier other than Sprint. 

a 

Use <arrow> highlight Carrier-Operator Press <COMP> 
Voice caller and agent hear carrier-branding message 

Press < E X >  clear dial window 
Press <SPACEBAR> 
Press (CTRL D> 
Enter W' 
Press close touch tone window 
Carrier Operator comes on line. 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce billing t o  Operator, 

SAY: "Hello this is Relay (state), with a VOICE caller placing a third party 
call The billing number is XXX-XXX-XXXX The caller& name is (name). 
The phone may be answered TTY, if so I will ask for acceptance of charges. 
Please allow for 10 rings.# 
The Carrier Operator dials BILLING Number. 

clear the Auto-Detect box 
(Touch Tone Window) 
Use 10 key pad 

(Press F8, Enter fo r  reference only) 

w 
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When the Billing Number phone is answered by TTY you wil l  hear TONES 
0 Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
The Relay Agent performs Carrier Operator role. 
0 Type: THIS I S  (carrier name) LONG DISTANCE (name) I S  PLACING A 

LONG DISTANCE CALL TO A DIFFERENT NUMBER AND WISHES TO 
BILL THE CALL TO YOUR NUMBER I S  THAT OKAY Q GA 
0 If YES: Type (THANK YOU SKSK) 

If NO: Type (THANK YOU SKSK) 

0 Press <F7> (SWITCH) inform the Operator whether "the churges were 

If accepted the Carrier Operator dials the Calling To number and leaves line. 
When phone is answered by 7Ty you will hear TONES 

accepted or denied" 

Press <F7> t o  SWITCH the outbound line t o  a data line 

0 Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce call, Press (ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT- WITH A CALL 

Continue call processing as normal 
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IMMEDIATE CREDIT 

Most Long Distance Carrier Operators have the capability to process requests for credit from 
customers whom experience problems placing Long Distance calls. If an inbound customer 
tells the agent a wrong number was reached, relay the call between the TTY user and the 
LD Operator. 

J 

NOTE Immediate credit requests SHOULD NOT be transferred to Relay Customer 
Service. 

1. Type to the caller: (AGENT CAN CALL LD OPERATOR NOW FOR IMMEDIATE 
CREDIT OK Q) GA 

2. If the customer indicates in any way they want immediate credit, determine which 
LD carrier was used. If needed, type: (WHICH LONG DISTANCE CARRIER 
DID YOU USE Q) GA. The agent will contact the operator of the Long Distance 
carrier. If the customer is unsure of says, "I USED YOU", contact the Sprint 
operator. 

3. Enter " 0  in the calling To number of the Dial Window. 

4. Press <COMP> 
Press <COO if the LD carrier is a carrier other than Sprint. 

If <COC> was pressed the agent should use the <Arrow Keys> to highlight 
the appropriate Carrier Operator followed by pressing <COMP>. 

5. When the phone rings Press cALT 2, RINGING 1 ... 2...3... 

When the phone is answered: 

4 Press cF6S (ST TMG) 

Relay conversation 

Press <SPACEBAR> (to stop the ringing macro) 

Announce the call, "This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX. I have a TTY user who is 
requesting immediate credit." 

Continue call processing as normal 

AGENT DIALS WRONG NUMBER 
1, Say to the outbound: "Please excuse the call" or "I am sorry we dialed the wrong 

number." 
2. Press cF5> (RLS FWD) 
3. Type to the inbound customer (AGENT DIALED WRONG NUMBER AGENT 

CAN CALL NOW FOR IMMEDIATE CREDIT SO YOU WILL NOT BE CHARGED 
0 K Q ) G A  

4. If the customer indicates in any way that they want credit, type (CALLING TO LD 
OPERATOR FOR IMMEDIATE CREDIT PLS HLD). The agent may use the 
scratch pad and note call information before outdialing to the operator. 

NOTE DO NOT press <F6> (ST TMG) as this is considered an assistance call. Answer 
any questions asked by the LD Operator. 

5. Keep the customer informed by typing: (OPR HAS GIVEN CREDIT ON UR BILL) 
or (OPR HAS TAKEN OFF CHARGE). 

6. Press *F4> (Dial Window) and proceed with the call by dialing the correct 
number. 

W 
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Agent Workbook Page 69 - IMMEDIATE CREDIT 

n 

A 

Most Long Distance Carrier Operators have the capability t o  process requests 
f o r  credit from customers who experience problems placing long distance calls. 

If an inbound customer tells the agent a wrong number was reached, the Relay 
Agent wil l  relay the call between the TTY user and the LD Operator. 
Immediate credit requests SHOULD NOT be transferred t o  Customer Service. 
Type t o  the caller: 
(AGENT CAN CALL LD OPERATOR NOW FOR IMMEDIATE CREDIT OK Q) GA 
If the customer indicates in any way they do want immediate credit, you may 
need t o  determine which LD carrier was used. I f  needed type: 
(WHICH LONG DISTANCE CARRIER DID YOU USE Q) GA 
The agent wil l  contact the operator o f  that LD carrier. I f  the customer is 
unsure o r  says I used you, contact the Sprint Operator. 
Enter Calling To Number “0 I’ in Dial Window 

Press <COMP> 
Press <COC> if LD carrier other than Sprint. 

if <COC> key was pressed. 
<arrow> highlight Carrier-Operator <COMP> 

When the phone rings, press (ALT Z> 
When phone is answered 

Press <SPACEBAR> t o  stop ringing macro 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Announce call, “T7ris is Relay (state) CA/Operator/Agent . Ihave 

Continue call processing as normal 
a TTY user who is requesting immediate credit. 

If the agent has dialed a wrong number, the agent should say t o  the outbound, 
“Please excuse the call“ o r  “I am sorry we dialed the wrong number, Press <F5>. 
The agent should inform the inbound customer, (AGENT DIALED WRONG 
NUMBER AGENT CAN CALL NOW FOR IMMEDIATE CREDIT SO YOU WILL 
NOT BE CHARGED OK Q ) GA 
If the customer indicates in any way they do want credit, the agent should type 
(CALLING TO LD OPERATOR FOR IMMEDIATE CREDIT PLEASE HOLD) 
DO NOT press <F6> (ST TMG) as this is considered an assistance call. The 
agent answers any questions asked by the LD Operator. 
Inform the caller (OPR HAS TAKEN OFF CHARGE) 
Press <F4> and proceed with the call by dialing the correct number. 
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Billing Variations 

Customer wants to know if call is LD before outdial 

If a customer wants to know if a call is local or LD the agent may ask for the number to 
be checked and enter it in the Dial Window. Press <F8> then <COMP> to obtain the 
information for the customer followed by <ESC>. By pressing the <F8* (Alternate Billing 
Window) there is no chance of an outdial or connection resulting in billing and the agent 
can tell from the options in the billing window if the call is Local or LD. 

If the inbound caller requests the LOC, LD, lntl or Marine call type information from a 
previous call (call is finished) the agent should prompt the customer by typing, (WHAT 
NUMBER WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONFIRM QQ) GA 

The agent may also inform the inbound of call type information identified in the banner: 
LOC, LD, lntl or Marine. 

W 
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Module 51 - Prepaid Calling Cards 

PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS - Voice to TTY 

STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
I. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2> (Answered Voice) soft key 

turns blue. 

2. The HELLO greeting message, to be voiced by the agent is displayed on the 
terminal screen in black text. The agent will provide the following greeting: 
"Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX May I have the number you are calling 
please?" 

3. The caller provides the Pre-Paid Card or 800 Calling Card Number BILLING 
NUMBER INFORMATION and CALLING TO NUMBER. 

STEP 2 -DIALING WINDOW 
1. The agent will enter the Calling To number and press <ESC> to remove the 

Dialing Window and proceed to type the Pre-paid pin or 800 card billing number 
and the Call To number in the conversation text area for reference. 

2. The agent will press the <F4> (Dial Window) and say: "Thank you, 1'11 be off the 
line until the TTY user is connected." Press the <COMP> key. 

STEP 3 - TOUCH TONE WINDOW 
The following entries can only be performed after the agent has pressed the <SPACEBAR> 
to remove the "Auto-Detect" box: 

I. Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
2. Press <CTRL D> (Touch Tone Window) 
3. Enter information as prompted. 
4. Both the agent and the Voice caller will hear the progress of the call. 
5. Select (EnglishlSpanish) as appropriate. 
6. Enter Pre-Paid card number or PIN number using the 10 keypad. 
7. Enter Calling To number using the 10 keypad. 
8. Press <ESC> to remove the Touch-Tone Window. 

STEP 4 - ANNOUNCEMENT 
Once the phone is answered by TTY tones: 

a. The agent will hear tones, Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
b. White text will appear. Wait for the GA from the 'TTY user. 

STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSA TlON 

The agent will announce the call: 
1. Press <ALT 5> RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL and continue 

NOTE: It is important to TYPE in any recorded message heard from the pre-paid card 
number. If the outbound line caller is disconnected because the pre-paid card has timed 
out, the inbound caller hear a recorded disconnect message from the pre-paid card 
company. Press < F 9  to release the outbound line. 

normal call processing. 
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STEP 6 - QUICK RELEASE - CLOSING THE CALL 

When both parties have completed their conversation: 

Always follow the instructions of the customer. 

Press eF5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Inform the inbound caller, "The person has hung up." 

NOTE: If a customer using a pre-paid calling card wants to make another LD call and use 
the same pre-paid card, because of functional equivalency, the agent can scroll up and get 
the information from the screen. A hearing person can press a combination of keys to make 
another call without re-entering the information. 

Inbound Person Remains On Line 
If the called person hangs up before the agent had pressed cF5> (RLS FWD), the system 
will display a GREEN message box saying: 

"Outbound caller has disconnected". 

Inbound Person On Line, Outbound Has Disconnected 
If the inbound caller hangs up, the system will display a RED message box saying: 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 
The terminal will automatically release the Inbound line of the call. The agent will be 
available for another call. 

Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line 
If the inbound person hangs up while the Outbound is still on line, a RED message box will 
appear saying: 4 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 

The agent will say, to the Outbound, "Yourparty has disconnected, good bye." The agent 
may wait for a response and then press <F5> (RLS FWD). The terminal will automatically 
release the inbound line and the agent will be available for another call. 

Inbound Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line After Being Notified 
If the Inbound person hangs up and the Outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal 
will automatically release the Inbound and Outbound connection in 60 seconds. The agent 
will be available for another call. 

Exception to Quick Release 
When a call comes into a terminal without a FROM number, Quick Release will not function 
and the agent will be required to press CFl> or cF2> to release the inbound caller. 
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PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS - VOICE ORIGINATED 

Key Lights 

I \ 
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Agent Workbook Page 57 - VOICE to 'I"IY 
PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS and 800 Card Number Billing 

4 The call arrives at  the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 
SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay 
May I have the number you are calling please?" 

Caller provides the PRE-PAID CARD o r  800 Calling Card Number BILLING 
NUMBER INFORMATION and CALLING TO NUMBER. 

CA/Agen t/Opera tor 

. 

Enter p-' TO Number 

Press clear DIAL window 
Type Pre-paid pin o r  800 card billing number and the Call TO number in 
conversation tex t  area. 

Press <F4> (Dial Window) 

Say, "Zhankyou, I71 be off the line until the TTYuser is connected" 

Press > 

When the phone is answered by the recording message 

Press <SPACEBAR> t o  close the "Auto-Detect" box 

Press .CL. (ST TMG) 

Pres? D> (Touch Tone Window) 

Enter information as prompted 
The agent and voice caller wil l hear call progress 
Select (English/Spanish) QS appropriate 

Enter Pre-Paid card number or PIN number 

Enter Calling TO Number use 10 key pad 

Press clear touch tone window 

When phone is answered by TTY you will hear TONES 

Press (F7> (SWITCH) 

Wait fo r  GA from TTY user 
Continue normal call processing. 
Announce call, Press (ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT- WITH A CALL 

use 10 keypad. 

TYPE in any recorded message heard from the pre-paid card number. 
If the outbound line caller is disconnected because the pre-paid card has timed 
out, the inbound caller wil l be able t o  hear a recorded disconnect message from 
the pre-paid card company. Press <F5> to  release the outbound line. J 
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PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS - TTY ORIGINATED 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <Fl> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 
blue. 

2. The caller provides the Pre-Paid Card or 800 Calling Card Number BILLING 
NUMBER INFORMATION and CALLING TO NUMBER. 

STEP 2 -DIALING WINDOW 
1. The agent will enter the Calling To number and press cCOMP>. 
2. If ringing is heard the agent will press the <ALT Z> ringing macro followed by 

pressing the <SPACEBAR> to stop the macro. 
3. When the phone is answered press <F6>. 

STEP 3 - TOUCH TONE WINDOW 
The agent will press <CTRL D> (Touch-Tone Window) and enter information as prompted, 
making sure that the customer is kept informed. It is important that the agent TYPE any 
recorded message heard from the pre-paid card number. The agent will proceed to 
complete the following steps: 

Select (English/Spanish) as appropriate 
Press <TAB> to conversation area 

0 TYPE any branding/advertisement 
Press <TAB> to the Touch Tone Window 
Enter Pre-Paid card number or PIN number using the 10 keypad. 

0 Press <TAB> to conversation area 
0 TYPE the total number of minutes remaining on pre-paid card 
0 Press <TAB> to the Touch Tone Window 

Enter Calling To number, use 10 keypad 
0 Press cESC> to remove Touch Tone Window 

When the phone rings the agent will press <ALT Z> RINGING1 ... 2...3... 

STEP 4 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
Once the phone is answered by the outbound Voice, the agent will: 

1. Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro. 
2. Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 

agent XXXX. Have you received a relay call before?" 

STEP 5 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
1. It is important to relay the conversation verbatim using a professional and 

conversational tone. 
2. Always remain transparent, and translate ASL into conversational English. 

Adding background noises, descriptive words and spirit allows for a realistic and 
effective call. 

NOTE: It is important to TYPE in any recorded message heard from the pre-paid card 
number. If the outbound line caller is disconnected because the pre-paid card has timed 
out, the inbound caller hear a recorded disconnect message from the pre-paid card 
company. Press <F5> to release the outbound line. 
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STEP 6 - QUICK RELEASE - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

Always follow the instructions of the customer. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Inform the inbound caller, "The person has hung up." 

NOTE: If a customer using a pre-paid calling card wants to make another LD call and use 
the same pre-paid card, because of functional equivalency, the agent can scroll up and get 
the information from the screen. A hearing person can press a combination of keys to make 
another call without re-entering the information. 

Inbound Person Remains On Line 
If the called person hangs up before the agent had pressed <F5> (RLS FWD), the system 
will display a GREEN message box saying: 

"Outbound caller has disconnected. 

Inbound Person On Line, Outbound Has Disconnected 
If the inbound caller hangs up, the system will display a RED message box saying: 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 

The terminal will automatically release the Inbound line of the call. The agent will be 
available for another call. 

Inbound Person Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line 
If the inbound person hangs up while the Outbound is still on line, a RED message box will 
appear saying: 

"Inbound caller has disconnected". 

The agent will say, to the Outbound, "Yourparty bas disconnected, good bye." The agent 
will then press <F5> (RLS FWD). The terminal will automatically release the inbound line 
and the agent will be available for another call. 

Inbound Hangs Up, Outbound Person Remains On Line After Being Notified 
If the Inbound person hangs up and the Outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal 
will automatically release the Inbound and Outbound connection in 60 seconds. The agent 
will be available for another call. 

Exception to Quick Release 
When a call comes into a terminal without a FROM number, Quick Release will not function 
and the agent will be required to press <F1> or <F2> to release the inbound caller. 
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PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS - TTY ORIGINATED 

//2., Key Lights 

r- Enter 800 Number 

8 CCTRL D> 

Enter Card number 

I + 
I <ESC> 
I 

Relay 2 
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Agent Workbook Page 56 - TTY to Voice 
PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS and 800 Card Number Billing 

0 The call arrives at  the agent position <F1> (ANS TOO) turns blue W 
Caller provides the PRE-PAID CARD o r  800 Calling Card Number BILLING 
NUMBER INFORMATION and CALLING TO NUMBER and GA. 

Enter Calling TO Number 
Press <COMP> 

0 If phone rings, press <ALT Z>, RINGING l.... 
When the phone is answered by the recording message 

Press <SPACEBAR> to  stop ring 
Press(F6 (STTMG) 
Press D> (Touch Tone Window) 

Enter intormation as prompted, keep customer informed 
Selert (English/Spanish) as appropriate 

PresscTt to  conversation area 

TYPE branding/advertisement . PI t o  the Touch Tone window 
Enter Pre-Paid card number o r  PIN number, use 10 keypad. 

Press <TAB> t o  conversation area 
TYPE number minutes remaining on pre-paid card 

0 Press <TAB> t o  the Touch Tone window 

Enter Calling TO Number, use 10 key pad 

Press <ESC> clear touch +,,no window 

When phone rings, press - ~ RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is answered 
0 Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 

is CA/Operator/Agent 

0 Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through . This 
. Have you received a relay call before.?" 

Continue normal call processing. 

TYPE any recorded message heard from the pre-paid card number. 

If the outbound caller is disconnected because the pre-paid card has timed out, the 
agent should type the disconnect message heard on the recorded message f rom the 
pre-paid company. 
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Module 5J - VCO Call Processing 

Voice Carry Over - VCO 
Voice Carry Over (VCO) is for people who are deaf or have difficulty hearing clearly using a 
standard telephone and prefer to speak for themselves. Customers may use a Dialogue 
VCO telephone or a TTY. The VCO user speaks directly to the other person. Everything 
the other person says is typed by the Relay Agent and appears on the text display of the 
VCO user's telephone. This feature is also known as Voice Carry Over (VCO) and/or Voice 
Through. 

VCO Announcement 
The Non-Branded VCO procedures are set up the same way as a TTY to Voice call. When 
the agent receives a VCO call, the following announcement is provided to the outbound 
voice customer: 
"Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is agent XXXX. Have you 

received a Voice Through Call before?" 

VCO Service Explanation 
If the outbound voice customer is NOT familiar with Relay, the agent will provide the 
following explanation of service: 
"The person who is calling will be speaking directly t o  you. When helshe says the 
phrase "Go Ahead" that indicates they are done speaking and are ready for you to 
respond. When you talk, the agent will be typing everything heard back to  the caller. 
One moment for your call to begin. " 

VCO Dialogue Telephone (Ameriphone) 
Customers using a Dialogue telephone may possibly come in on the cF2> Voice line. When 
the customer says: "VCO please GA" switch the line to data by pressing <FI>. Once <Fl> 
is pressed, the system sends the state HELLO greeting macro that reads: "VCO PLY. The 
agent will continue call-processing procedures for a Non-Branded VCO call. Customers 
using the VCO Dialogue telephone may request VCO branding. Once the information is 
entered into the system (36 hours), all subsequent calls will come into Relay on the data 
line. Please note that the Dialogue phone does not generate TTY tones. 
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NON-BRANDED VCO 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the CF1> (ANS TDD) soft key tums 
blue. 

2. The system automatically sends the state HELLO greeting message. 
3. The caller types VCO PLS GA or VOICE PLS GA 
4. The agent will Press cCTRL O> (VOICE NOW) GA and immediately 

press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent headset. The 
agent will HEAR the inbound VCO caller's Voice. 

STEP 2 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
1, When the phone rings, press CALT Z> RINGING 1 ... 2...3... 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 
Agent XXXX. Have you received a Voice Through Call before?" 

If YES 
If the customer is familiar with Relay the agent will Say: "One moment for your call to 
begin." 

When the phone is answered the agent will: 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

If NO 
If the customer has not received a Relay call before the agent will press CALT 6, 
(EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide the Service Explanation and then Say, "One moment for 
your call to begin." W 
STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. Press CCTRL 8 or 9s (gender) 
2. TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA. 
3. Press CF9> (VCO) tums BLUE. Agent hears VCO caller's voice. A message 

window displays "Headset IN Conversation". 
4. TYPE Hearing person's response and GA 

NOTE: when it is time for the outbound voice customer to respond, DO NOT press the <F9> 
(VCO) key. Once the first key is hit in typing the voice person's response, the system will 
automatically turn off the VCO Bridge and switch to the 'TTY path. 

5. Press CF9> (VCO) turns BLUE. Agent hears VCO caller's voice. A message 
window displays "Headset IN Conversation". 

6. TYPE Hearing person's response and GA. 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 

STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 

When both parties have completed their conversation: 

u9 
1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 

hangs up before <F5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 
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2. Press <ALT O> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (State) AGENT XXXX GA OR SK 
3. Immediately press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent 

headset. It is very important for the agent to stay focused at the end of the call. 
Pressing <ALT V> will allow the agent to hear the VCO customer. The VCO 
customer may end their call or provide information for additional calls. 

4. Follow the customer's instructions and remember to press CALT V> to close the 
connection to the agent headset. Once the connection is closed, it will allow the 
agent to type to the VCO customer. If the agent needs the customer to repeat 
information, make sure the connection is closed and Type: (PLS REPEAT). 
Immediately press CALT V> to open the connection to obtain the necessary 
information. 

5. Many customers may choose to type the calling To number instructions and use 
VCO after the outbound phone is answered. 
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Agent Workbook Page 74 - NON-Branded VCO 

The system automatically sends the state HELLO greeting macro. 

Press< ' (VOICE NOW) GA, then > to open the INbound 
The caller types VCO PLS GA or VOICE PLS GA 

The call arrives a t  the agent position cF1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 

line connecTion t o  the agent headset. 
The agent wil l HEAR the inbound VCO callers Voice. 

Enter Calling TO Number 

Press<COMP> 

When phone rings, press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 
When phone is answered 

Press t o  stop ringing macro 
P resss ro> la~  IMG) 

' 

Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (state). This 
is CA/Operator/Agent - . Have you received a Voice Thru call before?" 
If YES: Say, "One moment f o r  your call t o  begin. 
If NO: Press (ALT 6, (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide Service 
Explanation and then say, "One moment for  your call t o  begin 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9, GENDER 

TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 

Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. Agent hears VCO caller's voice. 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

When both parties have completed their conversation; 

Press '-LS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Press I> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) GA OR SK 
Press .-, 

Agent hears VCO caller's voice. 

-- 
> t o  open the Inbound line connection t o  the agent headset 

(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

Press > t o  close the connection t o  the agent headset. 
(Agent can type t o  VCO customer) 

NOTE: The Customer may choose t o  type CALLING TO NUMBER 
INSTRUCTIONS and choose t o  use VCO after the phone is answered. 

W 

'3 

'tl 
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BRANDED VCO 
STEP 1 - QUKKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <FI> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 
blue. A message window informs the agent, "Possible VCO user". 

2. The system automatically sends the branded VCO greeting macro: RELAY 
(STATE) AGENT XXXX VOICE NOW OR TYPE GA. 

3. The agent headset is connected to the inbound line. The caller can choose to 
Voice or Type the calling To number and any call processing information and GA. 
Therefore, if TTY tones are heard, quickly press <ALT V>. 

4. The agent will hear the inbound VCO caller's voice. 
5. Enter the calling To number and press <COMP>. 

STEP 2 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
1. When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> RINGING 1 .. .2 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 
Agent XXXX. Have you received a Voice Through Call before?" 

If YES 
If the customer is familiar with Relay the agent will Say: "One moment for your call to 
begin.'' 

If NO 
If the customer has not received a Relay call before the agent will press <ALT 6> 
(EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide the Service Explanation and then Say, "One moment for 
your call to begin." 

When the phone is answered the agent will: 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. Press GCTRL 8 or 9> (gender) 
2. Press <F9> (VCO) turns blue. Agent hears VCO caller's voice. 
3. TYPE hearing person's response and GA. 
4. Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. Agent hears VCO caller's voice. A message 

window displays "Headset IN Conversation". 
5. TYPE Hearing person's response and GA 

NOTE: when it is time for the outbound voice customer to respond, DO NOT press the <F9> 
(VCO) key. Once the first key is hit in typing the voice person's response, the system will 
automatically turn off the VCO Bridge and switch to the TTY path. 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 

STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 
hangs up before cF5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 

2. Press <ALT Or (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (State) AGENT XXXX GA OR SK 
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3. Immediately press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent 
headset. It is very important for the agent to stay focused at the end of the call. 
Pressing <ALT V> will allow the agent to hear the VCO customer. The VCO 
customer may end their call or provide information for additional calls. 

4. Follow the customer's instructions and remember to press <ALT V> to close the 
connection to the agent headset. Once the connection is closed, it will allow the 
agent to type to the VCO customer. If the agent needs the customer to repeat 
information, make sure the connection is closed and Type: (PLS REPEAT). 
Immediately press <ALT V> to open the connection to obtain the necessary 
information. 

4 

REMEMBER: 
Agent typing turns the VCO Bridge off automatically. 
After pressing <F9> a system message displays, Headset IN Conversation. 
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BRANDED VCO 
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Agent Workbook Page 75 - BrandedVCO 

The call arrives at the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
A message window informs the agent, "Possible VCO User" 
The system sends the BRANDED VCO GREElTNG macro. 

RELAY (state) - VOICE NOW (OR TYPE) GA 
RELAY (state) - (UR CALLER I D  WILL SEND) VOICE NOW (OR TYPE) GA 

The agent headset is connected to  the INbound line. 
The caller can choose t o  VOICE o r  Type the CALLING TO NUMBER 
and any call processing information and GA. 

The agent will HEAR the inbound VCO callers Voice. 
If you hear TTY TONES quickly, Press <ALT V> 

Enter Calling TO Number 
Press<COMP> 
When phone rings, press <ALTZ> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is answered 
Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (state). This 
is CA/Operator/Agent -. Have you received a Voice Thru call before?" 
If YES: Say, "One moment fo r  your call t o  begin. 
If NO: Press <ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide Service 
Explanation and then say, "One moment f o r  your call t o  begin 

Press 4TRL O> Caller I D  block if appropriate 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER 
TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 
Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. Agent hears VCO caller's voice. 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 
Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. Agent hears VCO caller's voice. 

N P E  Hearing Persons response GA 
When both parties have completed their conversation; 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 
Press <ALT 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) 
Press <ALT V> t o  open the Inbound line connection t o  the agent headset 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

GA OR SK 

(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

Press <ALT V> t o  close the connection t o  the agent headset. 

Agent Typing turns the VCO bridge o f f  automatically. 
After pressing <F9> a system message displays, Headset I N  Conversation. 

(Agent can type t o  VCO customer) 
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BRANDED VCO - No Answer 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <Fl> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 

blue. A message window informs the agent, "Possible VCO user". 
2. The system automatically sends the branded VCO greeting macro: RELAY 

(STATE) AGENT XXXX VOICE NOW OR TYPE GA. 
3. If the agent hears l T Y  tones, press <ALT Vr 
4. The non-branded caller will type: VCO PLS GA. The agent will press <CTRL O> 

VOICE NOW GA followed by <ALT V> 
5. Enter the calling To number and press cCOMP> 
6. When the phone rings, press cALT Zz RINGING 

1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 STILL RINGING GA 
7. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
8. Press <ALT V> to open the Inbound line connection to the agent headset. This 

will allow the agent to hear the VCO customer. 

If the VCO caller indicates they wish to redial: 
1. The agent will press CALT V> to close the connection to the agent headset. This 

will allow the agent to type to the VCO customer. 
2. Type: (REDIALING) 
3. Press <CTRL R> 

4. When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> RINGING 
1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 STILL RINGING GA 

5. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
6. Press <ALT V> to open the Inbound line connection to the age1 

will allow the agent to hear the VCO customer. 
headset. Tt S 

NOTE Always follow the instructions of the VCO customer. In order to maintain caller 
control, the agent will continue redialing to the number until the customer makes the 
decision to end the call. 
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Agent Workbook Page 77 
VCO - NO ANSWER 

J The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (AN5 TDD) turns blue 
VCO Branded the "Possible VCO User" message window will appear 

The system sends the BRANDED VCO GREElTNG macro. 
The system automatically sends the state HELLO greeting macro. 
RELAY (state) AGENT VOICE NOW OR TYPE GA 

If you hear TlY TONES quickly, Press (ALT V> 
NON-Branded Caller types, VCO PLS, Press 4TRL PI> followed by <ALT V> 

Enter Calling TO Number 

Press <COMP> 

When phone rings, press <ALT Z> 

RINGING l...2...3...4...5...6,..7...8...9...10..STILL RINGING GA 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Press 
(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

> t o  open the Inbound line connection t o  the agent headset 

If the VCO Caller indicates they wish t o  redial 

Press > t o  close the connection t o  the agent headset. 

Press - - (REDIALING) 

Pres: 

When phone rmgs, press <ALT Z> 

RINGING l...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...1O...STILL RINGING GA 

(Agent can type t o  VCO customer) 

Press .FF, (QLS FWD) 

Press . _ _  

Follow the instructions of the customer 

. > t o  open the Inbound line connection t o  the agent headset 
(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

u To maintain caller control, the agent wil l continue redialing t o  the number until 
the customer makes the decision t o  end the call 
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VCO - Busy Signals 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F1> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 

blue. A message window informs the agent, "Possible VCO user". 
2. The system automatically sends the branded VCO greeting macro: RELAY 

(STATE) AGENT XXXX VOICE NOW OR TYPE GA. 
3. If the agent hears TTY tones, press SALT V> 
4. The non-branded caller will type: VCO PLS GA. The agent will press cCTRL O> 

VOICE NOW GA followed by <ALT V> 
5. Enter the calling To number and press <COMP> 

If the line is Busy: 

Type (BUSY) GA 
Press cF5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 

Press cALT V> to open the inbound TTY connection to the agent headset. This 
will allow the agent to hear the VCO customer. 

If the VCO caller indicates they wish to try the number again: 

Type (REDIALING) 
0 Press <CTRL R> 

Press CALT V> to close the connection to the agent headset. This will allow the 
agent to type to the VCO customer. 

If the line is still Busy: 

Type (STILL BUSY) GA 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 

The agent must press <ALT V> to open the inbound TTY connection to the agent 
headset. This will allow the agent to hear the VCO customer's instructions. 

If the VCO caller indicates they want to try the number again, follow the instructions of the 
customer. It is important to note that the agent must press <ALT V> after typing (STILL 
BUSY) to open the inbound TTY connection to the agent headset. 
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Agent Workbook Page 78 
VCO- BUSY SIGNALS 

The call arrives at the agent position <F1> (AN5 TDD) turns blue 
VCO Branded the "Possible VCO User" message window will appear 
The system sends the BRANDED VCO GREElTNG macro. 

RELAY (state) AGENT VOICE NOW OR TYPE GA 
If you hear TTY TONES quickly, Press (ALT V> 

NON-Branded Caller types, VCO PLS t A ,  Press (CTRL 0>, (ALT V> 

Enter Calling TO Number 

Press (COMP> 

I f  BUSY 

Press (RLS FWD) 

Type (BUSY) GA 

Press (ALT V> t o  open 1 ..e InbounL TTY connection t o  the agent heaLset 
(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

If the VCO caller indicates they wish to  try the number again. 

Press (ALT V> t o  close the connection t o  the agent headset. 
(Agent can type t o  VCO customer) 

Press < A L T  E> 

Press . XLR> 

If BUSY 

PresscFE (RLS FWD) 

Type (STILL BUSY) GA 

Press (ALT V> t o  open the Inbound TTY connection t o  the agent headset 
(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

J 

If the VCO caller indicates they want t o  t r y  the number again follow the 
instructions of the customer 

VCO Call Note: The agent must press (ALT V> after typing (STILL BUSY) t o  
open the Inbound TTY connection t o  the agent headset 
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VCO - Answering Machine 
VCO Voices Own Answering Machine Message 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

Follow the VCO Branded or Non-Branded call set-up procedures. The agent will hear 
the inbound VCO customer voice the calling To number. 
Enter the calling To number and press <COMP> 
When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> RINGING 1 ... 2...3... 

When the phone is answered: 
Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

5. Use the Record Feature as needed by pressing the <RECORD> key. Type the 
recorded message until the message begins to exceed typing speed. To remove the 
recording from the headset and type what was remembered, press the 
<PAUSE/PLAY> key. This allows the agent to catch up to the point where the 
<PAUSE/PLAY> key was originally pressed. The terminal continues to record 
information that is being received from the outbound line. 

6. Once at the point where typing can continue, press the <PAUSE/PLAY> key. There will 
be a two to three word overlap in order to veri@ the point from which typing can begin. 
If it is a lengthy recording, press the <ENDIRTN> key to check if a voice person in on 
the outbound line. When the <END/RTN> key is pressed, the terminal discontinues the 
recorded audio playback and connects to the outbound line for real-time communication 
while continuing to record. If nothing is heard, press the <END/RTN> key a second 
time and the playback of the recording continues two to three words prior to where the 
<END/RTN> key was originally pressed. 

Person Answers on the Outbound Line: 
If a person is heard answering the phone when the <END/RTN> key is pressed, announce 
the call and type to the VCO customer how the phone was answered followed by "GA. 
Immediately press <F9> to activate the VCO feature. When the voice person starts to 
speak, type the conversation verbatim to the VCO caller. Press the <RECORD> key to 
deactivate the recording feature. 

NOTE When the <RECORD> and <PAUSE/PLAY> keys are pressed, the microphone will 
remain muted. The mute will shut off when the <ENDIRETURN> key is pressed. 

After typing the complete message verbatim: 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) 
Press CALT 82 (ANS MACH HUNG UP) GA 
Press <ALT V> This will allow the agent to hear the VCO customer. 

If the VCO customer wishes to leave a message: 
Press <CTRL 3> (PLS VOICE UR MSG WHEN U SEE " G A  REDIALING) 
Press <CTRL A> to redial to an answering machine 
When the phone rings, press <ALT Z> RINGING 1 ... 2...3... 
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When the phone is answered: 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Press <ALT G> or type (ANS MACH PLAYING) and GA 

Press cF9> (VCO) The agent will hear the VCO caller's voice. 

9 NOTE: Do not press cALT V> or Privacy if the VCO voices own message. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Press cALT 9> (UR MSG LEFT) AGENT XXXX GA 
Press <ALT V> to hear the VCO customer and follow their instructions. 
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Agent Workbook Page 79 - VCO Answering Machines 
VCO VOICES OWN Answering Machine Message 

0 Follow VCO Branded o r  NON-Branded VCO Call Set-up Procedures 
Agent will hear the inbound VCO Customer Voice the calling t o  number 

Enter Calling TO Number 

Press<COMP> 

When phone rings, press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3...4...5... 

When phone is answered 

Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 

Press <F6> (ST TMC) 

0 TYPE the Answering Machine MESSAGE verbatim 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER 

Press (ALT 8> (ANS MACH HUNG UP) GA 

Press<ALTV> 

If the VCO customer wishes t o  voice their own message ... 
0 Press (CTRL 3> 

Press (CTRL A> 

When phone rings, press <ALTZ> RINGING 1...2...3...4...5... 

When phone is answered 

Press <spacebar> t o  stop ringing macro 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

0 Press (ALT G> (ANS MACH PLAYING) 

Type"GA" 

Press <F9> (VCO) Agent hears VCO callers voice. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Use Record Feature as needed <RECORD> <PAUSE/PLAY> <END/RETURN> 

(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

(PLS VOICE UR MSC WHEN U SEE %A" REDIALING) 

DO NOT use PRIVACY I F  VCO VOICES OWN MESSAGE 

0 Press (ALT 9> (UR MSG LEFT) AGENT GA 

Press (ALT V> 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 
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VCO - Privacy Feature 
The inbound user controls privacy and may request the feature to be turned on anytime 
during the call. The feature is sound activated as the VCO user talks; therefore the agent 

and <ALT H> in sequence, after every "GA.  When using privacy a message window 
appears "Headset NOT in Conversation". 

will not hear the inbound VCO user speak. To activate the feature the agent will press cF9> 4 

STEP 1 - QUEKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F1> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 

blue. A message window informs the agent, "Possible VCO user". 
2. The system automatically sends the branded VCO greeting macro: RELAY 

(STATE) AGENT XXXX VOICE NOW OR TYPE GA. 
3. The agent headset is connected to the inbound line. The caller can choose to 

Voice or Type the calling To number and any call processing information and GA. 
Therefore, if TTY tones are heard, quickly press <ALT V>. 

4. The agent will hear the inbound VCO caller's voice. 

5. Enter the calling To number and press <COMP>. 
The VCO caller requests PRIVACY 

STEP 2 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
1. When the phone rings, press <ALTZ> (RINGING 1...2...3) 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 
When the phone is answered the agent will: 

. Press cF6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 4 
Agent XXXX. Have you received a Voice Through Call before?" 

If YES 
If the customer is familiar with Relay the agent will Say: "One moment for your call to 
begin." 

If NO 
If the customer has not received a Relay call before the agent will press CALT 6> 
(EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide the Service Explanation and then Say: "One moment for 
your call to begin." 

STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. Press CCTRL 8 or 9> (gender) 
2. TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA. 
3. Press <F9> (VCO) tums BLUE. Press <ALT H> Agent DOES NOT hear VCO 

caller's voice. A message window displays "Headset NOT in Conversation". 
4. TYPE Hearing person's response and GA 
5. Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. Press <ALT H> Agent DOES NOT hear VCO 

caller's voice. A message window displays "Headset NOT in Conversation". 
6. TYPE Hearing person's response and GA 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 4 
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STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 

When both parties have completed their conversation: 
1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 

hangs up before <F5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 

2. Press <ALT O> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (State) AGENT X M X  GA OR SK 
3. Immediately press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent 

headset. The agent can then hear the VCO customer. 
Follow the customer's instructions and remember to press <ALT V> to close the connection 
to the agent headset, Once the connection is closed, it will allow the agent to type to the 
VCO customer. 
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Agent Workbook Page 76 - VCO with PRIVACY 

The call arrives a t  the agent position 
A message window informs the agent, "Pos 0 User" 
The system sends the BRANDED VCO GREtTIN6 macro. 
RELAY (state) AGENT VOICE NOW OR TYPE GA 
RELAY (state) - (UR CALLER I D  WILL SEND) VOICE NOW (OR TYPE) GA 

(ANS TDD) turns blue 

The agent headset is connected t o  the INbound TTY line. 
The agent will HEAR the inbound VCO callers Voice. 
The VCO caller requests PRIVACY 

Enter Calling TO Number 
Press<COMP> 
When phone rings, press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is answered 
Press t o  stop ringing macro 
Press 9 (31 I'MG) 

Press (CTRL O> Caller I D  block if appropriate 

Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (state). This 
is CA/Operator/Agent - . Have you received a Voice Thru call before?" 
If YES: Say, "One moment f o r  your call t o  begin. 
If NO: Press (ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide Service 
Explanation and then say, "One moment f o r  your call t o  begin 

Press (CTRL 8 or  9> for  GENDER of the person who answered the phone. 

TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 

Press I> Press (ALT H> Agent DOESNOT hear VCO voice. 

TYPE nearing Persons response GA 
Press <F9> Press (ALT H> Agent DOESNOT hear VCO voice. 
TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

When both parties have completed their conversation; 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Press <ALT 0, (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) 

Press (ALT V> 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 
Press (ALT V> 

GA OR SK 

(Agent can hear VCO customer) 

(Agent can type t o  VCO customer) 

After pressing <F9> (ALT H> system message displays, 
Headset NOT in Conversation. 

W I  

w i  
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Voice to VCO - VCO Answer 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2> (ANS VCE) soft key turns 
blue. Read the greeting, "Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May I have the 
number you are calling to please?" The customer gives the agent the calling to 
number and may or may not inform the agent the person being called will use 
Voice Carry Over (VCO). 

2. Enter the calling To number. 

3. Before completing the call say: "Thank you. 1'11 be off the line until the TTY user 
is connected." 

4. Press <COMP> 

STEP 2 - ANNOUNCEMENT 
When the phone is answered, the agent wil l hear voice: 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Wait for the VCO answer, then: 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Press <ALT 5> to announce the call, RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A 
CALL and type (VCO) GA 

STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) 
2. REPEAT the initial answer message to the voice customer if necessary and say 

GA. 
3. TYPE Hearing person's response and GA 
4. Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. This enables the outbound VCO to speak 

directly to the hearing customer. When the VCO customer relays the response 
back to the voice originator and says, "Go Ahead", the agent does not need to 
press the VCO key. Once the agent begins typing, the first key hit is used to 
automatically switch the VCO path to the TTY path. 

5. TYPE Hearing person's response and GA. When the voice person finishes 
talking and says, "Go Ahead", and the VCO user wants to respond to the voice 
party, press VCO key. 

6. Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 

STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
2. Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up." 

Follow the customer's instructions. If the inbound voice customer hangs up first and the 
outbound VCO caller remains on the line, the agent should type, or send <ALT W> 
(PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK and press <F5> to release the outbound line. 
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Voice Carry Over - (Voice Originated) 
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Agent Workbook Page 8 1 
Voice to VCO - VCO Answer 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 
SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay 
May I have the number you are calling please.?" 
The customer gives the agent the calling t o  number and may o r  may not inform 
the agent the person being called will use Voice Thru (VCO) 

Enter Calling TO Number 

CA/Agen t/Opera tor 

Before completing the call say: "Thank you, I l l b e  o f f  the line until the TTY 
user is connected" 

Press (COMP, 

When phone is answered, YOU HEAR VOICE, 

Press (SPACEBAR> 

Press (F6> (ST TMG) 

WAIT for  the VCO ANSWER, then 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

Announce the call, Press (ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT WITH A 

CALL and type (VCO) 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER 

REPEAT the initial answer message t o  voice customer if needed and say GA 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

Press (F9> (VCO) 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

Press <F9> (VCO) 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

Press <F9> (VCO) 

When both parties have completed their conversation; 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up" 
Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

If the inbound voice customer hangs up f i r s t  and the outbound VCO caller 
remains on the line, the agent should press (ALT W> (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK 
and Press (F5> t o  release the outbound line 
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Agent Workbook Page 80 
Voice to VCO - TTY Answer 

4 The call arrives a t  the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 

SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay 
May I have the number you are calling please?" 

SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay 
Your Caller I D  will transmit. May I have the number you are calling please?" 

The customer gives the agent the calling t o  number and may or may not inform 
the agent the person being called will use Voice Thru (VCO) 

Enter Calling TO Number 
If appropriate, press 4TRL O> (Caller I D  Block ON/OFF toggle) 

0 Before completing the call say: "Thank you, TI1 be off the line until the TTY 
user is connected" 

0 If appropriate, before completing the callsay, Thank you. Your Caller I D  has 
been blocked I will be off the line until the TTY user is connected 
Press <COMP> 

When phone is answered by TTY TONES, you wi l l  see WHITE TEXT. 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call, Press (ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT WITH A 
CALL and type (VCO) 
Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER 
READ the initial TTY answer message to  voice customer and GA 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 
Press <F9> (VCO) 
TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 
Press <F9> (VCO). 

0 Hearing Persons response GA 
rress <F9> (VCO) 

When both parties have completed their conversation; 

0 Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up" 
Follow the instructions of the customer 

CA/Agen t/Operator 

CA/Agen t/Operator 

J 

If the inbound voice customer hangs up f i rs t  and the outbound VCO caller 
remains on the line, the agent should press (ALT W> (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK 
and Press <F5> t o  release the outbound line .4 
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Two-Line VCO 

Two -Line VCO is also known as Dual Line VCO and/or Three-Line Relay. This call type 
may be used with personal computers, ASCII TTYs or regular T Y s .  Two-Line VCO 
enables the caller to read conversation typed by the agent and to use his or her own voice 
to talk simultaneously to the hearing person. Two-Line VCO permits increased caller 
control, providing a more natural and interactive conversation for the hearing and data 
customer. ASCII cannot be used with “standard” VCO. 

4 Agent types HEARING 
person’s response to data 
customer. Data Customer 
uses their own voice through 
second phone to speak 
directly to the hearing person 

-b 

Relay Agent dials to second phone line 2 

Hearing Pe 

I- 3 Data customer dials from three-way 
Dhone (second Dhone line) 

Customer Equipment Required to Set up a Two-Line VCO Call 
Two separate telephone lines 
A telephone plan known as three way calling (also knows as Conference 
Calling). This plan is purchased from the local telephone company or may 
already be available through the caller’s business PBX. 
A personal computer equipped with a modem, an ASCII TTY or regular TW. 

I NOTE: A Two-Line VCO user cannot call another Two-Line VCO user. 
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Two-Line VCO (2LVCO) 
STEP 1 - QUlCKANSWER 

4 1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <FI> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 
blue. The customer makes a request for Two-Line VCO and may choose to type 
or voice their calling instructions for the agent to dial the second phone line at the 
same location. The caller's second line is a standard phone equipped with 
conferencing capability. 

2. Enter the calling To number. 
3. Press cCOMPr 
4. When ringing is heard Press <ALTZ> (RINGING 1...2...3...). This is essential 

as the data customer cannot hear a successful outdial. 

Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

The customer will ask the agent to "Please hold" and will use conferencing 
capability to enable three way calling. This will also allow the agent to become 
familiar with the customer's voice. 

Press <ALTZ> (RINGING 1...2...3...) 

When the second phone line is answered, the agent will hear voice: 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

When the outbound line begins ringing 

STEP 2 - CONNECTING 
When the phone is answered: . Press <SPACEBAR> to stop the ringing macro 

Press <ALT M> (mute) This will prevent the outbound customer from hearing 
the agent's typing and/or background noises. 
Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) 
Type how the phone was answered verbatim 

Unless otherwise indicated by the data customer, DO NOT announce or explain service to 
the hearing customer. 

If requested by the Inbound caller, the following explanation should be used to explain the 
service: "The person calling will speak directly to you. You may talk at any time and the 
agent will type everything heard back to the caller. One moment for your call to begin." 

STEP 2 -RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. The customer is able to read the typed conversation on their computer screen or 
llY and respond in "real time" using their own voice through the second phone 
line. 

2. It is important to type only the conversation spoken by the outbound hearing 
party. 

3. The user does not need to wait for a "Go Ahead" before talking. Two-Line VCO 
enables the data customer to read the conversation being typed by the agent and 
use their own voice to talk back simultaneously to the hearing person. 

4. Do not verbally pace the hearing party. If the hearing person speaks too fast or 
the agent is not able to type verbatim, type (TALKING TOO FAST) or (UNABLE 

called party to repeat or request that the caller speak slower. 
TO TYPE VERBATIM). The relay customer can then choose to request the 4 
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STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 

1. Once the outbound party disconnects press <ALTO> (PERSON HUNG UP ...) 
2. DO NOT press <F5> to release the call. Releasing the call disconnects the 

second phone line and prevents the caller from dialing additional numbers. 
3. Follow the customer's instructions. 

NOTE: 
High Speed ASCII Connections 

When Two-Line VCO informs the agent that they cannot see their typing, Press CALT D> 
(RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SETTING FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII USERS: FOR FUTURE 

CALLS, TO SEE OUR TYPlNGlCONVERSATlON ON THE SCREEN, PLEASE TURN 
LOCAL ECHO ON GA\ 
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Agent Workbook Page 82 - TWO-LINE VCO 

The ASCII (or TTY) caller dials the relay number. 
The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (Ans TDD) turns blue. 

The caller informs the agent they will be placing a Two Line VCO call and 
instructs the agent to dial a second phone a t  the caller's location. 

Enter Calling To Number in Dial Window 

Press (COMP, 
When phone rings, Press (ALT Z> RINGING l . 2  .. 3... 
When phone is answered, Press <Spacebar> 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

The caller answers using their own voice. This allows the agent t o  become 
familiar with this customer's voice. The customer wil l say "please hold" t o  the 
agent and then dial the hearing person's number via their voice phone. The 
customer wil l enable the conference feature. The agent wil l hear the 
conversation through this line, 

When the phone rings, Press (ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When the phone is answered 
Press <SPACEBAR> t o  stop ringing macro 
Press <ALT M> (Mute) prevents outbound from hearing typing noises. 
Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER of hearing person who answered the phone. 

DO NOT Announce o r  Explain Service unless instructed to do So. 

YPE immediately how the phone was answered verbatim 

The customer wil l read the conversation on their screen and respond using their 
own voice through the conference call phone line. 

The agent wil l hear the voices of both parties. 
TYPE ONLY the HEARING PERSONS conversation 

The user does not have t o  wait f o r  a GA before talking. 
When both parties have completed their conversation 

DO NOT press <F5>. This would disconnect relay from the second phone 

line preventing the caller from dialing additional calls. 
Press (ALT 0> t o  inform the inbound caller (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY 

(state) XXXX GA OR SK 
Follow the instructions o f  the caller. 
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Reverse Two-Line VCO (RZLVCO) 
A hearing caller using a standard telephone will place a call to a VCO user. The VCO person 
receiving the call must have some level of hearing in order to request a R2LVCO call. 
STEP 1 - QUICK ANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2> (ANS VCE) soft key turns blue. The 
customer makes a request for Reverse Two-Line VCO and may choose to type or voice 
their calling instructions for the agent to dial the second phone line at the same location. 
The caller's second line is a standard phone equipped with conferencing capability. 

2. Enter the calling To number. 
3. Press <COMP> 
4. When ringing is heard Press <ALT Zr (RINGING 1 ... 2...3...). This is essential as the 

data customer cannot hear a successful outdial. 
When the second phone line is answered by TTY: 

The R2LVCO customer types "HELLO G A  . Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Press <F3> (HELLO) greeting macro is sent to inform the R2LVCO customer that the 
agent is on line. 

5. The R2LVCO customer enables the conference feature and begins the conversation. 
6. Press <ALT M> (mute) once the outbound party is connected. This will prevent the 

outbound customer from hearing the agent's typing and/or background noises. 
7. Press CCTRL 8 or 9> (gender) 
8. Type the hearing person's response 

Unless otherwise indicated by the data customer, DO NOT announce or explain service to the 
hearing customer. 

1. The customer is able to read the typed conversation on their computer screen or TTY 
and respond in "real time" using their own voice through the second phone line. 

2. It is important to type only the conversation spoken by the outbound hearing party. 
3. The user does not need to wait for a "Go Ahead" before talking. Two-Line VCO enables 

the data customer to read the conversation being typed by the agent and use their own 
voice to talk back simultaneously to the hearing person. 

4. Do not verbally pace the hearing party. If the hearing person speaks too fast or the agent 
is not able to type verbatim, type (TALKING TOO FAST) or (UNABLE TO TYPE 
VERBATIM). The relay customer can then choose to request the called party to repeat 
or request that the caller speak slower. 

When both parties have completed their conversation: 

STEP 2 -RELAY CONVERSATION 

STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 

1. Press <ALTO> (PERSON HUNG UP ...) 
2. DO NOT press cF5> to release the call. Releasing the call disconnects the 

second phone line and prevents the caller from dialing additional numbers. 
3. Follow the customer's instructions. The R2LVCO customer will close the call 

placed to the agent. 

NOTE: High Speed ASCII Connections 
When Two-Line VCO informs the agent that they cannot see their typing, Press <ALT D> 

(RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SETTING FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII USERS: FOR FUTURE 
CALLS, TO SEE OUR TYPING/CONVERSATION ON THE SCREEN, PLEASE TURN 

LOCAL ECHO ON GA) 
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Agent Workbook Page 83 - 
Reverse Two-Line VCO R2LVCO 

The ASCII  (or TTY) caller dials the relay number. u;J 

The caller informs agent he/she is placing a (RZLVCO) Reverse Two-Line VCO 
call and instructs the agent t o  dial a second phone line at the caller's location. 

The call arrives at the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 

The R2LVCO customer will answer the 2nd phone line by ASCII (or TTY). 

0 Enter Calling To number in dial window 

Press <COMP> 
The RED auto-detect box wil l  display on the screen. When ASCII (or TTY) 
answers phone, you wil l  see white text. 

0 Press <F6> (Start Timing) 

The R2LVCO customer types an answer message t o  the agent. 

Press <F3> (HELLO) t o  announce that the relay agent is on line. 

The R2LVCO customer enables the conference feature. The R2LVCO customer 
begins the conversation. The agent will hear the R2LVCO caller's voice. 
When the hearing person responds, 

0 Press (ALT M> (MUTE) to prevent hearing person from listening t o  
agent's typing noises. 
Press 4TRL 8 o r  9> GENDER o f  hearing person. 

Immediately TYPE the hearing person's conversation. 

DO NOT Announce or Explain Service t o  the hearing person. 
The R2LVCO customer wil l read the conversation on their equipment and 
respond using their own voice through the conference call line. 
The agent wil l  hear the voices of both parties. 

The users do not have t o  wait f o r  a GA before talking. 
When both parties have completed their conversation 

0 TYPE ONLY the hearing person's conversation. 

0 Press (ALT PI> t o  inform the customer the hearing person has hung up. 

Do not press <F5> 
The RZLVCO customer will close the call placed t o  the agent. 

J 
Do not verbally pace the hearing person. If the person is talking too fast or the agent is unable 
t o  type verbatim, type (TALKING TOO FAST) or (UNABLE TO TYPE VERBATIM). The agent 
is t o  remain transparent during the call. 
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VCO Variations 

2LVCO Conference Calls 
Inform caller and follow conference call procedures. 

VCO Requests Relay Number left while voicing own message 
If a VCO customer is voicing their own answering machine message and requests that the 
agent provide the relay number, the agent may do so. The agent's voice will be heard on 
the outbound answering machine when the VCO <F9> bridge is open. 

n 

VCO Using Privacy and Leaving Message 
The agent should not activate privacy when a VCO voices their own message. The agent 
would have no way of knowing if the VCO user was leaving their message, if it was 
successful or when the message was complete. 

VCO Voice Mail Retrieval 
The VCO should give instructions to the agent by typing or talking at the beginning of the 
call, but gives no instruction about saving/deleting. Affer typing all the messages the agent 
should type (END OF MSGS) (RECORDING DISCONNECTED) or (MSG HUNG UP) <F5> 
then GA and wait for instructions from the VCO user. Any other decision to save/delete or 
redial is taking control and making a decision for the VCO user. 

Two-Line VCO Voice Mail Retrieval 
The Two-Line VCO user should instruct the agent to call their second phone line, providing 
calling To number information, which should be the voice mail system number. This process 
is beneficial to customers who are Hard of Hearing and only use what the agent types to fill 
in any information that they did not hear or cannot be completely understood if the number is 
dialed without relay. Full control of the call is with the customer since they are able to press 
the commands because they are hearing it "real time". It is possible for the customer to 
select and choose options as the agent is typing a message. 
NOTE: This process should not be confused with AMR (Answering Machine Retrieval). 
With AMR there is no outbound call made. 

VCO Types and Voices 
If the NON-Branded VCO user types VCO PLS or VOICE GA the relay agent should press 
CCTRL O> (VOICE NOW) GA followed immediately by cALT V>. the agent should prepare 
to listen to the caller's instructions. 

If the VCO user chooses to provide calling instructions by typing i.e. CALL XXX XXXX VCO 
GA, the agent may assume that the caller wishes to Voice-Thru when the outbound phone is 
answered. When the call is finished, the VCO user may choose to Voice or Type additional 
instructions or end the call by voicing to the agent. The agent should prepare to listen to the 
caller's instructions without delay by pressing cALT V>. If the agent hears 'TTY tones, press 
*ALT V> again and read the caller's typed message. 

A VCO user may switch from typing to talking during the same call. It is preferred that the 
VCO user instruct the agent as to when they wish to voice or type. The agent may also 
acknowledge their request is understood by typing (VCO ON) GA or (TYPE NOW) GA. 

Guidelines for Prompting VCO Users 
There are times when a VCO caller comes in as a branded call, then starts to type the 
dialing instructions. For clarification, type to the caller USE VCO Q GA. 
Be guided by the customer's response. If the customer asks why this information is 
requested respond with something like: WHEN USER TYPES AGENT UNSURE IF USER 
WANTS TO CONTINUE TYPING OR USE OWN VOICE GA 
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VCO Data Transmission in Progress Box Issue 
Agents and customers have reported difficulties caused when macros are "stuck in a data 
transmission mode. This difficulty results in disconnects or communication delays between 
a VCO user and Voice party or agent. 

The "Data Transmission in Progress" box appears when the <F9> or CALT V r  keys have 
been pressed and the agent's typing speed is faster than text can transmit to the VCO 
customer. The "Data Transmission in Progress" box will also appear when <F9> or cALT V> 
is pressed when a macro is transmitting to the VCO customer. 

If a macro is pressed in error or is transmitting in error and the Data Transmission in Progress 
box is on the screen press the <%acebar> to stop the transmission. 

Note: If the spacebar is pressed to stop the transmission of the macro, the system will 
automatically turn off the <F9> VCO Bridge. The agent should immediately press <F9> to 
restore the VCO Bridge. 

The "stuck macro" difficulty most likely occurs when the <ESC> key has been pressed to remove 
the "Data Transmission in Progress" box from the screen before pressing the <Spacebarz to stop 
macro transmission. 
The <ESC> key will not remove the "Data Transmission in Progress" box from the screen. 
Pressing <ESC> causes the "Data Transmission in Progress" box to "stick" until the macro 
transmits completely to the VCO customer. 

Prompting VCO Users on Hold 
If a VCO user is put on hold by the outbound, the agent can periodically check with the VCO 
customer to see if they want to continue to hold, as the VCO customer has no way of 
interrupting the agent while holding. The agent should keep the customer informed and 
always leave the caller in control of their call. 

Inbound Customer Requests VCOlHCO 4 
When an Inbound VCO customer requests that the agent also use HCO so that the Inbound 
is able to both speak to and hear the outbound line, the agent should inform the caller that 
this type of call is not available through relay. 

Relay does not offer Inbound VCOlHCO to Outbound Voice calls. 

If necessary the agent should call for supervisor assistance to inform the inbound caller 
that relay cannot meet this request. 

Note: Relay does offer Inbound to Outbound alternate call types e.g. VCO to HCO and 
HCO to VCO (Inbound VCO to Outbound HCO and Inbound HCO to Outbound VCO) 

J 
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Module 5K - HCO Call Processing 

Hearing Carry Over - HCO 
Customers with minimum audible or intelligible speech may use the Hearing Carry Over 
(HCO) feature. The operator voices the conversation to the other party while the speech- 
disabled user listens for himlherself. 

HCO Announcement 
The Non-Branded HCO procedures are set up the same way as a TTY to Voice call. When 
the agent receives an HCO call, the following announcement is provided to the outbound 
voice customer: 
"Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is agent XXXX. Have you 
received a Hearing Carry Over call before?" 

HCO Service Explanation 
If the outbound voice customer is NOT familiar with Relay, the agent will provide the 
following explanation of service: 
"The person who is calling you can hear but does not speak. You will be able to  
speak directly to your caller and they will be able to  hear your message. When you 
are finished speaking, please say the words "Go Ahead" and that will inform the 
caller that it is their turn to  respond. They wil l type their response, which wil l be read 
to  you. One moment for your call to begin." 

Speech Disabled "S" 
Per state contract, relay agents will identify all calls made by inbound speech-disabled 
customers. The speech-disabled customer must provide this information to the agent. The 
customer either types "speech disabled" or types an "S" after the calling to number. The 
agent will enter the "S" in the Dial Window after the calling To number. Example: the 
customer makes a request to call XXX-XXX-XXXX SPEECH DISABLED. Enter the calling 
To number XXX-XXX-XXXXS. The system will automatically brand the call as a speech- 
disabled call for reporting purposes. 

n 
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NON-BRANDED HCO 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <Fl> (ANS TDD) soft key turns 
blue. 

2. The system automatically sends the state HELLO greeting message. 
3. The caller types HCO PLS GA and may also give the calling To number. 

If no number is given the agent should: 
4. Press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent headset. This 

will allow the HCO customer to hear the agent. 
5. Say: "May I have the number you are calling please?" 
6. Press cALT V> to close the inbound line connection to the agent microphone, 

which will allow the HCO caller to type, to the agent. 
7. HCO types calling To number and any call processing information and GA 
8. Enter the calling To number 
9. Press cALT V> and say "Thank you, now dialing." and press <COMP> 
I O .  Immediately press the <SPACEBAR> to stop the dialing macro 
11. Press <FlO> (HCO). The <FIO> key allows the caller to hear the outdial 

Reminder: DO NOT SEND MACROS! 

progress. 

I 
STEP 2 -ANNOUNCEMENT 

1. HCO hears outdial, ringing and call progress. 
When the phone is answered the agent will: 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 
Agent XXXX. Have you received a Hearing Through Call before?" 

If YES 
If the customer is familiar with Relay the agent will Say: "One moment for your call to 
begin." 

If NO 
If the customer has not received a Relay call before the agent will EXPLAIN RELAY - Do 
not send any macros. Provide the Service Explanation and then Say, "One moment for your 
call to begin." 

STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
1, Press <FlO> (HCO off) turns WHITE. 
2. HCO types - Relay conversation and say GA 
3. Press cFlOs (HCO on) turns BLUE. (HCO hears through) 
4. Press <FlO> (HCO off) turns WHITE. 
5. HCO types - Relay conversation and say GA 
6. Press <FlOs (HCO on) turns BLUE. (HCO hears through) 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 
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STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 
hangs up before <F5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 

2. Immediately press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent 
headset. It is very important for the agent to stay focused at the end of the call. 
Pressing <ALT V> will open the inbound line connection to the agent microphone 
and the HCO customer can hear. 

3. Say, "The person hung up. Agent XXXX go ahead or ready to hang up." 
4. Press <ALT V> to close the connection to the agent headset. Once the 

connection is closed, it will allow the HCO customer to type to the agent. 
5. Follow the customer's instructions. 

NOTE: Standard call procedures instruct the relay agent to turn off <FlO> as the HCO user 
types the message to be read by the agent. If an HCO user requests the agent to leave the 
HCO Bridge open (ON) the relay agent may honor the request. If garbling takes place, 
<FlO> cannot be left (ON). 
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NON-BRANDED HCO 
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I Agent Workbook Page 89 - NON-Branded HCO 
The call arrives at the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 

Caller types t o  the agent the HCO PLS GA 
Press (ALT V> Open Inbound line connection t o  agent microphone 

SAY, "May I have the number you are calling please?" 
a Press (ALT V> Close Inbound line connection t o  agent microphone. 

HCO types CALLING TO NUMBER, any call processing information and GA. 
Enter Calling TO Number 
Press (ALT V> Open Inbound line connection t o  agent microphone 

SAY, "Thank you now dialing" 
Press <COMP> Immediately press <SPACEBAR> followed by <FlO> (HCO) 

The system automatically sends the state HELLO greeting macro. 

(HCO customer can hear Agent) 

(HCO can type t o  agent) 

(HCO customer can hear Agent) 

COMP, system dials call 
SPACEBAR stops dialing macro 
F10 (HCO ON) Non-Branded HCO hears outdial progress 

NO MACROS 
When phone is answered 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (state). This is 
CA/Operator/Ageni-Have you received a Hearing Thru call before?" 
If YES: Say, "One moment for your call io  begin. 
If NO: "EXPLAIN RELAY"- NO MACROS Provide Service Explanation and 
then say, "One moment for your call i o  begin" 
Press <F 10> (HCO OFF) 
HCO TYPES - RELAY conversation SAY "GA" 
Press <F 10, (HCO ON) 
Press <F 10> (HCO OFF) 
HCO TYPES - RELAY conversation SAY "GA" 
Press <F 10> (HCO ON) 

(HCO turns WHITE) 

(HCO turns BLUE) 
(HCO turns WHITE) 

(HCO turns BLUE) (HCO Hears Thru) 

(HCO Hears Thru) 

When both parties have completed their conversation 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Press (ALT V> Open the Inbound TTY connection t o  the agent microphone 

SAY, "The person hung up. Agent go ahead or rea+ i o  hang up" 
Press (ALT V> t o  close the connection to  the agent headset. 

(HCO customer can hear Agent) 

(HCO can type t o  agent) 
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BRANDED HCO 
STEP 1 - QUICK ANSWER 

J 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F1> (ANS TDD) soft key turns blue. A 

message window informs the agent, "Possible HCO user". 
2. The system automatically sends the branded HCO greeting macro: RELAY (STATE) 

AGENT XXXX YOU MAY HEAR OR READ ON TTY GA. 

3. The agent headset is connected to the inbound line. The caller may choose to Hear 
the agent's voice or read on their TTY. Say the greeting: "Hello. Relay (State) Agent 
XXXX. May I have the number you are calling please?" 

4. Press <ALT V>. This will close the inbound line connection to the agent's headset 
allowing the HCO caller to type to the agent. 

5. HCO types the calling To number and any call processing information and GA. 
6. Enter the calling To number and press <ALT V> Say: "Thank you, now dialing." 

7. Press <COMP> 
8. DO NOT press the CALT Z> (RINGING ... 1 ... 2...3) - The Branded HCO customer 

hears the outdial progress. 

STEP 2 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
When the phone is answered the agent will: . Press <F6> (ST TMG) . Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 

Agent XXXX. Have you received a Hearing Through Call before?" 

If YES 
If the customer is familiar with Relay the agent will Say: "One moment for your call to begin." J 
If NO 
EXPLAIN RELAY - Do not use MACROS. Provide the Service Explanation and then Say, "One 
moment for your call to begin." 

STEP 3 -RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. Press <FlO> (HCO off) turns WHITE. 
2. HCO types - Relay conversation and say GA 
3. Press <FIO> (HCO on) turns BLUE. (HCO hears through) 
4. Press CFIOB (HCO off) turns WHITE. 
5. HCO types - Relay conversation and say GA 
6. Press CFIO> (HCO on) turns BLUE. (HCO hears through) 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 

J 
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STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 
hangs up before <F5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 

2. Immediately press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent 
headset. It is very important for the agent to stay focused at the end of the call. 
Pressing <ALT V> will open the inbound line connection to the agent microphone and 
the HCO customer can hear. 

3. Say, "The person hung up. Agent XXXX go ahead or ready to hang up." 
4. Press <ALT V> to close the connection to the agent headset. Once the connection is 

closed, it will allow the HCO customer to type to the agent. 
5. Follow the customer's instructions. 

NOTE: It is important to press the cFIO> key immediately after saying the "GA" so the HCO user 
does not miss any spoken conversation from the voice party. 

NOTE: Standard call procedures instruct the relay agent to turn off <FIO> as the HCO user 
types the message to be read by the agent. If an HCO user requests the agent to leave the 
HCO Bridge open (ON) the relay agent may honor the request. If garbling takes place, <FIO> 
cannot be left (ON). 

n 
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BRANDED HCO 
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Agent Workbook Page 90 - BrandedHCO 

The call arrives at the agent position <Fb  (ANS TDD) turns blue 
A message window informs the agent, "Possible HCO User" 
The system sends the BRANDED HCO GREETING macro. 
RELAY (state) AGENT - YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 

The agent headset MICROPHONE is connected t o  the inbound line. 
The caller may choose to  HEAR the agent's voice o r  read their TTY. 

SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay 
May I have the number you are calling please?" 
SAY Greeting uHello. Relay 
Your Caller I D  will transmit. May I have the number you are calling please?" 

Press (ALT V> Close Inbound line connection t o  agent microphone. 

HCO types CALLING TO NUMBER, any call processing information, and GA. 
Enter Calling TO Number 
If appropriate, press 4TRL O> (Caller I D  Block ON/OFF toggle) 

Press (ALT V> Say: "Thank you, now daling" 
If applicable, "Thank you, your Caller I D  has been blocked now dialing 

Press <COMP> 
NO MACROS - Branded HCO hears outdial progress 
When phone is answered 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (state). This is 
CA/Operator/Agent-Have you received a Hearing Thru call before?" 
If YES: Say, "One moment f o r  your call to begin. 
If NO: 'EXPLAIN RELAY"- NO MACROS. Provide Service Explanation and 
then say, "One moment for your call to begin." 

Press <F 10> (HCO OFF) (HCO turns WHITE) 
HCO TYPES - RELAY conversation Say "&A" 
Press <F lo> (HCO ON) (HCO turns BLUE) 
Press <F 10, (HCO OFF) (HCO turns WHITE) 
HCO TYPES - RELAY conversation Say "&A" 
Press <F 10> (HCO ON) (HCO turns BLUE) (HCO Hears Thru) 

When both parties have completed their conversation 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Press (ALT V> Open Inbound line connection t o  agent microphone 

SAY, "The person hung up. Agent 
Press (ALT V> Close Inbound line connection to agent microphone. 

(HCO can type t o  agent) 

CA/Agen t/Opera tor 

CA/Agen t/Opera tor 

(HCO can type t o  agent) 

(HCO customer can hear Agent) 
go ahead or ready to  hang up" 

(HCO Hears Thru) 
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HCO - Privacy Feature 
The inbound user controls privacy and may request the feature to be turned on anytime during 
the call. The feature is sound activated as the VCO user talks; therefore the agent will not hear 
the inbound VCO user speak. To activate the feature the agent will press cF9> and cALT H> in 
sequence, after every "GA. When using privacy a message window appears "Headset NOT in 
Conversation". 

STEP 1 - QUlCKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <FI> (ANS TDD) soft key turns blue. A 
message window informs the agent, "Possible HCO user". 

2. The system automatically sends the branded HCO greeting macro: RELAY (STATE) 
AGENT XXXX YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA. Say greeting: 
"Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May 1 have the number you are calling please?" 
Non-Branded types HCO PLS GA 
Press <ALT V> to ask for calling To number 
Press <ALT V> to close the connection to the agent headset. 

3. HCO types calling To number and any call processing information and GA 
4. Enter the calling To number 
5. Press <ALT V> and Say: "Thank you, now dialing." 
6. Press <COMP> 
7. DO NOT press the cALT Z> (RINGING ... 1...2...3) - The Branded HCO customer 

hears the outdial progress. NO MACROS. 
Non-Branded HCO. Press <COMP>cSPACEBAR>CFIO> 

STEP 2 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
When the phone is answered the agent will: 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 
Agent XXXX. Have you received a Hearing Through Call before?" 

If YES 
If the customer is familiar with Relay the agent will Say: "One moment for your call to begin." 

If NO 
EXPLAIN RELAY - Do not use MACROS. Provide the Service Explanation and then Say, "One 
moment for your call to begin." 

STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSATION 

1. Press <FIO> (HCO off) turns WHITE. 
2. HCO types - Relay conversation and say GA 
3. Press <FIO> (HCO on) turns BLUE. Press <ALT H> Agent does not hear voice. 
4. Press <FIO> (HCO off) turns WHITE. 
5. HCO types - Relay conversation and say GA 
6. Press <FIO> (HCO on) turns BLUE. Press <ALT H> Agent does not hear voice. 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 

4 

W 
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STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

1. Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 
hangs up before <F5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 

2. Immediately press <ALT V> to open the inbound line connection to the agent 
headset. It is very important for the agent to stay focused at the end of the call. 
Pressing <ALT V> will open the inbound line connection to the agent microphone 
and the HCO customer can hear. 

3. Say, "The person hung up. Agent XXXX go ahead or ready to hang up." 
4. Press <ALT v> to close the connection to the agent headset. Once the connection 

is closed, it will allow the HCO customer to type to the agent. 
5. Follow the customer's instructions. 

NOTE: After pressing <FlO><ALT H> a system message displays: 
Headset NOT in conversation. 
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Agent Workbook Page 91 - HCO with PRIVACY 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (ANS TDD) turns blue 
HCO Branded the "Possible HCO User" message window appears 
The system sends the BRANDED HCO GREElTNG macro. 
RELAY (state) AGENT - YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 

may I have the number you are calling please?" 
Greeting "Hello. Relay CA/Agen t/Operator 

Press <ALT V> t o  close the connection to the agent microphone. 
HCO types CALLING TO NUMBER, any call processing information, and GA. 

Enter C d i n n  Tn Number 
Beforec 
Press 

NON-Branded types HCO PLS GA, Press (ALT V>, ask for  Call To Number 

ig the call, press (ALT V> say: "Thank you, now dialing" 

NO MALKUD - Branded HCO hears outdial progress. 
NON-Branded HCO, Press <COMP> <SPACEBAR> <F10> 

When phone is answered 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (state). This is 
CA/Operator/Agent-Have you received a Hearing Thru call before?" 
I f  YES: Say, "One moment for your call to begin. 
I f  NO: "€XPLATN RELAY"- NO MACROS. Provide Service Explanation and 
then say, "One moment for your call to begin." 
Press <F 10> (HCO OFF) 

HCO TYPES - RELAY conversation SAY "GA" 

Press CF 10> Press <ALT H> Agent DOESNOT hear VOICE 
Press <F 10> (HCO OFF) 

HCO TYPES - conversation Say "GA" 

Press <F 10, mess <ALT H> Agent DOESNOT hear VOICE 
When both parties have completed their conversation 

Press cF5> (RLS FWD) 
Press <ALT V> 
SAY, "The person hung up. Agent 
Press (ALT V> 

go ahead or ready to hang up " 

After pressing <F 10> (ALT H> system message displays 
Headset NOT in Conversation. 
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Voice to HCO - Answered TTY 
STEP 1 - QUlCKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2> (ANS VCE) soft key turns blue. 
2. say the greeting: "Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May I have the number you are calling please?" 

3. The customer gives the agent the calling To number and may or may not inform the 
agent that the person being called will use Hearing Carry Over. 

4. Enter the calling To number and Say: "Thank you, 1'11 be off the line until the TTY 
user is connected." 

5. Press <COMP> 
STEP 2 -ANNOUNCEMENT 
When the phone is answered by TTY, the agent will see white text: . Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Announce the call, Press <ALT 5> RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
If the phone is answered by a recorded message: 
The message may be Similar to "Speech Impaired userplease call through re/ay at BOOXXX-XXX:' If this Occurs: . 

Wait for GA 

Press the <SPACEBAR> as soon as the recorded message is heard and press <F6> 
Announce the call saying, "This is Relay (state) Agent 
GA " 
If the party is available the agent will hear TTY TONES Press cF72 (SWITCH) 

with a call for a 77Y user 

STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSA TlON 
1. Press <CTRL 8 or 9s (gender) 
2. Relay T N  answer message to the voice caller and GA 
3. Type voice caller's response and GA 

Press <FIO> (HCO on) turns BLUE. (HCO hears through) 
If the outbound responds, I LL USE HCO GA The agent will inform the voice person then: 

HCO types - agent hears tones 
Press <Flop (HCO off) turns WHITE. 
Relay conversation, when the agent says 'GA' 

Press <FIO> (HCO on) turns blue. (HCO hears through) 
HCO types - agent hears tones. 
Press <FIO> (HCO off) turns WHITE 
Relay conversation, when the agent says 'GA' 

This process continues until the closing of the call. 

STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 
hangs up before <F5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 
Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up." If the inbound voice customer 
hangs up first and the outbound HCO caller remains on the line, the agent should 
press <Flop and inform the outbound HCO customer, "The person hung up. Thank 
you good-bye or Thank you for using Relay (State) " 
Press <F5> to release the outbound line. 
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Agent Workbook Page 95 - VOICE to HCO answers TTY (1) 
The call arrives at the agent position F2 (Ans Vce) turns blue. 

Say Greeting "Hello. Relay CA/Agen f/operator . May 
I have the number you are calling please?" 

SAY Greeting "ffello. Relay 
Your Caller I D  will transmit May I have the number you are calling please?" 

Enter Calling To Number 
If appropriate, press <C1 (Caller I D  Block ON/OFF toggle) 
Say: "Thank you, rill be o f f  the line until the TTYuser is connected" 
I f  appropriate, before completing the call say, Thank you. Your Caller ID has 
been hfnrked I will be off the line until the TTY user is connected 
Press . 

When phone is answered by TTY, you will see White Text. 
Press<Fb> (STTMG) 

Wait f o r  GA 
Announce call, Press (ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT - WITH A CALL 
Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> GENDER 

CA/Agen t/Opera tor 

(HCO Hears Thru) 

Relay TTY answer message t o  the voice caller and GA 

Type voice caller's response GA 

If outbound responds, I LL USE HCO GA 
The agent wil l  inform the voice person 

Press <F10> (HCO ON) 

HCO TYPES (agent hears tones) 
P*OCS <FlO> (HCO OFF) 

Press ~F10> (HCO ON) (HCO Hears Thru) 
HCO TYPES (agent hears tones) 
Press <F10> (HCO OFF) 
Relay the conversation, when the agent says "GA" 

When both parties have completed their conversation 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

y conversation, when the agent says %A" 

Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up" 
I f  the inbound voice customer hangs up f i rs t  and the outbound HCO caller remains 
on the line, the agent should Press <F 10, and inform the outbound HCO customer, 
"The person hung up. Thank yougood-bye or Thank you for using Relay (state). " 
and Press <F5> t o  release the outbound line 
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Agent Workbook Page 96 - VOICE to HCO answers "Y (2) 

8 The call arrives a t  the agent position F2 (Ans Vce) turns blue. 
1 Greeting Wello. Relay CA/Agen t/Operator . May 
ove the number you are calling please?" 
V Greeting Wello. Relay CA/Agen t/Operator 

Your Caller I D  will transmit. May I have the number you are calling please?" 
Enter Calling To Nun 

8 If appropriate, pres: IXL (Caller I D  Block ON/OFF toggle) 
8 Say: "Thank you, 171 be off the line until the 7-77' user is connected" 
8 If appropriate, before completing the callsay, Thank you. Your Caller I D  has 

been blocked I will be off the line until the W u s e r  is connected 
PressComp 

When phone is answered by TlY, you will see White Text. 
Press<Fb> (STTMG) 

If outbound types, HELLO I LL USE HCO GA 
The agent will inform the voice person " The phone has been answered Please hold 
while the agent announces the relay call " 
8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

Press <F7> (switch) 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person (name if given) is calling you through 

moment for your call to begin." 
Press <F7> (switch) 
Say, "The caller uses Hearing Carry 0ver"and then ... 
Relay TlY answer message t o  the voice caller and say "GA" 
Press <FlO> (HCO ON) 
HCO TYPES (agent hears tones) 
Press <F10> (HCO OFF) 
Relay conversation, when the agent says %A" 
Press <F10> (HCO ON) 
HCO TYPES (agent hears tones) 
Press <F10> (HCO OFF) 
Relay the conversation, when the agent says "GA" 

. This is CA/Operator/Agent . One 

(HCO Hears Thru) 

(HCO Hears Thru) 

When both parties have completed their conversation 
8 Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up" 

If the inbound voice customer hangs up f i rst  and the outbound HCO caller remains 
on the line, the agent should Press <F 10> and inform the outbound HCO customer, 
"The person hung up. Thank yougood-bye o r  Thank you for using Relay (state). " 
and Press (F5> t o  release the outbound line 
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Voice to HCO 
Recorded Message Answer 

STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2* (ANS VCE) soft key turns blue. 
2. Say greeting: "Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May I have the number you are 

calling please?" 
3. Enter calling To number 
4. Before completing the call, Say: "Thank you, 1'11 be off the line until the TTY user is 

connected." 
5. Press <COMP> 

When the phone is answered: 
The agent may hear a recorded message similar to "Speech Impaired user, please call through 
relay at 800 XXX-XXXX." If this occurs announce the call saying, "This is Relay (State) Agent 
XXXX with a call for a TTY user. GA" 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) Wait for the GA 
Read the TTY answer message to the Voice caller and GA 
Press cFlO> (HCO On) HCO hears through 
HCO Types (agent hears tones) 

Relay the conversation, when the agent says GA 
Press <FIO> (HCO On) HCO hears through 
HCO Types (agent hears tones) 

Relay the conversation, when the agent says GA 

Press <SPACEBAR> as soon as you hear the recorded message 

If the party is available the agent will hear l T Y  tones 

9 

Press <F10> (HCO Off) 

Press <FIO> (HCO Off) . 
When both parties have completed their conversation: 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. If the outbound customer 
hangs up before <F5> is pressed, the system displays the message; "Outbound 
Caller has Disconnected". 
Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up." If the inbound voice customer 
hangs up first and the outbound HCO caller remains on the line, the agent should 
press <Flop and inform the outbound HCO customer, "The person hung up. Thank 
you good-bye or Thank you for using Relay (State)". 
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Agent Workbook Page 97 - VOICE to HCO 
Recorded Message Answer 

r'. 
The call arrives at  the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 

SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay CA/Agen t/Opera tor . M a y I  
have the number you are calling please?" 

Enter Calling TO Number 

Say: "Thank you, H I  be off the line until the TTY user is connected" 

Press <COMP> 

When phone is answered 
The agent may hear a recorded message similar t o  'Speech Impaireduserplease 
call through relay at 800 XXX-XXX" If this occurs announce the call saying, "This 
is Relay (state) Agent 

Press <SPACEBAR> as soon as you hear the recorded message answer 

Press<F6> (STTMG) 

with a call for a 7Ty user t A  " 

If the party is available the agent wil l hear TTY TONES 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

Wait fo r  GA 

READ TTY answer message t o  the voice caller and CA 

Press <F 10> (HCO ON) (HCO Hears Thru) 

HCO TYPES (agent hears tones) 

Pre! (HCO OFF) 

RELAY conversation, when the agent says "GA" 

Press <F 10> (HCO ON) 

HCO TYPES (agent hears tones) 

Press <F 10> (HCO OFF) 

RELAY the conversation, when the agent says "GA" 

When both parties have completed their conversation 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Inform the inbound caller, "the person hung up" 

(HCO Hears Thru) 
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Voice to TTY (HCO) 

A Key Lights 

Check 
Banner- 
From # ? 

NO 

I Area mde and number you I 
\ are calling from, please? J 
L A _ _ _  _ _ _ _ -  

\ /---------- 
I Number you are 
\ calling to, please? J IC 

I 
\ 

, nected, one moment please. I 

A Picked UP 

d 

Revised 11 /03/04 

23 
Answer 

YES NO 

v 
<F6+ Start Tirnlng 

White 
text will I Cali foraTTYuser. I 

I Are thevavailable? I 

Press <HYV- 

I LL USE HCO GA 

Relay Call 
\ 

I AgentreadsTTY 
\ GreetingtoVoice J 
\_________/  

SystemGenerates 

Agent Generated /I I Macm 
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HCO to Voice Answering Machine 

F 

STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the cFl> (ANS TDD) soft key 

On branded calls the "Possible HCO User" message window appears. 
Jrr blue. 

2. The system sends the Branded HCO greeting: RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX 
YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 

3. Say greeting: "Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May I have the number you are 
calling please?" 
Non-Branded types HCO PLS GA, Press <ALT V> and ask for the calling To number 

4. Press <ALT V> to close the connection to the agent microphone. 
5. HCO types calling To number and any call processing information, followed by GA 

6. Enter calling To number 
7. Before completing the call, press CALT V> say: "Thank you, now dialing." 
8. Press cCOMP> Do NOT use macros. Branded HCO hears outdial progress. 

Non-Branded HCO, Press CCOMP>cSPACEBARr<FlO> 

When the phone is answered: 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
HCO and agent can hear answering machine message play, when finished 

If the HCO caller wants to leave a message wait for the complete message to be typed 
and GA: 

Press <CTRL A> 
Press <ALT V> and Say: "Redialing to leave your message, please hold." 

When the phone is answered: 
Press cF6> (ST TMG) . Listen until a "beep" is heard indicating the message may be left. 
Announce the message, "This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX with a message ..." 
Read the HCO message using conversational tone. At the end of the message: 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line 
Press <ALT V> and Say: "Your message has been left. Go Ahead." 
Press <ALT V> to receive HCO typing 

Follow the instructions of the customer. 
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I Agent Workbook Page 94 - HCO to Voice Answering Machine I 
The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (AN5 TDD) turns blue 

Revised 1 1 /03/04 Proprietary Information - Highly Restricted 
'Want to Communicate?. ..GA" 

HCO Branded the "Possible HCO User" message window appears 
The system sends the BRANDED HCO GREETING macro. 
RELAY (state) AGENT - YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 
SAY Greeting "Heffo. Refay 
May I have the number you are cuffing please?" 

CA/Agen t/Operator 

Press (ALT V> t o  close the connection t o  the agent microphone. 

HCO types CALLING TO NUMBER, any call processing information, and GA. 

Enter Calling TO Number 
0 Before completing the call, press (ALT V> say: "Thank you, now dahg" 

0 Press<COMP> 

NON-Branded types HCO PLS GA, Press (ALT V>, ask for  Call To Number 

NO MACROS - Branded HCO hears outdial progress. 
NON-Branded HCO, Press <COMP> <SPACEBAR> <FlO> 

When phone is answered 

0 Press cF6> (ST TMG) 

HCO and agent HEAR ANSWERING MACHINEMESSAGE PLAY when finished, 

If the HCO caller wants t o  leave a message .... 
WAIT  for the complete message t o  be typed and GA 
0 Press (ALT V> 

SAY, 'Redafing to leave your message, pfease hold" 

0 Press A> 

When phone IS answered 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Listen until a "beep" is heard indicating the message may be left. 
w 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) d 

Announce the message, "This is Refay (state) CA/Agent/Operator 
with a message. .. 

LD HCO message using conversational tone, when complete ... 

" 
-- 
rr.e55<F5> 

0 Press (ALT V> 

Inform the HCO caller, "Your message has been feft, go ahead" 

0 Press (ALT V> 4 
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HCO - No Answer 

STEP I - QUICKANSWER 
1, When a call arrives at the agent position, the <Fl> (ANS TDD) soft key turns blue. 

On branded calls the "Possible HCO User" message window appears. 
2. The system sends the Branded HCO greeting: RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX 

YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 
3. Say greeting: "Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May I have the number you are 

calling please?" 
Non-Branded types HCO PLS GA, Press <ALT V> and ask for the calling To number 

4. Press CALT V> to close the connection to the agent microphone. 

5. HCO types calling To number and any call processing information, followed by GA 
6. Enter calling To number 
7. Before completing the call, press CALT V> say: "Thank you, now dialing." 
8. Press <COMP> Do NOT use macros. Branded HCO hears outdial progress. 

Non-Branded HCO, Press <COMP><SPACEBAR><Fl O> 
9. HCO and agent hear Ringing 1 - 10 

If No answer after 10 rings: 
Press <FlO> (HCO Off) 

Press CALT V> (HCO can hear agent) 
Do NOT press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

if the customer types KEEP TRYING GA: 
Press CFIOS (HCO On) HCO and agent hear ringing 

If No answer after 10 rings: 
Press <FlO> (HCO Off) 

Press CALT V> (HCO can hear agent) 

Press <ALT V> (HCO can type) 

Do NOT press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Say: "The line is still ringing. Go Ahead." 

Follow the instructions of the customer. 
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Agent Workbook Page 92 
HCO NOANSWER 

The call arrives a t  the agent position <F1> (AN5 TDD) turns blue 
HCO Branded the "Possible HCO User" message window appears 
The system sends the BRANDED HCO GREETING macro. 
RELAY (state) AGENT - YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 
SAY Greeting "Uello. Relay 
May I have the number you are calling please?" 

CA/Agen t/Opera tor 

0 

Press (ALT V> t o  close the connection t o  the agent microphone. 
HCO types CALLING TO NUMBER, any call processing information, and GA. 

Enter Calling TO Number 
Before completing the call, press (ALT V> say: "Thonkyou, now dialing" 

Press<COMP> 
NO MACROS - Branded HCO hears outdial progress. 

NON-Branded types HCO PLS GA, Press (ALT V>, ask for Call To Number 

NON-Branded HCO, Press <COMP> <SPACEBAR> <FlO> 
HCO and Agent hear RINGING I - 10 
If NO Answer after 10 RINGS 

Press <F 10> (HCO OFF) 

DO NOT press <F5> 

Press<ALTV> 

(HCO customer can hear Agent) 
SAY, "The line isstill ringing bo Ahead" 

Press<ALTV> 

(HCO can type t o  agent) 

If the customer types KEEP RINGING GA 

0 Press<F10> (HCOON) 

HCO and Agent hear RINGING I - IO 
If NO Answer after 10 RINGS 

Press <F lo> (HCO OFF) 

DO NOT press <F5> 

Press<ALTV> 
8 

Press<ALTV> 
Follow the instructions of the customer 

SA V, "The line is still ringing 60 Ahead" 

J 

W 
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F, STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <FI> (ANS TDD) soft key tums blue. 

On branded calls the "Possible HCO User" message window appears. 
2. The system sends the Branded HCO greeting: RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX 

YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 
3. Say greeting: "Hello. Relay (State) Agent XXXX. May I have the number you are 

calling please?" 
Non-Branded types HCO PLS GA, Press <ALT V> and ask for the calling To number 

4. Press <ALT V> to close the connection to the agent microphone. 
5. HCO types calling To number and any call processing information, followed by GA 
6. Enter calling To number 
7. Before completing the call, press <ALT V> say: "Thank you, now dialing." 
8. Press <COMP> Do NOT use macros. Branded HCO hears outdial progress. 

Non-Branded HCO, Press <COMP><SPACEBAR>cFIO> 

If the line is Busy, HCO and agent will hear the busy signal: 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Press cALT V> (HCO can hear agent) 
Say: "The line is busy, Go Ahead." 
Press <ALT V> (HCO can type) 

If the customer types TRY AGAIN: 

Press <CTRL R> (Redial) 

Press <ALT V> (HCO can hear) 
Say: "Thank you, redialing now." 

Branded HCO calls, the system automatically opens the HCO bridge 
Non-Branded HCO calls, press <FlO> (HCO On) 

If the line is Busy, HCO and agent will hear the busy signal: 
0 Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Press <ALT V> (HCO can hear agent) 
Say: "The line is busy, Go Ahead." 
Press SALT V> (HCO can type) 

Follow the instructions of the customer. 
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Agent Workbook Page 93 

The call arrives at the agent position <F1> (ANS TOO) turns blue 
HCO Branded the "Possible HCO User" message window appears 
The system sends the BRANDED HCO GREETING macro. 
RELAY (state) AGENT -YOU MAY HEAR VOICE OR READ ON TTY GA 
SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay 
May I have the number you are calling please?" 

CA/Agen t/Operaior 

0 

Press (ALT V> t o  close the connection t o  the agent microphone. 

HCO types CALLING TO NUMBER, any call processing information, and GA. 
Enter Calling TO Number 

Press <COMP> 

NON-Branded types HCO PLS GA, Press (ALT V>, ask f o r  Call To Number 

Before completing the call, press <ALT V> SOY: "Thank you, now dialing" 

NO MACROS - Branded HCO hears outdial progress. 
NON-Branded HCO, Press <COMP> <SPACEBAR> <F10> 

If BUSV, the HCO caller and Agent wil l hear the BUSY signal. 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 

Press<ALTV> 

SAY, "The line is busy Go Ahead" 

Press<ALTV> 

I f  the customer types TRY AGAIN GA 

Press (ALT V> Say: "Thank you, redialtng now" 

Press (CTRL R> 
Branded HCO calls the system automatically opens the HCO bridge. 

NON-Branded calls, press <F10> (HCO ON) 

If BUSV, the HCO caller and Agent wil l hear the BUSY signal. 

PresscF ?LS FWD) 

Press4 

Press (ALT V> 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

SAY, "The fine is busy t o  Ahead" 

J 

W 

W 
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Two-Line HCO (2LHCO) 
(Hawaii Only - Tucson Only) 
Two -Line HCO. This call type may be used with personal computers, ASCII TTYs or regular 
T W s .  Two-Line HCO enables the caller to hear the voice party speak directly, listen to the 
conversation as relayed by the agent and to type simultaneously in real time to the voice 
person. Two-Line HCO permits increased caller control, providing a more natural and 
interactive conversation for the hearing and data customer. ASCII cannot be used with 
"standard" HCO. 

STEP I - QUICK ANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <FI> (ANS TDD) soft key turns blue. 

The customer makes a request for Two-Line HCO and instructs the agent to dial the 
second phone line at the same location. The caller's second line is a standard 
phone equipped with conferencing capability. 

2. Enter the calling To number. 
3. Press <ALT V> only when the user is TTY and say, "Thank you now dialing." 

DO NOT cALT V> when an Inbound connects ASCII. cALT V> will cause the 
system to disconnect an ASCII user. 

4. Press <COMP> 
5. When ringing is heard Press <ALT 2s (RINGING 1 ... 2...3...). This is essential as 

the data customer cannot hear a successful outdial. 
When the second phone line is answered, the agent will no longer hear the ringing. 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce, "Hello. This is - Relay -Agent (CA,OPR) XXXX Go Ahead." 

The HCO customer will type an answer message. The HCO users typed messages appear on 
the agent terminal screen. The customer will type "PLEASE HOLD" and then dial the voice 
person's number via the second phone line. The customer will enable the conference feature. 
The agent and HCO user will hear the conversation through this line. 

When the outbound line begins ringing the agent does not send macros. 

STEP 2 - CONNECTING 
When the phone is answered the HCO user is able to hear the Voice answer. 

The agent does not type the voice answer or conversation messages. 
The agent does not announce or explain service unless instructed. 

STEP 3 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
The HCO user types their response and conversation message. 

The agent reads the conversation typed by the HCO user. 
The HCO user is able to listen and type simultaneously. 
The HCO and Voice users do not need to wait for a GA before typing or talking. 

STEP 4 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation. 

Follow the instructions of the caller. 
Revised 11/03/04 

Do not press cF5>, this will disconnect relay from the second phone line preventing the 
caller from dialing additional calls. 
When the Voice party hangs up, the agent says: "The person hung up. Relay (State) 
AgentlCAlOperator XXXX GA OR SK. 
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Variation Note: An HCO user who is speechdisabled user may choose on occasion to 
speak directly to the voice user rather than typing a message for the agent to read. 

49 Two-Line HCO Service Explanation 
If requested by the Inbound caller, the following explanation should be used to explain the 
service: "The person who is calling you can hear but does not speak. You may talk at any time 
and they will type their response, which will be read to you. One moment for your call to begin. 'I 

NOTE: 
High Speed ASCII Connections 

When Two-Line HCO informs the agent that they cannot see their typing, Press CALT D> 
(RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SETTING FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII USERS: FOR FUTURE 

CALLS, TO SEE OUR TYPING/CONVERSATION ON THE SCREEN, PLEASE TURN LOCAL 
ECHO ON GA) 

I 

Reverse Two-Line HCO (R2LHCO) 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 

1. When a call arrives at the agent position, the <F2> (ANS VCE) soft key turns blue. 
The HCO (Speech-Disabled) user informs the agent s/he is placing a (R2LHCO) 
Reverse Two-Line HCO call and instructs the a ent to dial the second phone line at 
the user's location. The user will answer the 2" line by ASCII (or TTY). 

2. Enter the calling To number. 
3. Say: "Thank you now dialing." 
4. Press <COMP> 

The red autodetect box will display on the screen. When the ASCII (or TTY) answers the 
phone, you will see white text. 

Press cF6> (ST TMG) 
The RZLHCO customer types an answer message and GA. 

PressCFP 
Announce, "Hello. This is - Relay - AgentlCNOpr XXXX G A  
PressCFP. 

Y 

4 

STEP 2 - RELAY CONVERSATION 
5. The R2LHCO user enables the conference feature. The R2LHCO customer begins 

the conversation by typing a message 

The agent reads the R2LHCO user's conversation message. 

The agent does not announcdexplain service unless instructed. 

The Voice and R2LHCO users are able to hear the agent speak. 

When the voice person responds, the agent does not fype the Voice messages. 
The RZLHCO user is able to hear the voice message. 
The RZLHCO user is able to listen and type simultaneously. 
RZLHCO and Voice users do not need to wait for a GA before typing or speaking. 

The agent reads the conversation message typed by the R2LHCO user. 
The RZLHCO will respond by typing their message. 

Revised 11/03/04 Proprietary Information - Highly Restricted 
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STEP 3 - CLOSING THE CALL 
When both parties have completed their conversation. 

The R2LHCO customer will close the call placed to the agent. 

Do not press <F5>, this will disconnect relay from the second phone line. 
When the Voice party hangs up the agent says, “The person hung up. Relay (State) 
AgentlCAlOperator XXXX GA OR SK. 

Variation Note: An HCO user who is speechdisabled user may choose on occasion to 
speak directly to the voice user. 

NOTE: High Speed ASCII Connections 
When Two-Line VCO informs the agent that they cannot see their typing, Press <ALT D> 

(RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SETTING FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII USERS: FOR FUTURE 
CALLS. TO SEE OUR TYPlNGlCONVERSATlON ON THE SCREEN, PLEASE TURN LOCAL 

ECHO ON GA) 

HCO Variations 

Inbound Customer Requests VCOlHCO 
When an Inbound VCO customer requests that the agent also use HCO so that the Inbound is 
able to both speak to and hear the outbound line, the agent should inform the caller that this 
type of call is not available through relay. 

Relay does not offer Inbound VCO/HCO to Outbound Voice calls. 

If necessary the agent should call for supervisor assistance to inform the inbound caller that 
relay cannot meet this request. 

Note: Relay does offer Inbound to Outbound alternate call types e.g. VCO to HCO and HCO 
to VCO (Inbound VCO to Outbound HCO and Inbound HCO to Outbound VCO) 
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vco to vco W 

When a customer makes a request for VCO to VCO, the call is set-up normally. 

If answered TTy: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for GA from TTY user 
Press <ALT 5* send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (VCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

If answered VCO: 
Agent hears VCO, after VCO answers 
Press <F7* (SWITCH) 
Press <ALT 5r send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (VCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

1. Press <ALT C* (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (VCO to VCO). Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Press CCTRL 8 or 9r (gender) of Outbound VCO 
4. Re-type how the outbound VCO answered the phone to Inbound VCO and Type GA 
5. Press <F7r (SWITCH) The terminal will establish a direct connection (privacy bridge) 

between the inbound and outbound VCO users, while leaving the agent headset connected 
to the outbound VCO user 

6. Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) of Inbound VCO if known 
7. Type how the outbound VCO party answered the phone followed by “GA”. 
8. Press <F7> (SWITCH). 
9. Type what the Inbound VCO says and type GA. 
I O .  Press <F7> (SWITCH) Type what Outbound VCO says and type GA 
11. Press <F7r (SWITCH) Type what Inbound VCO says and type GA 

After “Outbound Caller Disconnected” message appears (green box): 
12. Press <F5> 
13. Press <ALT 0s 
14. Press <ALT V r  

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

J 

Banner Display Message: 
HEADSET: In-Vce (Inbound VCO speaking) Agent typing is BLUE 
HEADSET: Out-Vce loutbound VCO saeakind Aaent tvoina is WHITE 
Revised 11/03/04 Proprietary Information - Highly Restricted 
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Agent Workbook Page 1 16 - vco to vco 
(set-up call normally) Enter To Number, <COMP>, (ALT Z>, <SPACEBAR>, <F6> 

I F  ANSWERED TTY 
1. TTY ANSWER (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
Wait fo r  GA from TlY user 
3. Press (ALT 5> send macro RELAY (state) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL and then 

(Proceed t o  Step 4) 
TYPE (VCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 

I F  ANSWERED VCO 
1. ANSWERED VCO 
AFTER VCO ANSWER 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
3. Press (ALT 5> send macro RELAY (state) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL and then 

(Proceed t o  Step 4) 
TYPE (VCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 

4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 

Identify the call type 
Press <ENTER> 
5. Press fo r  GENDER o f  Outbound VCO 

(VCO t o  VCO) Press the underscored key 

RE-l3rc now m e  uutbound VCO answered the phone t o  Inbound VCO and 
TYPE GA 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> f o r  GENDER o f  Inbound VCO, 
TYPE what Inbound VCO says 
TYPE GA, 

TYPE GA, 

TYPE GA. 

9. Presc<F5> 
10. Pres! LT 0> 
11. Pres: iTV>  

Banner Display Message: 
HEADSET: In-Vce (Inbound VCO speaking) Agent TYPING is BLUE. 
HEADSET: Out-Vce (Outbound VCO speaking) Agent TYPING is WHITE. 
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6. Press <F7> (switch) 

7. Press <F7> (switch) TYPE what Outbound VCO says 

8. Press <F7> (switch) TYPE what Inbound VCO says 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears" (Green Box): 
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VCO to TTY 
When a customer makes a request for VCO to TTY, the call is set-up normally. 

If answered TTY: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for GA from TTY user 

0 Press <ALT 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (VCO TO TTY PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

1. Press CALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (VCO to TTY) Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Re-type how the outbound TTY answered the phone to Inbound VCO and Type GA 
4. Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
5. Press CCTRL 8 or 9> (gender) of Inbound VCO 
6. Type what the Inbound VCO says and type GA. 
7. Press <F7> (SWITCH) TTY types directly to VCO user’s TTY 

(White text should NOT appear on the agent‘s screen) 
8. Type when the Inbound VCO speaks and type GA 
9. Press <F7> (SWITCH) TTY types directly to VCO user’s TTY 

(White text should NOT appear on the agent‘s screen) 

After “Outbound Caller Disconnected” message appears (green box): 
1. Press<F5> 
2. Press <ALT O> 
3. Press <ALT V> 

Banner Display Message: 
When TTY types banner displays: BRIDGE: lN+OUT 
Agent does NOT see white TTY text - If white text appears, Press <F7> 
When Inbound VCO speaks, the agent types. Agent typing is Blue. 
Banner message displays: HEADSET: In-Vce (Inbound VCO is speaking- 
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Agent Workbook Page 117 - VCO to "Y 
(set-up call normally) Enter To Number, <COMP>, (ALT Z>, <SPACEBAR>, <F6> 

1. TTY ANSWER (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
Wait f o r  GA from TTY user 
3. Press (ALT 5> and then type (VCO TO TTY PLS HLD), t o  announce call type 

4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 

Identify the call type 
Press <ENTER> 

(VCO t o  TTY) Press the underscored key 

5. RE-TYPE how the Outbound TTY answered the phone t o  the Inbound VCO TYPE 

6. Press <F7> (switch) 
GA 

Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> for GENDER of Inbound VCO customer 
TYPE what the Inbound VCO says 
TYPE GA, 

7. Press <F7> (switch) 

8. TYPE when Inbound VCO speaks 

9. Press <F7> (switch) 
10. TYPE when Inbound VCO speaks 

TTY types directly t o  VCO users TTY 
(White TTY tex t  should NOT appear on agent screen) 

TYPE GA 
TTY types directly t o  VCO users TTY 

TYPE GA 

After Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears (Green Box): 
11. Press <F5> 
12. Press (ALT 0> 
13. Press (ALT V> 

AFTER the (ALT C> window set-up the banner message will display: 
When TTY TYPES banner displays Bridge: I n t O u t  
Agent DOESNOT see white TTY tex t  - If white text appears, Press <F7> 

When the TTY types, their text goes directly t o  the Inbound VCO. 

When Inbound VCO speaks, the AGENT TYPES. Agent typing is BLUE 
Banner message displays HEADSET: In-Vce (Inbound VCO is speaking) 
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TTY to vco 
When a customer makes a request for TTY to VCO, the call is set-up normally. 

If answered TTY: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press cF7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for GA from TTY user 
Press <ALT 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (TTY TO VCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

If answered VCO: 
Agent hears VCO, after VCO answers 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Press <ALT 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (TTY TO VCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

1. Press <ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (TTY to VCO) Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Press cCTRL 8 or 9> (gender) of Outbound VCO 
4. Re-type how the outbound VCO answered the phone to Inbound VCO and Type GA 
5. Press cF7> (SWITCH) TTY types directly to VCO user’s TTY 

(White text should NOT appear on the agent‘s screen) 
6. Type when Outbound VCO speaks and GA 
7. Press <CTRL 8 or 9> (gender) of VCO 
8. Type what VCO says and GA 
9. Press <F7> (SWITCH) TTY types directly to VCO met‘s TTY 
10. Type when Outbound VCO speaks and GA 

After “Outbound Caller Disconnected” message appears (green box): 
15. Press cF5> 
16. Press <ALT 02 

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

Banner Display Message: 
When the TTY types, banner displays: Bridge: In+Out 
Agent does NOT see white TTY text - If white text appears, press <F7> 
When Outbound VCO speaks, agent Types 
Banner Displays: HEADSET: Out-Vce - agent typing is Blue 
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Agent Workbook Page 118 - TTY to VCO 
(set-up call normally) Enter To Number, <COMP>, (ALT Z>, <SPACEBAR>, <F6> 

I F  ANSWERED TTY 
1. TTY ANSWER (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(switch) 
Wait fo r  GA from TTY user 
3. Press (ALT 5> and then type (TTY TO VCO PLS HLD), t o  announce call type 

(Proceed t o  Step 4) 

I F  ANSWERED VCO 
1. ANSWERED VCO 
AFTER VCO ANSWER 
2. Press <F7> (switch) 
3. Press (ALT 5, and then (TTY TO VCO PLS HLD), announcing the call type 

(Proceed t o  Step 4) 

4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
Identify the call type 
Press <ENTER> 

(TTY t o  VCO) Press the underscored key. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

RE-TYPE t o  the Inbound TTY how the Outbound VCO answered the phone TYPE 
GA 
Press <F7> (switch) 

TYPE when Outbound VCO speaks 
Press (CTRL 8 o r  9> for  GENDER of VCO, type what VCO says, 
TYPE GA. 
Press <F7> (switch) 
TYPE when Outbound VCO speaks 
TYPE GA 

TTY types directly t o  VCO users TTY 
(White TTY text should NOT appear on agent screen) 

TTY types directly t o  VCO users TTY 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears" (Green Box): 
10. Press <F5> 
11. Press (ALT 0> 

AFTER the (ALT C> set-up the Banner will display the following: 
When the TTY types, Banner displays, Bridge: In+Out. 
Agent DOESNOT see white TTY text - If white text appears, press <F7> 
When OUTbound VCO speaks, the agent TYPES. 
Banner displays: HEADSET Out-Vce. Agent TYPING is BLUE. 
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VCO to HCO 
When a customer makes a request for VCO to HCO, the call is set-up normally. 

HCO answers with llY: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for GA from HCO TTY user 
Press <ALT 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (VCO TO HCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

HCO answers with recorded message: 

0 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

Say announcement, "This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX with a call from an HCO user, Go 
Ahead." 
Wait for outbound HCO to type (agent hears tones) 

Wait for outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) Say: "Please hold for a VCO to HCO call." 

1. Press CALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (VCO to HCO) Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Re-type how the Outbound HCO answered the phone to Inbound VCO and Type GA 
4. Press cF7> (SWITCH) VCO speaks directly to Outbound HCO and when Hear GA 
5. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Outbound HCO types directly to VCO user's TTY 

(Agent also sees text) when See GA 
6. Press <F7> (SWITCH) VCO speaks directly to Outbound HCO and when Hear GA 

L/ 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected" message appears (green box): 
4. Press<F5> 
5. Press <ALT 0s 
6. Press <ALT V> Inbound VCO can speak to agent 

Banner Display Message: 
When Inbound VCO speaks, Banner displays: HEADSET: In Vce 
Inbound VCO voices directly to Outbound HCO user. 
When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: HEADSET: Out TTY 
HCO types directly to Inbound VCOs TTY. Agent also sees text on screen. 

4 
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Agent Workbook Page 119 - VCO TO HCO 
(set-up call normally) Enter To Number, <COMP>, <ALT Z>. <SPACEBAR>, cF6> 

HCO ANSWERS USING TlY 
1. Wait f o r  HCO t o  type (Agent hears TlY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
Wait for  outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
3. Press (ALT 5> and then type (VCO TO HCO PLS HLD) 

(Proceed t o  step 4) 

HCO ANSWERS WITH RECORDED MESSAGE 
1. SAY Announcement: " n i s  is Relay (state) Agent XXXX with a call for  an HCO 

user Go Ahead" 
Wait fo r  HCO t o  type (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
Af ter  receiving the outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
3. Press <F7> (switch) SAY 'Please hold fo r  a VCO to  HCO calf" 

(Proceed t o  step 4) 

n 
4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
Identify the call type 
Press <ENTER> 

(VCO t o  HCO) Press the underscored key. 

5. RE-TYPE t o  the Inbound VCO caller how the Outbound HCO answered and TYPE 
GA 

6. Press (F7> (Switch) 
HEAR "G A" 

7. Press <F7> (Switch) 
(agent also sees text) 
SEE "GA" 

VCO caller speaks directly t o  outbound HCO 

Outbound HCO types directly t o  VCO users TTY 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears" (Green Box): 
8. Press<F5> 
9. Press (ALT 1- 
10. Press (ALT 1 ibound VCO can speak t o  Agent 

When Inbound VCO speaks, Banner displays: Headset: I n  Vce 
Inbound VCO voices directly t o  Outbound HCO user. 

When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: Headset: Out TTY 
HCO types directly t o  Inbound VCOs TTY. Agent also sees tex t  on screen. 
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HCO to HCO 
When a customer makes a request for HCO to HCO, the call is set-up normally. 

HCO answers with TTY: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press cF7> (SWITCH) 

0 Wait for GA from HCO TTY user 
Press <ALT 5s send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (HCO TO HCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

HCO answers with recorded message: 

0 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

3 Proceed to SteD 1 

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

Say announcement, "This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX with a call from an HCO user, Go 
Ahead." 
Wait for outbound HCO to type (agent hears tones) 

Wait for outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) Say: "Please hold for a HCO to HCO call." 

1. Press cALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (HCO to HCO) Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Voice to the Inbound HCO user how the Outbound HCO answered the phone and Say GA 
4. Press cF7> (SWITCH) Voice the Inbound HCO message and say GA 
5. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Voice the Outbound HCO message and say GA 

J 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected" message appears (green box) : 
6. Press <F5> (system automatically opens <ALT V>) 
7. Say, "The person hung up. Relay (State) Agent XXXX GA or SK 
8. Press <ALT V> Inbound HCO types to the agent 

Banner Display Message: 
When Inbound HCO types, Banner displays: HEADSET: In Vce 
Agent is voicing Inbound HCO conversation. 
When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: HEADSET: Out Vce 
Agent is voicing Outbound HCO conversation. 

J 
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Agent Workbook Page 121 - HCO TO HCO 
(set-up call) 
Branded HCO: Enter To Number, <COMP>, <Spacebar> when phone is answered. 
Non-Branded: Enter To Number, <COMP>, <Spacebar>, do not <FlO> 

HCO ANSWERS USING TTY 
1. TTY ANSWER (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
A f te r  receiving the outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
3. Press (ALT 5> and then type (HCO TO HCO PLS HLD) 

(Proceed t o  step 4) 

HCO ANSWERS WITH RECORDED MESSAGE 
1. Announce Call, "This is Relay (state) Agent XXXX with a call for an HCO user Go 

Ahead" 
Wait for  HCO t o  type (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2, Press <F7>(Switch) 
Wait for  HCO t o  type answer and GA 
3. Press <F7> (switch) SAY 'Please hold for a HCO io  HCO call" 

(Proceed t o  step 4) 

4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
Identify the call type 
Press <ENTER> 

(HCO t o  HCO) Press the underscored key. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

VOICEto the INbound HCO user how the OUTbound HCO answered 
SAY 'GA" 
Press <F7> (switch) 
VOICEthe INBOUND HCO message 
SAY '%A' 
Press <F7> (switch) 
VOrff the OUTBOUND HCO message 
SA Y '%A ' 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears" (Green Box): 
8. Press<F5> 
9. SAY, "The person hung up. Relay (state) Agent XXXX GA or SKU 
10. Press (ALT V> (Inbound HCO types t o  Agent) 

When Inbound HCO types, Banner displays Headset: I n  Vce 
Agent is voicing Inbound HCO conversation 
When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: Headset: Out Vce 
Agent is voicing Outbound HCO conversation 
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HCO to TTY 
When a customer makes a request for HCO to TTY, the call is set-up normally. 

HCO answers with TTY: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for GA from HCO TTY user 
Press <ALT 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (HCO TO HCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

HCO answers with recorded message: 
Say announcement, "This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX with a call from an HCO user, Go 
Ahead." 
Wait for outbound HCO to type (agent hears tones) 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
Press <F72 (SWITCH) Say: "Please hold for a HCO to HCO call." 

3 Proceed to Step I 

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

1. Press cALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (HCO to TTY) Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Voice to the Inbound HCO user how the Outbound TTY answered the phone and Say GA 
4. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Inbound HCO types directly to Outbound TTY (agent also sees 

text) See GA 
5. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Outbound TTY text appears on agent screen. Voice the TTY 

message to the Inbound HCO and Say GA 
6. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Inbound HCO types directly to Outbound TTY (agent also sees 

text) SeeGA 
7. Press cF7> (SWITCH) Outbound TTY text appears on agent screen. Voice the TTY 

message to the Inbound HCO and Say GA 

J 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected" message appears (green box) 
8. Press <F5> (system automatically opens <ALT V>) 
9. Say, "The person hung up. Relay (State) Agent XXXX GA or SK 
9. Press cALT V> Inbound HCO types to the agent 

Banner Display Message: 
When Inbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge In + Out 
HCO types directly to Outbound TTY. Agent also sees HCO text on screen. 
When Outbound TTY types Banner displays: HEADSET: In Vce 
Agent sees TTY text and voices message to Inbound HCO. 4 
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Agent Workbook Page 122 - HCO TO TTY 
Branded HCO: Enter To Number, <COMP>, <Spacebar> when phone is answered. 
Non-Branded: Enter To Number, <COMP>, <Spacebar>, do not <FlO> 

I F  ANSWERED TTY 
1. TTY ANSWER (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
Wait f o r  GA f rom TTY user 
3. Press (ALT 5> send macro RELAY (state) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL and 
TYPE (HCO TO TTY PLS HLD) 

(Proceed t o  Step 4) 

4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 

Identi fy the call type 
Press <ENTER> 

(HCO t o  TTY) Press the underscored key 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

VOICEto Inbound HCO user how Outbound TTY ANSWERED and then 
SAY '%A" 
Press <F7> (switch) 
(agent also sees HCO text) 
SEE GA 
Press <F7> (switch) 
VOICEthe TTY message t o  Inbound HCO 
SAY GA 
Press <F7> (switch) 
(agent also sees HCO text) 
SEE GA 
Press <F7> (switch) 
VOICEthe TTY message t o  Inbound HCO 
SAY GA 

Inbound HCO types directly t o  Outbound TTY 

Outbound TTY text  appears on agent screen. 

Inbound HCO types directly t o  Outbound TTY 

Outbound TTY text  appears on agent screen 

10. Press <F7> (switch) 
After "Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears" (Green Box): 

11. Press <F5> 
12. SAY, "The aerson hung up. Relay (state) Agent XXXX GA or SK" 
13. Press > (Inbound HCO can type t o  Agent 

When Inbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge In+Out 
HCO types directly t o  Outbound TTY. Agent also sees HCO text on screen. 
When Outbound TTY types Banner displays: "Headset: I n  Vce" 

Agent sees TTY text and voices message to Inbound HCO 
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TTY to HCO 
When a customer makes a request for TTY to HCO, the call is set-up normally. 

HCO answers with TTY: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for GA from HCO TTY user 
Press GAL1 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (HCO TO HCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

HCO answers with recorded message: 
Say announcement, "This is Relay (State) Agent XXXX with a call from an HCO user, Go 
Ahead." 
Wait for outbound HCO to type (agent hears tones) 
Press cF7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) Say: "Please hold for a HCO to HCO call." 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

1. Press <ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (TTY to HCO) Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Re-type to the Inbound TTY caller how the Outbound HCO answered the phone and Type 
GA 

4. Inbound TTY text message appears on agent screen 
Voice the TTY message to the Outbound HCO and Say GA. 

5. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Outbound HCO types directly to Inbound TTY (agent also sees text) 
6. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Inbound TTY text message appears on agent screen 

Voice the TTY message to the Outbound HCO and Say GA 
7. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Outbound HCO types directly to Inbound TTY (agent also sees text) 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected" message appears (green box) 
8. Press<F5> 
9. Press <ALT 0, 

Banner Display Message: 
When Inbound Tp/ types, Banner displays: Headset: Out- Vce 
Agent sees TTY text and voices message to Outbound HCO. 
When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge In f Out 
HCO types directly to Inbound TTY. Agent also sees HCO text on screen. 
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L Agent Workbook Page 123 - 'M'YtoHCO 
(set-up call normally) Enter To Number, <COMP>, <ALT Z>, <SPACEBAR>, <F6> 

HCO ANSWERS TTY 
1. TTY ANSWER (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
After receiving the outbound HCO TTY message and GA 
3. Press (ALT 5> and then type (TTY TO HCO PLS HLD) 

(Proceed t o  step 4) 

HCO ANSWERS WITH RECORDED MESSAGE 
1. Announce Call, "This is Relay (state) Agent XXXX with a call for  an HCO user Go 

Ahead" 
Wait for  HCO t o  type (Agent hears TTY tones) 
2. Press cF7>(Switch) 
Wait for  HCO t o  type answer and GA 
3. Press <F7> (switch) SAY "Please hold for  a 77Y to HCO calY 

(Proceed t o  step 4) 

4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call TvDe Window) 
Identify the call type (TTY. Press the underscored key. 
Press <ENTER> 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

RE-TYPE t o  the Inbound TTY caller how the Outbound HCO answered and 
TYPE &A 
Inbound TTY tex t  appears on agent screen 
VOICEthe TlY message t o  Outbound HCO, 
SAY GA 
Press <F7> (switch) 
(agent also sees text)  
SEE GA 
Press <F7> (switch) 

HCO types directly t o  Inbound TTY 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears" (Green Box): 
9. Press <F5> 
10. Press (ALT 0> 
When Inbound TTY types Banner displays: "Headset: Out-Vce" 
Agent sees TlY tex t  and voices message t o  Outbound HCO 
When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge I n f O u t  
HCO types directly t o  Inbound TTY. Agent also sees HCO tex t  on screen. 
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HCO to VCO 
When a customer makes a request for HCO to VCO, the call is set-up normally. 

If answered TTY: 
Agent hears TTY tones (TTY answered) 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Wait for GA from TTY user 
Press <ALT 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (HCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

If answered VCO: 
Agent hears VCO, after VCO answers 
Press <F7> (SWITCH) 
Press <ALT 5> send macro RELAY (STATE) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
Type (HCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 

3 Proceed to Step 1 

1. Press <ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 
2. Identify the call type (HCO to VCO) Press the underscored key and Press <ENTER>. The 

system will establish a data connection between the inbound party and the agent headset. 
When an alternate call type is selected the system automatically switches the agent back to 
the inbound user. 

3. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Inbound HCO types directly to VCO user‘s TTY (agent also sees 
text) See GA 

4. Press <F7> (SWITCH) Outbound VCO speaks directly to HCO Hear GA 

STEP 1 - CALL SET UP 

After “Outbound Caller Disconnected” message appears (green box) : 
5. Press <F5> (system automatically opens CALT V>) 
6. Say, “The person hung up. Relay (State) agent M ( X  GA or SK 
7. Press CALT V> (Inbound HCO can type to agent) 

Banner Display Message: 
When Inbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge: In+Out 
HCO types directly to Outbound V C O s  TPI. Agent also sees text on screen. 
When Outbound VCO speaks, Banner displays: Headset: Out VCE 
Outbound VCO voices directly to Inbound HCO user. 
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Agent Workbook Page 120 - HCO TO VCO 
(set-up call) 
Branded HCO: Enter To Number, <COMP>, <Spacebar> when phone is answered. 
Non-Branded: Enter To Number, <COMP>, <Spacebar>, do not (F10> 

I F  ANSWERED TlY 
1. TTY ANSWER (Agent hears TlY tones) 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
Wait fo r  GA 
3. Press (ALT 5> send macro RELAY (state) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL and 
TYPE (HCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 
0 (Proceed t o  Step 4) 

I F  ANSWERED VCO 
1. ANSWERED VCO 
AFTER VCO ANSWER 
2. Press <F7>(Switch) 
3. Press (ALT 5, send macro RELAY (state) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL and 
TYPE (HCO TO VCO PLS HLD) 
9 (Proceed t o  Step 4) 

4. Press (ALT C> (Alternate Call Type Window) 

Identify the call type 
Press <ENTER> 

(HCO t o  VCO) Press the underscored key 

5. VOICEto Inbound HCO user how Outbound VCO ANSWERED and then, 
SAY GA 

6. Press <F7> (switch) 
(agent also sees text) 
SEE GA 

7. Press <F7> (switch) 
HEAR GA 

After "Outbound Caller Disconnected message appears" (Green Box) 
8. Press<F5> 
9. SAY, "The person hung up. Relay (state) Agent XXXX GA or SK 
10. Press (ALT V> (Inbound HCO can type t o  Agent) 

0 When Inbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge In+Out 
HCO types directly t o  Outbound VCOs TlY. Agent also sees t e x t  on screen. 
When Outbound VCO user speaks, Banner displays: Headset: Out VCE 
Outbound VCO voices directly t o  Inbound HCO user 

Inbound HCO types directly t o  VCO users TTY 

Outbound VCO speaks directly t o  HCO 
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Alternate Call Type On Screen Indicators 

vco - vco 
Banner Display Message: 

vco - TTY 

HEADSET: In-Vce (Inbound VCO speaking) Agent TYPING is BLUE. 
HEADSET: Out-Vce (Outbound VCO speaking) Agent TYPING is WHITE. 

When Inbound VCO speaks, the AGENT TYPES. Agent typing is BLUE 
Banner message displays HEADSET: In-Vce (Inbound VCO is speaking) 

TTY - vco 
AFTER the cALT C> set-up the Banner will display the following: 

When the TTY types, Banner displays, Bridge: In+Out. 
Agent DOES NOT see white TTY text -If white text appears, press cF7> 
When Outbound VCO speaks, the agent TYPES. 
Banner displays: HEADSET: Out-Vce. Agent TYPING is BLUE. 

VCO - HCO 
When Inbound VCO speaks, Banner displays: Headset: In Vce 
Inbound VCO voices directly to Outbound HCO user. 
When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: Headset: Out TTY 
HCO types directly to Inbound VCO's TTY. Agent also sees text on screen. 

HCO - VCO 
When Inbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge In+Out 
HCO types directly to Outbound VCOs TTY. Agent also sees text on screen. 
When Outbound VCO user speaks, Banner displays: Headset: Out VCE 
Outbound VCO voices directly to Inbound HCO user. 

TTY - HCO 
When Inbound TTY types Banner displays: "Headset: Out-Vce" 
Agent sees TTY text and voices message to Outbound HCO 
When Outbound HCO types, Banner displays: Bridge InCOut 
HCO types directly to Inbound TTY. Agent also sees HCO text on screen. 

Alternate Call Types reaches a recording 
A TTY customer dials another TTY user. When the agent dials the number they receive 
a voice recording, TTY announcer or message to hold to wait for the next available TTY 
operator. The agent is unable to press <ALT C> until the TTY answers. 
The agent should type the recording to the Inbound TTY user and release the outbound 
line. Inform the customer the agent will be happy to redial to connect the call but they 
will be put on hold until the TTY answers, then follow Alternate Call Type procedures. 
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The rule from the Federal Communications Commission requires that the agent who answers 
and places a call remain on the call for a minimum of 10 minutes for relay and 15 minutes for 
speech to speech. 
The flow of a call should never be stopped to handle an agent change. 
The call should not be put on hold for an agent change. 
The Call Take-over procedure is designed to create a smooth change that is the least disruptive 
to the conversation and respects the needs of the original agent and the relieving agent while 
maintaining a high level of service to our customer. 

Make Busy 
NOT on a call: The Make Busy key may be pressed 3 minutes prior to the agent leaving the 
station before a break, lunch or end or tour if the agent is NOT on a call. 
ON a call: If the agent IS on a call the Make Busy key may be pressed five minutes prior to the 
time the agent is leaving the work station. The Make Busy key will prevent a new inbound call 
from being answered at the agent station. 

TTY to Voice or Voice to TTY Call Take Over 
1. Signal need for call takeover. 
2. Press <MAKE BUSY> 
3. Plug In Headset and Observe call (Relieving Agent) 
4. Non-spoken and mutual agreement between BOTH agents to proceed with MII takeover. 
5. Original agent waits until Voice user has finished speaking. 
6. Press <ALT L> Enter " Y  (yes) 
7. Relieving agent enters agent identification numbers then <Enter> 
8. Change positions while TTY user types 
9. Relieving agent announces the change to the Voice user, "Agent XXXX continuing your call.'' 
10. Relieving agent relays the TTY message 
11. After typing the Voice user response, the relieving agent presses the <ALT 3> macro and types GA. 

ASCII Call Take Over 
1. Signal need for call takeover. 
2. Press <MAKE BUSY> 
3. Plug In Headset and Observe call (Relieving Agent) 
4. Non-spoken and mutual agreement between BOTH agents to proceed with call takeover. 
5. Original agent waits until Voice user has finished speaking and then types (CHANGING AGENTS) 

7. Change positions 
8. Relieving agent enters agent identification numbers, then <Enter>, Relievine Aaent TYPES GA 
9. Relieving agent announces the agent change to the Voice user, "Agent XXXX continuing your call." 
10. Relieving agent relays the TTY message 
11. After typing the Voice user response, the relieving agent presses the <ALT 3r macro and types GA 
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VCO Call Take Over 
1. Signal need for call takeover. 
2. Press <MAKE BUSY> 
3. Plug In Headset and Observe call (Relieving Agent) 
4. Non-spoken and mutual agreement between BOTH agents to proceed with call takeover. 
5. Original Agent waits until Voice user has finished speaking. 
6. While VCO user is speaking 
7. Press CALT L> Enter "Y" (yes) 
8. Relieving Agent enters agent identification numbers, then <Enten. 
9. Change positions while VCO user is speaking. 
Relieving agent types Voice response, sends cALT 3> and then announce the agent change to the Voice 
user and types GA. send CALT 3> macro and type GA. 

VCO to VCO Call Take Over 
1. Signal need for call takeover. 
2. Press <MAKE BUSY> 
3. Plug In Headset and Observe call (Relieving Agent) 
4. Non-spoken and mutual agreement between BOTH agents to proceed with call takeover. 
5. VCO speaks .... "GA" 
6. Original agent types (CHANGING AGENTS PLS HLD) 
7. Presses CALT L> Enter "Y" (yes) 
8. Change positions 
9. Relieving Agent enters agent identification numbers, presses <Enter>, sends 4 L T 3 >  and then 

types "GA"and then presses <E'>. 
10. VCO speaks.. . . "GA" 
Relieving Agent sends 4 L T  3> and then types "GA" and then presses c R > .  

HCO Call Take Over 
1. Signal need for call takeover. 
2. Press <MAKE BUSY> 
3. Plug In Headset and Observe call (Relieving Agent) 
4. Non-spoken and mutual agreement between BOTH agents to proceed with call takeover. 
5. When HCO is typing message 
6. Original agent presses cALT L> Enter "Y" (yes) 
7. Relieving Agent enters agent identification numbers then <Enter> 
8. Change positions while the HCO user is typing. 
9. Announce the agent change to the Voice user 
Relay HCO message, prior to Voicing the HCO users "GA", press <F7>, announce agent change to HCO, 
press <F7> again, read the "Go Ahead," and press CFlO> 

VCO to TTY I TTY to VCO Call Take Over 
1. Signal need for call takeover. 
2. Press <MAKE BUSY> 
3. Plug In Headset and Observe call (Relieving Agent) 
4. Non-spoken and mutual agreement between BOTH agents to proceed with call takeover. 
5. VCO spea ks.... "GA" 
6. Original agent types (CHANGING AGENTS PLS HLD) 
7. Presses CALT L> Enter "Y" (yes) 
8. Change positions 
9. Relieving Agent enters agent identification numbers, presses <Enter>, sends 4 L T 3 >  and then 

types "GA" and then presses U7>. 
NOTE: Because the VCO to TTY alternate call type permits the TTY user only to type directly to the VCO 
users equipment, the relieving Agent is not be able to type to inform the VCO user of a call takeover. 

W 
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Module 5N- Customer Service 

TRS CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE FUNCTIONS 

Assist customers in seeking resolutions to concerns, explain relay and programs, provide relay 
information and Sprint information. 

The Customer Service Representatives responsibilities include: 
Refer customers to Equipment Distribution Programs in their state 
Refer customers to companies that sell TTYs and accessories . . . . . . . . . 

. . . 

. 

Make test calls to check customer's TTY 
Send literature about relay 
Quote long distance and international rates for calls placed through relay 
Open new Sprint accounts for TTY users 
Set up TTY discount plan when application is returned 
Brand customers 
Instruct customers on how to use relay 
Commendations of relay agents 
CompJaints of relay agents 
Fax commendations and complaints to account managers 
Send out customer database forms and information 
Enter database information 
AssM TTY users with Sprint long distance bills 
Add updates to Sprint long distance accounts for TTY users 
Provide relay numbers 
Give phone numbers for employment questions 
Provide computer settings for ASCII users 
Refer callers to software companies for TTY emulation software 
Assist TTY users with their Sprint long distance bills when they are not a Sprint customer, 
but bill their relay calls through Sprint (casual billing) 
Send credit memos to LEC to adjust casually billed customers billing errors 
Practice with new TTY users to help them become more familiar with their equipment 
Enter trouble tickets; follow up with trouble tickets to resolve issue 
Refer LEGS to SaledMarketing to set up Carrier of Choice agreement 
Request all literature and promotional materials from Account Managers so that we can fulfill 
our customer's requests 
Monthly logging and reporting of all customer service calls 

Customer Service cannot assist a customer with instant credit. 

Customer Service cannot assist a customer with directory assistance. 
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Language 
Customer Service will assist customers in English and Spanish. 
Relay agents may transfer Spanish language callers to Spanish Customer Service by identifying 
the SPANISH CUST SERVICE option within the transfer menu <XFER>. The option will appear 
last on the transfer menu list. d 
Customers dialing the dedicated Spanish language toll-free number for TRS Customer Service 
will be connected to Spanish-speaking relay agents in various centers. Spanish speaking 
agents will dial the Sprint TRS Customer Service English toll-free number and provide 
translation service between the Spanish-speaking customer and the Customer Service 
representative. The Spanish-speaking agent will not transfer the Spanish-speaking customer to 
TRS Customer Service. 

Spanish-speaking relay agents connecting through Spanish Language TRS Customer Service 
will follow Spanish Customer Service relay procedures when announcing calls to TRS Customer 
Service. 

Relay Calls to Customer Service 
Agents placing relay calls to TRS Customer Service should provide a relay announcement when 
the TRS Customer Service Representative answers the call. "Hello. A person is calling you 
through Relay (State). This is Agent/Operator/CA m. One moment for your call to begin. " 
It is not necessary to inquire whether TRS Customer Service has previously received a relay 
call. 

Prior to the beginning of the call, the TRS Customer Service Representative may ask the 
agent, what type of call it is. When asked the agent may provide this information to the TRS 
Customer Service Rep. Relay related information such as the user's call type, product and 
State relay can be essential to the TRS Customer Service Rep who will assist the customer 
when the call begins. 

Since the information requested by the TRS CS Rep is related to the Relay it is appropriate 
for the agent to provide it. The agent is not required to type the CS Rep question or the 
response given by the agent. 

J 

Cell Phone Support 
Relay Customer Service will not provide information about other customer service numbers for 
the various cellular companies. 

J 
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TTY Inbound to TRS Customer Service 
Spanish Language Translation 

P 
Sprint Relay Operadorla # MARCANDO A SERVICIOS AL CLIENTE (OPWA 
TRADUCIRA SU LLAMADA) UN MOMENT0 

TTY to Voice Call Set-up 

1. Enter Calling To number 800-676-3777 (TRS Customer Service), 
<COMP> <ALT Z>. 

2. When answered by voice, press cF6>. 
Announce call, "Hello. This is Sprint Relay Operator with a Spanish- 
speaking T N  customer calling customer service. I wiEranslate the call. 
One moment for the call to begin. " 

Type how Customer Service agent answered, then GA 
Gender 

0:. Follow call processing procedures translating conversation 

-3 If the phone is answered by TTY 

Press <F7> 
Press cALT 52, then type (SPANISH TTY TO VOICE) GA 
Press <F7> 
Announce call (follow step 2) 
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VOICE Inbound to TRS Customer Service 
Spanish Language Translation 

Sprint Relay Operadorla # MARCANDO A SERVlClOS AL CLIENTE PARA 
TRADUCIR SU LLAMADA UN MOMENT0 

Voice to TIT Call Set-up 

1. Enter Calling To number 800-676-3777 (TRS Customer Service), <COMP* 

2. When TTY answer, press <F6> 
Press CALT 52, then type (SPANISH VOICE TO TTY) 

GENDER of inbound voice 
Relay TRS Customer Service answer message to voice caller. 
Type voice caller response. 

Follow call processing procedures translating conversation 

3. End of call: If Outbound hangs up first, 
Say, “El representate de Servicios a1 Cliente ha colgado. Soy Opr/a _. Gracias 
por usar Sprint Relay GA 0 SK” 

W 

w 6 If phone is answered Voice 

Announce call, “Hello this is Sprint Relay Operator - with a Spanish-speaking 
voice customer calling customer service. I will translate the call. I will inform the 
caller you have answered. Please place the phone on the TW.” 

Press <F7> (follow step 2) 
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I VCO Inbound to TRS Customer Service 
Spanish Language Translation 

Sprint Relay Operadorla # TRADUCIRA SU LLAMADA A SERVlClOS AL CLIENTE 
PREFIERE USAR VOZ 0 (ESCRIBIR A MAQUINA) Q GA 

P 

VCO to VCO Call Set-up 
*:* When customer prefers to type, use TTY to Voice Call Set-up. 

1. Enter Calling To number 8004763777 (TRS Customer Service), 
<COMP> CALT Z>. 

2. When TTY answer, press *F6> 
<F7> 
:ALT 5> 
Type: (SPANISH VCO TO VCO PLS HOLD) 

When voice answer, 
Announce call, “Hello this is Sprint Relay Operator- with a Spanish-speaking 
VCO customer calling customer service. I will translate the call. I will inform the 
caller you have answered. This will be a VCO to VCO call. Please place the phone 
on the 77Yand hold for VCO to VCO call set-up.” 
<F7> 

3. Press *ALT C> 
Select: VCO to VCO 
*Enter> 

4. Gender of Outbound Customer Service Rep. 
Re-type how outbound answered, then GA 
<F7> 

5. Gender of Inbound VCO 
Type what Inbound says, then GA 
*F7> 

6. Type whenever outbound or inbound VCO speaks, then GA 
*F7> 

7. After the “Outbound Caller Disconnected” message. 
<F5> 
<ALT 02 
CALT V> 

Tip: After typing GA, immediately press *F7> 
Banner display message: 
HEADSET: In-Vce (Inbound VCO speaking) 
HEADSET: Out-Vce (Outbound Customer Service Rep. speaking) 
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HCO Inbound to TRS Customer Service 
Spanish Language Translation 

Sprint Relay Operadorla # TRADUCIRA SU LLAMADA A SERVlClOS AL CLIENTE W 
PREFIERE ESCUCHAR 0 LEER SU TTY Q GA 

HCO to HCO Call set-up 

1. Enter the Calling To number 800-676-3777 (TRS Customer Service). 
CALT V> 
Say, “Gracias. Mantengase en la linea mientras conecto su Ilamada, un momento 
por favor. ” 

2. Branded HCO: press <COMP>, press <Spacebar> when phone is answered. 
Non-Branded HCO: press cCOMP>, <Spacebar>, 

3. When TTY answer, press <F6* 
<F7> 
CALT 5> 
Type: (SPANISH HCO TO HCO PLS HOLD) 

If Customer Service answers voice 
Announce call, “Hello this is Sprint Relay Operator- with a Spanish-language 
HCO customer calling customer service. I will translate the call. I will inform the 
caller you have answered. This will be a HCO to HCO call. Please hold for the 
HCO to HCO call set-up. ” 
<F7> 

4. < A L T O  
Select: HCO to HCO 
<Enter> 

5. Agent voices again how outbound Customer Service answered, then say, “GA” 
<F7> 

6. Voice the Inbound HCO message, then say “GA” 
<F7> 

7. Voice message, then say “GA” 
<F7> 

8. After “Outbound Caller Disconnected” message. 

-3 If a customer prefers to read on TTY, use TTY to Voice Call Set-up. 

<FlO> 

<F5> 
Say, “El representate de Servicios a1 Cliente ha colgado. Soy Opr/a _. Gracias 
por usar Sprint Relay GA 0 S K  

TIP: Each time you say, “Go Ahead,” immediately press <F7> 
Banner Display Message: 
Headset: In Vce, Agent is voicing message to Inbound. 
Headset: Out Vce, Agent is voicing message to Outbound. W 
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OPERATOR SERVICES FOR THE DEAF FUNCTIONS 

Assist TTY customers in billing options and limited call services. 

The OSD services include: 

. 
Busy Line verification 
Directory Assistance 

TTY to TTY Operator assisted calls: domestic or international 
Billing options: Paid, FONcard, Collect, 3rd Party, LEC, AMEXcard+PIN 
Person to Person (TTY to TTY) 

Immediate credit for wrong numbers dialed 

OSD processes TTY to TTY calls only. 
If an OSD processed call is answered voice, OSD will inform the TTY customer and offer a 
transfer to a TRS center. 

OSD Transferred Call to TRS for Processing 
The OSD transferred call may arrive at the TRS workstation on a Voice line or a TTY line. The 
OSD operator is trained only to respond to the TRS agent in TTY mode <F1> (ANS TDD). 

1. The OSD operator types: OPERATOR SERVICE AGENT WITH A CALL. 
The OSD operator should then pass to the TRS agent on all known information 
necessary for the call processing, such as the customers calling from number, calling to 
number and billing method option and billing information. 

2. The relay agent must enter the TTY customers telephone number in the “From” number 
space. 

This will mean changing the existing number in the “from” field. This is important since 
the call arrives at the TRS center with a trunk number, not the originating callers 
telephone number. 

3. After receiving the call information from the OSD operator, the relay agent types (THANK 
YOU OSD) SKSK. 

This step is important because it lets the OSD operator know when to transfer the caller 
to the relay agent. 

This informs the agent the transfer is complete, and that the OSD operator has left the 
line. 

4. OSD operator will type, THE CALLER IS ON LINE GA. 

5. The relay agent will then press CALT 3> 
This provides the TTY caller with the TRS agent‘s ID number, and informs the caller the 
relay agent is continuing call processing. 

6. The relay agent then processes the call using the information provided by OSD and 
the TTY caller. 
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TRS TO OSD Transferred Calls 

1. TTY to VOICE, answered by TPI - Alternate billing 
If the agent is placing an alternate billing call for a TTY customer and the call to phone 
number is answered TTY, the relay agent should inform the TTY customer by typing: 

(PHONE WAS ANSWERED TTY AGENT CAN TRANSFER YOU TO SPRINT 
OPERATOR SERVICE FOR THE DEAF FOR (BILLING) ASSISTANCE IS THAT OKAY Q )  
GA 

2. If the agent is placing a “PAID’kall, TTY to Voice, and the phone is answered by TTY, 
the agent should press cF5>, and inform caller (PHONE WAS ANSWERED TTY) GA. 
If needed, the agent may assist the caller with understanding the call may be dialed direct 
TTY to TTY. This call would be transferred to OSD. 

Relay agents have the capability to transfer Inbound TTY calls to Sprint OSD. 

The transfer window includes the option “Sprint OSD.” If the caller indicates they wish to be 
transferred: Press <XFER>, select SPRINT OSD, and press <Enter> 

The relay agent will transfer an Inbound TTY customer to OSD when the customer wants to 
call TTY to TTY using optional billing methods. 

The Inbound must be TTY. 

ASCII transfer is not available. The TRS agent should provide direct dial OSD telephone 
number to an ASCII customer. 

Voice callers should not be transferred to OSD. 

TTY customers requesting a referral number for TTY operator assistance should be 
provided the Sprint OSD number. 

TTY customers should not be referred to regular Sprint Long Distance operators. 

. 

I 

W 

U 
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Module 5P - Customer Database 

The Customer Database provides the customer with the ability to create or alter their individual 
customer record. Sprint and the customer benefit from the reduced length of relay calls 
resulting in a lower cost per call once the initial entries are made. The called party benefits from 
the use of information to ease or facilitate the processing of relay calls resulting in a more 
natural service. 

The agent cannot change the caller's telephone number because it is a direct link to the 
database record. The customer must be calling from their telephone line to update their 
database. This is important because the system links the "From" number and the information 
entered in the database. 

Entries made in the Customer Database are allowed if there is an inbound connection only. The 
system does not allow the agent to access the Customer Database when there is an inbound 
and outbound connection. Once an entry is made, It is available to the caller on the next call 
placed. If a customer calls from a restricted number and requests the Customer Database, the 
system blocks access to the CDB and generates an error message, "CUSTOMER UPDATE 
RECORD NOT AVAILABLE." 

If it is necessary to communicate with the caller and enter information into the CDB, use the 
<TAB> key. If a customer calls from a PBX number (trunk number), the CDB is NOT blocked 
The system cannot identify the difference between a PBX number and a private residential 
number, In this case, the agent unknowingly enters information in the CDB for a PBX trunk 
number, the next time a caller calls into the relay from that specific PBX trunk number, the 
information in the CDB will display. 

Marketing continues to educate customers not to use the CDB when calling from a place of 
business with a PBX. Do not question the caller as to what type of number they are calling 
from. Agents should not prompt for information. For example, if a caller instructs the agent to 
enter Frequently Dialed numbers into the CDB and does not request any additional entries, the 
agent only enters the Frequently Dialed numbers. 

The blind agent terminal will access the Update Customer Record Window by the use of the 
uppercase and lowercase reversed video characters. The CDB feature stores information about 
how the caller prefers to have their calls processed, This feature provides added convenience 
for the caller and allows the agent to handle calls faster and more efficiently. 

Relay Agent's should not make changes to a Customer Database profile record unless 
specifically requested to do by the customer. Unauthorized changes to a Database profile can 
negatively impact a customer and inappropriate actions by a Relay Agent can undermine the 
strong performance standard and high ethical and professional standards we have all worked so 
hard to build. Unauthorized changes made by an agent to a customer's database, if discovered 
and investigated may resuit in disciplinary action. 
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CDB Main Menu 
The agent will access the Customer Record Main Menu Screen by pressing the <CUST R E O  
key. The top portion of the Main Menu contains five menu choices. 

1. Name 

3. Numbers 
4. Notes 
5. Erefs 

2. c o c  

Agents may press an underscored key to drop down a sub-menu or second level sub-menu 
screen to select an entry field. The ellipsis ... indicates that a second level must be accessed. 
The customer’s phone number identifies the direct link to the CDB. The <SPACEBAR> is used 
in sub-menu screens to select preferences. Once the <SPACEBAR> is pressed an asterisk * 
will appear to the left of the selection. The <SPACEBAR> can also be used to deselect (erase) 
an entry. 
The <ENTER> key must always be pressed to ACCEPT each field entry and menu 
modification. Some menus require the <ENTER> key to be pressed more than once before the 
change is accepted. You are assured an entry has been accepted only if the (UR RECORDS 
HAVE BEEN UPDATED) macro appears. The <ESC> key should be pressed to abandon an 
entry modification. 

Name Sub-Menu 

The agent may press any of the six underscored letters to make a selection. For example, if the 
agent presses the underscored letter “L”, the cursor goes to the LAST NAME field. If the agent 
wants to enter the first name, press the underscored letter “ F .  Once the selection is made the 
agent can press <ENTER> to accept or < E X >  to abort and exit the screen. The LAST NAME 
field can hold a maximum of 20 characters. 

- Name - COC Numbers Notes - Prefs 

Phone Number 
- Last Name 
- First/Mid Name - Street (address) - City 
State 
Zip 

Press ENTER to Accept; ESCAPE to Abandon 

I 

w 

‘4 

Last Number Redial (LN, LNR) 
The inbound customer requests Last Number Redial by typing or saying, LNR, LN or Last 
Number Redial. Enter “LN in the Dialing Window in the Call To field. The system automatically 
generates an outdial to the last number dialed through relay from the customer phone number. 
You do not need to press the <COMP> key. 
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Carrier of Choice Sub-Menu 

To access the Carrier of Choice (COC) menu the agent can press the letter “C” or use the arrow 
keys to make the selection. Within the COC sub-menu, there are several second level sub- 
menus, each of which can be accessed using the arrow keys. The database identifies the 
customer’s preferred carrier for billing purposes. 

- Name - COC Numbers Notes - Prefs 

LnterLATA CoC . . . 
IEtraLATA COC . . . 
- Billing Method ... 
Billing CardlNumber - Expiration Date 

Press ENTER to Accept; ESCAPE to Abandon I 
lnterlata 
A customer may override the default carrier (Sprint) by selecting the carrier they prefer to have 
bill them for their long distance calls. To make a carrier selection the COC options appear in a 
sub-menu screen, use the down arrow key for the desired carrier and press the <SPACEBAR> 
to select. Once the spacebar is pressed for the selection, an asterisk appears before the entry, 
press <ENTER>. This takes the agent back to the first sub-menu. Once in the first sub- 
window, press <ENTER> and the system displays the macro: UR RECORDS HAVE BEEN 
UPDATED GA. 

In the event a customer wishes to use a carrier other than that selected for default use, the relay 
agent will pull up the COC menu and select the desired carrier. 

Intralata 
If the local telephone company cannot bill the call, the customer may use a carrier other than 
the selected default carrier. The COC options appear in a sub-menu screen, arrow down to the 
desired carrier and use the <SPACEBAR> to select. The agent will press the <SPACEBAR> to 
make a selection and an asterisk will appear before the entry. Once in the first sub-window, 
press <ENTER> and the system displays the macro: UR RECORDS HAVE BEEN UPDATED 
GA. 

In the event a customer wishes to use a carrier other than that selected for default use, the relay 
agent will pull up the COG menu and select the desired carrier. 

- Billing Method Window 
Calls are currently charged to the calling From number. This method of billing is known as 
PAID. If the customer does not want their call billed this way another option can be selected. 
Obtain access to the billing window by pressing the letter “ B  from the COC sub-menu screen. 
Use the arrow keys to highlight the requested entry and use the <SPACEBAR> to select. Press 
<ENTER> to accept the entry and <ESC> to abandon. 
Once the <ENTER> key is pressed, the first sub-window re-appears. When <ENTER> is 
pressed a second time, the information is sent to the CDB. The message: UR RECORDS 
HAVE BEEN UPDATED GA appears. 
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When a Carrier of Choice call is placed, the COC window will be displayed along with the 
preferred carrier information. When a toll call is placed the billing window will be displayed 
along with the preferred billing information. The customer may override the default carrier or 
billing preference before each call is placed. 

Numbers 
9 Frequently Dialed Numbers 
Frequently dialed numbers allows the customer to “speed dial” their most frequently used 
numbers through Relay. The customer must provide the name, (up to 9 letterlspaces) area 
code and complete telephone number. Customers may have a maximum of ten (IO) frequently 
dialed numbers listed. (Entries are made in a sub-menu), 
Validation of the frequently dialed numbers will take place once the agent enters the new 
number and presses <ENTER> or when the arrow keys are used to move up, down, left or right. 
The telephone numbers entered must be IO-digits in length. If the frequently dialed number is 
an international number, it must follow the international format, 01 1 + (Country Code) + (City 
Code) + Local Number. 
When the customer instructs the agent to dial using phrasing such as “CALL MOM PLS GA” or 
“DIAL OFFICE GA”, the agent should type the characters “FD into the calling To field of the 
Dialing Window. The Frequently Dialed Numbers menu will appear to the left of the Dialing 
Window. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the selection identified by the customer’s 
instructions. Press the <ENTER> key to initiate the outdial. 

4 

Frequently Dialed Numbers 
Use Arrow Keys to Move 

I 
TRAINING 
MOM 

5127654321 
5128731060 

I 

Press <ENTER> to Dial Number 
Press * E X >  to Exit 

FROM: 5121234567.. . . 
TO: FD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Dest: 
COC: OPTIONAL 
Enter TO Number and Press COMPLETE 

9 Emergency Numbers 

NOTE: Relay agents cannot access the emergency entry menu. The customer must be 
transferred or referred to TRS Customer Service for entry assistance. 

Relay users are always encouraged to dial 91 1 first for emergency services. However, 
customers may enter up to five (5) emergency numbers that the agent can speed dial, such as 
fire, police, etc. The customer must provide the name (up to 9 letterskpaced) area code and 
complete telephone number. When the customer instructs the agent to dial using phrasing such 
as “CALL EMERGENCY FIRE PLS GA” the agent should type the characters “ E M  into the 
calling To field of the Dialing Window. The arrow keys are used to select the correct number. 
Once the number is selected press CENTER> and the system initiates the outdial. 
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If a list of Frequently Dialed numbers is not available after you have entered either FD or EM in 
the calling To field, you may then send <ALT 22 to the TTY customer. For Voice customers you 
may ask for the calling To number. 

A caller may request an agent to enter listings such as "Mom" or "Dad" in the Emergency 
Number window. Although the caller is requesting an emergency call to Mom, DO NOT press 
the <EMER> key since it is not a call to an emergency service. Many states request the 
number of emergency calls handled and the completed emergency forms at the end of the 
month. This type of call would not be considered an emergency call since it is not to one of the 
four emergency services the state specifies. 

9 Blocked Numbers 

NOTE Relay agents cannot access the Blocked numbers entry menu. The customer must be 
transferred or referred to TRS Customer Service for entry assistance. 

The Call Block Numbers feature of the database allows the customer to identify specific 
numbers from which they do not want to receive relav calls. Customers can restrict persons 
calling from blocked phone numbers from dialing to their phone number through the Relay 
service. International numbers are not allowed in the call block number window. 
Global Relay Block 
The customer may enter up to five (5) telephone numbers from which thev do not want to 
receive relav calls. The area code and phone number must be provided. 

Blocking Cell Phone Numbers 
If a cell phone customer chooses to block their number, it will block incoming calls as long as 
the cell phone number is identifiedlpassed to the center. If the cell phone does not pass the 
original number on, the block will not be recognized as it is associated with the ANI. 

Customer Notes 
Customer notes are used to keep the agent informed of specific call processing requests. 
(When a call arrives at the agent position the notes display as INBOUND Customer Notes. 
Entries to the outbound user's notes are displayed when the call is outdialed.) Customers may 
have up to three (3) notes, with 76 characters and spaces per note. <CTRL N> is used to 
toggle between inbound and outbound notes and to clear the note window from the screen. 
<CTRL N> will bring the notes back to the screen. 

Agents may access Customer Notes by pressing the letter "0 from the main window. Once an 
entry is made and the <ENTER> key is pressed, the terminal automatically enters the Date and 
Agent ID to complete the entry. If there are no notes for the outbound number, the inbound 
notes remain on the agent screen. 

- Name - COC Numbers Notes - Prefs 

Customer Notes (Arrow down to entry and then edit) 

I! - 
r 

Press ENTER to Accept; ESCAPE to Abandon 
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- Preferences 
This feature is used for Voice originated calls. It provides the TTY user with the telephone 
number of the person calling. A TTY originated call does not require this feature since they are 
providing the agent with the calling To number. Some states have a dialing macro stating the 
number they are calling To. 

(If available, Answer Type information will appear in the Outbound Information window when the 
agent outdials. Answer type options include: VCO, HCO, TDD, VOICE, ASCII AND BRDU.) 

- Name 

4 

- cot Numbers - Notes - Prefs 

- Caller ID (In/Out) 
- Answer Type . . . 
- Language Type . . . 
Altoforward Number 
- Outdial Restrictions 

I Press ENTER to Accept; ESCAPE to Abandon 

- Caller ID 
The CDB features a Caller Identification service. Customers may choose whether they want to 
identify incoming calls they receive and whether others should know that they are being called 
through the relay service. 

P IN: Choose YES, if the customer wants to receive the callers telephone number, when 
receiving a relay call. Choose NO, if they do not want to receive the caller's telephone 
number, when receiving a relay call. 

the person they are calling through relay. Choose NO, if the customer does not give 
permission to send their phone number to the person they are calling through relay. 

OUT: Choose YES, if the customer gives permission for their phone number to be sent to 

Voice to TTY: When the agent presses <ALT 5> RELAY (State) AGENT XXXX WITH A CALL 
FROM (from number field inserted) 

TTY to Voice: After pressing <COMP> the cALT 5> macro appears in black text to be read by 
the agent after the phone is answered at the outbound voice line. "Hello. A person is calling 
you from XXX-XXX--xx)o( through Relay (State). This is agent -xx)o(. Have you received a 
relay call before?" 

J 

4 

1 - Answer Type 
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. - LanguageType 
This tells the agent which language will be used when relay calls are sent to the outbound 
customer. If a Spanish speaking person answers, the agent transfers the call to the Spanish 
gate for handling. 

If available, Language Type information will appear in the Outbound Information Window after 
the outdial, Language type options include: English, Spanish and French. 

= Agtoforward Number (This feature is not available at this time.) 

= - Outdial Restrictions 

NOTE: Relay agents cannot access the Outdial restriction entry menu. The customer must be 
transferred or referred to TRS Customer Service for entry assistance. 

Customers can identify specific types of calls that they do not want dialed from their phone 
number. There is no limit to the number of selections that can be made. The agent can select 
or deselect an option by pressing the <SPACEBAR>. 

To accept an entry press the <ENTER> key or discard an entry by pressing <ESC>. Once a 
restriction is made, if a call is placed from the customer's phone number through relay, the 
system cannot outdial. In the outdial restriction window, the long distance entry is comprised of 
Interstate, Intrastate. InterLATA and IntraLATA. 

Customer Database Macros 
The following macros are linked to the CDB feature and are generated by the system either 
when updating a customer profiled or processing a call. If the caller is Voice or HCO the macro 
will appear in black text on the screen to be voiced to the customer. 

UR RECORDS HAVE BEEN UPDATED GA 
Confirms that an entry has been accepted. 

COMPUTER SYS IS UNABLE TO UPDAT UR RECORDS AT THIS TIME PLS TRY AGAIN 
LATER GA 
An error condition occurs and the record is not updated in the database. 
CUSTOMER UPDATE RECORD IS NOT AVAILABLE GA 
Customer is calling from a restricted number and attempts to use the CDB feature. 
THE COMPUTER CANNOT PROCESS UR REQUEST BECAUSE THIS FEATURE IS NOT 
AVAILABLE GA 
Appears when the state does not have the feature 
THIS CALL CANNOT BE COMPLETED THRU RELAY (TYPE CALL) HAVE BEEN 
RESTRICTED FROM THIS TELEPHONE NUMBER GA 
Informs the inbound customer that the outbound call they have attempted to dial is a restricted 
call type and cannot be completed The system will not outdial. 
THE PARTY THAT YOU HAVE DIALED WILL NOT ACCEPT CALLS PLACED THRU RELAY 
FROM YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER GA 
Informs the inbound customer the number they are attempting to dial will not accept calls from 
the callers phone number through the TRS center The system will not outdial. 

XXXX GA 
Informs the inbound customer that a restriction has been placed on a bill type. The system will 
not outdial. 

CALL CANNOT BE COMPLETED (BILLING METHOD) NOT ALLOWED FOR XXX-XXX- 
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Module 5Q - Emergency Call Processing 

1. Emergency Services 
Always act on the word "Emergency". Calls placed to the following services are considered as 
an emergency: 

Fire 
0 Police 

Ambulance 
Rescue Squad 

The following call types are NOT considered as an emergency: 

0 Doctor'sOffice 
Suicide Hot Line 
Psychiatrist 

II. FCC Requirements 
The FCC requires TRS providers to automatically and immediately transfer emergency calls to 
the appropriate 911 operator and relav the caller's number to the 911 oDerator orally. 

The FCC requirement will be met through an enhanced connection to the PSAP (Public Service 
Answering Point) or 91 1 Service Center from the relay agent terminal position. Under the new 
process, the Relay Agent will immediately press *F4> to display the Dial Window if it is not 
already on the screen and press CCTRL E?. 

No additional keystrokes are required. The relay system will send a query to an E911 database 
server that will respond with the lo-digit emergency number that serves the inbound caller's 
phone number area. A few seconds later, when the database responds to the query, the 
system will automatically position the 10-digit number into the Calling To field of the Dial 
Window and dial the PSAP or 91 1 Service telephone number. 

111. Emergency Call Processing Procedures 
Relay Agents should never refuse to place an Emergency Call for any inbound caller, TTY or 
Voice. 

When the caller asks to be connecfed to 91 1 or states this is an EMERGENCY, or call Police, 
Fire Department, Ambulance or Rescue Squad: 

Press<Fbto ial Window, if not already on screen. 
0 Immediately p 

Press the <Emem key and notify a supervisor that an emergency call is in progress. 
Press <Make BUSY, 
When the PSAP or 91 1 Service Center answers, Press <F6> (Start Timing) 
Identify the call to the authorities. Use the phrase: "This is an emergency. I am calling 
for a Deaf (or Speech Disabled) person through (State) Relay. They are calling from (oive 
From number). This is CA /Agent / Operator ####, one moment please." . Type phrase (EMERGENCY TYPE) ON LINE NOW, and the PSAP/911 answer message. 

supervisor. 

A. TTYlnbound 

RLr <E>. The system will automatically initiate the outdial. 

lay the call until completion. 
ete the Emergency Incident form and give the completed form to a 3 
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B. Voice Inbound 
If an inbound Voice Caller in need of 91 1lEmergency Service has connected to relay in error the 
agent will now use 4 T R L  E> and the <CTRL B> (Speech to Speech Bridge) to expedite the 
inbound voice connection to 91 IlEmergency Service. 

. 

. 

. . 

Using <Ctrl E> will quickly connect the inbound call to the 91 IlPSAP Emergency Services 
center. 

<CTRL B* enables a 3-way conference bridge that permits the inbound and outbound 
parties to hear and speak directly to each other. This reduces the supervisor role as a 3d 
party in passing emergency incident information to a PSAPl911 Center. 

If a Voice Caller needing 91 1lEmergency Service has connected to the relay in error 
the agent should immediately press the <EMERGENCY> key and immediately notify a 
supervisor that an emergency call is in progress. 

The agent should inform the inbound voice caller, 
“You have connected to a relay service for persons who are Deaf, Hard of Hearing or 
Speech Disabled. I am connecting your call to Emergency Services, one moment please. ,, 

Press <CTRL E> to dial. 
Press <Spacebar* to close auto-detect window and <F6> immediately. 

Press cCTRL B* during the outdial. This opens a 3-way Conference Bridge Connection 
feature box. All parties will be able to hear and speak to each other. 

Identify the call to the authorities. Use the following phrase: 
“This is an emergency. I am calling for a hearing person through (state) relay. They are 
caNing from (give from number). This is CNAgenVOperator #, one moment please. Go 
Ahead Caller.” 

Remain on the line until call completion. 

The agent should complete the Emergency Incident form and give the completed form to a 
supervisor. 

NOTE: The <CTRL S> (Scratchpad) cannot be activated when the <CTRL B> Conference 
Bridge is connected. 

IV. Inbound Disconnects 
When <CTRL E> is pressed, the system will freeze the terminal screen, retaining any customer 
information and the calling From number. If the inbound caller disconnects prior to an outbound 
answer, the system will continue the outdial to the PSAPI911 Center. The Relay agent or 
supervisor will notify the PSAP/911 Center of the premature disconnect and provide any 
customer information that may assist the 91 1 center in resolving the emergency. 

If a customer calls into the TRS center, types HELP GA and hangs up, treat this as an 
Emergency call. Since the customer does not give an emergency service name, ALWAYS 
connect the caller to the POLICE. Notify the supervisor who, in turn, calls the police and passes 
on all known information about the call. Then fill out an Emergency Incident Form as a record. 
The police will make the determination as to what kind of emergency it is and will dispatch the 
required emergency service. 
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A. No Calling From Number 
Should the call arrive without without a calling From number, the agent must obtain and enter 
the number into the From field of the Dial Window before pressing <CTRL E,. 

B . Data Retrieval Errors 
In the event the database is unable to retrieve and enter the PSAPI91 I Service Center 1Odigit 
number in the Dial Window a pop-up box will display on the agent screen, indicating, NO 911 
REFERRAL RECEIVED DUE TO <Error Reason>. YOU MAY RETRY USING C T R L  E> OR 
CALL SUPERVISOR. The pop-up box will remain until the agent presses the <ESC> key or 
cCTRL E>. 

If this occurs the agent should immediately press GCTRL E> and notify a supervisor for 
assistance. In the event the system is unable to retrieve the calling To number information a 
second time, the supervisor will obtain the calling To number information from the Position 
Reference Guide or Directory Assistance. 

In the event the system is unable to retrieve the Calling To number information a second time, 
the supervisor will obtain the calling to number information from the Position Reference Guide or 
Directory Assistance. The Supervisor will notify the PSAP/911 Center of the premature 
disconnect and provide any customer information that may assist the 91 1 center in resolving the 
emergency. 

NOTE The agent should make only two attempts to dial 91 1 by pressing <CTRL E>. 

NOTE: Currently, there are no PSAPs listed in the database for Puerto Rico as it is illegal for 
them to provide these numbers over the phone. 

C. Trouble Tickets 
Trouble Tickets must be completed when E911 data retrieval errors occur. Include the 
calling From number and the calling To number that was retrieved from the E91 I database. For 
a wrong number, include the agency name that was reached and any additional information, if 
possible. 

D. Transparency 
Remain transparent if possible, however, there may be cases when the agent needs to 
rephrase a question if the CALLER does not understand what is being asked by the emergency 
service. Relay every question asked by the emergency service. 
Relay the call to the emergency service and remain with the caller until help arrives or the call is 
terminated. Before releasing the call, fill out an Emergency Incident form located in the Position 
Reference Guide (PRG). Submit the completed form to a supervisor or the main desk. 
NEVER give out information about the caller unless the call is being placed to an "Emergency 
Service". 
Example: During relay mode if a caller tells their doctor they are going to commit suicide and 
hangs up, if the doctor should ask the agent for the calling from number, the agent CANNOT 
provide this information. 

request the number, the agent or supervisor CANNOT give out the number. 

doctor's office and not to an emergency service. In order for the police to obtain the number, 
they need to issue a court order and present it to Sprint Headquarters. The caller's number is 
obtained by taking it from the call detail record. 
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E. Non-Emergency Calls to an Emergency Service 

There are times when a customer calls TRS and tells the agent they are calling the police, fire 
department, ambulance, or rescue squad. The caller gives the number for the emergency 
service but does not say it is an emergency. 

In this case, ask the caller: 

l l Y  - EMER Q GA 

Voice - "Is this an emergency?" 

If the caller tells the agent it is NOT an emergency, the agent handles the call as normal. If the 
caller tells the agent it is an emergency, the agent will follow the emergency call procedures. 

F. Emergency Center Evacuation 
There may be a time when a center will need to be evacuated due to weather, fire or bomb 
threat. In each situation the center manager will work with Supervisors and TMCC to make that 
determination. If an evacuation is called for, the agents will inform both the inbound and 

F. Emergency Center Evacuation 
There may be a time when a center will need to be evacuated due to weather, fire or bomb 
threat. In each situation the center manager will work with Supervisors and TMCC to make that 
determination. If an evacuation is called for, the agents will inform both the inbound and 
outbound customers by typinglsaying something like: "Due to an emergency at this time, the 
agent will be disconnecting your call." The agent should then press <MAKE BUSY> press 
<F5> (RLS FWD) and cF1 or F22 and log off. The agent should leave the headset at the 
position and follow the appropriate evacuation instructions. 

G. Major Network Failure 
If Sprint experiences a severe network failure, the National Operations Control Center (NOCC) 
will contact SAMC South. The SAMC technician will update the status board on the trouble 
ticket system and if necessary will contact the ACU at the affected centers to advise the In- 
charge supervisor. 

If the severity of the problem prevents call completion, supervisors will advise the agents to say 
something like: "We are temporarily experiencing technical difficulties. Please try your call 
again later." 

H. Call Processing Problems - New Products and Services 
All problems associated with a new product or service failing to process per training 
specifications or requests to change training specifications should be escalated to 1) Training 
Supervisor and 2) Headquarters Training Staff. 

1. Call Processing Problems - Technical 
All call processing problems associated with the ACD, PCs, call power as well as any network 
discomforts perceived by the agents and/or customers should be referred immediately to the on- 
site technician or SAMC South after hours. 
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EMERGENCY INCIDENT FORM 

Remain Calm - continue to process the call. 
1. Press <F4> display Dial Window 

Press <CTRL E> 
Press <EMER* 
Notify a supervisor that an Emergency Call is in progress. 
Press <MAKE BUSY> 

a. If Calling From number is not in the banner 
Send cALT I> AREA CODE AND NBR U R CALLING FROM PLS Q GA. Enter 
the Calling From Number in Dial Window 
Press <CTRL E> 

b. If Inbound Voice say, “You have connected to a relay service for persons 
who are Deaf, Hard of Hearing or Speech Disabled. I am connecting your 
call to Emergency Services, one moment please.” 
Press <CTRL E> to  dial, press <Spacebar> and <F6>, then 4 T R L  B> to  open 
3-way Conference Bridge. 

2. Identify call to authorities. Use the following phrase: 
“This is an emergency. I am calling for a Deaf (Speech Disabled or Hearing) person 
through (state) relay. They are calling from (give FROM number). This is 
CNAgenVOperator W, one moment please.” 
3. .Press <F6> to Start Timing. 
4. Advise the caller you have emergency services on line. 

Type phrase (Emergency Type) ON LINE NOW, and the PSAP/911 answer 
message. 

5. Remain on the line to relay the call until completion. 
Give completed Emergency Incident form to a supervisor. 

Date: Time: Agent ID #: State: 

Calling From Number: Inbound: TTY- Voice- 

If a Data Retrieval Error Message appears, press CCTRL B again. 
Contact a Supervisor immediately 

Trouble Tickets must be completed when E911 data retrieval errors occur. 

Submit Trouble Tickets through the Service Center trouble ticket system 

F A X  all TEXAS EMERGENCY INCIDENT FORMS to 512-873-1075 

U 
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Module 5R - Call Processing Variations 

As much as we may wish it, not every call follows an exact, predictable pattern. The following 
information provides insight on different situations: 

Aclent Info 
Area Code Only in From Number 
A call may come in to the agent position with only an area code and no From number. There 
may be several reasons for this. 

The customer‘s are code has changed and they are giving the old area code. 
The equipment is not functioning properly. 
The Telco has changed the area code without notification, 
The customer is making a fraudulent call. 

The agent should take the customer‘s word for use of the area code change, blrt watch for 
frequent changes of the same area code so the problem may be reported. 

Conversational Flow 
Agents should begin voicing what the TTY user is typing after they receive several words. This 
makes the call flow more smoothly for both parties and decreases periods of silence. The TTY 
message is to be relayed with minimal pauses and balanced for both natural conversational flow 
and voice tone inflection. The agent should not wait for the GA from the TTY user to begin 
voicing. 

Static or Poor Connection 
In rare instances an agent may outdial and receive static or a poor connection. Immediately 
release the outbound line by pressing <Fb> (RLS FWD) and try the call again. If the quatity of 
the line is poor on the second try say/type: “I am sorry, but agent cannot get a clear 
connection.” (AGENT NOT GET CLEAR CONNECTION) GA 

Profanity Directed Towards Agent 
If a customer is using profanity directed at the agent during a relay call, the agent remains calm 
and continues to relay the call. If a customer is using profanity before or after the relay call 
(operator mode), try to re-direct them by asking if they would like to place a call. If they do not 
respond and continue to be offensive, ask them to please hold and request a supervisor. 

NOTE: A call cennot be disconnected without supervisor approval. Purposely disconnecting a 
customer may lead to disciplinary action, including termination. 

When to Use <CTRL A> 
<CTRL A> is used on all “second” attempts to answering machines, recordings, or information 
lines on local or long distance calls. <CTRL A> is not used for a second attempt when the line 
is busy or a no answer. When using CCTRL A> it sends the call over the Sprint network without 
charging the customer. If the agent used C T R L  A> for a long distance call on a busy or no 
answer and the call went through, the customer would not be chaQed for the call. 

NOTE: Never inform a customer that all subsequent redials are free of charge. 
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Young Children 
When a young child answers the phone, attempt to explain the service. However, if the child 
does not understand the service, it is appropriate to ask for an adult. 

Inbound Does Not Connect 
If the customer is calling in on the <F2> (ANS VCE) line, greet the call twice. If there is no 
response, press <Fl> (ANS TDD). If there is no response on the <Fl> TTY line within 
approximately ten seconds, the system will search for ASCII and automatically switch back to 
cF2> Voice. The procedures should be repeated twice before disconnecting to ensure there is 
no customer on the line. 

Inbound ASCII 
An ASCII call can be initiated from either a TTY or Voice line. If the customer is using a TTY 
and a red pop-up box appears that reads, "Attempting to Detect ASCII". Within approximately 
ten seconds, the line automatically switches to <F2> (ANS VCE). Greet the call as if a Voice 
customer is calling into the center. If there is no response, press <Fl> (ANS TDD) to assure 
that there is not a TTY customer waiting on the line. 

Charges Refused 800 Number Referral 
If a business is asked to accept a collect call, they may refer the agent to an 800 number. Relay 
this information to the customer as it is spoken. If the customer provides the 800 number, press 
<F5> (RLS FWD) and insert the new number in the Dial Window and press <COMP>. 

Making Tone Judgements 
If the agent disconnects the outbound leg on a TTY to Voice call and the TTY user asks the 
agent how the Voice person sounded, the agent may RESPOND TO THE USERS QUESTIONS 
BY TYPING ONLY THE APPROVED VOICE TONE DESCRIPTIVE WORDS. 

If the agent is not able to describe the voice tone using the approved descriptive words, the 
agent will respond by typing, 9 am not sure" or '9 am unable to fell you." Since the agent 
does not know the person, the agent cannot make a judgement as to how the voice person 
sounded after the call has ended. 

Agents should provide background and voice tone descriptive words for a realistic and natural 
quality as close to the time of occurrence as possible. The list provides agents with options to 
identify the tone of voice users. 

Repeating Information 
The following are alternate phrases which may be used by the relay agent if asked to repeat 
information that was relay previously or after the outbound has disconnected. 

(SORRY CNAGENT/OPR IS NOT ALLOWED TO REPEAT INFORMATION AFTER THE GO 
AHEAD) 
(SORRY CA/AGENT/OPR IS NOT ALLOWED TO REPEAT INFORMATION AFTER THE CALL HAS 
ENDED) 

(SORRY CAIAGENT/OPR IS NOT ALLOW TO REPEAT INFORMATION AFTER THE VOICE 
PERSON HAS HUNG UP) 

During the course of a call, a customer may request that part of the conversation be repeated. 
If the customer asks the agent to repeat conversation that took place several minutes before; 
relay the request to the other party. The agent should NOT offer this information. Leave 
control of the call with the customer. They need to ask the other person to repeat what they 
said. 

This may also occur after a customer hangs up. The customer may say, 'What was that 
telephone number he gave me?" DO NOT give this information to the customer. If the 
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customer needs the number repeated, they must call the person back. The relay agent may 
use an alternate phrase such as “I do not have that information available to me,”and can offer 
to place the return call for the customer. 

If the agent has left a message on an answering machine and the TTY or Voice user asks the 
agent “AGENT HOW DID U RELAY THAT Q GA” the agent may tell the TTY or Voice user 
how the message was relayed. 

If a customer asks the agent to repeat the phrase or conversation that is CURRENTLY being 
relayed, it may be repeated. This may occur if the Voice customer did not hear the agent or if 
the user indicates that the TTY transmission was not clear, or i f  the agent is transferred to 
another party who did not hear the original message. 

Restricted Calls 
Restricted calls CANNOT be send “PAID. The system displays an error message “You cannot 
bill sent paid from this FROM number.” and the billing window automatically displays. After 
gathering and entering alternate billing information in the billing window the call is handled as 
normal 

Two Calling From Numbers - Long Distance 
There may be times on a long distance call when a customer gives a calling from number that is 
different from the number already displayed in the banner. This may occur when the customer 
is calling from an extension of a number. For example, the company may have a main number 
that appears in the banner, but they give you the extension number. Unless the customer 
provides specific billing instructions (Le. collect, FONcard), process the call as ”Third Party”. 
Choose the billing option third party and insert the number that is given to you. 

LEC Service Office Access 
This feature only applies to states that have <REG 800> in place. If <REG 800> is NOT a state 
feature, the agent will not be able to process a call to the LEC Business Office. When a TTY 
customer calls the agent and requests a call to the LEC Business Office using a seven or three 
digit number, the agent will dial the LEC business number preceded by a number one (1). 

The system will automatically complete the call to the LEC business office of the customer’s 
originating LATA. If a LATA match is not made, an error message may appear in a red box that 
reads: “Regional Calling Not Available, Press cESC> to continue”. If an error message is 
received, inform the customer that they cannot use the LEC access feature. Due to the fact that 
in most cases this will be a long distance call, be guided by the customer’s request. The 
customer may wish to place the call collect to the LEC business office. 

61 1/81 1 (LEC Access) 
The system will allow calls to a three digit LEC Access Number (61 1 or 81 1). 
This service applies in states where the LEC offers local telephone company business office 
access or repair access by dialing 61 1 or 81 1. When a caller provides instructions to dial 61 1 or 
81 1 the agent will enter the three-digit number in the calling to number field (delete the area 
code). The system will dial to the correct local business or repair office based on the caller’s 
from number. 

Double Letters 
There may be times when the agent sees double letters appear on the screen. For example, I I  
WWAANNTT TTOO GGOO T O O  TTHHEE SSTTOORREE. Press <ALT D> to correct the 
double letter problem. 
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Call Waiting Feature 
Many customers have a feature on their phone called Call Waiting. The local telephone 
company provides this feature. If a Voice customer is talking and someone else is trying to call 
them, they hear a beep letting them know another call is waiting. A deaf customer may also 
have call waiting by purchasing the service from the local phone company and a special flasher 
for their phone that notifies them when a call is waiting. 
Voice Person Talking 
When the agent hears a click on the line and the voice person indicates they are leaving the line 
to answer the incoming call, the agent types what the voice person says. Example: CLICK.. .I 
AM GOING TO GET THAT or I AM GOING TO ANSWER ANOTHER CALL. 

When the voice person returns to the line they may continue the conversation or they may 
indicate they are back by saying, “OK, I’m back.” Type verbatim what the voice person says 
and continue relaying the call. 
TTY Tvoinq 
If the voice person leaves the line to answer a call while the TTY user is typing but returns 
before the TTY user finishes, notify the TTY user of what took place. For example, the voice 
person leaves the line to answer a call and returns as the TTY user types GA. The agent 
should type to the TTY user something like (CALLER LEFT LINE BACK NOW) then continues 
relaying the call. 
If the voice person leaves the line to answer a call and does not return before the TTY user 
types GA, the agent should type something like (CALLER LEFT LINE TO ANSWER A CALL) 
HOLDING .... Once the voice person returns to the line, finish relaying what the TTY user typed 
and begin typing the voice person’s response. 

J 

Conference Calls 
When the TTY caller places a call and informs the agent it is a conference call with three or 
more people on the line, the agent may do the following: . Explain to the TTY customer that it may be difficult to slow down a voice customer and to 

capture the entire conversation verbatim. 
If the agent experiences any difficulty with more than one person talking at the same time, 
the agent sets up a protocol instructing person 1 or person 2 to go ahead. 
There are times a voice customer does not respond to pacing techniques because often 
they are deep in discussion and do not acknowledge the agent‘s request. Keep the 
customer informed and ask how to proceed with the call. 
When the agent calls to an outbound customer, the agent clearly explains that everything 
heard is typed to the caller. It is important only one person speak at a time. Request each 
person to say their name whenever they begin talking for identification. For example, (JIM) I 
THINK THAT S A GREAT IDEA (KIM) WHERE WILL WE MEET Q , etc. 

If the call is lengthy or of a complex nature and the agent begins to tire of typing, the agent can 
request to be relieved. Use normal changing agent procedures. 

Party Line Calls 
A TTY user may or may not inform the agent they will be calling to a Party Line. The TTY user 
will give the agent a number to dial. 
1. When the phone is answered and the agent realizes it is a party line, the agent should 

announce the call and say: “Hello, this is Relay (State) CA/Opr/Agent XXXX. A person is on 
the line who will be speaking through the relay. They will type information which will be read 
to you Everything heard will be typed. One moment for transmission.” 

2. 
3. The TTY should then type their first response. 
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4. After the TTY gives the "GA, say "Hello this is Relay ..." and wait for a reply. 
5. After relay is acknowledged the agent reads the TTY text. If relay is not acknowledged, the 

agent should read the TTY text when there is a pause in the conversation. 
6. The agent should type everything that is heard. If verbatim is lost type: (TALKING TOO 

FAST) and continue typing what the voice users are saying. 

When the agent senses a natural pause type GA to the TTY and let them respond. After the 
TTY gives a GA say: "Hello this is Relay.. ." and wait for a reply and follow this procedure from 
there. If the call turns into a one on one conversation, treat it like a normal relay call. Explain 
relay and sent <ALT 6r if necessary. Prompt for GA and use standard pacing. 

Three-way Calling 
Callers with three-way feature on their telephone are allowed to add a third party to a relayed 
call. For example, a TTY customer calls the agent and then bridges another TTY person to their 
line. The original TTY user requests to place a call to a voice person. Make the connection and 
relay the call. If the agent experiences any difficulty with both TTY users talking at the same 
time, the agent sets up a protocol instructing TTY user 1 or TTY user 2 to GA. The same 
process would apply if it were two voice customers and one TTY user. The agent would need to 
identify which person is speaking. 
Hard of Hearing Person Using Standard Phone 
When a hard of hearing customer calls the relay (Voice to TTY) or is called through the relay 
(TTY to Voice), DO NOT yell. When an agent raises their voice to relay conversation to a hard 
of hearing person, it can be distracting to others and it may create the possibility of breaking 
confidentiality. Remember to increase the microphone volume control by pressing <CTRL H> 
and making the necessary adjustments. 

If the hard of hearing customer (either inbound or outbound) says they do not understand or 
they cannot hear the agent, this information must be relayed back to the TTY user. It is 
important to remain transparent and to leave control of the call with the customer. When 
relaying the conversation, if the hard of hearing customer decided they must terminate the call 
or use a TTY to communicate that is their choice. 

Hard of Hearing Person Answers TTY Line 
If the TTY customer answers by voice, the agent should announce the call and attempt to have 
the person put the phone on the TTY. If the person can not hear enough to respond the agent 
should say, "T T Y", clearly, slowly and slightly louder. The agent should then press <F7> and 
<SPACEBAR> a few times to generate tones to the hard of hearing customer indicating they 
should put their phone on the TTY. 

Spanish Calls to Texas Spanish Speaking Agents 
1. All centers have the capability of transferring Spanish speaking customers to Spanish 

speaking agents in the appropriate centers. 

2. If the agent receives an inbound voice call speaking Spanish, the agent says, "Uno 
momento por favor" and will press <XFER>. This brings up the transfer menu. Highlight 
(STATE) SPANISH and press <ENTER>. The agent sees the Inbound Caller Disconnect 
message and the call should automatically release. If not the agent may press <F2> to 
release the call. 

3. If the agent receives a TTY call typing in Spanish, the agent activates the Spanish macros 
<ALT S> and sends CALT K> (UNO MOMENT0 POR FAVOR). Press the <XFER> key, 
highlight (STATE) SPANISH and press <ENTER>. The agent sees the Inbound Disconnect 
Message and the call should automatically release. If not the agent may press <F1> to 
release the call. 
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4. There are two types of calls that cannot be transferred: ASCII and calls with an inbound and 
outbound leg connected. These calls need to be handled in the originating center or give 
the customer the direct number they wish to be transferred to. 

is placing a regional 800 call, the agent needs to transfer the call back to California for 
completion due to call routing limitations for the current Regional 800 scheme. 

The California agent receiving the transferred call sees RS (Regional Spanish) in the banner 
field and requests that a Spanish speaking agent in California handle the call. All calls 
transferred back to California are received at the agent position as a voice call. 

6. Sometimes the inbound customer places a call in English. Once the outbound leg is 
connected one of the parties may begin speaking Spanish. If this happens, type to the 
inbound TTY user (ENGLISH SPEAKING AGENT) and inform them that if they wish to 
communicate in Spanish, the agent will transfer them to a Spanish-speaking agent. 

5. If an Austin or Miami agent is confronted with a California transferred Spanish customer who J 

7. Inform the called person that the call will be transferred to a Spanish-speaking agent and the 
inbound party will call them back. Release the outbound caller and transfer the inbound 
caller to the Spanish gate. If this is a long distance call, the customer receives two calls on 
their bill and needs to discuss this with the billing company. 

Request for Alternate Language 
If a customer makes a request for their call to be relayed in another language other than 
Spanish, French or English the agent may use the following phrase: RELAY (STATE) DOES 
NOT OFFER RELAY SERVICES FOR THAT LANGUAGE GA. “Relay (State) does not offer 
relay services for that language.” If the agent recognizes the language being used, the agent 
may use it in the phrase. For example, RELAY (STATE) DOES NOT OFFER RELAY 
SERVICES IN GERMAN. 

Caller Types in Alternate Language 
If a caller types a phrase in an alternate language during a call, the agent should not relay that 
information. The agent should inform the voice person that the typing is in another language 
and the agent does not speak or understand that language. 

Voice Customer Hangs Up During a Call 
TTY to Voice 
If an outbound voice customer hangs up while the agent is explaining the service, release the 
outbound line *F5> and send cALT Or to the TTY user. 
If an outbound voice customer hangs up while the agent is relaying, release the outbound line 
<F5> and wait until the TTY user if finished typing. Once the agent sees the GA, the agent 
should send <ALT 0, to the TTY user. 
If the TTY caller asks the agent when the voice person hung up, the agent may respond with: IN 
THE BEGINNING, IN THE MIDDLE, AT THE END OF UR MSG. If the TTY caller asks why the 
voice person hung up, type to the TTY user something like : (AGENT DOES NOT KNOW) or 
(AGENT NOT SURE). 

Voice to TTY 
If an inbound voice customer hangs up while the outbound TTY user is typing a response, 
attempt to interrupt by typing (CALLER HUNG UP) prior to releasing the call. This action by the 
agent may garble the message for the TTY. However, the TTY will be aware of the fact the 
agent is trying to communicate with them. After 60 seconds, the system automatically releases 
the connection. 
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Variable Time Stamp 
If a TTY relay customer wants to know when (how long ago) and what the last spoken words 
(by the agent to the Voice user) were prior to the voice customer hanging up on the call, the 
agent can use the Variable Time Stamp. The agent should press <CTRL 4>. This macro will 
only be used when the outbound voice party hangs up while the TTY inbound is still typing text. 
On a normal hang up, the <ALT 0 ,  should still be sent. 

<CTRL 4* reads: PERSON HUNG UP XXX SECONDS AGO AND THE LAST WORDS 
RELAYED WERE W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 RC @ GA OR SK 
The words retrieved from the Text Received Buffer do not necessarily reflect what the agent 
spoke. The Variable Time Stamp should serve both the purpose of giving the TTY user a 
reference of when the outbound voice hung up and an approximation of what was said by the 
agent to the voice party. 

Customer Misdialed Phrase 
The agent should greet the caller with the phrase as it appears on their screen. If the inbound 
caller has reached the relay service in error through misdial the agent should say something 
similar to: “You have reached Relay (State) who provides relay services for persons who are 
Deaf, Hard of Hearing or speech disabled. Do you wish to place a call?” or “Do you wish to call 
someone who is Deaf?” 

TTY Customer Hangs Up During a Call 
TTY to Voice 
If the inbound TTY caller hangs up (red disconnect box appears) while the voice outbound is 
speaking say: “The caller has disconnected. Good-bye.” and release the outbound line c F 5 ~ .  If 
the agent does not press <F5> (RLS FWD) the system automatically releases the outbound leg 
after 60 seconds. 
Voice to TTY 
If the outbound TTY hangs up, press sF5> (RLS FWD) and say, “The called party has hung up.” 
Then proceed as directed by the caller. 

Non-Standard l T Y  Capability 
There are three countries that use a non-standard TTY baud rate (50 baud) for transmission 
speed: Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. In order to process an inbound or outbound 
call for these countries, the agent must press <ALT N> to change to the appropriate baud rate. 

For an outbound international call to a country using a non-standard TTY, the software sends a 
message to the agent, “Possible Non-Standard TTY Used”. This alerts the agent to press 
<ALT NS once the call is connected. In general, the TTY message appears garbled to the 
agent until <ALT NS is initiated. 

On outbound calls ONLY, the software screens for the following country codes: 
1. 
2. 
3. 

Australia - country codes 610-619 
New Zealand - country codes 640-649 
South Africa - country codes 270-279 

Relaying Internet Characters 
Spell out characters to accommodate all TTY users. If the caller or person being called is using 
ASCII, the actual characters can be used. Rule of thumb, only use the punctuation that the TTY 
user types. 

TTY User Does Not Type “ G A  
If the TTY user does not type “GA”, continue to process the call. If a breakdown in 
communication occurs, type: WHEN U R READY FOR RESPONSE PLS TYPE GA. 
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Dispatch Calls - Pizza, Taxi, Carry-Out 
There may be occasions when a TTY caller will give the agent information needed for a call 
prior to outdial. The agent is allowed to give the instructions to the dispatch person in the order 
in which the instructions were typed. For example, if the TTY user types their phone number, 
address and pizza order before the agent dials out, the agent may give that information to the 
outbound person as they ask for it. However, if they have only given their address and pizza 
order and the outbound person asks for their phone number firs, the agent must type that to the 
inbound TTY caller. The agent should not take that information from the banner. 

Customer Referral Guidelines 
Following are some guidelines to use when determining who can best serve the customer’s 
request for service. 

Relay Customer Service 
Relay policy complaints, relay service complaints, rate information, detailed explanation of 
service, mailings, TTY purchase information and support, employment inquiries, computer 
setting information, TTY discount rateslinformation 

Sprint Customer Service 
New Long Distance service, existing long distance service, long distance billing, FON cards, 
cancel services, network trouble, miscellaneous and general questions 

Long Distance Operator 
Operator Assistance, dialing instructions, immediate credit, rate quotes (long distance) 

TTY to TTY Operator assisted calls (domestic, international and billing options), busy line 
verification, Directory Assistance, immediate credit for TTY to TTY billed calls. 
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Operator Services for the Deaf (OSD) 

Voice to  TTY calls answered by FAX 
When the outbound line is answered by FAX 

The customer’s response or instructions will then guide the agent. 

Press <CTRL R> 
If the phone is again answered by FAX 

Press <F7> (Switch) 
Press cF6> (St TMG) 

The agent will follow normal call processing procedures when a TTY answers. 
If a TTY does not answer the agent will inform the inbound customer. 

Press cF5s and inform the inbound Voice saying, “You have reached a fax.” 

If the Voice customer informs the agent that the phone is first answered by fax and then by 
TTY the agent will redial and attempt to connect to the outbound in TTY mode. 
Say, “Thank you. 1’11 redial. 1’11 be off the line until the TTY user is connected.” 

Press <Spaceban to close the “Auto-Detect” box 

When a customer’s Outbound Notes inform the agent their phone answers Fax and 
TTY, agents should prepare to follow Outbound Note instructions. If the outbound 
answers first by fax, press the <Spacebar>, <F7> (Switch), <F6> and then wait for a 
possible TTY answer. 

U 

Holiday Greetings 
During a holiday season agents should respect the diverse population relay serves. Agents 
should provide customers with a warm and friendly greeting. Salutations such as Hello, Good 
Morning, Good Afternoon, or Good Evening are appropriate and professional greetings. Closing 
the call agents should respond in kind and/or mirror the customer’s closure and should not 
initiate a holiday or religious closure. 4 
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Customer Requests 

Holding for Inbound Customer Prior to Outdial 
If a customer calls relay and tells the agent to wait or hold, the agent may remain on the line for 
three (3) minutes. If the customer does not return within 3 minutes, alert a supervisor and make 
an attempt to reach the customer by saying/typing, "Do you still wish to make a call?" Repeat 
the phrase twice. If there is no response, the Supervisor will instruct the agent to release the 
inbound leg by pressing <FIB or <F2>. 

NOTE: If a call is in progress with an inbound and outbound customer, the agent must wait 
indefinitely, if requested to hold. 

Company Information 
A customer may request specific information regardi8ng Sprint or Relay, for example: 

1. What is your name? 
2. Where are you located? 
3. What is the company's name? 
4. What is the company's address? 
5. How many agents do you have at the center? 

It is important for agents to use good judgement. If necessary, call a supervisor for assistance 
If a customer asks for the agent's name, explain to them that agents are identified by ID 
numbers and cannot give out names. Always provide an agent ID number when asked by 
the customer to do so. Consult the PRG for Customer Service related information 

Request for Information from Agent's Screen 
A customer may request the agent to read or give out information from their screen. Inform the 
customer that the requested information cannot be given out. If the customer insists, refer the 
call to the Supervisor. 

Request for Male or Female 
Due to the nature of some conversations, customers may request a male or female agent 
process their call. As a courtesy, always attempt to honor this special request. Notify a 
supervisor if necessary. 

Request for a Specific Agent 
On occasion, a customer may ask to speak to a specific agent. Explain to the customer that the 
request cannot be honored due to agents handling other calls. However, you will be more than 
happy to process the call. Often the customer is asking for a specific agent because a message 
may have been left previously which included an ID number on their answering machine. The 
customer may not be aware of the fact that any agent can assist them. 

Agent Knows Customer 
While relaying a call, if the agent realizes they know one of the customers personally, ask to 
have another agent take over the call. Follow normal procedures for changing agents during a 
call. 

Inbound Requests Relay Number 
If during a relay call, the inbound caller asks the agent to explain the service and give the relay 
number to the outbound party, the agent may provide this information. Since the requested 
information is related to the Relay, it is appropriate for the agent to provide it. If the outbound 
caller requests the relay number, simply relay the request to the inbound caller. 
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Customer Requests to Call Relay Service 
If customer gives the relay number as the calling to number inform them that the calling to 
number is the same number they just called and ask for another number. If another relay 
number is given as the calling to number, once discovered, the call should be stopped. Explain 
to the customer that they called another relay and that the agent cannot relay from one service 
to another. 

4 

Customer Requests the Calling From Number 
There may be occasions when a caller asks the agent for the calling from number. Do NOT 
give out this information. Business and residential customers do not put their telephone 
numbers on some of their phones so they cannot be used to bill calls. The agent may typelsay 
something like, "Relay is not allowed to give out that information. Please ask the owner of the 
phone what the number is." If the customer says it is their phone, let them know they will have 
to call their phone company for that information. If the customer insists on this information, 
request a supervisor. 

Customer Requests Telephone Number Referral 
Relay agents should not give out a number when a caller reaches the relay service in error, 
even though the agent may know the telephone number they should call, Le. Social Security. 
Based on customer need, contact telephone number in the Position Reference Guide may be 
given to callers. 

Customer Requests the Datemime 
There may be occasions when a caller asks the agent for the time. While in operator mode, the 
agent may give the date and/or time and include the time zone the agent is in (in case the caller 
lives in a different time zone). The information may not be given during a call. 

Customer Requests Agent to Modify Call 
A customer may request to modify the opening greeting of a call. If the TTY customer makes a 
request for the agent not to announce the service the agent should press 4 T R L  J> (HOW 
WOULD U LIKE UR CALL ANNOUNCED Q )  GA. Since the customer has requested that the 
call not be announced it is important for the agent to do the following: - Honor any special request the customer may have for announcing the call, even if the 

customer asks the agent to identify him or herself by a specific name. . AVOID relaying the "Go Ahead. . The "GA may be typed to ensure that the TTY customer knows when to respond. 
If it becomes necessary to pace the voice party, do NOT use standard pacing phrases. 
Instead us the following phrases: "JUST A MOMENT", "ONE MOMENT PLEASE or 
"PLEASE HOLD. 

NOTE: The agent may press SALT K> (ONE MOMENT PLS) 

In some cases, such as telemarketing, the customer may ask the agent to say a short 
monologue instead of the opening greeting. Although these situations can be very challenging, 
the agent is required to process the call. If the customer makes additional calls using the same 
Dersonalized areetina the aaent must ask the customer to repeat the information. 

1 

- - 
NOTE: The agent cannot use any information from a previous call. 

If a voice customer makes a request for the call not to be announced to the outbound l T Y  
customer, the request must be honored. It is appropriate to respond by asking: "How would 
you like your call announced? " When the phone is answered do NOT send the SALT 5> 
macro. Be guided by the instructions of the caller. 

W 
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If a TTY customer makes a request for an unannounced call near the end of the agent's tour or 
scheduled break, inform the customer that a change of agents is necessary prior to placing the 
call. Once the call is in progress, changing of agents should be avoided. If the call continues 
for a long period of time, and relief is necessary, the agent must be relieved by the same 
gender. The agent handling the call should notify the inbound TTY customer before the change, 
by typing (CHANGING AGENTS REQUIRED) GA. This gives the customer control of the call in 
making a decision to continue or terminate the call prior to changing of agents. 

The outbound person should not be notified of the change although; it is likely a change of voice 
will be noticed. 

NOTE: If the outbound customer is aware that the call is from relay, they may ask for the 
agent's ID number. The agent should provide their ID number in addition to keeping the 
customer informed bv relavina verbatim. 

If a caller makes multiple calls, the agent should not assume that they are all not announced. 
The agent should assume the next call is an announced call. If instructions are in the 
customer's notes to not announce on each call, then the agent should send CCTRL J> for each 
call. The agent should do this as information from previous calls cannot be used on subsequent 
calls. 

Customer Requests the Length of the CalllConversation 
There may be occasions when a caller will ask the agent how long their call lasted. The agent 
can give this information from the banner, but must include the word "approximately" XX 
minutes. 

Customer Requests LD Call Information 
There may be occasions when the caller will ask the agent if a call is local or long distance. If 
the customer asks before outdialing, the agent should typekay: "What is the number you would 
like checked?" The agent should then enter that number in the Dial Window and press <F8> 
(ALT BILLING) and <COMP>. When the Billing Window appears, the calling destination will be 
displayed in the Dialing Window. Press <ESCAPE> to exit the Billing Window and inform the 
customer if the call is local or long distance. After a call is finished, if the inbound customer 
asks if the call was local or long distance, the agent should type/say: "What number would you 
like checked?" The customer will have to repeat the number since the agent is not allowed to 
take any information from a call once the outbound has disconnected. The agent should follow 
the same procedure to determine if the call is local or long distance and then give the customer 
the information. 

TTY-Voice and Voice Customer Requests Supervisor or Customer Service 
There may be occasions when the voice caller will ask the agent to speak to a supervisor during 
the call. While a call is in progress, the agent should type what the voice person says. The 
agent may tell the voice person something like, "I am unable to make a decision about that, but I 
will type that to the TTY user." It will then be up to the TTY to request the supervisor for the 
voice person. If appropriate the agent should use <ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY) or type in 
parenthesis they are explaining the procedure to the hearing person. The reason we do not 
respond to the outbound customer's request for a supervisor is that long distance charges could 
be impacted. 

Supervisor Identification 
All supervisors should report their identification number to customers. It is appropriate to give 
the customer the supervisor's name, but it should also be accompanied by their identification 
number to assure proper documentation of customer contacts. 
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Call Backs for rrYs 
If a TTY user calls the relay center and makes a request for an agent to call their number to 
verify they can receive calls or to check their flasher, transfer the call to Customer Service. 

Multiple Calls 
Per contract, there are no limits to the number of calls a customer can place or how long they 
can talk. Occasionally a customer may ask the agent how many calls they can place and/or 
how long they are allowed to talk. This is due to limits placed on previous volunteer services 
used to make calls. 

Customer Requests Employment Information 
If an agent receives a call from someone who is interested in employment opportunities with 
relay, they should be transferred to the Customer Service Department. 

Customer Requests Employment Information 
If an agent receives a call from someone who is interested in employment opportunities with 
relay, they should be transferred to the Customer Service Department. 

Sensitive Topics 
Agents are expected to relay all types of call, which may include conversations using foul 
language, romantic conversations, potentially illegal dealings and sexually explicit calls. Some 
conversations may be against an agent's moral, ethical or religious beliefs. It is the agent's 
responsibility to relay all calls in a professional manner without paraphrasing, editing or showing 
any personal bias. The agent should always remain transparent. 

Suicide 
(Operator mode) If a customer calls in and says they are going to commit suicide, or threatens 
to commit suicide, treat it as an emergency call. Connect the customer to the PSAP by pressing 
<CTRL E> and let them decide what course of action to take. Connect them to the PSAP as 
the police and not to a "Suicide Hotline" because the police must determine how to help the 
customer. The best way to assist in this situation is to process the call in an objective yet 
sensitive manner. 

Suspected Cases of Abuse (Child, Elderly, Spouse) 
If an agent is relaying a call and realizes the call is regarding abuse, the agent should continue 
to relay the call. Remain transparent at all times and only facilitate communication as a "human 
telephone wire". 
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Illegal Calls 
The agent is required by law not to restrict any conversations. Relay any type of call, including 
potential illegal activity, without reporting it to the police. The law protects the agent from being 
forced to reveal relay conversations. 

Answerina Machines 
Hangs up before message is left 
There are times a TTY customer will request to leave a message on an answering machine and 
then hang up before the complete message has been left. If this occurs, the agent should 
remain connected and attempt to leave the message even though the inbound caller has hung 
UP. 

Request to NOT type recorded messages 
There are times a TTY customer may request that the agent NOT type the recorded 
announcement prior to the call. The caller may indicate this by typing, I DO NOT WANT TO 
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NOTE: If the agent does not press the spacebar three times, the system will not detect TTY 
tones. The TTY Screener will then send a voice message giving the inbound caller the toll free 
number to the relay center. - 

HEAR RECORDING or IF THERE IS A RECORDING DO NOT TYPE IT. The TTY user may 
call the number often and is aware of what the recording says. To honor this request press 
cALT Q> (RECORDING PLAYING). It is not required to type the full advertisement back to the 
caller. 

Answering Machine Full 
There are times when an answering machine may be full and cannot accept additional 
messages. When this happens, type back to the caller what is heard. For example, CLICK 
LINE DISCONNECTED, or type the recorded message. 
If the recorded message is muffled and not understandable, inform the caller by typing, NOT 
ABLE TO UNDERSTAND MSG ON ANS MACH GA. Be guided by the customer’s response. 

Change Answering Machine message 
A TTY caller may request to dial their voice answering machine and change the outbound 
answering machine message. The TTY user will provide the codes to access and change the 
message. Honor this request. 

VCO customer request to leave message on first outdial 
A VCO customer may know they will reach an answering machine and want to leave their 
message on the first outdial. To honor this request the agent should: 

0 

Press CCTRL 8/9> (gender) and CALT G> (ANS MACH PLAYING). 
Include (BEEP) if heard, and GA 
Press <FB> (VCO ON), for them to voice their message. 

Leaving Message on a Voice to TTY v o i c e  answered) call 
There may be occasions when a Voice person answers a Voice to TTY call. If the calling to 
number answers voice, use the phrase: “This is Relay (State) with a call for Name, Is Name 
available?” 
If the called number (Voice) tells the agent the person they wish to speak to is not available but 
they can take a message, the agent may leave a brief voice to voice message. 

Retrieve Messages From a TTYNoice Answering Machine 
There may be times when a TTY user will ask the agent to retrieve messages from their voice 
answering machine. The TTY customer calls relay from their home number and makes a 
request for the agent to retrieve message from a second phone line. Since the customer has 
“dual lines” or ”call notes“ in their home the agent would honor this request. 

TTY Screener 
When an outbound TTY customer answers, the system will automatically detect the l T Y  
answer. A TTY Screener will send a message that reads something like: “WELCOME TO TTY 
SCREENER PRESS SPACE BAR 3 TIMES IF TDD.” When the spacebar is pressed three 
times the call will connect to the outbound line in TTY. 

the following: 
1. The outbound TTY use will answer the incoming relay call. 
2. A TTY answering machine message may appear. 
3. A TTY message may appear that reads : “SORRY THERE IS NO ANSWER PLS 

TRY LATER THANK U FOR USING TTY SCREENER.” 
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Process the call according to the outbound TTY response, keeping the inbound voice customer 
informed of the call progress. 

Customer Requests to Leave TPI Message on a Voice Answering Machine 
There may be occasions when a caller asks the agent to leave a TTY message on a voice 
answering machine. The agent can comply with this request. The TTY tones will be recorded 
on the answering machine and can be played back into a TTY. 

Recordings 
Regional 800 
A customer may request an agent to dial a regional 800,855,866,877 or 888 number 
designated for a specific geographic calling area within the state. For example, a Relay 
Colorado customer places a call through Relay Missouri. They want to call to an 800 number 
that is valid only in Colorado. Since the call is being routed to Independence, the phone line is 
not able to connect to the number in Colorado. 

If an 800 number is valid only in a designated calling area, once the number is dialed the agent 
may receive: 

An 800 number recording "You have dialed a number that is not available from your calling area." 
Toll Free Number Fast Busy or Regular signal (A "fast busy" signal is twice as fast as a regular 
busy signal) 
Wrong outbound party answers a toll-free number because the call terminated in the incorrect 
calling area. 

For example, the state may be divided into several calling areas. When the agent dials the 800 
number, it terminates in the originating calling area when in fact it is an 800 number for another 
calling area. 

1. When you hear a "FAST BUSY" or "REGULAR (SLOW) BUSY" SIGNAL ON ANY TOLL- 
FREE NUMBER (ALL 800,888,877,866, or 855 #'S) 

2. Press CALT K> (ONE MOMENT PLS) to keep customer informed. 

3, Press REG 800 key. The system looks at the origination and destination and the call is 
automatically redialed over another path. This allows the completion of the regional 800 number to 
terminate in the correct calling area. 

4. Press <F5>. The system automatically redials the Toll Free number afler REG 800 and <F5> are 
pressed. A message box displays informing the agent the call is being redialed automatically. 

After you have attempted REGIONAL 800, if you receive a regular (slow) busy, fast busy or an 
error message box saying that Regional 800 is Not Necessary or Not Available inform the 
customer of the condition message. If the Regional 800 and Release Forward keys are 
activated and a busy signal is reached, redial using <CTRL> <R>. 

Follow the customer's instruction or seek supervisor assistance. 

DO NOT <F5> 

"Dial that number" 
On occasion, after receiving information from a telephone company recording that the called 
number has been changed, the TTY customer may type DIAL THAT NUMBER. Upon receiving 
this request, dial the number given by the recording. It is not necessaw to have the caller 
repeat the number. 

Recording with Option for Relay 
There are companies now providing an option on recorded messages for relay operators 
assisting a TTY customer. At this time, the agent should type the recording and follow the 
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instruction of the caller to assure caller control. The agent should NOT press the relay option 
without instruction from the caller. 

Alternate Call Types reaches a recording 
A TTY customer dials another TTY user. When the agent dials the number they receive a voice 
recording, TTY announcer or message to hold to wait for the next available TTY operator. The 
agent is unable to press <ALT C> until the TTY answers. 

The agent should type the recording to the Inbound TTY user and release the outbound line. 
Inform the customer the agent will be happy to redial to connect the call but they will be put on 
hold until the TTY answers, then follow Alternate Call Type procedures. 

EnglishlSpanish 
If the recording instructs the caller to press 1 for English or 2 for Spanish the agent may select 1 
automatically, without being prompted. 

Pound 
If the caller does not instruct the agent to push the pound key when giving their selection the 
agent may enter it as necessary without being prompted. 

TouchTonePhone 
If the recording informs the caller that the call cannot be processed without a touch tone phone 
and to press a key to acknowledge having a touch tone phone, it is acceptable for the agent to 
make the selection automatically. 

The caller gives information for the Touch Tone Window during the call set-up. Example: A 
TTY caller instructs the agent to call a number and use option number 3 for banking. When the 
recording plays the agent hears the option for banking is # 4. If the agent presses option 3 the 
caller will not connect to the correct department. The caller may think the agent made a 
mistake, which could result in a complaint. The agent should press the correct option which is 4, 
and type to the inbound TTY (RECORDING) (BANKING OPTION 4) (PRESSING 4) and 
continue with the call. 

Advertisements 
While a call is being transferred or a call is holding in queue, a recorded advertisement about 
the business may be played. Type to the caller, <CTRL 819s (gender) (ADVERTISEMENT) and 
<ALT Fs (RECORDING). It is not required to type the full advertisement back to the caller. 
If a recording continuously plays the same message it is not necessary to type the message 
again. Type (RECORDING REPEATING). However, if a different recording begins to play keep 
the customer informed by typing the recorded message. 
Some company recordings may state that the caller can participate in taking a survey after the 
call is over, The agent may type (ADVERTISEMENT) to keep the customer informed. 

Request Not to Type Recordings 
There are times that a TTY caller may type a request that the agent NOT type the recorded 
announcement prior to the call. A caller may have a CDB Note instructions like: DO NOT 
TYPE RECORDINGS OR ANS MACHS or IF THERE IS A RECORDING DO NOT TYPE IT. 
To honor this request type, <ALT Q> (RECORDING PLAYING), <ALT G> (ANS MACH 
PLAYING) or <ALT 8> (ANS MACH HUNG UP) then proceed with the call. 

NOTE: The agent must relay all answering machine or recorded message conversation 
verbatim unless the relay user specifically requests the Summarization. 
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Get Live Rep or Want to talk to person 
A customer may instruct the agent to wait for an operator, live person or representative. This 
user may call the number often and is aware of what the recording says. The caller may instruct 
the agent to “ALWAYS GET A LIVE REP. 

1 

When the caller tells the agent to hold for a REP the agent should type what is important 
information for the caller. That is a judgement call for the agent. 

I PERFORMANCE NOTE: Performance Expectations define that in addition to changing call 1 
I Drocedures to meet the needlreauest of the caller, agents are to relay all call steps at the I I iime of occurrence and all call changes to the caller atthe time of occurrence. 

Conversation Being Recorded 
If an agent hears a recorded announcement prior to relaying a call that indicates the 
conversation is being recorded, the agent types to the TTY user: (CONVERSATION BEING 
RECORDED). 

The agent may hear intermittent beeps indicating the conversation is being recorded. It is not 
necessary to type the beeps to the TTY customer. 

TTY Requests Agent to Dial Number From Recorded Announcement 
When outdialing, an agent may reach a recorded announcement stating something like: ”...the 
number dialed has been changed, the new number is XXX-XXX-XXXX” If the TTY customer 
types to the agent DIAL THE NUMBER, the agent can take the number off the screen and enter 
it in the Dialing Window. It is not necessary to have the TTY user repeat the number. 

NOTE: A number must never be taken from the screen when it is given during the relay of a 
call. It is up to the customer in this case to supply the number. 

2LVCO Conference Calls 
Inform caller and follow conference call procedures. 

VCO Requests Relay Number left while voicing own message 
If a VCO customer is voicing his or her own answering machine message and requests that the 
agent provide the relay number, the agent may do so. The agent‘s voice will be heard on the 
outbound answering machine when the VCO <F9> bridge is open. 

VCO Voice Mail Retrieval 
The VCO should give instructions to the agent by typing or talking at the beginning of the call, 
but gives no instruction about saving/deleting. After typing all the messages the agent should 
type (END OF MSGS) (RECORDING DISCONNECTED) or (MSG HUNG UP) <F5> then GA 
and wait for instructions from the VCO user. Any other decision to save/delete or redial is taking 
control and making a decision for the VCO user. 

VCO Types and Voices 
If the NON-Branded VCO user types VCO PLS or VOICE GA the relay agent should press 
<CTRL Os (VOICE NOW) GA followed immediately by cALT V>. The agent should prepare to 
listen to the caller’s instructions. 

If the VCO user chooses to provide calling instructions by typing i.e. CALL XXX XXXX VCO GA, 
the agent may assume that the caller wishes to Voice-Thru when the outbound phone is 
answered. When the call is finished, the VCO user may choose to Voice or Type additional 
instructions or end the call by voicing to the agent. The agent should prepare to listen to the 
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NOTE: If the spacebar is pressed to stop the transmission of the macro, the system will 
automatically turn off the CF9> VCO Bridge. The agent should immediately press <F9> to restore 

the VCO Bridge. 

caller's instructions without delay by pressing CALT V>. If the agent hears TTY tones, press 
<ALT V> again and read the caller's typed message. 

A VCO user may switch from typing to talking during the same call. It is preferred that the VCO 
user instructs the agent as to when they wish to voice or type. The agent may also 
acknowledge their request is understood by typing (VCO ON) GA or (TYPE NOW) GA. 

Guidelines for Prompting VCO Users 
There are times when a VCO caller comes in as a branded call, then starts to type the dialing 
instructions. For clarification, type to the caller USE VCO Q GA. 
Be guided by the customer's response. If the customer asks why this information is requested 
respond with something like: WHEN USER TYPES AGENT UNSURE IF USER WANTS TO 
CONTINUE TYPING OR USE OWN VOICE GA 

Inbound Customer Requests VCOlHCO 
When an Inbound VCO customer requests that the agent also use HCO so that the Inbound is 
able to both speak to and hear the outbound line, the agent should inform the caller that this 
type of call is not available through relay. 

Relay does not offer Inbound VCO/HCO to Outbound Voice calls. 

If necessary the agent should call for supervisor assistance to inform the inbound caller that 
relay cannot meet this request. 

NOTE: Relay does offer Inbound to Outbound alternate call types e.g. VCO to HCO and 
HCO to VCO (Inbound VCO to Outbound HCO and Inbound HCO to Outbound VCO) 
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Inbound Customer Requests VCOIHCO 

able to both speak to and hear the outbound line, the agent should inform the caller that this 
type of call is not available through relay. 

When an Inbound VCO customer requests that the agent also use HCO so that the Inbound is 4 

Relay does not offer Inbound VCOlHCO to Outbound Voice calls 

If necessary the agent should call for supervisor assistance to inform the inbound caller that 
relay cannot meet this request. 

NOTE: Relay does offer Inbound to Outbound alternate call types e.g. VCO to HCO and 
HCO to VCO (Inbound VCO to Outbound HCO and Inbound HCO to Outbound VCO) 

Alternate Call Types reaches a recording 
A TTY customer dials another TTY user. When the agent dials the number they receive a voice 
recording, TTY announcer or message to hold to wait for the next available TTY operator. The 
agent is unable to press <ALT Cr until the TTY answers. 

The agent should type the recording to the Inbound TTY user and release the outbound line. 
Inform the customer the agent will be happy to redial to connect the call but they will be put on 
hold until the TTY answers, then follow Alternate Call Type procedures. 

HCO Requests Bridge Left Open 
Standard call procedures instruct the relay agent to turn off <FlO> as the HCO user types the 
message to be read by the agent, If an HCO user requests the agent to leave the HCO Bridge 
open (ON) the relay agent may honor the request. If garbling takes place, <FlO> cannot be left 
(ON). 4 
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Module 6 Federal Relay Service 

0 bjectives 

After completing Module 6 on the Federal Relay Service, the agent will be able to: 

1. Understand the Federal Relay Service procedures. 

2. Identify the reporting field on the screen and identify various government agencies. 

3. Understand requests for information and how to handle customer's requests. 

4. Describe FRS macros and how to use them. 

Benefits 

The Federal Relay Service module will provide the agent with the necessary 
information for appropriately processing FRS calls. 

. Through lectures and observations the agent will get a first hand opportunity to 
understand the role of a Federal Relay Service agent and handling government 
calls. 

3 

Overview 

Upon completion of the Federal Relay Service module, new relay agents will have a 
basic understanding of FRS call processing and reporting. 
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FRS Announcement 
The FRS procedures are set up the same way as a regular relay call. When the agent receives 
an FRS call, the following announcement is provided to the outbound voice customer: 
"Hello. This is FRS CA XXXX. Have you received a relay call before?" 

FRS Service Explanation 
If the outbound voice customer is NOT familiar with Relay, the agent will provide the following 
explanation of service: 
"The person who has called you can is either deaf or hard of hearing. The caller will type 
information, which will be read to you. When you hear the words "Go Ahead," it will be 
your turn to speak. Please speak directly to the caller and everything that is heard will be 
typed back to the person. One moment for your call to begin." 

1. Preliminary Checks in the Event of a Malfunction 
If the CA experiences any technical and/or software problems a FRS Trouble Ticket 
should be completed and foiwarded to a supervisor. The supervisor will notify the 
System Technician who will investigate the problem and take the necessary steps to 
correct it. 

It. FRS Relay Procedures 
The Communications Assistant will provide the following: 

A. The CA will keep the customer informed of the progression of the call. The customer 
will maintain control of their call at all times. 

B. The CA will be required to convey the full content of the message as accurately as 
possible, which includes the use of descriptive words and background noises. 

C. The CA will convert ASL into conversational English at the customer's request. 

D. The CA will use the standard FRS announcement unless the customer has 
requested to use their own announcement. 

E. The CA will maintain a professional phone image, which includes using a 
conversational tone appropriate to the type of call being made. 

F. The CA will remain transparent and not interject personal opinions and/or 
comments. 

G. When necessary, the CAS will verify spelling of proper nouns, numbers, and 
addresses that are spoken, and repeat dates and times for clarification as needed. 

H. The CA will request and enter Inbound and/or Outbound Government agencies for 
statistical information. 
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111. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

The Federal Relay Service will provide the following call types: 

0 

0 . . 
0 . . . 
0 . 
0 

0 . . . 

TTY Originated 

Voice Originated 

Voice Carry Over - Privacy optional 

Hearing Carry Over 

Spanish to Spanish 

Spanish to English 

Answering Machine Retrieval (AMR) 

Two Line VCO 

Reverse Two Line VCO 

Speech to Speech 

Customer Database (from dedicated lines) 

Directory Assistance (Intrastate and interstate) 

Regional 800, 877, 888 
900 Pay Per Call - 1-900-246-2400 

Alternate Call Types 
vco - vco 
VCO - TTY 
HCO - HCO 
VCO - HCO 
Eturbo 

FRS Confidentiality Policy 
All agents are required to sign a Confidentiality form. 

FRS Statistical Information 
Agents have the ability to enter up to eight characters to access the desired government 
agency for inbound and outbound reporting by using the <ALT R> key. 

FRS Procedures for Handling Obscene Calls 
The agent should notify a supervisor if a customer directs obscenities at them while in 
operator mode. However, during Relay mode the agent must remain transparent and 
continue with the call processing. 

Requesting a Supervisor 
The "Supervisor's Assist" key should be used if an agent encounters problems with a 
call. 

U 
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VII. FRS Reporting 
The Federal Government requires that at least one leg of the call originates or 
terminates to a government agency: 

Government Agency to Non Government Agency 

Non Government Agency to Government Agency 

Government Agency to Government Agency 

%IMPORTANT: The CA will not be able to process calls that do not originate or terminate to a 
government agency. The CA will inform the caller that the Federal Relay Service is only used 
for calls placed to or from government agencies. 

A. Inbound Reporting 
1. The agent should request the government agency by asking, (Voice) “What agency are you 

calling from please?”(TP/) <ALT I> WHAT AGENCY ARE U CALLING FROM Q GA. The 
agent will then press <ALT R> to bring up the inbound report window. The cursor will 
appear on the first character of the first listing in the report window. 

2.The agent may type the first few letters of the agency at the cursor prompt or by using the 
<PAGE UP>, <PAGE DOWN>, <HOME>, or <END> arrow keys to locate the listing. 

search and display the first entry that begins with the entered characters. At this point, the 
agent will have the ability to navigate through the listings. 

3. When the agent types the appropriate characters of the required listing, the system will 

~____...._..____________________________~-.~.~-----~~~~~~---------~~..~~-------~~~~ 
;Example, If a customer is calling from the Labor Department, the agent will press 4 L T  R> and : 
;the cursor will be on the first entry in the report window. The agent can type the first three letters ; 
; “LAB” for the Labor Department to appear on the first line. 

r 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  

4. If <ALT R> is not pressed prior to pressing the <COMP> key, the report window will open 
automatically for an entry. 

Once a selection has been made, the agent will press <ENTER>. The report window will close 
and the agent will be returned to the text screen. The agent may also press the <ESC> key to 
close the report window and return to the text screen. 

5. If a selection is made when the window is closed, the agent will have the ability to re-call the 
report window by pressing <ALT R> up to the point that the <COMP> key is pressed. Once 
the <COMP> key has been pressed, the agent will no longer be able to bring up the inbound 
report window. 

6. The <TAB> key may be used from the report window to allow the agent to type in the 
conversation area. Pressing the <TAB> key again will return the agent to the report 
window. 

7. If the inbound caller hangs up before the agent has entered an agency, or if the <COMP> 
key is pressed before an entry is made, the agent will be required to make a selection. 
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B. Outbound Reporting 
1. Once the agent outdials, the terminal will process the call in the normal manner and the 

outbound report window will be available through the <ALT R> key combination. 

2. Voice to TTY or TTY to Voice-When the outbound TTY or Voice answers, the agent will 
make the determination by the way the call is answered if they are a government agency. If 
the outbound answers using a government agency title, the agent will press cALT R> to 
bring up the report window to enter the outbound government agency. 

3. If the outbound TTY or Voice answers and does not announce a government agency and the 
inbound was not a government agency, the agent will terminate the call by saying, "Please 
excuse the call" or type, PLEASE EXCUSE THE CALL and release the outbound 
connection. 

4. The agent will inform the inbound caller that the call must originate or terminate to a 
government agency when using the FRS network. 

5. If the outbound answers using a government agency, the agent will press cALT R> to bring 
up the outbound report window. The agent will use the same navigational process required 
for the inbound report window. 

6. The agent will press the <ENTER> key after the selection has been made. The outbound 
report window will close and the agent will be returned to text screen. 

7. If a selection has been made in the report window and the window is closed, the agent will 
have the ability to re-call the report window through the cALT R> key combination at any 
time prior to using the <F5> (RLS FWD) key. 

8. If the agent does not press <ALT R> prior to CF5r (RLS FWD) the report window will 
automatically display. The agent will then select the required agency and press the 
*ENTER> key. 

C. FRS Customer Information Requests 
A customer requesting Government TTY Directories or FRS Brochures or information will be 
transferred to Customer Service. The Customer Service representative will handle the request 
for information. The FRS Account Manger will provide Customer Service with brochures, 
directories and literature for FRS requests. 

However, if three or more directories are requested, the Customer Service representative 
should provide the customer with the address to the Consumer Information Center: 

U 

Consumer Information Center 
US Government TTY Directory 
Department 573 X 
Pueblo, CO 81009 
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D. FRS Customer Contacts 
The current customer contact form will be used for documentation of FRS commendations, 
concerns and/or complaints. After the contact form is completed, it should be faxed to the FRS 
Account Manager within 24 hours. 

E. FRS Trouble Tickets 
A trouble ticket should be used to report all technical and/or software problems that may occur 
during call processing. The CA should complete all of the requested information and submit it to 
the supervisor for entry in the Trouble Ticket system. The current trouble ticket will be used for 
this process. 

n 
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FRS MACROS AND FUNCTION KEYS 

ALT 1 
ALT 2 
ALT 3 
ALT 4 
ALT 5 
ALT 6 (EXPLAINING RELAY) 
ALT 7 
ALT a 
ALT 9 
ALT 0 
ALT . 
ALT D 

AGENCY U R CALLING FROM PLS Q GA 
AGENCY U R CALLING TO PLS Q GA 
(AGENT XXXX CONTINUING UR CALL) 
(ANS MACH) PLS VOICE UR MSG NOW GA 
FRS CA XXXX WITH A CALL 

(REDIALING TO LEAVE MSG PLS HD) 
ONE MOMENT FOR A SPANISH SPEAKING AGENT 
(UR MSG LEFT) AGENT XXXX GA 
(PERSON HUNG UP) FRS CA XXXX GA OR SK 
(HOLDING . . . , . . . , . . . , STILL HOLDING) 
(RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SElTING FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII 
USERS: FOR FUTURE CALLS, TO SEE YOUR 

I TYPING/CONVERSATION ON THE SCREEN, PLEASE TURN LOCAL 

SENT) GI 

a uri anan 
ALT X 
ALT Y I (LEAVING MESSAGE) 

I (PLS PLACE UR HANDSET NEXT TO ANS MACH AND TURN ON) GA 

ALT Z RINGING 1-10 ... STILL RINGING GA 
CTRL 1 
CTRL 2 
CTRL 3 

FRS CA XXXX WITH A MSG 
(MSG GARBLED PLS REPEAT) GA 
FRS USED FOR CALLS TO OR FROM FED GOV AGENCIES OR 
EMPLOYEES 
SKSK 
PERSON HUNG UP XXX SECONDS AGO AND THE LAST WORDS 
RELAYED WERE “WORD1 2 3 4 5 RELAY (state) XXXX GA OR SK 

(RECORDING) RELAY ENTIRE MSG Q GA 
GOV AGENCY U R WITH PLS Q GA 

USE STATE RELAY FOR NON GOV CALLS THANK U 

CTRL 4 

CTRL 5 <LAST TYPED MACRO> 
CTRL 6 
CTRL 7 
CTRL a (M) 
CTRL 9 (F) 
CTRL 0 (VOICE NOW) GA 

CTRL F (ENTERING INFO) 
CTRL G (AREA CODE PLS) GA 
CTRL J (HOW WOULD U LIKE UR CALL ANNOUNCED Q) GA 
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CTRL T 
ALT A 
ALT B 
ALT C 
ALT D 

ALT H 
ALT L 
ALT M 
ALT N 
ALT P 
ALT S 
ALT V 
CTRL 5 
CTRL A 
CTRL D 
CTRL E 
CTRL H 
CTRL I 
CTRL K 
CTRL M 
CTRL N 
CTRL Q 
CTRL R 
CTRL S 
CTRL U 
CTRL W 
CTRL Z 
CTRL 

(IS THIS SPEED ACCEPTABLE Q GA) 
Connect to ASCII Computer 
Access Branding Window 
Displays Alternate Call Type Window 
Changes software to full duplex when connected to inbound high speed 
ASCII. Transmits configuration information macro to inbound only. 
Agent types macro information to OUTBOUND HIGH-SPEED ASCII. 
(RELAY HAS CHANGED THE SETTING FOR HIGH SPEED ASCII 
USERS: FOR THIS CALL AND FUTURE CALLS, TO SEE YOUR 
TYPlNGlCONVERSATlON ON THE SCREEN, PLEASE TURN LOCAL 
ECHO ON NOW) GA 
Turns ONlOFF Privacy Feature 
Display logout window 
IMUTE) 
Non-standard International TTY 
Turns ONlOFF TDD Pager Access Feature 
Spanish MacroslFrench MacroslEnglish Macros 
Inbound line bridge to agent headset 
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Module 7- Speech to Speech 

f? 

Objectives 

After completing Module 7 on Speech to Speech, the agent will be able to: 

1. Talk with understanding about the Speech to Speech product. 

2. Develop resources available to facilitate high performance. 

3. Process all call types available. 

4. Probe for information provided by the customer, using appropriate phrases. 

Benefits 

The Speech to Speech module will provide the agent with information about 
understanding Speech to Speech users and their various communications needs. 

Through lectures, videos and observations the agent will get a first hand opportunity 
to understand the role of a Speech to Speech agent in greeting and dealing with 
Speech to Speech customers customers. 

Overview 

Upon completion of the Speech to Speech module, new relay agents will have a basic 
understanding of processing Speech to Speech calls and meeting the needs of a wide 
variety of disabled relay users. 
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Speech to Speech Training Outline 

Introduction 
A. Training Agenda 

8. Sprint Values and Goals 

C. Scheduling 

D. Work performance components 
Call set up 
Confidentiality 
Transparency 

E. Participation 
Relay Agent Training 
Taking over calls 
Agent Work Performance 
Make Busy to not take calls is unacceptable 
Call Focus 
Teamwork - support peers 

Confidentiality and Transparency 

Acceptable to: 
Discuss call speech patterns 
Discuss techniques customer uses 
Have two agents on one call, if necessary or customer requests 

Unacceptable to: 
Have conversation regarding information discussed on calls 
Discuss customers in general 
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1. Introduction and History 
Imagine the frustration of a person who wants to express himself or herself, yet due to a speech 
disability has trouble being understood by others? The use of a telephone can compound these 
frustrations. Our customers experience people hanging up on them, yelling at them to stop 
making prank calls, etc. By providing Speech to Speech service, agents will set up the call for 
the speech disabled customer and explain the service. By explaining the service, the agent will 
be a vital link in establishing communication for the speech-disabled user. 

History of Speech to Speech 
9 Speech to Speech developed from the American' Disabilities Act signed into law in July 
1990 by President Bush which guaranteed equal access for all Americans. Only a few states 
implemented a S2S service. The FCC has now mandated that all states offer S2S service by 
March of 2001. 

9 Dr. Bob Segalman developed speech to Speech, because he had trouble dealing with the 
public on the telephone and communicating with people with very mild hearing problems on the 
regular phone. The Relay service was not right for him, as he could not type very fast due to 
CP. Dr. Segalman contacted the DDT pack and Sprint and convinced them to conduct a S2S 
trial with the state of California. Speech to Speech developed during the trial period and 
California was the first state to sign on with Maryland following closely behind. 
1 

growth of the service, growth is necessary and beneficial. Calls are also handled in Arizona 
and Florida (Spanish). 

Speech to Speech has been handled out of the Missouri center since it's inception. With the 

II. Description (Speech to Speech video) 
What is the purpose of Speech to Speech? . - Opening doors for the speech disabled to have access to phone service 

To assist person's with moderate speech disability to be able to use the relay services 
Speech to Speech service is a TRS enhancement, which enables a speech-disabled person to 
use hidher own voice or voice synthesizer, rather than using a TTY. Speech to Speech agents 
will function as human translators for people with speech disabilities who have trouble being 
understood on the telephone. The agent will repeat the words of the speech disabled caller to 
whomever the person with the speech disability is talking. 
Speech to Speech will have its own dedicated 800 number. 

What do you need to know? - - - Agent is more involved - Intense focus is necessary - This is not for everyone 

Intelligence cannot be discerned from someone's speech ability or disability 
Patience and sensitivity are required 

Differences from Relay - . Handle times are longer - Minimal typing - Philosophy 

Rules are different; prompting, writing down info 
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Who will use Speech to Speech? - . - 
Customers with a moderate speech disability 
Speech disabled customers with various physical limitations 
Customers calling someone who is moderately speech disabled 

111. Characteristics of Speech to Speech Customers 
A. Speech to Speech Cultures . 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Some users may not have any experience with a telephone. If they haven't used the phone 
before, they are not familiar with proper phone etiquette. They will learn from experience. 
The telephone may be new in many users' lives. 
Many Speech Disabled people are very concerned with being treated as adults. One of the 
main problems with SD, is they are not seen as adults and that often causes a psychological 
reaction. 
Users will have a variety of disabilities. Most users will have Cerebral Palsy, while others 
may have Parkinson's disease, larengectomies, use speech synthesizers. Lou Gherig's 
Disease, strokes, etc. 
Many people with speech disabilities also have mild dexterity problems and some also have 
some hearing loss. 
Many users may also have other emotional and social developmental issues, but agents 
treat all calls and callers the same. 
Many users will use speakerphones because of a physical disability. It may make the user 
more difficult to hear, but there is a physical reason for use of the speakerphone. 
Some users may also use synthesizers or other speech assisting devices. These devices 
may often have time delays. 
Sometimes communication will be very slow. Physical and mental disabilities may slow 
responses and or communication. 
Some users have intellectual problems and may change subjects, not make sense, repeat 
information, or put so much energy into talking they forget the subject matter. 
Do not become too informal with S2S users. If you become too friendly, they will take 
advantage of you. Many users are dying for someone to talk to. 

B. Breaking the Stereotypes 
Speech disabilities are independent of knowledge, intelligence and sanity. As in relay, users will 
vary widely. 

C. Why are there Speech Disabilities? 
It is important for us to understand our customer. Speech disabilities can occur for many 
reasons: 

1. Illness: Cerebral Palsy, Parkinson's Disease 
Brain injury due to an accident or stroke 
Larynx removed 

2. When does a speech disability begin? 
Speech disabilities can occur anytime in a person's life. Speech disabilities are 

in no way a reflection of the person's intelligence. Just as we have learned in 

J 
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typical relay calls, it is wrong to judge a person's intelligence based on their 
typing in TTY-ASL. 

D. Varying Speech Patterns 
Customers may use a variety of telephones to place the call: 

Speaker phone 
Amplified phone 
Standard phone 

Synthetic Speech: 
Some customers may utilize speech that is generated by a computer. The speech is generated 
by manipulating a special keyboard to produce words and sentences. Depending on the type of 
device used, the speech may sound computerized. This type of call is slow and may take 
several minutes for the user to compose sentences. 

E. Types of Calls 
I. What type of calls will customers make? 

Similar to relay calls, customers using the speech to speech service can 
place any type of call they wish. Customers may call to restaurants, 
banks, and make business related calls as well. 

Speech to Speech users may make regular calls to TTY users through 
Speech to Speech. 

IV. Attributes of Speech to Speech Agents 
A. Patience 

1. Listen to tapes 
2. The agent should be prepared to experience the following situations: . Long pauses 

= Asking the customer to repeat - Asking for clarification. An agent may ask questions to clariv what was said 
if the meaning or context is unclear. For example, often words may sound alike. 
Again, do not guess, but get clarification. 
1 Dealing with frustration from the Speech Abled customer - Longer duration of calls 

These types of situations are inherent to this type of service and should not cause you anxiety in 
processing the call. Remembering the needs of your customer and the service you are 
providing will help you stay focused and not feel a need to rush communication or feel 
inadequate if you cannot understand their words on the first or second try. 

B. Concentration 
1. Game 

During a S2S call a quiet area needed. The agent must be careful of what is 
going on around them. It is important to stay focused and concentrate on calls. 

C. Listening Skills 
1. Tips for Listening 
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Listening skills are very important to gain a full understanding of the subject 
matter. When relaying speech patterns, listening skills are the key. 

a. Adjust the volume control of your headset to the necessary level for 
each customer. 

b. Tune out activities that may be taking place around you. 
c. If information is given about the topic of conversation, listen for key 

words that will assist you in relaying the information. 
d. Do not assume you know what the person will say. Do not guess what 

S2S person says. Get verification using the appropriate phrases 
e. Be prepared to write information down for the S2S user. They are 

often relying on you for that information. Have pen and paper 
available. 

D. Leave the caller in control at all times. 

d 

9 

on calls, even if asked by the user. Remain transparent. 
Remember operators may not counsel, advise, or interject personal opinions 

E. Be sensitive and understanding to the needs of the customer. 

NOTE: The contact person for Speech to Speech questions and issues will be the state 
Account Mangers. 

V. Call Procedures - PRG 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 

Customer Data Base 
Billing 
Answering MachinelBeeperslPagers 
Speech to Speech VCO 
Directory Assistance 
Phrases 
Speech to Speech Numbers 
Customer Requests 
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Greetings, Announcements and Explanations 

Speech Disabled to Voice 
Greeting I "(State) Relay Speech to Speech. I'm Operator XXXX. How may I 

help you?" 

"May I tell them who is calling?" 
Wait for instructions 
If the caller does not 
provide hislher name, 
say: 
If the caller does not 
provide instructions, OR 
ask: 

Wait for instructions 
Call progress 
Announcement 

"Are there any special instructions you have for me?" 

"Would you like me to voice everything or only what the outbound 
does not understand?" 

"Thank you, I'll be off the line one moment please." 
" A person (name if provided) is calling you through (State) Relay 
Speech to Speech. I'm Operator XXXX. Have vou received a 

I Speech to Speech call before?" 
I "The person who is calling you can hear and has a speech disabilitv. Explanation 
They will speak directly to-you and I will repeat what they say. When 
you hear Go Ahead, please respond directly to your caller. Please 
say "Go Ahead, each time you are through speaking." 
"Would you like to place another call?" 

"Thank you for using (State) Relay" 
"The person who is calling you has a speech disability. They will 
speak directly to you and I will repeat as needed. When you hear 
"Go Ahead", please respond directly to your caller. This indicates 
they are finished speaking and are ready for you to respond. When 

Closing: 
If yes, take information. 
If no, say: 
S2S VCO Explanation 

Greeting 
Read the appropriate greeting 

sound Speech disabled 
and this information is 
not provided, ask 
Announcement 

When Speech Disabled 
party is on the line 
Explanation 

1 you talk, the agent will be typing everything heard back to the caller." 
Dice to Speech Disabled 
"(State) Relay Speech to Speech. I'm Operator XXXX. How may I 
help you?" 

Closing: n 

"Are you calling to a Speech Disabled person? Thank you, one 
moment please." 

"This is (State Relav) Speech to Soeech. I'm ODerator XXXX. Is the 
_ I  . 

Speech Disabled perron (name if provided) available? 
"Hello, this is (State Relay) Speech to Speech, Operator XXXX, have 
you received a Speech to Speech call before?" 
"The caller will speak directly to you. When you hear Go Ahead, 
please respond directly to your caller and I will repeat what you say. 
Please say Go Ahead, each time you are through speaking. One 
moment for your call to begin." 
"Thank you for using (State Relay) Speech to Speech." 
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Basic Call Procedures for Speech to Speech 
STEP 1 - QUICKANSWER 
1. When a call arrives at the agent position,<FZ>(ANS VCE), the system will identify the state the caller 

is calling from. 
2. The Agent will greet the caller with the phrase displayed on the terminal screen. If you cannot 

distinguish the sex of the caller, use no formal address. If the caller introduces himself or herself, you 
may address them by name. 

3. If for some reason the system cannot identify which state the call is coming from a message will 
appear "State not identified and a generic script will be used. 

STEP 2- DIALING WINDOW 
1. The purpose of the Dialing Window is to collect and enter the calling from and calling to numbers that 

the customer has provided. The Dialing Window will automatically open when the call is answered. 

2. If a customer provides Sprint with their individual customer record created by the Customer Data 
Base feature, the agent will access the Frequently Dialed Number window by entering "FD" in the 
calling "To" field in the dialing window. If the name of the person is located in the FD number window 
the agent will select the correct entry and say: "Thank you. Now dialing (name) at (area code and 
phone number). I'll be off the line, one moment please." The agent should then press <ENTER>. 
This will automatically move the number into the calling "To" field and initiate outdial. 

NOTE: FCC Rule: When the Speech to Speech user provides Frequently Dialed number instructions, the 
CA must repeat the name and telephone number to the Speech to Speech user before dialing. Before 
dialing say: "Thank you. Now dialing (name) at (area code and phone number). 1'11 be off the line, one 
moment please." 

3. The frequently dialed window allows up to 10 frequently dialed numbers. The numbers may be local, 
long distance, or international. The agent may insert the numbers at the customer's request. 

4. If the caller does not give the area code of the calling to number, the agent will assume it is the same 
area code as the calling from number. 

5. If the caller does not provide hidher name, the agent should say something like, "May I tell them who 
is calling?". 

6. Once the agent enters the "FROM" number, (if necessary) and the "TO number in the Dialing 
Window, the agent will say: "Thank you, I will be off the line, one moment please." 

7. Press the <COMP> key, followed by the <SPACEBAR> to close the "Connecting to Outbound Box". 

1. If the caller requests the call be billed other than "PAID, the agent will press the <F8> (ALT B) key 
to access the billing window. The billing window will display the available billing options. 

2. If the system determines "PAID is not a billing option, the system will automatically display the Billing 
Window and the caller must then select an alternate billing method before the call can be processed. 

3. The agent will enter the alternate billing information and press the <ENTER> key. 

.c/ 

STEP 3 - BILLING WINDOW 

STEP 4 - CARRIER OF CHOICE 
1, The purpose of the carrier of choice window is to list all the carriers who have chosen to participate in 

carrier of choice. This means a call can be carried over any carrier network listed in the Carrier of 
Choice window per customer request. 

2. If the caller does not specify a carrier, the system will automatically carry the call over the Sprint 
network. The agent would not need to press the <COC> key. 

3. If the caller requests their call to be carried over a carrier other than Sprint, the agent will press the 
<COO key. The Carrier window will appear so the agent may make the requested selection. If the d 
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user does not need the operator, the agent will make the selection with the carrier name only. If the 
billing method is "PAID" and the caller requests a carrier not listed in the carrier of choice menu, the 
agent will select the carrier name ALL OTHERS. The agent will press the <COMP> key, followed by 
the <SPACEBAR>. 

4. If the caller requests an Alternate Billing method and a carrier not listed in the carrier of choice menu, 
the agent will inform the caller by saying, "(Carrier) does not allow relay (state) to place (billing 
method) calls over their network, I will be happy to complete your call using Sprint." 

STEP 5 - START TIMING 
1. Immediately press the <F6> key once the outdial is complete. 

1. Pressing the 4 T R L  B> immediately after the <F6> key is used will connect the bridge. 
Speech Disabled (SD) to Speech Abled (SA) 

STEP 6 - BRIDGE 

Speech Abled (SA) to Speech Disabled (SD) 

STEP 7 - ANNOUNCEMENT 
1, After the calling to party answers, the agent will announce the call. If the caller has given hislher 

name, it will be used in the announcement. 
2. If a SA customer answers the phone, use the following announcement: 

"A PERSON (say name if provided) IS CALLING YOU THROUGH (state) 
SPEECH TO SPEECH. THIS IS OPERATOR XXXX. HAVE YOU RECEIVED A SPEECH TO 
SPEECH CALL BEFORE?" 

STEP 8 - TRANSLATE 
1. It is the agent's responsibility to translate for the speech-disabled customer who is having trouble 

being understood on the telephone. 
2. The agent will repeat the words of the speech-disabled user whether they are the outbound or 

inbound caller. 
3. At the beginning of the call the agent will announce that she or he will voice for the speech disabled 

person throughout the call unless asked not to. 
4. The Agent will repeat the words of the speech-disabled person, phrase by phrase. 

NOTE The volume of both the headset and the microphone will need to be adjusted oflen to be able to 
more clearly understand both the SA and SD customer. 

STEP 9 - QUICK RELEASE 
1. The agent will press <F5> to disconnect the outbound leg. 
2. If the inbound person hangs up while the outbound person is still on the line, the terminal will display 

"Inbound caller disconnected." The agent will say, "Your party disconnected, good-bye." If the 
outbound continues to stay on the line, the terminal will automatically release the connection in 60 
seconds. The agent will then be available for another call. 
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SD to Voice 
4 The call arrives at the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 

The HELLO greeting message, to be voiced by the agent, is displayed by the system in black 
text  on the terminal screen. 

SAY Greeting "(State) Relay Speech to Speech. I h  CA/Agent/Operator . How 
may I he4 pu.7" 

If the caller does not provide their name SAY "May1 tell them who is  calling.^" 

I f  the caller does not provide instructions, SAY "Are there anyspeciolimtructionr you have for 
me7" OR "Would YOU like me to voice everythihg or on& what the outbound does not understand7" 

Enter in the DIAL window 

I f  appropriate, before completing the call say, Thank you. Your Caller ID has been blocked One 
moment please. " 

Press 4OMP> 

I f  appt up, CUI=, p~ 

Before completing call say, 'Thank you, one momentplease. '' 
SL I 2L 0, (Caller I D  Block ON/OFF toggle) 

The system displays a message box informing the agent, Inbound Caller Online. The RED Auto- 
Detect box will display on **- screen. 

Immediately press the SP 1AR to close the RED Auto-Detect box. 

As soon as the box is gone, press the F6 key. 

ringins. 
Press 

Af ter  the calling t o  party answers, the agent wil l announce the call. I f  the caller has given their 
name, it will be used in the announcement. 

A person (name if provided) is callihg you through (State Relay) Speech to Speech. I 'm 
Operator/CA/Agent XXXX Have you received a Speech to Speech call before? 

I f  YES: Say "One moment for your call to  begin. 

T f  NO: Provide the Service Explanation. Say, "One moment for your call t o  begin." 

immediately after the F6 key t o  connect the Bridge. Inbound can hear phone 

J 

. RANSLATE for the speech-disabled customer, as instructed 

EPEAT the words of the speech-disabled person, phrase by phrase 

When both parties have completed their conversation 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 

I f  YES, take information 

Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up" 

Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

If necessary SAY " Wouldyou like to place another caIl.7" 

If NO, SAY 'Thank you for using (State Relay) Speech to Speech. " 

NOTE: The volume of both the headset and the microphone will need to be adjusted often t o  be 
able to more clearly understand both the SA and the SD customers. 4 
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Call Processing Quick Steps 

SPEECH DISABLED (SD) TO SPEECH ABLED (SA) 
1. GREETING 

2. OBTAIN PHONE NUMBER AND ANY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

3. THANK CUSTOMER AND INFORM THEM YOU WILL BE OFF THE LINE 

4. PRESS <COMP> AND <SPACEBAR> 

5. IMMEDIATELY PRESS <F6> AND CCTRL B> 

6. ANNOUNCEMENT, EXPLANATION IF NEEDED 

/- 

SPEECH ABLED (SA) TO SPEECH DISABLED (SD) 
1. GREETING 

2. ENTER NUMBER 

3. THANK CUSTOMER AND INFORM THEM YOU WILL BE OFF THE LINE 

4. PRESS CCOMPS AND <SPACEBAR> 

5. IMMEDIATELY PRESS <F6> AND CCTRL B> 

6. ANNOUNCEMENT, EXPLANATION IF NEEDED 

7. INSTRUCT INBOUND TO <GO AHEAD> 

8. INBOUND (SA) SPEAKS UNTIL "GA 

9. OUTBOUND (SD) SPEAKS, AGENT REPEATS MESSAGE until "GA 

10.CONTlNUE WITH RELAY 

11. OUTBOUND (SD) HANGS UP, CF5> 
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Speech Disabled to VCO Quick Steps 
~ 

J This service allows a VCO user to place calls using a trained speech to speech 
agent. All calls will be branded VCO. 

The VCO user speaks directly to the called party with the relay agent providing 
clarification as needed. 

SPEECH DISABLED (SD - VCO) TO SPEECH ABLED (SA) 
1. GREETING 
2. USE <ALT V> IF NECESSARY 
3. OBTAIN PHONE NUMBER AND ANY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 
4. THANK CUSTOMER AND INFORM THEM YOU WILL BE OFF THE LINE 
5. PRESS cCOMP> AND <ALT Z> <SPACEBAR> 
6. PRESS <F6> USE <ALT V> IF NECESSARY 
7. ANNOUNCEMENT, EXPLANATION IF NEEDED <ALT 6> 
8. <CTRL 8/9> 
9. TYPE HOW THE PHONE WAS ANSWERED VERBATIM AND GA 
I O .  PRESS <F9> REVOICE AS NEEDED FOR VCO 
11 .TYPE HEARING PERSON'S RESPONSE AND GA 

SPEECH ABLED (SA) TO SPEECH DISABLED (SD - VCO) 

1. GREETING 
2. ENTER NUMBER 
3. THANK CUSTOMER AND INFORM THEM YOU WILL BE OFF THE LINE 
4. PRESS <COMP> 
5. PRESS<F6> 
6. ANNOUNCE CALL, PRESS <F5> , TYPE (S2S VCO) 
7. PRESS G T R L  819, 
8. READ THE INITIAL TTY ANS MSG TO VOICE CUSTOMER AND "GA 
9. TYPE HEARING PERSON'S RESPONSE AND "GA 
I O .  PRESS <F9> RE-VOICE AS NEEDED FOR VCO 
11.TYPE HEARING PERSON'S RESPONSE AND "GA 
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Call Processing - S2S VCO - . This service allows a VCO user to place calls using a trained speech to speech agent. All calls 

The VCO user speaks directly to the called party with the relay agent providing clarification as 
will be branded VCO. 

needed. 

S2S VCO SERVICE EXPLANATION 
"The person who is calling you has a speech disability. They will speak directly to you and I will 
repeat as needed. When you hear "Go Ahead", please respond directly to your caller. This 
indicates they are finished speaking and are ready for you to respond. When you talk, the agent 
will be typing everything heard back to the caller. One moment for your call to begin." 

SPEECH DISABLED (SD - VCOl TO SPEECH ABLED (SA1 

1. GREETING 

2. 

3. 

4. 

USE <ALT V> IF NECESSARY 

OBTAIN PHONE NUMBER AND ANY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

THANK CUSTOMER AND INFORM THEM YOU WILL BE OFF THE LINE 

5. PRESS c c o m m  AND <ALT z> <SPACEBAR> 

6. PRESS <F6> USE <ALT Vr IF NECESSARY 

7. ANNOUNCEMENT, EXPLANATION IF NEEDED <ALT 6> 

8. <CTRL~KJ> 

9. TYPE HOW THE PHONE WAS ANSWERED VERBATIM AND GA 

10. PRESS <F9> REVOICE AS NEEDED FOR VCO 

11, TYPE HEARING PERSON'S RESPONSE AND GA 

SPEECH ABLED (SA1 TO SPEECH DISABLED (SD - VCO) 

1. GREETING 

2. ENTER NUMBER 

3. 

4. PRESS <COMP> 

5. PRESS<F6> 

6. 

THANK CUSTOMER AND INFORM THEM YOU WILL BE OFF THE LINE 

ANNOUNCE CALL, PRESS CF5>, TYPE (S2S VCO) 

7. PRESS CCTRL 8/92 

8. READ THE INITIAL TTY ANS MSG TO VOICE CUSTOMER AND "GA" 

9. TYPE HEARING PERSON'S RESPONSE AND'GA 

10. PRESS <F9> RE-VOICE AS NEEDED FOR VCO 

11. TYPE HEARING PERSON'S RESPONSE AND "GA" 
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S2S VCO - Voice 
The call arrives a t  the agent position <Fl> ( A N <  ThhI +Iirns blue - 

RELAY (state) - VOICE NOW (OR TYPE) &A 
RELAY (state) - (UR CALLER I D  WILL SEND) VOICE NOW (OR TYPE) GA 

The caller can choose t o  VOICE or Type the  CALLING TO NUMBER and any call 
processing information and GA. 

Enter Calling TO Number 
Press "-MP> 
When phone rings, press <ALT Z> RINGING 1...2...3... 

When phone is answered 

A message window informs the agent, ' 
The system sends the BRANDED VCO GREETING macro. 

The agent headset is connected t o  the INbound line. 

I f  you hear TTY TONES quickly, Press (ALT V> 
The agent wil l  HEAR the inbound VCO callers Voice. 

Press (CTRL 0, Caller I D  block if appropriate 

. . . 

. . 

. . . . . . . . 

Press <spacebar> to  stop ringing macro 
Press <F6> (ST TMG) 
Announce the call, "Hello. A person is calling you through Relay (State). This is 
CA/Operator/Agent -. Have you received a S2S VoiceThru call before? 
I f  YES: Say, "One moment f o r  your call t o  begin. 
I f  NO: Press (ALT 6> (EXPLAINING RELAY) and provide Service Explonation and then say, 
"One tr---+ %r your call t o  begin". 
Press o r 9 >  GENDER 

TYPE how the phone was answered verbatim and GA 

Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. 

Re-voice as needed. Type requests t o  repeat t o  VCO. 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

Press <F9> (VCO) turns BLUE. 

Re-voice as needed. Type requests t o  repeat to  VCO. 

Agent hears VCO caller's voice. 

Agent hears VCO caller's voice. 

TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 
When both parties have completed their conversation; 

Press rFRb (RLS FWD) t o  release the outbound line. 
Press T 0> (PERSON HUNG UP) RELAY (state) GA OR SK 
Press (ALT V> t o  open the Inbound line connection to  the agent headset 

Press <ALT V> to  close connection t o  agent headset. (Agent can type t o  VCO customer) 
Agent Typing turns the VCO bridge o f f  automatically. 
After pressing <F9> a system message displays, Headset I N  Conversation. 

(Agent can hear VCO customer) Follow the instructions o f  the customer 

Y 
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Voice to S2S veo - TTY Answer 
• 	 The call arrives at the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 

SAY Greeting "Hello. Relay_______ CA/Agent/ Operator ____ May I have the 
number you are calling please?" 

SAY Greeting ''Hello. Relay CA/ Agent/Operator ____ Your Caller ID will 
transmit. May I have the number you are calling please?" 

The customer gives the agent the calling to number and mayor may not inform the agent 
the person being called will use Voice Thru (VCO) 

• 	 Enter Calling TO Number 

• 	 If appropriate, press <CTRL 0> (Caller ID Block ON/OFF toggle) 
• 	 Before completing the call say: "Thank you, I'll be off the line unttl the TTY user is 

connected" 
• 	 If appropriate, before completing the call say Thank you. Your Caller ID has been 

blocked I WI!! be off the line unttl the TTY user is connected 

• Press <COMP> 


When phone is answered by TTY TONES, you will see WHITE TEXT 


• 	 Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

• 	 Announce the call, Press <ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT ___WITH A CALL and 

type (VCO) 

• 	 Press <CTRL 8 or 9> GENDER 

• 	 READ the initial TTY answer message to voice customer and GA 

• 	 TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

• 	 Press <F9> (VCO) Re-voice as needed. Type requests to repeat to VCO. 

• 	 TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

• 	 Press <F9> (VCO) Re-voice as needed. Type requests to repeat to VCO . 

• 	 TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

• Press <F9> (VCO) Re-voice as needed. Type requests to repeat to VCO. 

When both parties have completed their conversation; 

• 	 Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 

I nform the inbound caller, "The person hung up " 

Follow the instruct ions of the customer 

If the inbound voice customer hangs up first and the outbound VCO caller remains on the 
line, the agent should press <ALT W> (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK and Press <F5> to release 
the outbound line. 
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Voice to S2S veo - veo Answer 
• 	 The call arrives at the agent position <F2> (Ans VCE) turns blue. 

SAY Gr eeting "Hello. Relay CA/Agen t/Operator . May I 
have the number you are calling please?" 
The customer gives the agent the calling to number and mayor may not inform the agent 
the person being called will use Voice Thru (VCO) 

• 	 Ent er CallIng TO Number 

• 	 Bef or e completing the call say: "Thank you, I'll be off the line unttf the TTY user is 
connected" 

• Press <CaMP> 


When phone is answered, YOU HEAR VOICE, 


• 	 Press <SPACEBAR> 


• Press <F6> (ST TMG) 


WAIT for the VCO ANSWER, then 


• 	 Press <F7> (SWITCH) 


• 	 Announce the call, Press <ALT 5> RELAY (state) AGENT ___WITH A CALL and 

type (VCO) 

• 	 Press <CTRL 8 or 9> GENDER 

• 	 REPEAT the initial answer message to voice customer if needed and say GA 

• 	 TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

• 	 Press <F9> (VCO) Re-voice as needed. Type requests to repeat to VCO. 

• 	 TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

• 	 Press <F9> (VCO) Re-voice as needed. Type requests to repeat to VCO. 

• 	 TYPE Hearing Persons response GA 

• Press <F9> (VCO) Re-voice as needed. Type requests to repeat to veo. 
When both parties have completed their conversation; 

• 	 Press <F5> (RLS FWD) to release the outbound line. 

• 	 Inform the inbound caller, "The person hung up" Follow the instructions of the customer . 

If the inbound voice customer hangs up first and the outbound VCO caller remains on the 
line, the agent should press <ALT W> (PERSON HUNG UP) SKSK and Press <F5> to release 
t he outbound line. 
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Billing Types 

• 	 Speech to Speech will have all billing types available . Follow normal billing procedures. 
Press <CTRL B> after billing number verification or when connected to the operator. 

Paid FON Card LEC Card Third Party Collect 

• 	 Speech to Speech will process all available call types, such as, Local , Long Distance, 800 
number calls and international calls. 

• 	 If the agent attempts to complete a call to a blocked service, an error message will appear. 

ClOSing Announcement 

"Would you like to place another call?" (If yes, take information) 

If no, "Thank you for using (State) Speech to Speech ." 

Answering Machines 
Follow normal answering machine procedures : 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) <SPACEBAR> (close auto detect box) 

Press <CTRL B> play message all the way through 


Press <FS> (RLS FWD) and say, "Would you like to leave a message?" 


If no, say: "Would you like to make another call? Thank you for using (State) Speech to 

Speech. " 


If yes : Customer voices message, agent writes message scratch pad . 

• 	 Agent repeats message back to customer, clarify/correct as needed OR 

Ask: "Would you like for me to repeat your message?" 
• 	 If name and number is not provided the agent may prompt the customer to leave 

their name and nurnber. Say: "Would you like to leave your name and number?" 

Say: "One moment please, I will redial to leave your message, please hold ." 


Press <CTRL A> (redial to answering machine) 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Press <CTRL B> (bridge) 


At beep , say, "Hello this is (State) Speech to Speech CAiAgenUOpr XXXX with the following 

message .. " (Read the complete message from the screen.) 


The press <FS> and say: "Your message has been left, would you like to make another call? 


If no, say: "Thank you for using (State) Speech To Speech ." 


VARIATION : If a user requests to leave a message on the answering machine in their own 

voice, the operator will make the announcement at the end of the message with : 

"This is (State) Speech to Speech CAiAgentiOpr XXXX leaving a message." 


NOTE: There is no time limit set for a user to leave a message and an agent will redial as 
many times as it takes to leave the entire message. 
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SA (Speech Abled) Calling To SD (Speech Disabled) Reaches an Answering 
Machine 
When the caller reaches an answering machine, allow the entire message to play and then 
press <F5> and tell the inbound you have reached an answering machine. 

• If SA wants to leave a message, the operator should assume that it is to be left through 
Speech to Speech. 

• The SA customer has the same options as the SO does when reaching the answering 
machine. The SA customer can either: 

1. Leave a message. This means they would have to wait for a "GA", (after the operator 
announces the call). 
2. Redial and leave it in their own voice. 

Busy! Disconnected Number 
Agent dials and reaches a number that is either busy or has been disconnected. 

Press <F5> and say "That line is busy/has been disconnected. The operator dialed (give 
number), Is that the correct number?" 

If correct: "Would you like to make another call? 

If no, "Thank you for using (State) Speech to Speech." 


Directory Assistance 
Agents will be able to access directory assistance. 

Audiotext Message Reached 
As soon as agent realizes it is an automated system: 


Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

Press <F9> (VCO) 

(Escape <ESC> from <CTRL B> first if necessary) 


• 	 Let message play. When prompted for a response, get instructions from caller and prompt, 
if necessary. 

<CTRL D>, enter information; continue to follow caller's instructions. 

NOTE: If call defaults to live person or caller elects to "speak with rep" turn off VCO bridge and 

go to conference bridge: 


Press <F9> (VCO) 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

Press <CTRL B> (bridge) 


NOTE: Caller may enter touch tones, or make selections from their own phone OR the caller 
may ask the agent to make the selections for them using the <CTRL 0> window. 
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Pagerl Beeper 

Let entire message/beeps play 

Press <F5> 

Say, "You have reached a pager, would you like to leave your number/message?" 


If no, say: "Would you like to make another call? Thank you for using (State) Speech to 

Speech ." 


If yes, say: "May I have the number/message you wish to leave?" 


If the customer's number is in the notes to give out for them , Say: "I will redial and leave 

(number from customer notes). Is this the correct number XXX-XXX-XXXX ?" 


If no: write the correct number and confirm. 


Press <CTRL A> (redial to answering machine) 

Press <F6> (ST TMG) 

Press <F7> (SWITCH) 

Press <F9> (VCO) 

Press <CTRL 0> (touch tone window) and enter Number 

Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 


Say: "Your number has been left. Would you like to make another call?" 


If no: Say: "Thank you for using (State) Speech to Speech." 


Clarification Phrases 


If you do not understand the person's speech, phrases to use: 

• 	 "Please repeat that." 
• 	 "Please repeat what you said after ... " 
• 	 "Please repeat after the word ... " 
• 	 "Can you please use another word?" 
• 	 "Can you please reword that?" 
• 	 "Could you spell that please?" 

"Did you say ... (Spell out the word with letterslwords ... example "b" as in boy, "a" as in apple ... etc.) 

• 	 "Was the word ?" 

Phrases to avoid: 
• 	 "I don't understand what you are trying to say." 
• 	 "You sound like ... " 
• 	 "I just cannot understand you ." 
• 	 "What???" 

If you still cannot understand the customer, as a last resort use: 

"I am sorry, I cannot understand that word/phrase/sentence. Would you be willing to wait until I 

get assistance from someone else?" 


If what the customer is saying does not make sense , the agent will repeat it and then say: 

"Is that correct?" 
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When YOU cannot understand the user. follow this Rrocedure: 

If the call arrives during business hours: 
Try your best to assist the user. 
Connect the user to the contact person in the state they are calling from. They are 
prepared to handle this type of customer. They will try to either assist the customer 
or inform them that this is not a service of use to them. If there is no contact person 
for the caller's state, transfer them to Customer Service for assistance. It may be 
necessary for you to remain on the line to assist with the call. 

9 

1 

After business hours: 
1 

1 

Try your best to assist the user. 
If the agent feels that they are beyond our assistance contact the supervisor on duty. 
The supervisor will discuss the situation with you and make the decision on whether 
to disconnect the call if the customer does not hang up. 

PLEASE CALL A SUPERVISOR TO TAKE CARE OF THIS SITUATION. 
THE AGENT SHOULD NOT TAKE ON THIS RESPONSlBlLlTYl 

We will not apologize for not being able to understand a Speech Disabled customer. This 
service is for moderately speech disabled customers. 
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Customer Requests 

Announcement 
If the customer says, "No announce" then the agent would do as instructed. If the inbound 
customer instructed the agent to make some sort of announcement, then the agent would follow 
those instructions. 
If a customer requests that you not use the phrase "Go Ahead" in the explanation of the service 
we would honor that request. 

Spelling 
If the caller asks for help spelling a word because they spell most of the words that he or she 
says in order for you to understand the words being said, it is okay to help the caller spell the 
word. 

900 Calls 
At this time 900 service is not available for Speech to Speech customers. That would have to 
be a purchase made by the state for separate S2S 900 service. 

Taking Notes 
Have paper and pencil on hand to write down information from the call that the Speech Abled 
person says to the Speech Disabled person. (Le. phone numbers, addresses, names, 
appointment times, movie times, etc.) Keep in mind that the Speech Disabled person is more 
than likely unable to write this information down due to their disabilities. They are assuming that 
you are writing down this information for them. It is part of your job. 

However, SZS cannot keep any documentation of calls for specific people who use the service. 
Call documentation should only reflect information needed for call set up or specific call 
processing directions. 

No record of call content can be retained. 
Any notes related to call content must be destroyed upon completion of the call. 

Confidentiality 
DO NOT give out any information that appears on the screen to the inbound or outbound caller. 
It is not appropriate to tell the calling from number even when the caller instructs you to do so. 
Tell the caller that regulations prevent you from giving out the information they are requesting. 

Customer calls in and Requests the Agent to hold 
Agents can hold up to 3 minutes without a number to dial 

Speech Disabled Call to Another Speech Disabled User 
The customer must specify or instruct the agent they want an additional agent to assist on the 
call. If requested one agent will be the inbound voice, while the other agent is the outbound 
voice. 

Using "Go Ahead" 
It is up to the agent to adapt to the needs of the caller and determine if it is necessary for them 
to use "Go Ahead. 
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Changing Agents 
Per the FCC a S2S agent must be on a call at least 15 minutes before the call can be taken 
over. When an inbound call comes to an agent‘s position the clock starts. After 15 minutes with 
the inbound customer, an agent may be relieved if it is appropriate. 

J 

A customer may request a change of agents at anytime. The relieving agent observes the call 
to become accustomed to the Speech Disabled person’s speech pattern before taking over the 
call. 

Call Take Over Procedure 
1. If a call take over is required, it is the agent’s responsibility to indicate they need a call take 

over. 
2. It is the relief agent‘s responsibility to observe, until they are comfortable with the call and 

have non-verbal agreement from the current agent. 
3. When the Speech Abled person is finished speaking and prior to the Speech Disabled 

person’s response, the relief agent will say the following phrase: “Hello, this is CNAgenVOpr 
XXXX continuing your call. One moment please.” 

4. Enter <ALT L>, and the relieving agent logs into the system. 
5. Begin the call by saying, “Thank you, go ahead caller.” 

No Announce Call Take Over 
If a customer has requested that their call not be announced and it is time for the agent on the 
call to leave, the relieving agent should take over the call without saying anything. The relieving 
agent will not be able to log in. The agent leaving should notify the supervisor on duty so 
adjustments can be made. 

VI. Emergency Call Procedures 
In an emergency situation with a Speech to Speech customer, all relay protocol is superceded 
and getting assistance to the caller is the primary goal. You may step out of your role in order to 
assist police, ambulance or fire department. You should provide emergency personnel the 
name and phone number of the caller as well as prompt the caller for their address as well as 
other pertinent information. 

However, if you suspect a caller needs “emergency assistance, but they have NOT asked for 
it ... we will NOT call for emergency assistance if they disconnect. A caller must ask for help or 
we cannot help them. They may sound like they need help when they don’t. 

Check you position reference guide for available state specific emergency numbers. 

For all other emergency numbers, if E911 fails, contact a Supervisor for assistance. 

EM Emergency Numbers 
The agent may access the Customer Data Base EMERGENCY NUMBERS feature to retrieve 
this information if it is available. The agent will type “EM” in the calling “To” field of the dialing 
window. The list of emergency numbers will appear on the screen if it is available. If the 
numbers appear the agent will arrow to the 5 available emergency numbers and select the 
emergency service requested. Once the selection is made the agent will press the <ENTER> 
key and the system will initiate outdial. 
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EMERGENCY VARIATION: 
There are times when a customer will call into the Speech to Speech center and tell the 
agent they are calling the police, fire department, ambulance, or rescue squad. The caller 
will give the number for the emergency service but does not say it is an emergency. 

In this case, the agent will ask the caller: 
“IS THIS AN EMERGENCY?” 

= If the caller tells the agent it is NOT an emergency, the agent will handle as a normal call. 
If the caller tells the agent it IS an emergency, the agent will follow emergency call procedures. 

VII. Confidentiality and Transparency 

Confidentiality 
Our pledge of confidentiality is highly important to our customers. This includes our Speech to 
Speech customers. 

To identify the uniqueness of the user and for guidance Agents may discuss the varying speech 
palterns a customer uses. It is not acceptable for Speech to Speech agents to discuss specifics 
regarding call content. 

Revealing specific information about the content of calls (including originating or terminating 
points of the call) breaks confidentiality. Any breach of confidentiality may result in termination. 

Transparency 
The idea is that the agent is invisible or transparent during the call. For Speech to Speech calls 
this means the agent relays the call (when requested) and only relays what is heard. The agent 
does not get involved in the call or take control of the call in anyway. This also means that you 
must not add or delete anything from the content of the call. 

Personal Conversations 
Personal conversations are not to be held with customer. This includes discussing personal 
information about other agents. Interactions with the customer must be based on business 
needs only. 

Agents may answer questions that inquire about the service or instruct customers on how to use 
the service. 

The points covered in the code of ethics (signed by all agents) apply to both regular relay and 
speech to speech calls. 
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Variations 

The control of a call is with the person that is making the call. Therefore, if the outbound says 
something such as, "Operator I can understand the caller, you don't need to repeat what he/.she 
says." Then be sure to get the inbound's permission before ceasing to repeat the conversation. 

Control of a Call d 

Must have outbound call to relay 
If you get a call from a customer who only wishes to hear your voice and does not actually want 
to place a call, follow this procedure: 

1. Ask for the number they are placing a call to. 
(The customer does not give you the number. Instead they ask you to repeat what they say 
or to answer questions that have nothing to do with telling you the number they want to call 
or instead of giving you the number they describe their actions going on at that time.) 

2. Tell the customer, "One moment for a supervisor." 
(At this point, do not speak to the customer but wait for the supervisor.) 

3. The supervisor will tell the customer to give a calling to number or they will be disconnected. 
(If the caller does not give a calling to number, the supervisor will disconnect the call.) 

If an operator or billing representative from a telephone company calls in with a Speech 
Disabled person on the line, we cannot relay for the operator without outdialing. The Speech 
Disabled person must hang up and redial through S2S to talk to the operator. 

Personal Conversations 
Speech to Speech customers will not be allowed to call in and chat without placing a call. Be 
polite and friendly, but business oriented. If necessary, redirect the customer by advising them 
to hang up and call back if they need assistance with a call. 

Agents may not counsel, advise, or interject personal opinions into conversations, they may ask 
to clarify what was said if unclear. 

If you get a customer who wants to have a personal conversation: 

1. Please attempt to redirect the customer by advising them to hang up and call back if they 
need assistance with a call. 

2. Agents can be identified by the use of their Agent ID only. Agent needs to inform customers 
that no personal information can be given. 

3. Use the phrase: "I am sorry I am unable to answer personal questions. Can I please have 
the name and number of the person you would like to call?" 
"I am sorry I am unable to have personal conversations with users. I am here to assist you 
in placing calls to other people. Would you like to place a call?" 

4. If you continue to have problems please call a supervisor who will instruct the user how the 
service works and refer them to the contact person in the state they are calling from. 

5. If the customer is extremely chatty a supervisor may talk to the customer or redirect them 
using the above two statements. 

- 

OR 

Do not Announce 
If a customer requests that their call not be announced and it is time for the agent on the call to 
leave, the relieving agent just takes over the call without saying anything. The relieving agent 9 
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will not be able to log in. The agent leaving should notify the supervisor on duty so adjustments 
can be made. 

Talking on Hold 
Please inform the customer: "I'm sorry I am unable to have a conversation while we are on 
hold." OR "We are continuing to hold." 

Keeping Customer Informed 
Before the outbound is dialed, the agent will say: "Thank you. 1'11 be off the line. One moment 
please." 

Differentiating between Relay and Speech to Speech 
If you reach a person who thinks they are getting a relay call, you will politely say: 
"Speech to Speech is different from a TTY Relay call for someone who is deaf or hard of 
hearing. Your caller has a speech disability, but can hear. " 

OR 
"The person is not using a TTY; the person can hear you but has a speech disability. " 

OR 
"Our service is like the Relay but this caller can hear you. They have a speech disability so they 
are going to speak a few words and I will repeat exactly what they say." 

Non Speech to Speech Calls 
When neither party on the line requires the services of Speech to Speech, the agent will say: 
"Our service is for customers who have a speech disability. I am sorry, I am unable to assist 
you with your call." 
If they continue to request the agent process the call, the agent will say: "Please hold for a 
supervisor." Let the supervisor make the decision to disconnect or redirect the call. 

Calls outdialing to another Speech to Speech Agent 
The following is the procedure we will use if a Speech to Speech agent is on a call and the 
outbound party dials out to a number that connects them to a Speech to Speech agent: 

Agent #2: Say: "Excuse the call." 
Press <F5> (RLS FWD) 
Agent #2 then instructs the inbound customer: 
"I'm sorry but we cannot place a call that involves two Speech to Speech agents. That 
service is not part of the current arrangements between the state and Sprint." 

Customer Calling Speech to Speech to Translate 
If a customer calls in and is on another call already in progress and they ask the agent to 
translate for the Speech to Speech user. That is not a service offered by relay. The customer 
would have to call into Speech to Speech before joining the conference call. 

Disabled Callers 
Speech to speech agents will assist any person calling into the Speech to Speech service who 
is disabled. Per Marketing and TRS Management, Speech to Speech agents will attempt to 
assist users with a variety of disabilities that make communication on the phone challenging for 
the user. The agent should not question a person's disability. This is in accordance with the 
American's with Disabilities Act, which requires reasonable accommodations be made to assist 
callers with various disabilities. All calls are to be processed according to procedures. 
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Module & Healthy Detachment 

0 bjectives 

After completing Module 8 on Healthy Detachment, the agent will be able to: 

1. Talk with understanding about detaching from relay calls. 

2. Develop people skills and de-stressing techniques. 

3. Process all call types available. 

4. Gain tools to re-direct the customer, using appropriate phrases. 

Benefits 

. The Healthy Detachment module will provide the agent with information about 
understanding customers and provide them with skills needed to be a healthy relay 
agent. 

Through lectures, videos and observations the agent will get a first hand opportunity 
to understand the importance of detachment, stress and hospitality. 

Overview 

Upon completion of the Healthy Detachment module, new relay agents will have a basic 
understanding of how to deal with common relay stresses and traps encountered during 
relay call processing. 
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Healthy Detachment 
1. People Skills are Survival Skills for Relay Agents 
Often compared to a "telephone wire", the Relay Agent is in the unique and challenging position 
of providing transparent communication and serving the frequently conflicting needs of two 
different customers at the same time. Healthy Hospitality has been designed to give agents 
some simple tools to increase job satisfaction, decrease stress and to help provide a service 
that relay customers will notice. 

Hospitality 
Being gracious to guests. Each customer agents serve is Sprint's guest. Our goal is to provide 
a warm, friendly and comfortable atmosphere for them to process their relay calls. 

Taking care of business 
Processing the call, getting the job done, following the strict guidelines of relay transparency 
and call processing. 

A. Relay Traps 
Trap -A behavior from a customer that makes you feel uncomfortable, angry, or defensive. NOT 
BECOMING TRAPPED IS YOUR GOAL. Avoid taking what is said personally. Becoming 
TRAPPED causes you to be upset or stressed. Only you can decide how you will react. The 
situation will occur whether you are upset or not, so you make the decision not to let it trap you. 

Jail calls 
Specific customers 
Specific types of calls 
Customers who say they know service 
Fast talkers 
TDD interrupters 

Cussing / blaming agent 
Communication breakdown 
Hard to understand ASL 
Slow typists 
Complicated voice mail 
Customers who yell 

8. Perception 
Everyone has his or her own perception of an event. Perception is reality. As a Relay Agent 
you have two different customers on the line, often with conflicting needs and strict guidelines 
established by the PUC. It is not a matter of right or wrong, it's a matter of perception and how 
everyone feels when the call is over. You will help yourself by trying to see it from their 
perspective, even if you don't, or can't agree. 

I I .  Sensible ways to reduce stress 
Give the customer the benefit of the doubt. Remember that people do the best they can. Is this 
a situation that I can change? Change it, or accept it, just don't allow yourself to get trapped in 
the moment, don't allow yourself to be STRESSED. 

The number one stress-reducing activity that you participate in every hour of every day is 
looking away from your computer. Moving your eyes and your mind away from the call that you 
are processing allows you to GROUND yourself here and DETACH from the situation. 

Create your own personal stress-releasing process. What will you do when you feel the call 
trapping you? Be proactive, not reactive. 
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A. The Scary Movie Analogy 
When people are watching a scary movie they subconsciously tend to follow the following steps 
to detach from the stressful feelings they are experiencing. You can try doing the same while 
on a difficult call. 

The first thing a person does during a scary part of a movie is to BREAK THE INTENSITY 
by looking away for a moment, or closing their eyes. Consciously try this while on a 
stressful call. Look away, break the intensiiy. If you are HERE and not THERE where the 
call is happening, you will be fine. It can't hurt you. 

The movie becomes scarier and the person grabs on to the arms of the chair. 
PHYSICALLY CONNECTING THEMSELVES TO THEIR TRUE REALITY. They are 
reminding themselves that they are watching a movie, not being chased by a vampire. Try 
this on an intense call; lower your keyboard, adjust your chair, move something on your 
desk, stand up. Physically connect yourself to your work environment, NOT the call itself. 
Whatever it is trapping you into feeling stress, is not YOUR REALITY. 

The movie is just too much to handle and the person leaves the room. If the call becomes 
too intense for us to handle set a time limit for yourself and then put that cone up. 

B. Smile at someone 
Stand-up. Stretch. Smile at someone. This call will come and go and all that will be left is you 
and your feelings. Did it get to you? Did it roll off your back? Did you escape the trap? 

C. Baby Steps - Make Healthy Detachment a Habit 
Identify your own personal traps. When you realize that you are about to be trapped, challenge 
yourself to stay detached, calm and REWARD yourself every time you do. A habit is a behavior 
that is fixed by constant repetition. It takes 30 days to make a behavior a habit. If you are used 
to getting trapped, do not expect this behavior to change overnight. IT TAKES 30 DAYS. Mark 
your calendar today. Start practicing Healthy Detachment now. 

Top Ten Ways to Reduce STRESS 
1. Get organized. 
Disorganization breeds stress. Having too much going at the same time leads to confusion and 
forgetfulness. Plan ahead. Develop your own personal style of getting things done in a calm, 
orderly way. Try to take on projects one at a time and work on them until completed. 

2. Learn to play. 
You need regularly to escape from the pressures of life and have fun. Find past times or 
hobbies that are absorbing and enjoyable regardless of your level or ability. 

3. Recognize and accept limits. 
Most of us set unreasonable goals for ourselves, which leads to a sense of failure or 
inadequacy no matter how well we perform. Reevaluate your goals with ruthless realism. Are 
they realistic? Are they achievable? 

4. Learn to tolerate and forgive 
Intolerance and judging of others leads to frustration and anger. Try to understand the other 
person's concerns and fears. This will make you feel more accepting of them even if you do not 
agree with their behavior or opinions. 
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5. Be a positive person 
Avoid criticizing others. Learn to praise the things you like in others. Focus on the good 
qualities of those around you. Excessive criticism of others almost always reflects 
dissatisfaction with oneself. 

6. Avoid unnecessary competition 
Many competitive situations cannot be avoided, but too much of a concern with winning creates 
tension and hostility. 

7. Focus on process, not outcomes, in living 
Find activities that give you intrinsic satisfaction. Focusing on the process or style of your 
activities, rather than on their results or outcomes can reduce stressful emotions. Do those 
things that allow you to focus on and enjoy the activity itself. 

8. Get regular physlcal exercise 
You will be more likely to stay with a program if you choose one that you enjoy rather than one 
that seems like drudgery. It is difficult to overstate the importance of regular, vigorous exercise 
for physical and mental health. 

9. Learn a systematic, drug-free method of relaxing 
Meditation, yoga, or progressive relaxation can be learned from various accredited teachers and 
licensed psychotherapists. 

10.Talk out your troubles 
Find a friend, member of the clergy, counselor, or therapist you can be open with. Expressing 
your “bottled up” tension and concerns to an understanding and sympathetic ear can be 
incredibly helpful. 

IV. Hospitality 

Tone of Voice 
Your voice is your strongest tool. Your goal is to sound pleasant and friendly with each 
customer. Use your tone of voice to convey your hospitality welcoming them to the best relay 
service in the country. 

Sounding Fresh, New, Not Like a Recording 
Personalize your pacing phrases and explanations. Remember that you explain service all the 
time, but this is the first time this customer has ever heard it. 

Mirroring the Customer’s Level of Concern 
When the customer is upset. Mirror their tone of voice and then calm down yourrate of speech 
and they in turn will mirror you. You can do this by raising the volume, or tone of your voice. 

Communicating in ASL 
Avoid large words or complicated thoughts. Limit the information to one line or less. Be direct. 
Use the same words the customer has used. If call is not possible and other options have been 
offered, use GA to SK. Keep it simple. 

Listening 
Listening is not automatic. The more information you have, the better you will be at successfully 
handling any situation. You will be more effective in taking care of business if you pay attention 
to the details. 
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Don’t Take it Personally 
If a customer is upset and treats you with disrespect, don’t get upset. Don’t get trapped. 
Apologize. Diffuse the situation. Take the person off guard so that the real problem can be 
resolved. Remember that this person is not mad at you, they are mad at the role that you are 
in, or the situation. 

Assuming 
Think fast, but don’t jump to conclusions. You might miss critical information if you don‘t listen. 
Each situation is different even if it is the same customer you have been dealing with all day. 
With this call they might be doing something differently. Get the facts in each situation. 

Paraphrasing 
Critical when communicating in ASL. If you don’t tell the customer you understand what they 
told you, they will not be able to listen to what you need to tell them. When you paraphrase you 
also reinforce that you have the correct information and acknowledge that you have listened to 
them. 

Acknowledge and Appreciate 
Everyone needs to be appreciated. An honest sincere “thank you” will make anyone feel better. 
“Thank you for taking the time to let us know this. ” “This is your service and our goal is to be the 
best we can be ...” “I appreciate you patience ....” 
Empathy 
An excellent tool for escaping traps and defusing upset customers. Show them that you 
understand how they feel by communicating that understanding back to them. “That is not fair, I 
understand how you must feel.” “I hear what you’re saying, I see what you mean ...” ”I am so 
sorry this has happened ...” 

Selective Agreement 
An attack invites an argument. By finding something to agree on, you reach common ground. 
Your goal is to take care of the business part of the call as quickly as possible and not to get 
trapped. NEVER ARGUE with a customer. Arguing with a customer traps you and angers 
them. “This should never have happened.” ”I completely agree, this is not fair.” “What can we 
do to change it?” “I see yourpoint.” “You are right” 

Offering Suggestions 
“Would you like to speak to a supervisor?” “Would you like to talk to our account manager?“ 
“Would you like to talk to customer service?” “Would you like to talk to our Tech?” “WHAT CAN 
I DO TO MAKE THIS RIGHT???” “WHAT CAN WE DO TOGETHER?” 
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V. Phrases. 

Less Than Great Phrases That Should Not Be Used with Customers 
You need to slow down / speak directly / stop interrupting 
You have to wait for the “GA 
It is against our policy for me to talk to you 
You can’t talk to me 
You are going to have to talk slower ... 

GREAT PHRASES TO USE WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS 
Pacing 

One moment please, I’m typing everything you’re saying. 
I’m typing everything you’re saying, one moment please while I catch up ... 
Sir, I’m not able to type that fast, one moment while I catch up ... 
I’m trying to get every word you’re saying, one moment .... 
Ma’am? One moment please. 
I need to type every word you say, one moment. 

Interruptions 
I’m sorry Ma’am, if you will repeat that when you hear the “GA.” 
Sir, they’re still talking, one moment ... 
I’m sorry I can’t type while they are talking, it will be your turn when you hear “GA.” 
I’m sorry, if you could wait until you hear “GA” the agent will relay your message. 
Sir? They have finished talking; it is your turn. 
One moment, they can’t hear you when they are talking .... 
One moment Ma’am, they are still typing .... 
I’m not able to interrupt when they are typing ... 

Redirecting 
I’m sorry I need to type everything I hear ... 
I type exactly what you say, if you could please speak as if I am not here ... 
I’m sorry, this conversation is between you and the person you are talking to. 
One moment, I am trying to type exactly what you said, that was, “tell him to meet me” ... and 
what else sir? 
I wish I could help you, all I can do is type exactly what you say to the person you are talking to, 
and read to you what they are typing. One moment let me begin reading again ... 
I don’t know sir, let me type exactly what you said to the person you are asking .... 
I need to type exactly what you say and it works great if you say, “you need to go” instead of 
“she needs to go.” 

NOTE: These are only suggested phrases for the agent to use. The main point to remember is 
that the agent should be polite and courteous. 
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Healthy Relay 
A Healthy Approach to Relay 
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Module 9 - Healthy Relay 

Objectives 

After completing Module 9 on Healthy Relay, the agent will be able to: 

1. Talk with understanding about the importance of the practice of good ergonomics. 

2. Develop a personal plan for relaxation techniques. 

3. Understand the importance of pacing the customer. 

Benefits 

. The Healthy Relay module will provide the agent with information about the 
importance of setting up the workstation properly and following basic ergonomic 
procedures. 

Through lectures and participation, the agent will get a first hand opportunity to set 
up the workstation and gain skills in ergonomics, customer pacing and relaxation. 

J 

Ove mi ew 

Upon completion of the Healthy Relay module, new relay agents will have a basic 
understanding of ergonomically setting up their positions and how to remain relaxed at 
the stations. 

Trainers Note: 

Healthy Relay training is a critical part of staying healthy in the workplace. By passing on this 
knowledge, you are giving agents the tools and education to stay healthy. Therefore, the way in 
which the training is presented holds the key. 

While the material is being presented it is best to avoid words such as: pain, RMI, injury, etc. 
unless stated in the training. Although the material within the training is important, it seems to be 
received better by the agents if it is presented in a "light" atmosphere. 
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1. Introduction 

II. Video: Ergonomics and You or 
Ergonomics Handouts 

111. SportslMusical Instrument Analogy 
A. Interact with agents by asking questions about what they first do when 

performing these activities. 
Ask for those who have ever seriously played sports or a musical instrument to raise 
their hand. Single a few of these people out and begin to ask questions. Get them 
to state what sportlmusical instrument they played. Then ask them exactly what did 
they do prior to playing the sporting activity or musical instrument. Goal: For 
someone to state they warm up prior to playing. 

B. Relate warming up for sports and musical activities to  warming up for relaying 
calls. 
Main point: Even though Relay Agents aren't playing a sport or musical instrument, 
they are still using their muscles to complete a task. 

IV. Reinforce Stretching Exercises 

A. Review Keyboard Athletics (exercise from video) 
Request class to participate in the following exercises: Hand and Wrist Pulls, 
Shoulder Rolls, Elbow Twist, Wrist Stretch, Hand Twist Out, and Relaxation. Follow- 
up with the Squeeze ball and Theraputty exercises. Do above exercises three times 
each side for a count of five. 

B. Review other exercises. 
The eyes, neck, lower back, knees, and ankles. Give location of all exercise 
materialslreferences. 

C. Exercise before typing, between calls, during voicing of TT/TTY typing, at 
home, in the car, etc. 
Before giving all of these scenarios, ask the class to tell you times when they are 
able to do these exercises. Add any that weren't brought up. 

V. Supervisor Reinforcement of Exercises 

A. Discuss importance of exercises at relay. 
Tell the class why it is important to stretch and exercise at relay. Important points to 
remember: increases blood circulation, reduces opportunity for fatigue, reduces risk 
factor of injury, and strengthens muscles. 

B. Discuss exercise criteria in surveys. 
During monthly surveys, supervisors look for the agent to do stretches and 
exercises. 
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VI. Agent Reinforcement 
A. Discuss what happens when you forget to stretch. 4 

Refer back to the sports analogy. Ask those agents who raised their hand previously 
what would have happened if they did not warm up. A good example to get the point 
across is to use the analogy of a professional football player. What would happen if 
the kicker went out on the field after sitting on the bench to kick the ball? 
Refer back to the Relay Agent position and ask the same type of question. Make 
sure the following points are covered: soreness, muscle fatigue, tension, swelling, 
and numbness. 

Main points: Numbness and tingling 
B. Discuss symptoms of RMI distinguishing it from muscle soreness. 

VII. Mini Ergonomic Reviews in Agent Center 
(This exercise may require spending individual time with the agents) 
A. Demonstrate adjusting chairs, workstations and monitors. 

Ask agent to adjust the station to what they feel it should be. After the agent adjusts 
the station go over any areas which may need additional adjustments (keyboard too 
low, monitor needs to be higher, etc.). 

B. Demonstrate the usage of the wrist rests and foot rests. 

C. Demonstrateldiscuss relaying while standing up. 

VIII. Discuss things to remember while setting up the workstation. 
A. Discuss natural posture with class participation. 

A good way to get the class to understand natural posture is by working with a 
partner. Have the partner turn so they are giving the class a side view. Point out the 
following details: alignment of shoulder to hip, three curves of the spine (neck, chest 
and lumbar), and the chin slightly tilted downward. Now have the partners turn and, 
while facing the class, point out the following details: relaxed shoulders, natural curve 
of the wrists and of hands. While pointing out the natural curve of the wrists, have 
the partner sit in a chair, and bring their forearmslwrists to the proper typing posture. 

B. Discuss compression and the importance of maintaining a neutral wrist 
alignment. 
It's important for the class to know what can happen when any part of the body is 
compressed (i.e. wrist resting on keyboard, or legs crossed etc.). A good example to 
use here is the experience of your legs falling asleep if you keep them crossed for 
too long. Points to remember: compression causes blood circulation to slow down, 
keeps the nerves from sending/receiving messages, and can cause numbness or 
tingling. 

Feelings of fatigue, discomfort, and tingling are all ways in which your body tells you 
something is missing, just as when you are hungry, your stomach growls. It is 
important to listen to your body tells you so you are able to make the necessary 
adjustments. 

C. Listen to  your body. 
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IX. 

X. 

XI. 

XII. 

GUAM- Get Up and Move 
A. GUAM approximately every 30 minutes of typing, sooner if typing is extensive. 

Go over what the agent does when they GUAM and how to do it. Points to 
remember: Agents need to GUAM when calls exceed 30 minutes, there is excessive 
typing, or the emotional content of the call is stressful. 

Explain that GUAM is a preventative tool. Points to remember: It is important to 
GUAM because it is a way to ensure exceptional customer service, a way to keep 
yourself detached from a call, allows the agent to take a breather, gives the agent a 
chance to get their blood circulation moving, and is a factor in preventing fatigue. 

B. Express importance even if not feeling fatigued. 

Ergonomic Relief 
A. To be used when experiencing discomfort. 

Discuss the importance for agents to be relieved of a call if they are feeling 
discomfort. If the agent is feeling discomfort and is not relieved, the muscles could 
be strained with no extra time for recuperate. As a result, the agent cannot provide 
exceptional customer service. 

B. Check out at the Supe Desk for a break. 
Go over procedure for taking an Ergonomic Relief. Put up red cone, sign out at 
cockpit, go through necessary recovery techniques (ice, anti-inflammatory etc.). 

Going home and emergencies take priority over all other reliefs. 
C. Top priority over “break” relief and “going home” relief. 

Slowing the Customer Down 
A. Read an article having the agents type along-gradually pick up the speed. 

The success of this exercise sometimes depends on the type of article that is read. 
Therefore, look for an article that is less entertaining. 

phrase. 
“One moment please, nor 7 type everything I hear. ..” 

B. Recognize the first agent to slow the speaker down using an appropriate 

C. Discuss reasons for slowing the customer down. 
Pacing the conversation is important not only to the reality of the call, but to keep 
agents from over-exerting themselves. When agents try to type faster than their 
hands are able, their body tends to go through a series of chain reactions. First, the 
agent leans forward, then hunches their shoulders, then tension is felt throughout the 
body. 

Supervisor Support of Slowing Down Voice Customer 

A. Discuss importance during surveys. 
When supervisors do monthly surveys they look for the agent to keep the caller at a 
comfortable pace. This pace should keep the flow of conversation at a normal level 
and ensure the agent is not over-exerted. 
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XIII. Overtime and How it Relates to Healthy Relay 

NOTE: This section is optional - if you are in a center which experiences a 
need for over-time please discuss this section. 

A. 	 Acknowledge the risks of working too much overtime. 
Discuss the importance of being extra alert bodily messages while working overtime. 
At the first sign of any discomfort it is critical that agents recognize this and makes 
every effort to avoid working overtime. 

It is important to use a real-to-life situation which agents can identify with to ensure 
full understanding of this topic. For example: During the holidays many people 
attempt to work as much overtime as they can, sometimes refusing to recognize any 
discomfort they might feel. By not recognizing the discomfort they are putting 
themselves at risk for potential injury. 

XIV. Relaxation Tape 

A. 	 Show first part of tape until watercolor segment. 

XV. Practice Relaxation Techniques 

A. 	 Get relaxation ideas from class. 

Ask the class if there is anyone who has relaxation techniques they have used and 
the outcome of these techniques. 
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Objectives 

When you complete Module 10 on Adult learning you will be able to: 

1. Describe in your own words the unique characteristics of adult learners 

2. Describe how different modalities are used in the training process and brainstorm 
options for using a variety of modalities in the daily process of communicating with 
agents. 

3. State in your own words the elements of lesson design. 

4. Identify the steps involved in effective instruction and give examples of how this 
process applies to your day-to-day role as trainer and coach. 

5. Describe how the process of giving and receiving information impacts supervisor- 
agent communication. 

6. Identify the characteristics of good and bad feedback and create effective feedback 
statements. 

Benefits 

The Adult Learning module will provide information about understanding adult 
learning and their various learning styles. 

This module will also provide information about giving and receiving information and 
how this impacts adult learning. 

Overview 

Upon completion of the Adult Learning module, trainers will have a basic understanding 
of how to better work with adult learners and how to provide effective feedback. 
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1. The Adult Learner 

A. 
1. How the adult learner (the agent) is different from the child learner. 

Compare how we learn as adults with how we learned when we were children. 

Understanding the Needs of the Adult Learner 

The Learning Continuum 

Child Adult 
Self-concept of the Learner 

Dependent Learner 
(Ex: child sees himself dependent on teacher) 

Subject matter 
Delayed application 
(Ex: Math/Algebra) 

Self-directed learning 
(Ex: Adult chooses to get further education) 

Focus of Learning 

Problem Solving 
Immediate application 
(Ex: How to process a collect phone call) 

Role of the Learner 

Value of teacher's experience 
Experience is something that happens to the child 

Value of adult learner's experience 
Broad base of personal experience 
to which to relate new learning 
Experiential learning very effective 

Readiness to Learn 

Chronological age determines appropriate task 

Motivation 

External rewards or punishment 

Developmental tasks related to role 
in work and society 

Internal incentives 

B. Simple guidelines to keep in mind 
1. Adults must want to learn. 
2. Adults will learn only what they feel a need to learn. 
3. Adults learn by doing. 
4. Adult learning centers on realistic problems. 
5. Experience affects adult learning. 
6. An informal environment is best. 
7. Variety produces the best results. 
8. Adults want guidance, not grades. 
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C. Use of Different Modalities 
1. Define what “modalities” are - use of the various senses and mode of communication 

(e.g., hearing instructions, seeing written words or videos, hands-on doing of a 
task). 

?. Review and discuss “Adult Learning - Edgar Dale’s Cone of Experience” 

People Generally Remember Levels of Abstraction A 
Verbal Receiving 

10% of what they read 

20% of what they hear 

Read 
/ Hearwords \ 
Watch still picture 
atch moving picture 

Watch exhibit 
W- 

Do a site visit 
Do a dramatic mesentation 
Simulate a real experience 

Visual Receiving 30% of what they see 

50% of what they hear and see 

70% of what they say or write 

90% of what they say as they do a Hearing, Saying, Seeing 
thing Do the “real thing” and Doing 

3. Give examples from the agent learning package 

4. Checking for Understanding-Ask for examples of how different modalities might 
be used in coaching on a day-today basis. 

W 

II. Elements of Lesson Design 
A. Focus 

The focus sets the stage for the lesson and causes the student to mentally shift 
“gears” and “attend” to the lesson at hand. A focus activity can be simple or complex. 
It can be a time to practice on a previously learned skill, think about the new 
information to be learned or provide diagnostic information for the instructor about 
what students do or do not know. This step gets students to learn. 

B. Objective and Purpose 
Students respond better to a lesson when they know what is expected of them and 
why it is important or how they can use it. To be effective the objective needs to be 
in terms the student will understand. It should have an action verb that tells the 
student what they will learn. A good objective also lets the student know how their 
success in achieving the objective will be measured. 
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C. Input 
Students must acquire new information about the knowledge, process or skill they are 
to achieve. There is an enormous "shopping list '' of options or methods that can be 
used to present the lesson content. The presentation techniques should be geared to 
the student's level of knowledge, learning style, needs, interest and type of 
information being presented. 

"Seeing" the process or procedure is an important adjunct to learning. It helps the 
student learn the process or skill and perceive the product or result they are expected 
to produce. Examples, demonstrations or samples are considered models. A variety 
of them should be a routine part of most lessons. 

Before students are expected to do the task, it is wise to make sure that they 
understand what it is they are supposed to do. To be certain that the students have 
an understood the concepts of the lesson an effective instructor uses a variety of 
methods to check for understanding. 

Students need to practice their new skills under the supervision of the instructor. An 
error at the beginning of the learning is "set" quickly and it becomes difficult to change 
later. This is usually an awkward time of the learning process and students can easily 
become frustrated. Guided practice gives the instructor an opportunity to "coach the 
student. It is a powerful part of the learning process. 

After the instructor is reasonably sure that the students will not make serious errors, 
the students may be asked to practice on their own. Feedback after they complete 
the practice activity is critical at this point. The instructor is trying to build confidence 
and success in order for the new skills transfer back to the job. 

Students retain material better if it is summarized in some fashion. It provides an 
opportunity to tie all the pieces together and practice or review the lesson one last 
time. 

The instructor usually needs to evaluate performance. The evaluation can be 
considered the summary in many cases. Evaluation verifies that the student 
mastered the concepts. If they did not master them then it could possibly provide 
information about employee developmental needs. It can also provide valuable 
feedback about the course for the instructor. 

D. Modeling 

E. Checking For Understanding 

F. Guided Practice 

G. Independent Practice 

H. Summary 

1. Evaluation 
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111. 
This is the key to effective training and coaching and the foundation on which agent training was 
developed. 

How to Give Effective Instruction 

A. 7 Steps of Effective Instruction 
I. Objectives 
2. SeffHook 
3. StandardslExpectations 
4. Teaching 

= Input 
ModelinglDemo 

1 Direction giving 
1 Checking for Understanding 

5. Guided Practice 
6. Closure 
7. Independent Practice 

B. Four Step Instructional Process 
1. Watch how I do it (modeling) 
2. You help me do it (together) 
3. 1'11 watch you do it (praise, prompt, leave) (guided practice) 
4. You do it alone (independent practice) 

C. Questioning Guidelines 
1. Get their attention, then ask question 
2. Ask question before designating the person to answer 
3. Do not repeat or rephrase the student's response. Ask for agreement by class or 

for others to respond. 
4. Ask question then wait for most of class to respond 
5. Never ask a question of a student who you know cannot answer 
6. If the student is confused or can't answer, calmly repeat the same question or 

give a direct clue 

W 

IV. Feedback-An Essential Training and Coaching Technique 
A. The Communication Process (listening, receiving, etc.) 

1. One-way Communication-Sender tells receiver a message. No feedback from 
receiver. (E.g., memos, lectures, television, written instructions.) 

2. Two-way Communication-Information flows back and forth between sender 
and receiver. Receiver can ask questions and get clarification. Through 
feedback, mutual understanding is increased. (E.g., discussions, telephone 
conversations, question-and-answer sessions.) 
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3. Experiment in One-way and Two-way Communication 

--A volunteer is selected who the group believes is a good communicator. 
The rest of the group act as receivers of information. The communicator is given 
a sheet of paper with a geometric diagram on it (Figure 1). With hislher back to 
the audience, the communicator describes the figure that the receivers attempt to 
draw based on the instructions they are given. During this time the receivers 
are not allowed to speak to the communicator and the communicator will 
not answer any questions. Each receiver should make hisher own drawing 
without looking at anyone else's. The instructor will answer any questions 
participants have. 

n 

Y-A- Figure 1 

--Next, the communicator will face the receivers and give directions for 
how to draw (Figure 2). Without seeing the drawing, participants may ask 
questions at any time to the communicator and clarify the instructions. The 
communicator cannot use gestures in giving answers to the questions. 

Figure 2 

--The instructor asks the following questions: 
a. How many participants think they got the drawing of Figure 1 right? (Look at 

the drawings to confirm the results. To be correct, each object must be the 
right shape and in proper relation to the other geometric objects on the page). 

b. How many participants think they got the drawing of Figure 2 right? (Look at 
the drawings to confirm the results.) 

c. What do the results tell us about the effectiveness of one-way communication 
vs. two-way with feedback? 

d. Ask the communicator: How did you feel under the one- way condition? Under 
the two-way condition? Which condition was most satisfying to you? 

e. Ask the participants: How did you feel under the one-way condition? Under 
the two-way condition? Which condition was most satisfying to you? 

f. How does this exercise relate to the leadership style of the supervisor and 
manager? 

4. Conclusions 
a. Providing feedback through two-way communication results in greater 

accuracy than one-way communication. 
b. In one-way communication the communicator usually feels confident and in 

c. In two-way communication the communicator may feel frustrated. By receiving 
control. The receiver may feel frustrated. 

feedback, the receiver usually feels satisfied. 
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B. How to Give Effective Feedback 
1. Descriptive of Behavior-Give feedback that describes what the person did 

rather than an evaluation of who the person is. (E.g., Descriptive-You left your 
clothes all over your bedroom. Evaluative-You are a slob.) 

feedback makes it hard for a person to correct their behavior. (E.g., Specific- 
The arrow was five inches to the left of the bull’s eye. General-You missed!) 

3. Immediate-Immediate feedback is most useful. Delayed feedback can cause 
frustration and confusion. 

4. Honest-If feedback says some performance is “terrific” when it isn’t, you’ve 
confused the person and reduced opportunity for improvement. Also, use a 
balance of positive and negative feedback, not just one or the other. 

5. Correctable-Direct feedback toward behavior that the receiver has control over 
and can do something about. 

6. Constructive-Tell the employee not only the specifics about what is wrong, but 
also suggest how it can be corrected. 

7. Balanced-Give both positive and negative feedback, not just one or the other. 
Also, give positive feedback for partial completion of a big task rather than 
waiting until the end and for improvement rather than waiting for perfection. 

4 
2. Specific-Specific feedback says clearly what is wrong and why. General 

C. Trust in Management 
You can order people to do things. But you run the risk of getting the salute and not the heart, 
gaining compliance and not the commitment. 
1. Train People How to Think 
You can train people to think quality, to think service-but there’s a difference: whether these 
efforts come from trust and commitment, and whether they’re genuine. And that‘s the 
difference that communicates to the market that makes people want to do business with you. 
The concept of trust is simple: build on individual confidence and eliminate fear as an 
operating principle. The process is achievable, once we understand the emotions associated 
with trust and incorporate them into these four steps: 

1. Define what we mean by trust, 
2. Understand our blind spots, 
3. Communicate with intention, and, 
4. Produce. The conversion to a team mentality is difficult because effective teams must be 
predicated on trust. 

J 

2. Defining Trust 
There are two parts to trust: a feeling part that indicates trust and a performance track record 
that confirms trust. 
An active feeling of trust is confidence: in leadership, in veracity, in reliability. A passive 
feeling of trust is the absence of worry or suspicion. Our most productive relationships are 
already based on trust, sometimes unrecognized and frequently taken for granted. 
Trust, then, can be defined as confidence, the absence of suspicion, confirmed by 
track record end our ability to correct 

The track record is only a confirmation of well-placed trust. If we define trust solely in terms of 
past events, we often consign ourselves to long periods of testing and sometimes stubborn 
unforgiveness. It is much more productive to correct mistakes and miscommunications to re- 
build trust starting now. 
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3. Blind Spots 
Over our careers, each of us has collected a set of beliefs, world views and sweeping 
opinions, some of which are productive and some of which are not. The latter tend to be our 
blind spots. 
All beliefs are formed from facts and assumptions. The blind spot beliefs are formed with two 
additional ingredients: fear and loss. 
Centuries ago, for instance, the world got flat when societies observed facts, (the boat 
disappearing over a straight horizon), experienced fear and loss, (loved ones and survival 
necessities), and assumed there was a logical explanation using the available facts. 
Similar blind spots accumulate for each of us in our careers. The sequence goes something 
like this: on an occasion when we are extending trust, often contributing extra, something 
happens which leaves us feeling burnt, or betrayed. The emotional response is immediate: 
shock, fear, loss, and anger. The mental reaction is a "never again" decision that affects trust. 
These decisions are logical, but are often categorical, over-protective, and therefore limiting. 
If we have a "betrayal" event with one boss, for instance, we may unconsciously conclude 
that all bosses of that "type" are untrustworthy, or that we ourselves are generally vulnerable, 
naive, or otherwise disabled. When these decisions are "unremembered," they result in 
limitation: future bosses (or corporations, or whatever category) may be fighting hidden 
barriers to trust. We sometimes "protect" ourselves further by unconsciously reducing our 
motivation to do extra, to be flexible with the times, or to take appropriate risks. 
Since virtually all of us carry similar "trust screens," we can expect some over-reaction and 
misunderstanding from others' blind spots as well as our own. The resulting confusion can 
lead to unproductive and sometimes amusing "solutions to the problem": analyzing each 
other, seeking solace in categorizing people, trying to "fix" our associates. 
While changing each other remains futile, changing interaction dynamics from non-trust to 
trust is achievable. The pathway is communication. 

4. Communicate with Intention 
Successful trust-building hinges on three components of communication: intention, 
preparation, and mechanics. 
Building trust is vastly different from trying to establish who is right. The differences are 
obvious in how the parties communicate. The two keys to trust-building communication are 
committing to find widwin strategies even if the starting point is clearly not trust, and arriving 
at defined, accountable outcomes. 

5. Preparation 
First, list the important misunderstandings or frustrations from your perspective. Think 
through to some possible win/win outcomes. But rather than take positions at this point, 
identify the general substance of each interest. 
Next, look at what you have been trying to contribute. Have you felt blocked? Forced? 
Excluded? 
Take an honest look. Might your intended partner fall into one of your "trust screen" 
prejudices? Are some of your reactions "knee jerk," over-emotional, or somehow familiar? 
Might it make sense to extend benefit of the doubt in some specific instance? 
What has been your participation in the problem, or in allowing the problem to remain 
unresolved? For example, are you avoiding the problem while it grows underfoot? Pretending 
the problem matters less than it does, while stress subliminally builds? Omitting 
communications because '"it should be obvious?" If you feel your contribution is being 
thwarted, has your reaction exacerbated the problem, and if so, how? What could you do 
instead? 
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6. Mechanics 
How a sensitive communication begins is important. Successful conversations usually start 
with tact, a winlwin intent, and even a sincere and disarming admission that you have been 
part of the roadblock. 

("we need to talk") builds suspicion. Private communications build confidence; public scenes 
build walls. 
Non-assumptive questions are important tools for eliciting willingness ("How are we doing on 
our timeline" vs. 'Why are your reports always late"). 
Listening accurately means separating the act of receiving information from the act of judging 
that information. While both processes are critical, prematurely communicating judgment 
(e.g., abrupt interruptions, restlessness, a frown) invites changes in the message itself. When 
listening is compromised, we lose diversity of viewpoint and reduce 
our intelligence. 
Closure means not leaving any unnecessary question marks after communication. Closure is 
critical to building trust: dangling voids are susceptible to later negativity. Make a point to 
close every interest and every suggestion in some form. When an answer isn't available, set 
a time and a plan for a more 
thorough response. 
When only action will supply an answer, share the risk and set end-points together. 

Eliciting willingness (to listen, to speak frankly) builds mutual respect; demanding attention d 

7. Produce a WinMlin Attitude 
With this type of communication, attitudes convert to win/win. The next step is to frame the 
action, distribute the responsibilities and accountabilities, provide and secure the required 
support. 
Again, the sequence is critical. Resolve the trust issues first, then create and execute the 
strategies. 
Remember that slipped commitments do not necessarily mean false commitments. Handle 
slippage by building trust. Rather than be accusatory, ask "what happened?" in a neutral 
fashion, and mean it. Listen carefully, correct collaboratively, and choose alternative 
resources when necessary. 
Most important, sincerely acknowledge increasing productivity. In this way, we continuously 
learn what success is and how to expand it. 

In Summary 
Trust is the basis for our drive to contribute. The basis of mistrust is fear, but fear is also a 
requirement for survival. If we didn't have a "hot stove" protection mechanism, we'd be getting 
burned daily. But as we see, not touching the hot stove sometimes goes to the extreme of not 
even going into the kitchen. 

We need to recognize fear, yet not base our actions or our organizational systems on fear. 
The occasional "betrayal" experience is unavoidable in a productive career. While the pain is 
real, the experiences also produce valuable lessons. The cost further diminishes compared to 
the cynicism, inflexibility and risk-aversion that results from never extending trust. This is true 
particularly when we examine the enormous profits a considered, basically trusting approach 
will gamer. 

The team that competently manages its members' desire to contribute is already building 
trust. This involves an improved understanding of ourselves. We must recognize our blind 
spots in order to tip the balance away from fear and toward our vital and vulnerable desire to 
better things. 
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Module I 1  -Assessing Performance 
)3 

Objectives 

After completing Module 11 on Assessing Performance, the trainer will be able to: 

1. Identify the steps involved in effective assessment and evaluation. 

2. Describe how the process of giving feedback impacts supervisor-agent 
communication. 

3. Identify the characteristics of good assessment and evaluations and how to 
encourage performance. 

Benefits 

The Assessing Performance module will provide information about understanding 
performing evaluations and assessments of agents. 

This module will also provide information about giving and receiving feedback and 
how this impacts adult learning. 

Overview 

Upon completion of the Assessing Performance module, trainers will have a basic 
understanding of how to better work with adult learners and how to provide effective 
assessment and feedback. 
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1. The Assessment Process 

A. Introduction 
The Assessment, testing and monitoring process is used to check the level of 
customer agent understanding, comfort and proficiency with each of the call types 
and billing methods that are covered throughout training. 

B. Practice Time 
Incorporated into the training schedule is ample practice time at the end of each call 
type/billing methods presentations. Agents in training should use this time to "role 
play" customer calls using the information just covered. 
The practice sessions are extremely important from the trainer's viewpoint to help 
pinpoint potential problems and special needs of students. The trainers are 
responsible for observing each student and determining that a reasonable level of 
understanding and proficiency is acquired. 
The students will be using the Role-Play books at their stations. The role-plays are 
designed to help students work through a call typelbilling method scenario 
completely and correctly. If the student completes all of the exercises in the role- 
plays they should be encouraged to role-play different types of customers, create 
their own scenarios and continue practicing. 
Emphasize that they will receive different types of calls from different types of 
people, some of whom may not be as understanding as their fellow students. Be 
creative and use the practice time wisely! 

C. Assessment Time 
Assessment periods are usually scheduled at the end of two or three call type/billing 
methods. During each assessment students are required to complete tests for each 
call typelbilling method covered. In addition, they will complete three side by side call 
surveys. 

D. Explain the Testing Process 
6. Purpose of the Testing Process-Explain the purpose of performance testing 

the day before the first test and side by side evaluation occurs. Inform the 
students that it is necessary to have successfully demonstrated a working 
knowledge of the material presented before moving onto the next phase of 
training. 

2. What is Involved-Each evaluation session includes both a written test and a 
performance assessment. Tell the students that you understand being observed 
might make them nervous and that you'll be doing your best to help ease the 
pressure. Explain that the testing process is a coaching opportunity where 
trainers check the student's progress and level of understanding and identify any 
needs for retraining or re-testing. 

7. Written Worksheets and Tests-Written worksheets may also be used and 
may contain between 10 and 12 questions dealing with one call type/bill ID. Two 
written tests will be used during the initial training period. The maximum number 
of errors acceptable is 6. 
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4. Performance Evaluation-Evaluating performance is more of a qualitative 
measurement than the written assessment. The trainers use a performance 
evaluation sheet that outlines the call being role-played. After both partners 
complete their calls, the trainer shares observations and suggestions. 
A guide outlining PasslFail Guidelines is included later in this module. Always 
remember - ask for help (or an opinion) if you need it! (See section IV) 

5. If Re-testing Is Requested-If the trainer feels that there is a definite weakness 
in a certain area@), the performance assessment may be repeated. If that 
occurs, be very specific in informing the student exactly what area(s) need 
improvement. Address their concerns and offer any additional assistance that 
may be required. Make sure the agent has time to practice the information 
before repeating the performance assessment. 
A different trainer should evaluate the student being re-tested. A second opinion 
is desirable and more objective way to handle the student. 

II. Coaching Versus Giving the Answers 

A. Introduction 
During performance evaluation and throughout the training process, remember to 
avoid the impulse to “give the answer.” Do your best to be supportive and 
encouraging. Don’t fall into the trap of blurting out the answer and hoping that the 
student will remember it this time. 

B. Ways to “Coach” Through Questioning Techniques 
A key factor in successful coaching is using questions to encourage the students to 
reason out the answer for themselves. Try to respond to every question with a 

student knows and prompt himlher toward the correct answer. 
Respond to the student’s questions and let them know that you are listening. The 
goal is to “guide” the student into reasoning the solution to the problem. 
Frequently, the best gift the trainer can give is the idea that you know they can do it 
and you are always willing to listen and to help. 
Remember that adults want guidance, not grades! 

question directed toward the correct answer to the situation. Probe for what the J 

C. What NOT to do! 

1. Introduction 
The adult learner is a very special breed. It is extremely important to keep in 
mind that an adult will only make an effort to learn information that is directly 
applicable to their lives and/or jobs. Also, it may have been a long time since 
some of your students have had to take a “test” on anything. Be aware and be 
supportive. 

2. Keyboard Etiquette 
Rule #I is NEVER touch the student’s keyboard. Sit on your hands if you have 
to. Use direct questions to guide the student through the procedure. (E.g., “Jerry, 
what key would I have to use to dial the third-party number?“) If necessary, 
TELL them what key to press. 

‘u) 
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If you MUST give the student an answer, explain what you had them do and 
why. Then check for understanding by having them repeat the procedure with 
no assistance from you. 
Also check for understanding by asking them to explain the procedure they just 
accomplished. The student who can only parrot your movements hasn’t learned 
the whole process. 

111. Feedback 

A. Directed at a Specific Need or Behavior 
1. Introduction 

When giving feedback in a one-on-one situation, such as a performance 
evaluation, it is vitally important to be as specific, positive, and supportive as 
possible. When we give feedback to the adult learner it is especially important to 
maintain their self-esteem. In this way the adult can keep hislher confidence 
and stay motivated. 

2. EDERM Concept 
Here are 5 steps to keep in mind to help the students stay relaxed and not be 
intimidated during a performance evaluation. It‘s called the EDERM concept. 
a. Empathize-Let them know it‘s an uncomfortable feeling ... “I felt the same 

way.” 
b. Describe-Describe how to perform the procedure correctly versus what 

they were doing. 
c. Explain-M them v& we do it this way. 
d. Recommend-Recommend ways they can phrase their conversation with 

the customer or improve the call process. Use leading questions. 
e. Motivate-Tell them you know they can get the hang of it, just take their time 

and go slow at first. 

B. Maintain Self-esteem and Motivate 
1. Atmosphere-There is no way around the testing procedure as a check to 

ensure that the student is ready to represent SPRINT and SPRINT SERVICES 
as a customer agent. What you, the trainer, can do is keep the atmosphere 
upbeat and supportive. 

8. Anticipate Anxiety-Be aware of the apprehension that a student who hasn’t 
been in a class or taken a test in years may feel. A housewife who has been 
raising a family for the past 15 years is more likely to be intimidated at the 
thoughts of a performance evaluation than a college student. The testing process 
may create a lot of anxiety in the class and the trainer must be aware and ready 
to diffuse it. 

9. Individuals with Individual Needs-Recognize the needs of the individuals and 
address them as time allows. Offer to come in early and stay late if they have 
indicated a need or a desire for additional practice time. 
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IV. PasslFail Guidelines 
A. Introduction 

Use the following chart as a guideline when determining the need to reassess a W 

student. The chart is by no means carved in stone and there will be times when you 
have to trust your instincts. Throughout the course of training you will develop your 
own ideas as to what indicates a good or inferior performance. Also remember to be 
consistent in your expectations of what's acceptable. Use the same "measuring stick" 
throughout the assessment with everyone you test. 

IF THIS. . . THEN THAT..  . CHART 

IF AGENT. . . THEN THE AGENT.. . 

completes all calls with no errors or 
omissions. 
completes all calls with some minor errors or 
omissions. 

' completes all calls making the SAME 
mistake throughout the performance 
assessment. 

' completes all calls but demonstrates lots of 
hesitation and confusion throughout the 
assessment. 

- has problems completing calls and/or takes 
much longer than average to complete the 
call. 

performance assessment. 
t cannot complete ANY CALL during the 

I omits vital dialog on all role-plays pertaining 
to a call type. (E.g., announcement 
necessary on a person-to-person call) 

p misses vital dialog pertaining to a call type 
on one call and successfully completes the 
rest of the calls. 

is ready to move onto the next module. 

* can move onto the next module after being 
aware of areas to improve. - should be reassessed after additional 
practice opportunities. Point out the error or 
errors. Watch for that problem in future 
assessments. 
should be encouraged to relax and move 
onto the next module if agent had not 
demonstrated problems during practice 
sessions. 

should be reassessed after additional 
practice opportunities if agent had 
demonstrated problems during practice 
sessions. - should be reassessed after additional 
practice opportunities. 

- should be reassessed after additional 
practice opportunities. Offer one-on-one 
practice time. 
should be reassessed after additional 
practice opportunities. 

* should be encouraged to work on that 
particular area and move onto the next 
module. Watch for the same type of 
problem with future modules. 

4 
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B. Clues to Look For 

1. Introduction 
Use the following chart to identify behaviors and body language that 
indicate just how comfortable the student is with the information and 
the evaluation procedure. 

Behaviors to Look for During Performance Evaluations 

Good Cause for Concern 

confidence 
smoothness 
appropriate dialog 
assurance while striking keys 

ability to correct an error w/out 
confusion 

completing the call in a 
reasonable period of time 

familiarity with the keyboard 
all information necessary for a 

call type 

hesitation 
no flow from one step to the next 
questioning glances toward you 

before striking key 

long gaps of time in the course of a 

inappropriate phrasing 
not reading messages 
same mistake on a group of calls 

(pattern) 
vast difference in Performance when 
observed and during practice time 
unaware of an error 

call 

C. Acceptable Time Frame 

1. Acceptable Is Relative 

The acceptable time frame for a performance evaluation varies by call typelbill ID 
and the complexity of the group of calls. 

Try to develop a sense of the time needed as an average. Keep in mind that the 
role-play sessions vary in length and everyone must be evaluated in that time 
period. 

2. If the Evaluation Is Taking Too Long 

If someone is obviously not going to meet the requirements of the module, stop 
them at the end of a call and let them know you will speak with them privately. 

Again, be aware of possible embarrassment and be as discreet as possible. After 
a little one-on-one time almost all students are able to complete the module 
requirements. 
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D. Introduce Assessment Form 

1. Form Set-Up 

The assessment form outlines the steps and dialog that the customer agent is 
required to perform for each call. The customer agent's partner receives the 
same form with their responses. 

The call set-up information must be reviewed prior to the call being started so 
that the call follows the prescribed sequence. 

d 

2. The Trainer Must . .  . 
Record the name of the person being assessed and the name of the evaluator. 
The form has an area for a plus sign (meaning a good performance), a check 
mark (meaning an acceptable performance), or a minus sign (indicating a need 
for improvement and possible reassessment). To the right of the form is a space 
for comments by the trainer. 

3. Comments Section 

A word of caution on the "comments" section is to limit yourself to the shortest 
possible notes used to jog your memory at a later time. Less movement and 
writing by the trainer seems to lessen the anxiety factor. If you have a significant 
comment to make, by all means make it, but don't get so involved with comments 
that you lose the flow of the call. 

V. Role Play 
J 

Role-plays for all call types are available in the Role Play section at the end of the 
manual. Anytime a trainer or supervisor is evaluating an agent's performance, either in a 
training environment or in handling live calls, their observations need to be as specific as 
possible. Remember to reassure the individual and be consistent in your expectations. 

Training Assessment versus Relay Agent AssessmenffSuweys 
Once an agent has graduated and is working on the floor monthly surveys of the agents 
performance will be conducted by their supervisor. The supervisor will conduct a 
specific number on new trainees and that number will change as the agent has been on 
the floor after a certain period of time. The survey may be conducted side-by-side or 
remotely. The agent should expect feedback within a 24 hour period. The current 
survey information follows. 

VI. 
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VI. After Training Performance Assessments 

2001 REVISED SURVEY PROGRAM OVERVIEW DEFINITIONS 9-4-01 
PURPOSE 
The 2001 revised survey process is designed to ensure FCCkontractually mandated service and state contract compliant service is met. 

RATING SYSTEM 

Y A component must be observed and the expectation met as defined to achieve a “Y” rating. 
N If the component is not met as defined the rating is “N”. 

BLANK A component is not observed 
If the component is not observed it is not rated. 

SURVEY 

Each employee is surveyed twice a month 
Minimum time length of observation is 10 minutes 
Observation includes call set-up through completion. 
Feedback to be provided within 24 hours and documented in ADL. 

COMPONENTS 

There are a number of call scenarios that may be observed during the course of a performance survey. If an issue is observed for which there is 
not an appropriate question listed, the supervisor will use their best judgement in selecting the appropriate component question. A note will be 
made on the performance survey explaining the situation in detail. 
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SURVEY DEFINITIONS 

Y 
N 

Y 
Y 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 

Correct Number Dialed* 
Agent enters all data into dialing window and dials within 3 seconds after the GA. 
Agent dials the wrong number or takes longer than 3 seconds to dial after the GA. 

Billing Procedures* 
Agent follows caller instructions and enters all data into billing windows and dials after the GA. 
Agent relays branding information as provided by COC/LD Operator or recording. 
Agent does not get critical information from caller for COClLD Operator prior to dial. 
Agent does not relay branding information as provided by COClLD Operator or recording. 

Greeting I Announcement* 
Agent types the voice greeting verbatim. 
Agent promptly uses state specific appropriate announcement / greeting and provides agent ID number. 
Agent gains agreement of familiarity of service. 
Agent does not type the voice greeting verbatim. 
Agent delays in greeting, or announcement: identifies incorrect state, or does not provide agent number 
Agent does not gain agreement of familiarity of service. 

Call Set-uD I Procedures* 
Agent processes call according to procedures and uses all correct hard and soft keys on each call including Alternate Call TvDes. - _ .  
Agent changes call procedures to meet needhequest of the caller. 
Agent provides gender identification on each call, during set-up, call transfers and for all voice callers. 
Agent closes the call according to procedures. 
Agent does not utilize hard, or soft keys to process call correctly. 
Agent does not change call procedures to meet needhequest of the caller. 
Agent does not provide gender identification on each call, during call transfers and/or for all voice callers. 
Agent does not close the call according to procedures. 
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Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
Y 
N 

N 
N 

Person Reauest / Identification* 
Agent adapts the state specific appropriate announcement to follow the request of the caller. 
Agent confirms the request in parenthesis to TTY caller. 
Agent uses name of the initiating caller in the state specific appropriate announcement. 
Agent uses the called-to caller's name in the state specific appropriate announcement. 
Agent does not adapt the announcement to follow the caller's request. 
Agent does not confirm the request in parenthesis to TTY caller. 
Agent does not use the name of the initiating caller. 
Agent does not use the name of the person requested in the state appropriate announcement 

Service Exdanation* 
Agent uses the verbatim state explanation that is appropriate to the call type. 
Agent restates explanation in terminology, which is more understandable to the customer after using the standard explanation. 
Agent does not use state explanation that is appropriate to the call type, and/or omits explanation. 
Agent does not attempt to adapt explanation as appropriate. 

Progress of Call / KeeDina Customer Informed' 
Agent relays all steps of call at the time of occurrence. 
Agent relays all call changes to caller at time of occurrence. 
Agent utilizes all appropriate macros throughout the call. 
Agent relays changes after-the-fact or incompletely. 
Agent does not inform customer of changes in call progress. 
Agent does not utilize all appropriate macros throughout the call. 

Technical Knowledge / Information I Referral 
Agent clearly explains complex, technical, or system messages in terms that are understandable to customer. 
Agent follows complex directions in completing technical call. 
Agent offers to direcvtransfer customer to the appropriate source, or offerslprovides contact number based on customer's need. 
Agent ignores customer's comment or gives inaccurate information to customer. 

Agent is unable to complete technical/complicated call. 
Agent delays in transferring customer to appropriate source, transfers to the wrong source or gives customer inaccurate information. 
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Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 

Y 
N 

Y 
Y 

N 
N 

Y 
Y 
N 
N 

Accuracv I SDellina' 
Agent types the complete message verbatim. 
Agent has correct spelling that facilitates communication. 
Agent accurately uses recommended abbreviations. 
Agent types verbatim the complete recording. 
Agent does not type the complete message verbatim. 
Agent's inaccurate spelling disrupts call flow. 
Agent does not use standard abbreviations. 
Agent uses punctuation. 
Agent does not type the complete recording verbatim. 

Descriptive / Spirit I Background* 
Aaent &Des call impacting realistic sounds and background information as it happens or as close to the time of occurrence as possible. 
Agent provides descriptive words for a realistic and natural quality as close to the time of occurrence as possible. 
Agent adapts typing style to convey the appropriate emotion to TTY user. 
Agent does not type realistic, observable sounds at the time of occurrence, or at all. 
Agent does not use approved descriptive words at the time of occurrence, or at all. 
Agent does not adapt typing style to convey the appropriate emotion to TTY user. 

Flow / Complete Message' 
Agent reads the complete message using conversational flow. 
Agent does not read the complete message, the message is not read at a conversational pace, or there are unnecessary delays in the call flow 

Conversational Enalish Translation' 
Agent translates ASL into Conversational English appropriate to the call. 

Agent reads verbatim when message is not understood and/or seeks assistance as appropriate. 

Agent does not translate ASL into Conversational English that is appropriate to the call. 
Agent does not read verbatim when appropriate or seek assistance when necessary. 

SDirit / ExDression - Claritv I Enunciation 
Agent has natural voice inflection that is appropriate to the tone of the conversation. 
Agent has clear tone quality with accurate pronunciation. 
Agent does not have natural voice inflection appropriate to the tone of the conversation. 
Agent does not have a clear tone quality, or accurate pronunciation. 
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Y 
Y 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

N 
N 
N 
N 

Y 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 

Caller Control' 
Agent successfully achieves and maintains transparency by not making any decisions on behalf of the caller. 
Agent reacts in a timely manner, using recommended phrases. 
Agent makes any decisions on behalf of the customer. 
Agent does not react in a timely manner using recommended phrases. 

Define Aqent Role I Pacing 
Agent appropriately attempts to redefine role with callers who are not familiar with service. 
Agent uses recommended phrases to educate the caller. 
Agent attempts to slow down the voice caller using recommended phrases. 
Agent correctly conveys the caller's last thought to assist in continuing the conversation without disruption to the flow of the call for the TTY 
customer or causing the voice party to lose train of thought. 
Agent does not attempt to redefine role with callers who are not familiar with service. 
Agent does not use recommended phrases to educate the caller. 
Agent is not able to slow down the voice caller using the recommended phrases. 
Agent does not convey the caller's last thought to assist in continuing the conversation without disruption to the flow of the call. 

Composure I Etiauette 
Agent demonstrates patience, flexibility and remains calm without becoming agitated. 
Agent is polite and professional at all times and demonstrates a willingness to assist. 
Agent remains focused and responds promptly to customer's request. 
Agent does not demonstrate patience or flexibility. Agent does not remain calm, reacts defensively or becomes agitated. 
Agent is not polite or professional at all times and/or does not demonstrate a willingness to assist. 
Agent does not remain focused and/or does not respond promptly to customer's request. 
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Module 12 - Deaf Culture 
3 

Objectives 

After completing Module 12 on Deaf Culture, the agent will be able to: 

1. Talk with understanding about relay and it's customers. 

2. Develop an understanding of deafness and the Deaf Community. 

3. Develop a knowledge and understanding of American Sign Language. 

4. Gain knowledge of Deaf History and Culture. 

Benefits 

. The Deaf Culture module will provide the agent with information about 
understanding Deaf users and their culture, history and various communication 
needs. 

Through lectures, videos and observations the agent will get a first hand opportunity 
to understand the Deaf Community and it's culture. 

W 

Ove wiew 

Upon completion of the Deaf Culture module, new relay agents will have a basic 
understanding of processing calls and meeting the needs of the Deaf Community and a 
wide variety of disabled relay users. 

W 
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I. Who uses the relay service? 

A. Hearing-impaired: a medical term encompassing all levels of hearing loss. 
1. Deaf 
2. Hard-of-hearing 
3. Deafened 

B. Deaf/Blind 
C. Speech-Impaired 
D. Hearing Population 

II. Why is it important for us to  understand our customers? 

A. To dispel myths and misconceptions regarding deafness - see Attachments1 and 2 
B. Allows us to provide better quality service by meeting their needs. 

Why is it important for us to recognize their special communication needs? 
A. We can fulfill our role by providing equal telecommunication access. 
B. We are committed to providing the best relay service possible. (ask for additional 

responses) 

111. 

IV. Pathological vs. Cultural View of Deafness 

(show comparison chart by Chris Wixtrom) - see Attachment 3 

Characteristics of Deafness (3 general background variables) 
It is important to understand various speech and language skills. 

A. Age of Onset 

a. Parents don't learn Sign language to communicate with their child. 
b. Are there other siblings in the household? 

V. 

1. Parental impactlinfluences 

2. Deaf parents and hearing parents react differently to the diagnosis of deafness in 
their children. 
a. Deaf parents are comfortable knowing their deaf child has barrier-free 

communication flow at home and can use the parents as role models in 
learning to cope with deafness. 

b. Hearing parents may feel their child is different and go through a grief 
process when they first learn that their child is deaf. When they try to get 
information and guidance, they may be confused by all the different opinions 
they receive. 

3. Deafness can occur before or after language and speech skills develop. 
a. Pre-lingual: either born without hearing or lose hearing before age 5. Both 

speech and language are affected to varying degrees. When a hearing child 
starts first grade, they have a vocabulary of 3,000-15,000 words. If the deaf 
child does not have exposure to language they are at a disadvantage. 

b. Post-lingual: those who became profoundly deaf, after age 5, but retained 
hearing long enough to establish fairly developed speech and language 
patterns. 
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0. Degree of Deafness 
1. Relative loudness levels of common sounds (Att 
2. Frequency in cycles per second (Attachment 5) 
3. Range of hearing loss 

Normal 0-15 dB 
Slight 15-25 dB 
Mild 25-40 dB 
Moderate 40-65 dB 
Severe 65-95 dB 
Profound 95+ dB 

C. Cause of Deafness 
1. 50% includes: 

a. Illness during pregnancy - Rubella (German measles) 
b. Childhood illness - Meningitis or Chicken Pox 
c. Heredity 

2. Other 50% includes: 
a. Adventitious: caused by extrinsic factors like accidents, head trauma and 

unknown factors. 
b. Presbycusis: caused by natural aging process in humans. Vast majority of 

“hard-of-hearing” people fall into this category; senior citizens, etc. 

(1) Most deaf people have hearing children. 
(2) More than 90% of deaf children have hearing parents. 

VI. The Deaf Community 

A. A community is a social system in which people live together, share common goals, 

0. A Deaf Community is a group of people who: 

and carry out certain responsibilities to each other. 

1. live in a particular region, 
2. share the common goals of its members, and 
3. work toward achieving their goals 

1. State association of the deaf 
2. Local deaf club or chapter 
3. Deaf athletic association 
4. Schools for the Deaf and its alumni associations 
5. Church/religious services 

D. The Deaf Community is made of deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals who respect a 
common language (ASL). politics, common experiences and values, and a common 
way of interacting with each other and with hearing people. 

C. Examples of Deaf communities 

‘3 

Think about the various cultures around the world. Each culture usually has its own language, 
norms of behavior, rituals, identity, values, beliefs and relationships that differ from the other 
cultures. Give some examples! u 
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VII. Why is there a Deaf culture? 

A. The Use of ASL as a Common Language 
1. Through speech and lip-reading, deaf people only get fragmentary information; 

however, ASL allows them to have a completely understandable, two-way 
conversation. 

2. Not all deaf people are fluent in ASL. They are divided into the following classes: 
a. ASL monolinguals-Deaf people who can communicate only in ASL and who 

have no exposure to English. 
b. ASL dominant bilinguals-Deaf people who are more comfortable 

communicating in ASL than in signed or written English. 
c. Balanced bilinguals-Deaf people who are comfortable communicating in 

either language and switch between languages with ease. 
d. English dominant bilinguals-Deaf people who are more comfortable 

communicating in signed or printed English than in ASL. 

e. English monolinguals-Deaf people who can communicate only in signed 
and/or printed English and have no knowledge of ASL. 

f. Semi-linguals-Deaf people who can communicate in both ASL and English 
but have not mastered the languages. 

6. Identity of Deaf People 

1. How deaf people identify themselves is very important in Deaf culture. 

a. To deaf people, “hearing-impaired’’ is a term invented by hearing people. 
Deaf people who identify themselves as this are judged as not being able to 
accept their Deaf identity. 

b. Deaf people immersed in Deaf culture identify themselves as “Deaf,” while 
they refer to those outside Deaf culture as “deaf.” 

c. Deaf people rarely use decibels as a measure of hearing loss. 
d. People with good residual hearing are labeled “hard-of-hearing” and are often 

not completely trusted if they have not accepted their hearing loss and 
because they can pass off as a hearing person. 

e. Deaf students who grow up oral are seen as social outcasts unless they learn 
ASL and accept Deaf culture. 

f. Name Signs-Deaf people are often identified by their name sign within 
communities. 

C. Cultural Values and Beliefs of Deaf People 

1. Language, as in any culture, is the foundation of Deaf culture. Deaf people 
strongly advocate the use of ASL and encourage its use in deaf education. 

2. Speaking, or speech, is discouraged when communicating with Deaf people in 
sign language. It is acceptable only if you are speaking with non-Deaf people. 
Deaf people believe mouth movement while signing is to show expression, not 
utter words. 
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3. Social relations are strong in the Deaf community. They tend to gather with Deaf 
friends at Deaf clubs, tournaments, and conventions due to the barrier-free 
communication environment. 

4. Folk Stories and Beliefs 

a. Abbe’ de I’Eppe, founder of the first school for the deaf in France, is said to 
be the “father of sign language.” He actually learned the language through 
deaf peasants. 

b. Laurent Clerc, father of Deaf education in America, is believed to have 
brought sign language to America with Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet. Actually, 
sign language already existed, especially in Martha’s Vineyard. 

c. Origin of signs. For instance, the signs for “boy” and “girl’’ were intended to 
indicate a baseball cap and a bonnet. However, they were actually the signs 
for “le” and “la” in French. 

5. Literature, Plays and Poems 
a. Gil Eastman’s Sign Me Alice 
b. National Theater of the Deaf productions - My Third €ye 
c. Dot Miles - Gestures: Poetry in Sign Language 

6. Eyes and hands are referred to as deaf people’s most valuable possessions. 
Nothing is more important to them than the ability to communicate. 

7. Deaf people prize residential schools, for that is where they are exposed to Deaf 
culture, learn ASL, and find their Deaf identity. Thus, they fight to keep the 
schools open. 

D. How to Communicate with Deaf People; Do’s and Don’ts 

1. Direct eye contact is important in Deaf culture. If a person talking with a Deaf 
person looks the other way, it means helshe is not paying attention or ignoring 
the Deaf person intentionally. 

2. Attention-getting 
a. Tapping a Deaf person’s shoulder 
b. Waving your hands 
c. Stamping on the floor or pounding on a table 
d. Flashing the room lights, usually in a group situation, to get everyone’s 

attention. 

3. Greeting-it is considered appropriate to greet a person and chat for awhile, 
even if you are in a hurry. 

4. Ritual of introduction-Deaf people always introduce others by their full name 
and tell where they are from and which school they attended. The reason for this 
is Deaf people often form friendships by talking about a friend they have in 
common. The Deaf world is small and it is not surprising to meet someone who 
knows a friend of yours. 

5. Code-switching: Deaf people talk to each other in ASL. However, if they meet a 
hearing person, they will usually switch to a manual English form of 
communication. It is always important to mention that a person is hearing during 
the ritual of introduction, so that they can code-switch. The reasons Deaf people 
do this are to include hearing people in the conversation, as well as keep their 
language unique and used by Deaf people only. 

W 

u 

W 
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6. Joking with Deaf people is done in a different manner. Facial expressions and 
exaggerated signs indicate that the Deaf person is joking. If a Deaf person does 
not do this, he/she is taken seriously. 

7. Intermarriages among Deaf people are very common; 85-95 percent do so. 
8. Ritual of farewell-Deaf people often look at their watch and say, “I have got to 

go soon” but actually leave an hour and a half later. Why? This is a cultural 
habit. Previously, the telephone was not used as a means of communication 
between Deaf people, so they had to take advantage of news in person. This 
behavior was passed on. Another reason is Deaf people prefer personal 
communication rather than talking on the lT/llY, where it is hard to tell one’s 
emotions. 

9. Open/honest/straighfrward talk-Deaf people are very blunt with each other. If 
one Deaf person thinks that another is portly, he will say so. Deaf people find no 
need to use politically correct terms or make indirect statements because they 
lose meaning. 

E. Differences Between Hearing and Deaf Culture 

1. Deaf people see, think and reason through vision. ASL is a visual language. 
Therefore, thinking in sounds is nonexistent among Deaf people. 

2. Hearing people see, think and reason through sound. English is a language of 
sound. Therefore, thinking is auditory rather than visual. 

3. Since two very different senses are used between the two groups to think and 
reason, cultural differences often surface. 
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What Do You Know About Deafness? 
(Mark Tor F by each question.) 

0 1. All deaf people read lips well. 

0 2. Speaking slowly and enunciating your words does not necessarily mean a hearing impaired 

0 3. All hearing impaired people are bright. 

0 4. It is possible to orally explain a task to a deaf individual and get the same results as you would 

0 5. One factor determining the clarity of a deaf person’s speech is when shelhe lost hidher hearing. 

0 6. The clarity of a deaf individual’s speech and his ability to lip-read are directly related to his 

0 7. Clarity of a deaf person’s speech is directly related to the degree of hearing loss 

person can understand you. 

with a hearing individual. 

intelligence. 

0 8. Hearing impaired individuals enjoy the same social activities as hearing individuals do., 

0 9. Most deaf people prefer to socialize with other deaf people. 

0 10. When a hearing impaired individual does not understand instructions, e r e p e t i t i o n  is 

0 11. It is appropriate to look at and direct all questions or comments to the hearing impaired worker 

preferable to paraphrasing. 

even when an interpreter is present. 

0 12. Social accommodations for the hearing impaired worker(s) are necessary on a continuos basis 
throughout the length of the work assignments. 

0 13. You can consider any hearing impaired individual an expert on deafness / sign language. 

0 14. Most deaf people appreciate any genuine attempts to communicate (sign language, gestures, 
facial expression, pad and pencil) with them. 

0 15. Most deaf individuals have deaf parents. 

0 16. A hearing aid makes speech clearer 

0 17. A hearing aid amplifies sound. 

0 18. It is not unusual for deaf people to have trouble with the English language. 

0 19. Deaf people have poor speech because there is something wrong with their vocal cords. 

c] 20. It is a fairly simple procedure to diagnose deafness in very young children 

0 21. Deaf people should not marry because they will have deaf children 

0 22. Because people cannot hear, they compensate by being good readers and writers. 

Attachment 1 
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Answers to 

What Do You Know About Deafness? 
1. False. As with any skill, the ability to read lips vanes among individuals. The ability to lip-read does not appear 

to be related to intelligence or other identifiable factors. Even a skilled lipreader can only understand 30 - 40% 
of spoken sounds by watching the lips of a speaker. 

2. TNe. A lip-reader may need to become accustomed to your lip movements. Also, other factors such as accent, 
lighting, position, choice of vocabulary may make lipreading difficult or impossible. 

3. False. The range of intelligence among hearing impaired persons does not differ significantly from the 
population as a whole. 

4. TNe. However, most hearing impaired people depend on additional cues such as facial expression and body 
language for communication. The addition of these and other cues may facilitate oral communication. 

5. TNe. A person who becomes deaf as an adult has already learned to speak and is likely to continue to speak 
understandably. A person who is born deaf must learn speech without having heard it - a difficult if not 
impossible task. 

6. False. Speech and lip-reading are acquired skills, which require extensive training. The acquisition of such 
skills is unrelated to intelligence. 

7. False. The degree of hearing loss is only one of several factors related to clarity of speech. 

8. TNe. Most hearing impaired individuals occupy their time just like you- they work, raise families, go shopping, 
enjoy TV. play sports, travel and pay taxes. As with hearing people individual differences exist. 

9. TNe. Because of wmmunication problems, deaf people generally feel more comfortable with deaf people and 
others with whom they can communicate fluently. 

I O .  False. Examples, paraphrasing and other means of illustrating the main idea often enhance understanding. 

11. TNe. Eye contact and being included is important to all people -deaf people are no exception. 

12. TNe. Though architectural design considerations and requirements for special equipment for deaf people by cc- 
workers are minimal, special accommodations that facilitate communication and reduce attitudinal barriers are 
always necessary. 

13. False. Just as being Italian does not make one knowledgeable about Italy and its language, being deaf does not 
make one an expert on deafness. 

14. True. 

15. False. Most deaf individuals have hearing parents. Only about 10% of deaf individuals have deaf parents. 
16. False. Hearing aids, like tiny public address systems, make sounds louder. They amplify all sounds including 

speech, but do not make speech clearer to the hearing impaired person. Unlike glasses, hearing aids are not 
corrective. 

17. TNe. Hearing aids amplify ail sounds including unwanted noise. 

18. True. People who become deaf at an early age do not grow up hearing English and many have difficulty with 
vocabulary and grammar. Deaf people who grow up using sign language learn English as a second language. 
Some of the brightest and most productive deaf people may not be fluent in English. 

19. False. Although there is usually nothing wrong with the deaf person's speech mechanism deaf people cannot 
automatically control the tone and volume of their voices like normal hearing people because they cannot hear 
themselves speak. Even after training a deaf person mav have sDeech which is initiallv difficult for the listener to 
understand. 

20. TNe. Although early diagnosis is fairly simple, hearing impairment is often not identied until children are two or 
three years old or older. Hearing impairment is also sometimes misdiagnosed. 

21. False. Only about 50% of all deafness is related to genetic causes and there are many different genetic causes 
of deafness. For a child to inherit deafness the parents must carry the same genetic cause of deafness. 

22. False. Because reading depends heavily on vocabulary, knowledge of language structure, and exposure to 
spoken language, reading development may lag in deaf children. This gap usually remains throughout 
adulthood. 
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Myths About Deafness 
Like all minority groups, deaf people suffer from stereotyping by many who don't know and 
understand them. A number of myths about deaf people circulate widely in our society creating 
an attitudinal barrier and getting in the way of understanding between hearing and deaf people. 

MYTH: Ail hearing IoSses are the same. 
FACT: The single term deafness covers a wide range of hearing lmses that have very different effects on a person's 

MYTH: All deaf people are mute. 
FACT Some deaf people speak very well and clearly; others do not because their hearing loss prevented them from 

MYTH: People with impaired hearing are"deaf and dumb. 
FACT The inability to hear affects neither native intelligence nor the physical ability to produce sounds. Deafness 

does not make people dumb in the sense of being either stupid or mute. Deaf people, understandably, find 
this stereotype particularly offensive. 

ability to process sound and, thus, to understand speech. 

learning spoken language. Deafness usually has little effect on the vocal chords. 

MYTH: All deaf people wear hearing aids. 
FACT Many deaf people beneft considerably from hearing aids. Many others do not; indeed, they find hearing aids 

MYTH: Hearing aids restore hearing. 
FACT: Hearing aids amplify sound. They have not effect on a person's ability to process that sound. In cases 

to be annoying and they choose not to use them. 

where a hearing loss distorts incoming sounds, a hearing aid can do nothing to correct this and may even 
make the distortion worse. 

MYTH: All deaf people can read lips. 
FACT Some deaf people are very skilled lipreaders, but many are not. This is because many speech sounds have 

identical mouth movements. For example, P and B look exactly alike on the lips. 

MYTH: All deaf people use Sign Language. 
FACT: Many deaf people use Sign Language. Many others do not. In addition, there are several kinds of sign 

language systems. 

MYTH: Deaf people are not sensitive to noise. 
FACT: Some types of hearing loss actually accentuate sensitivity to noise. Loud sounds become garbled and 

uncomfortable. Hearing aid users often find loud sounds, which are greatly magnified by their aids, very 
unpleasant. 

MYTH: Deaf people are less intelligent 
FACT: hearing ability is unrelated to intelligence. Lack of knowledge about deafness, however, has often limited 

educational and occupational opportunities for daaf people. 

MYTH: Deaf people are alike in abilities, tastes, ideas, and outlooks. 
FACT Deaf people are as diverse in their abilities, tastes, ideas, habits and outlooks as any other large group of 

people. 

U 

MYTHS: Deaf people ... 
... are able to read lips (and shouting helps) 
... can benefit from hearing aids 
... use Braille 
... are not bothered by noise 
... have better vision to compensate for their hearing loss 
... understand everything about deafness 
... read a lot because they do not hear 
... have something wrong with their vocal chords 
... use sign language and fingerspell 
... can't drive automobiles or fly planes 
... cannot enjoy music 
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Two Views of Deafness 
Outline by Chris Wixtrom 

First View: Deafness as Pathology 

With this perspective, a person might: 
Jefine deafness as a pathological condition ( a 

defect or a handicap) which distinguishes 
abnormal deaf persons from normal hearing 
persons. 

Deny, downplay or hide evidence of deafness. 
Seek a "cure" for deafness: focus on ameliorating 

the effects of the "auditory disability" or 
"impairment". 

Give much attention to the use of hearing aids and 
other devices that enhance auditory perception 
and/or focus on speech. Examples: amplifiers, 
tactile and computer-aided speech devices, cue 
systems ... 

Place much emphasis on speech and speech- 
reading ("oral" skills): avoid sign and other 
communication methods which are deemed 
"inferior". 

Promote the use of auditory-based communication 
modes: frowns upon the use of modes which are 
primarily visual. 

language. 

language for all persons, including the deaf. 

educational aim. 

Describe sign language as inferior to spoken 

View spoken language as the most natural 

Make mastery of spoken language a central 

Support socialization of deaf persons with hearing 
persons. Frown upon deaf/deaf interaction and 
deaf/deaf marriages. 

Regard 'the normal hearing person" as the best 
role model. 

Regard professional involvement with the deaf as 
"helping the deaf' to "overcome their handicap" 
and to "live in the hearing world." 

Neither accepts nor supports a separate "deaf 
culture". 

Second View: Deafness as a Difference 

With this perspective, a person might: 
Define deafness as merely a difference, a 
characteristic which distinguishes normal deaf 
persons from normal hearing persons. Recognize 
that deaf people are a linguistic and cultural 
minority. 
Openly acknowledge deafness. 
Emphasize the abilities of deaf persons. 

Give much attention to issues of communication 
access for deaf persons through visual devices and 
services. Examples: telecommunication devices, 
captioning devices, light signal devices, 
interpreters ... 
Encourage the development of communication 

modes, including -but not limited to - speech. 

Strongly emphasize the use of vision as a positive, 
efficient alternative to the auditory channel. 

View sign language as equal to spoken language. 

View sign language as the most natural language 

In education, focus on subject matter, rather than 
on a method of communication. Work to expand all 
communication skills. 
Support socialization within the deaf community as 
well as within the larger community. 

for people who are born deaf. 

Regard successful deaf adults as positive role 

Regard professional involvement with the deaf as 
"working with the deaf' to "provide access to the 
same rights and privileges that hearing people 
enjoy." 
Respect, value and support the language and 

models for deaf children. 

culture of deaf people. 
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DEAF HERITAGE 

n 

P 

1. History in Europe 

A. Aristotle concluded that the deaf were incapable of reason, due to their 
inability to hear. People believed Aristotle and that is why the majority excluded 
Deaf people. This belief was generally accepted up to the Middle Ages. 

before the 1750's. 

employ sign language in Paris in 1755. 

1. 

2. 

B. A handful of deaf people, mainly children of wealthy noblemen, were educated 

C. Charles Michel Abbe' I'Eppe founded the first permanent school for the deaf to 

Abbe I'Eppe was concerned about deaf people's salvation and believed that 
teaching them language and educating them would save their souls. 
When I'Eppe died in 1789, Abbe' Roch-Ambroise Cucurron Sicard headed the 
National Institution for Deaf-Mutes, aided by his two famous pupils, Jean 
Massieu and Laurent Clerc. 

0. Samuel Heinicke founded the first public school for the deaf to embrace the oral 
philosophy in 1778 in Leipzig, Germany. 

E. The Braidwood Academy, founded in Edinburgh, Scotland, became world famous 
and served as a model for many schools in Europe. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

II. History in North America 

A. History of the American School for the Deaf 

1. Mason Cogswell, who had a deaf daughter named Alice, and William Bollings, 
who had two deaf children, wanted to establish a school for the deaf in 
America so that their children would not have to reside in Britain at the 
Braidwood Academy 
John Braidwood, who left Scotland because of money problems, moved to 
America and attempted to open a school between 1812 and 1817, but failed. 
Mason Cogswell's daughter, Alice, was playing alone when Rev. Thomas 
Hopkins Gallaudet noticed her and attempted to communicate. 

Mason Cogswell agreed to fund Gallaudet's journey to England in 1815 to 
learn the teaching methods of the Braidwoods. However, the Braidwoods 
refused to teach him in order to protect the secret of their methods. 
Gallaudet then went to the National Institution for Deaf Mutes in Paris, where 
he met Abbe' Sicard and Laurent Clerc. 
Gallaudet convinced Clerc to come with him to America and establish a 
permanent school. They spent the entire journey home teaching written 
English to Clerc and French Sign language to Gallaudet. 

Clerc became the first Deaf teacher at the Connecticut Asylum for the Deaf 
and Dumb in 1817, which was later, named American School for the Deaf. 
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet became the first superintendent. 
Clerc and Gallaudet later married two of their students, Eliza Bordman and 
Sarah Fowler. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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9. By 1843, six residential schools for the deaf were added in New York (1818), 
Pennsylvania (1820), Kentucky (1823), Ohio (1827), Virginia (1838) and 
Indiana (1843). 

This time of the century was a peak for Deaf persons involved in deaf 
education because about half of the teachers of the deaf were Deaf 
themselves. 

I O .  

111. Alexander Graham Bell's View on Deafness 

A. Bell's father and grandfather were elocutionists (teachers of oral speech and 
delivery). His mother, Eliza, was deaf, but did not speechread well, so Bell often had 
to interpret for her through finger spelling. 

demonstrations on Visible Speech, a system developed by his grandfather used to 
describe spoken sounds through written symbols. 

deaf in Boston. Since they had a lot of residual hearing, he succeeded at improving 
their articulation. 

D. In 1872, Bell began learning sign language and teaching speech at the American 
school at Hartford. He left in 1873 to do private tutoring. 

E. That same year, in 1873, Bell met his wife-to-be, Mabel Hubbard, when he was hired 
to teach her speech. Ironically, her father shared Bell's interest in telegraphy and 
agreed to help him financially in his attempt to improve upon telegraphy. 

F. Bell introduced his invention of the telephone at the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences in 1876. He later used the money he earned to open and support oral 
schools and associations. 

G. In 1877-1878, Bell went to England to establish an oral day school. He founded 
another oral day school in Washington D.C. five years later. 

H. Bell believed that day schools were better suited for deaf children because they allow 
interaction with hearing society on a daily basis. 

1. In Bell's Memoir upon the Formation of a Deaf Variety of the Human Race, he 
expressed concerns about deaf intermarriages. He believed they should be 
forbidden to prevent the production of deaf children, despite the fact that very few 
intermarriages produce deaf children. 

J. Bell founded the Volta Bureau with $100,000 in 1886. It is an organization 
supporting research on deafness. 

K. In 1890, Bell founded the American Association for the Promotion of the Teaching of 
Speech to the Deaf (AAPTSD). In 1956, it was renamed the Alexander Graham Bell 
Association. 

L. Bell opposed the use of sign language because he believed it would impede 
development of speech. He was committed to eliminating sign language. 

M. Bell emphasized education for the good of society, trying to integrate deaf people 
into society as much as possible, so that they could make contributions. 

6. Bell's interest in deafness developed as he toured with his father, giving 

C. Bell began teaching Visible Speech in 1870 to about 30 pupils at a school for the 

3 
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IV. Edward Miner Gallaudet's View on Deafness 

A. Edward Miner Gallaudet, born in 1837 to Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet & Sarah Fowler 
Gallaudet, followed in his father's footsteps in deaf education. 

B. Edward's mother, Sarah Fowler Gallaudet, had no usable hearing and unintelligible 
speech. Young Edward learned sign language in order to communicate with her. 

C. In 1851, Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet died, leaving Edward to work at the Haitford 
school part-time when he was 14 and attend Trinity College part-time. 

D. In 1857, Amos Kendall--another wealthy man who had supported Samuel Morse in 
expanding communication in telegraphy--approached Gallaudet with an offer to head 
the Columbia Institution for the Instruction of Deaf and Dumb and the Blind in 
Washington, D.C. 

E. Gallaudet proved himself an excellent lobbyist, visiting Congress yearly to expand 
the school's federally funded budget. 

F. In 1867, Gallaudet took a tour of Europe to visit schools for the deaf. He concluded 
that deaf children should be educated earlier, years of instruction should be 
increased, personnel increased, and speech and speech reading taught to those 
who can learn it. This was the beginning of the shift from manual to combined 
education. 

G. Edward Gallaudet believed that each child should at least have the opportunity to 
develop oral skills after learning manual communication. 

H. Gallaudet strongly believed that sign language was the natural language of deaf 
people and they should not be deprived of their right to its use. 

1. Gallaudet, unlike Bell, believed in emphasizing the individual in education. He 
believed every person is different and should be treated accordingly. 

V. The OrallCornbined Debate Escalates 

A. Gallaudet and Bell had a mutual admiration for the other. Bell was offered a 
professorship at the college in 1867, but he declined to focus his efforts on inventing 
the telephone. 

8. Bell received his first honorary Ph.D. from Gallaudet in 1880. 

C. During the summer of 1880, hearing educators of the deaf from all over the world 
met in Milan, Italy, to make a controversial resolution. 

1. There were 164 participants at the second International Convention: 87 Italians. 
56 Frenchman, 8 Englishmen, 5 Americans, and 8 others. 

2. All the participants (except the Americans) voted in favor of oralism as the best 
way to educate deaf children. The decision in favor of oralism over sign 
language redesigned Deaf education for the next 80 years, causing numerous 
teaching methodologies to arise for Deaf children that resulted in a few bilinguists 
among Deaf persons. 

3. European manual schools took a step backward when they banned sign 
language and changed to the oral method. 

4. Ironically, the 5 Americans represented 51 schools with over 6,000 pupils, even 
more than the number of students represented by the other 159 members of the 
convention. 

P 
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5. American schools for the deaf still used sign language, but oralism took the helm 
in education of the deaf and continued doing so until the 1960's. 

D. 1886 - the Conference of American Instructors of the Deaf passed a resolution for all 
schools for the deaf to teach speech. Both oralists and combinists agreed that the 
number of students receiving speech instruction actually dropped that year. Bell 
blamed it on deaf teachers and asked Gallaudet to stop hiring them. 

E. In 1890 Gallaudet tried to establish a school to teach instructors how to educate deaf 
people. Bell opposed the move because he was against the idea of hiring deaf 
teachers. He testified against it before Congress, even though Gallaudet verbally 
promised him not to hire deaf teachers. Bell believed Gallaudet would hire deaf 
teachers anyway. The Senate originally approved Gallaudet's proposal, then 
reduced the money involved. At Bell's urging, they refused to continue funding of the 
school for instructors. Gallaudet fought back and passed an amendment for a 
normal school, and it remains to this day one of the most respected schools of deaf 
education. 

F. Bell and Gallaudet's resentment of each other grew to a climax in 1895 at the 
meeting of a possible merger of the CAlD and the AAPTSD. Gallaudet denounced 
Bell's efforts to prevent the establishment of the Normal College. That incident 
marked a rift between the Combinists and Oralists that continues to this day. 

d 

VI. Alexander Graham Bell's Legacy 
A. Alexander Graham Bell Association--the AGB Association still promotes the use of 

residual hearing and speech to integrate deaf people with the world around them. 

B. Volta Bureau--is located in Washington and performs research on deafness, 
including how to eliminate it. 

C. The Volfa Review is the major publication of AGB. 

VIII. Edward Miner Gallaudet's Legacy 
A. Convention of American Instructors of the Deaf continued serving as an association 

of teachers dedicated to improving the education of deaf children in America. 
B. American Annals of the Deaf served to communicate the views of Deaf America. 

C. Gallaudet University is the only Liberal Arts University for the deaf in the world. 
Approximately 2,500 deaf and hard-of-hearing students attend Gallaudet. 

W l  
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THE DEAF COMMUNITY - PART 1 

n 

IP  

1. Introduction to the Deaf Community 

A. The Deaf Community represents a wide range of people associated with deafness in 
various roles. The core of the Deaf community represents cultural values, political 
and social identity. It has over 150 years of a rich social life and folklore. Through 
efforts to meet their needs, deaf people have organized statewide, nationwide and 
international networks of social, religious, athletic, scholarly, political and literary 
organizations serving local, national and international memberships. 

(Attachment 6 )  
B. There are four avenues or ways to gain acceptance into the Deaf community. 

1. Political--ability to exert influence on matters that directly affect the Deaf 
community. Example: "Deaf President Now" rally at Gallaudet. 

2. Audiological--refers to actual hearing loss. Obviously not available to 
hearing people. 

3. Linguistic--ability to understand and use ASL. Level of fluency related to 
level of acceptance into Deaf community. 

4. Social--participation in social functions with other members of the Deaf 
community. 

C. A person's attitude toward deafness is the most important criteria for being accepted. 
Everything is weighed in relation to a person's attitude toward deafness. 

1. 
2. 

Hearing people generally are accepted on Linguistic and Social levels. 
It is possible for a person who is deaf or hard-of-hearing not to be a 
member of the Deaf community. 

II. Establishment of the National Association of the Deaf 
A. In the mid-l800's, Deaf people wanted to have a voice in what was happening to 

them. They were concerned about education of the deaf, industrial training of the 
deaf and, discrimination and lack of understanding about deafness. 

B. The first national convention took place in Cincinnati, Ohio, in August of 1880, a few 
months prior to the banning of sign language at the Milan Convention. Three deaf 
men, Robert McGregor (its first president), Edmund Booth and Edwin Hodgson, 
founded the NAD. 

C. The NAD worked to improve the image of Deaf people. They discouraged peddling 
and took action when state governments tried to ban deaf people from driving. 

D. Today, there are 51 affiliated State Associations, including the District of Columbia, 
that work with the NAD for the rights of Deaf people and try to further improve their 
lives. 

111. Deaf People's Contributions to Society, but not limited to: 

A. Communication 
Samuel Morse, inventor of the Morse code for telegraphy, had a deaf 
wife. He invented the Morse code in order to communicate with her. 

1. 
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2. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone thinking he was creating 
a device that would allow him to communicate with his deaf wife, Mabel. 
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B. Sports 

1. 

2. 

Ironically, it isolated Deaf people even further until the invention of the 
TT/TTY and relay services. 

Gallaudet quarterback, Paul Hubbard, invented the football huddle 
in1 892. He had to use the huddle because the other deaf football team 
could see everything they were signing. The huddle caught on with 
other teams. 
Umpires first used signals to aid William "Dummy" Hoy, a deaf baseball 
outfielder for the Washington Senators and the Cincinnati Reds. The 
umpires started raising their arms to indicate a strike and that practice 
has been used ever since. 

IV. Establishment of Mainstreamed Schools 
A. The Passing of Public Law 94-142 

1. 

2. 

In 1975, Congress passed P.L. 94-142, which stirred controversy in the 
Deaf community. 
It was originally intended to provide access for handicapped children to 
the "least restrictive environment," and targeted disabilities like 
blindness. 
Some people took advantage of this law to place the residential schools 
as the last option and place the deaf children in mainstreamed schools 
as the first option. 
This law was a reverse discrimination against Deaf teachers from 
teaching in the mainstreamed public schools. Instead of hiring 
interpreters to voice for the Deaf teachers, public school systems hired 
"qualified" or "signed" interpreters without RID or state certifications to 
interpret. 
P.L. 94-142 was renamed I.D.E.A., which stands for Individualized 
Development Education Act. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

B. I.D.E.A. From a Hearing Parent's Viewpoint 
1. The idea of mainstreaming appeals largely to hearing parents of deaf 

children because they usually have negative presumptions about 
residential schools. The idea of deaf children coming home from school 
is very pleasing. 
Parents are led to believe the same thing the oralists taught--that deaf 
children will be easily integrated into society if they are mainstreamed, 
but with a sign language interpreter. 

2. 

C. From a Deaf Person's Point-of-View 
1. I.D.E.A. has been taken advantage of to "save money," that is, close 

down residential schools paid for by state taxpayers. However, it is 
much more costly. 

In a small town where there would be only 2 or 3 deaf pupils, the school 
would have to provide services like teacher training, sign language 
classes for interpreters, interpreter training expenses and salaries, 
speech teachers, a special psychologist for Individual Education Plans 
(as specified by I.D.E.A.), and so on. 

2. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

The quality of the people hired may not be very high, since more 
professionals are needed, and there may be a shortage. 
Some students may thrive in a mainstreamed environment, but like 
children, who grew up oral, a lot of them grew up isolated. 
Residential schools, with little budgets, would have centrally located 
resources with the best teachers, speech teachers, etc. if they had more 
financial support. 
Deaf students at residential schools are accepted as equal, not looked 
down upon. They are able to learn their native sign language and Deaf 
culture. 

6. 

V. American Athletic Association of the Deaf, Deaf Olympics 

A. American Athletic Association of the Deaf 
1. World Games for the Deaf was first held in Paris in 1924. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

American participation began in 1935 with two Deaf athletes 
representing the United States. 
In 1949, the first Winter Games for the Deaf were held in Austria. 
The World Games came to America for the first time in Washington, 
D.C. in 1965. 
The most recent World Games were held in Sofia, Bulgaria, during the 
summer of 1993. 

VI. National Theater of the Deaf 
A. The National Theater of the Deaf was established in 1967 after being ridiculed and 

rejected several times. 
B. The NTD became the first theater company to tour all 50 states and has appeared in 

most foreign countries. 
C. It inspired other countries such as England, Australia, France, Canada, and Sweden 

to establish their own theaters of the deaf. 
D. The NTD has many actors and actresses famous in the Deaf community: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

Bernard Bragg, who played in "The Quiet Man" and "And Your Name is 
Jonah." 
Ed Waterstreet was the Deaf father in "Love is Never Silent." 
Phyllis Frelich was the Deaf mother in "Love is Never Silent," and 
appeared in the Broadway play "Children of a Lesser God." 
Linda Bove taught sign language on "Sesame Street" and appeared in 
the movie, "Children of a Lesser God." 
Many other actors and actresses have pursued acting careers after 
performing with the NTD. 

VII. Assistive Devices for the Deaf 
A. Hearing aids--Most people don't realize that a hearing aid does not necessarily 

correct the hearing. A hearing aid can distort background sounds that drown out 
what the person is trying to hear. 
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I .  

2. 

Audiotape-we will listen to a tape that will g:.'- .'^.' ̂ " 'dea ' of what the 

Discuss: How did you feel? Were you surprised? How many of you 
know someone that wears a hearing aid? Do you feel frustrated when 
they don't hear you? 

1960s was the era of interpreters. 
1970s was the era of TT/TTys. 
1980s was the era of closed captioning. 
1990s is the era of relay services. 

person wearing a hearing aid actually hears I 

B. Technology for Deaf people began only 30 years ago. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

C. Hearing ear dog 
D. Flasher system 
E. Closed-captioned television 
F. Vibrating pagers 
G. Vibrating alarms 
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Gaining Acceptance in the Deaf Community 
Not everyone who is deaf is a member of the Deaf community. The Deaf community is a 
separate cultural group in which people share common experiences, practices, values, 
and language. Unlike other cultural groups, no single trait identifies a person as a 
member. 

Charlotte Baker-Shenk and Dennis Cokely have developed a model, which includes four 
avenues to membership: audiological, political, linguistic, and social. Regardless of which 
"avenues" a person follows, his or her attitudes must be compatible with those of the community 
in order to be accepted as a member. 

Audiological refers to actual loss of hearing ability. Thus, this avenue of membership is not 
available, by definition, to hearing people. It seems apparent that those individuals with a 
hearing loss are accepted by and identify with the community at a much deeper level ('the core') 
and much more quickly than a hearing person with similar skills, experience, and attitudes. 

Social refers to the ability to satisfactorily participate in social functions of the Deaf Community. 
This means being invited to such functions, feeling at ease while attending, and having friends 
who are themselves members of the Deaf Community. This ability may presuppose other 
factors, such as linguistic skills in ASL. 

Linguistic refers to the ability to understand and use American Sign Language. The level of 
fluency seems to be related to the level of acceptance into the Community. Since the values 
and goals of the Community are transmitted by its language, it is not surprising that fluency in 
ASL is very important. 

Political refers to the ability to exert influence on matters that directly affect the Deaf 
Community on a local, state, or national level. For example, a person might hold an office in a 
state NAD chapter. Of course, the types of decisions and proposals that s/he makes will also 
influence how well other members of the Community accept that person. 

(The model is described in American Sign Language: A Teacheh Resource Text on Cumculum. Methods, and Evaluation, originally 
published in 1980.) 

Attachment 6 
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THE DEAF COMMUNITY - PART 2 
.. Use of Sign Language interpreters 

A. Rules for using an interpreter. (Attachment 7) 
8. Discussion on interpreters. (Attachment 8) 
C. Certification of interpreters--some states, but not all, classify interpreters by 

categories of expertise. Interpreters are tested on their expressive and receptive 
skills using the Quality Assurance Screening Test (QAST), Register of Interpreters 
for the Deaf (RID), National Association of the Deaf (NAD), or other state certification 
tests. Interpreters that are extremely skilled are classified in the higher levels, while 
those who just got their certification usually start at lower levels and work their way 
up as their skills improve. 

3 

II. Different Communication Systems Used in the Deaf Community 
A. ASL (American Sign Language) is a visual language with its own syntax, vocabulary 

and grammar. The signs of this language are based on hand shape, position, 
expression, movement and orientation of the hands in relation to each other and the 
body. 

8. MCE (Manually Coded English) are signing systems like Signed Exact English (SEE) 
made for hearing instructors who found it easier to sign according to their spoken 
language rather than learn ASL. MCE follows English word order but is NOT a 
language; it is a teaching aid used in class instruction. 

C. PSE (Pidgin Signed English) is a hybrid version of ASL and MCE. Deaf people often 
use PSE to communicate with hearing signers, since most hearing people are taught 
MCE or PSE rather than ASL. The reason for this is hearing people find it hard to 
learn ASL, and they find learning PSE easier because it still has English syntax 
rather than ASL syntax. 

D. Cued Speech is a system of eight hand symbols that go with particular sounds near 
the mouth. For example, in lip-reading, it is difficult to tell the difference between 
"bat," "mat," and "pat." With cued speech, a deaf student could learn to lip-read by 
watching cues to understand what is being said. However, cued speech is not a 
language of its own either; like MCE, it is merely a teaching aid. 

E. Finger spelling is a system in which hand shapes and hand positions combine to 
form individual letters of the alphabet by which one can literally spell out words. As 
one develops skills, this can be read almost as fast as speech. 

F. Oral communication uses speech and speech-reading. 
G. Simultaneous communication uses speech at the same time as signs and finger 

spelling. 
H. Speech-reading 

4 

1. Speech-reading is achieved through the recognition of spoken words 
via lip-reading, facial expressions and gestures. Only 30% of the 
sounds can be recognized from lip shape. Therefore, context clues and 
the use of residual hearing are essential for success at speech-reading. 
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2. When speaking to someone who is deaf, speak normally. Your lips 
automatically form the words. If you try to emphasize movement of your 
lips, your lips don't form naturally and it makes it more difficult to read. 

1. Total Communication includes the full spectrum: gestures, speech, formal signs, 
finger spelling, reading and writing. 

111. Why don't some deaf people have much exposure to English? 
A. Most children grow up and "pick up" sounds around them. They are able to identify 

different sounds when parents speak to them and they pick up language very rapidly 
in early childhood. Deaf infants are deprived of this opportunity to pick up auditory 
information from their environment and therefore learn language later, missing the 
most critical part of their life for language development. 

B. Deaf children, when taught language at an early age, grow up using sign language 
as a native language: they learn English very well as a second language because 
they already know ASL as their first language. This could be compared to a child 
that learns Spanish as his first language, but later learns English when he enters 
elementary school. Unfortunately for deaf children, some hearing parents avoid 
teaching their children sign language and try to force them to speak English when 
they cannot even hear the language they are trying to learn. 

C. Most children who grow up without language until a later age will never quite master 
English. This happens to some Deaf people who grow up uneducated because their 
parents are uninformed about education options for their Deaf children. 

D. Many Deaf people are ASL-dominant bilinguals. They speak ASL fluently, but have 
not mastered English. Every now and then, they may say something in ASL syntax 
using English words that may not make sense to an English monolingual. 

E. Many schools for the Deaf are using a bilingual/bicultural approach. This is a recent 
phenomenon. They use ASL to communicate among Deaf people, but teach 
English, the major language, to Deaf children. However, low expectations have 
hampered progress. Also, language cannot be learned in the classroom unless one 
already knows a language. 

F. English is one of the most difficult languages in the world to learn. Its grammatical 
structure is rigid and some rules do not make sense to Deaf people. Several 
examples: the past tense of walk is walked: why not "goed" for go? If the plural of 
mouse is mice, why not "hice" for houses? Or if you say geese for plural of goose, 
why not "meese" for the plural of moose? 

IV. Deaf President Now 
A. Introduction 

In 1988 Gallaudet University was the site of a student-led protest that today is called 
Deaf President Now, or simply, DPN. But DPN was more than a protest. It also was 
a unique coming together of Gallaudet students, faculty and staff with the national 
deaf community-all bound by clear and defined goals. 

The DPN supporters believed that the time had come for a deaf person to run the 
world's only university for deaf and hard of hearing students. When this didn't 
happen, the result was a protest whose effects are still reverberating around the 
world today. DPN was remarkable not only for its clear sense of purpose, 
cohesiveness, speed, and depth of feeling, but also for its ability to remove the 
barriers and erase the lines that previously separated the deaf and hearing 

6. Thelssues 
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communities. In addition, it raised the nation's consciousness of the rights and 
abilities of deaf and hard of hearing people. 

The spark that ignited DPN was the announcement on March 6, 1988, by the 
University's Board of Trustees that a hearing person had been selected as 
Gallaudet's seventh president. In the months-or by some accounts, the years- 
leading up this date, many in the deaf community and on campus had advocated for 
a deaf person to be named to the presidency. After all, by then there were more than 
100 deaf people with doctorates, and many more who held administrative positions. 
Because of this, and because two of the three finalists for the position were deaf, 
many people were confident that the next president of Gallaudet would be a deaf 
person. However, in spite of all the evidence and support, the Board chose the lone 
hearing candidate, Elisabeth A. Zinser, who was then the assistant chancellor at the 
University of North Carolina, Greensboro. Unhappy with this decision, Gallaudet 
students, backed by a number of alumni, staff, and faculty, shut down the campus. 

By the end of the week, the students ended their protest and proclaimed victory. All 
of their demands had been met and Dr. I. King Jordan was named the Gallaudet's 
eighth-and first-deaf president. 

E. Show "Deaf Mosaic" videotape of Deaf President Now 

Changes in Attitude Towards the Deaf Community 
A. The Role of Deaf People in Education 

C. What Happened 

D. The Results 

V. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Even though Gallaudet has a Deaf president, many administrators at 
various colleges for Deaf people across the country are not Deaf and 
may lack the necessaty understanding of Deaf culture to teach their 
students effectively. 

In 1880, the end of the Golden Age of the Deaf, 40 percent of teachers 
of the Deaf were Deaf themselves; right after the Milan Convention, this 
figure dropped to 31%. In 1927, during the heyday of oralism, only 14% 
of the teachers were Deaf. Sadly, this figure is about the same today. 
More and more Deaf students are learning how to use a sign system 
that may be Exact English or Pidgin (combo of SEE and ASL). ASL 
cannot be used with spoken English at the same time; therefore, Deaf 
students who do so have to use Pidgin Signed English or Signed Exact 
English, which is not a true language. 

Evidence of bilingualism as an effective method of educating Deaf 
children has not been fully accepted. According to some studies, Deaf 
children with Deaf parents who grow up using ASL do better than Deaf 
children with hearing parents who force them to learn English first. 

0. Deaf People in the Entertainment Industry 
1. Not many Deaf people were portrayed in Hollywood; this seemed to 

have changed with the appearance of Marlee Matlin, who won an Oscar 
for her performance in "Children of a Lesser God." 
The National Theater of the Deaf wrote many plays expressing the 
views of the Deaf community to the public. One of the most popular 
plays was My Third Eye, in which oralism was condemned and sign 
language was emphasized. Various Deaf actors and actresses told 

2. 
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tales of how they were treated in oral schools, such as having one's 
hands struck with a stick when he tried to sign; another was told not to 
laugh because he uttered animalistic noises, and he laughed silently 
thereafter. It was a powerful agent of change, along with the 
recognition of ASL as a language, and the Deaf community grew 
stronger during the 1970's. 
In 2002 deaf actors and actresses are now full-fledged stars of television 
programs. The way is being led by Deanne Bray who stars in her own 
television series, Sue Thomas, FBEye. 

3. 

C. Feelings of Pride Instead of Oppression 
1. One key to the upsurge of Deaf pride is the discovery by William Stokoe 

that ASL is a language with similar linguistic rules as other languages. 
Interest in Deaf heritage and culture increased. 
The number of Deaf people in higher education increased, producing 
more educated and capable Deaf adults. 
Especially after Dr. King Jordan became president of Gallaudet 
University, Deaf people raised their expectations and kept their hopes 
high for a better future. 

2. 

3. 

VI. Recent Changes in the Deaf Community 
A. Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) 

1, The ADA prohibits discrimination against people with disabilities in 
employment, public accommodations and services provided by 
corporations, public services and telecommunications. 

2. It is not an affirmative action statute, but it requires employers to provide 
reasonable accommodations, as long as there is no undue hardship on 
the employer and the business. 

3. In the private sector, the ADA is the first piece of legislation that prohibits 
discrimination against people with disabilities in companies with more 
than 15 employees. 

4. In the public sector, the ADA prohibits discrimination in public 
transportation that includes buses and rail and provides for all new 
vehicles to be accessible to individuals with disabilities, including those 
who use wheelchairs. 

5. Title Ill of the ADA prohibits discrimination in hotels, restaurants, movie 
theaters, stadiums, convention centers and other public areas. 

6. Title IV of the ADA focuses on telecommunications accessibility. It states 
that an intra- and inter-state relay service shall be established to enable 
those with hearing and speech impairments to use voice communication 
by wire or radio. This is intended to increase the equality and enjoyment 
of life for those with speech or hearing impairments. 

B. Equal Access 
1. After ADA and the DPN movement, Deaf people became more active and 

visible among groups and organizations with decision-making power that 
impacted education and the social welfare of Deaf people and their 
community. 
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2. Unfortunately, some of their efforts were viewed negatively because the 
public did not understand their true intentions. Deaf people want equality 
and the power to make decisions on issues that affect them and their 
community. 3 

C. Cochlear-Implant Controversy 
1. Recently, the cochlear implant has given some Deaf people the ability to 

hear sounds much better; however, it does not work for everyone and the 
sounds may be as distorted as if heard with a hearing aid. 

2. Many Deaf people see it as a cultural issue since the cochlear implant 
has replaced the oralist movement as an effective alternative to 
"integrate" Deaf children into society. Deaf people are concerned that 
parents may be mislead into believing that giving their deaf children 
cochlear implants will help them become hearing. This is not the case 
and it reinforces the denial of accepting their children as deaf. Also, there 
is no research to verify that no harm is done to the child or what the 
effects of the implant will be on their adult life. People with cochlear 
implants cannot hear fully what hearing people can hear, so the Deaf 
community see them as "pale imitations of hearing people." 

3. On the other hand, cochlear implants have proven to be effective with 
some patients, depending on the cause of the hearing loss. They may be 
able to hear sounds more clearly. 

D. Bilingual/bicultural education has become common. Simultaneous communication is 
used by 80 percent of Deaf children, and they learn ASL among other Deaf people. 
Deaf children in residential schools are encouraged to find their Deaf identity, but not 
to isolate themselves from the "outside world." They are encouraged to learn 
English and learn how to speak, though sign language takes precedence in 
education of the Deaf. 

E. Relay Services provide deaf people with the ability to reach out and communicate 
with hearing peers. Previously, it was necessary for both parties to have TTITTYs or 
use interpreters to communicate, but relay services broke down the barriers of 
communication over the telephone 

d 

Y 
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Rules for Using an Interpreter 

r? 

1. Speak directly to the deaf person, not the interpreter. 
You should speak in the first person. “I am happy to meet you. What can I do for you?” do 
not say, “Tell her, tell him.” 

2. Maintain eye contact with the deaf person. 
It is also important so that you can see the deaf person’s reaction to what you are saying. 
This also makes the deaf person feel you are “listening”. 

3. Use your normal speaking voice and rate of speed. 
It is easier for the interpreter to provide a smooth interpretation when a normal speaking 
voice and rate of speed is used. Speaking slowly would make this difficult. 

4. Allow the interpreter to stand or sit next to you. 
The deaf individual can see you and watch the interpreter at the same time. Slhe will be 
able to see your facial expressions and body language. This will make you and the deaf 
person have more direct interactive communication. 

5. Use clear statements and avoid English idioms such as “ I  put my foot in my mouth, 
sorry!” 
English idioms are foreign to most deaf people as ASL is their native language. ASL has it‘s 
own idioms such as, “Touch Finish”. Touch finish in English means “I’ve already done that“ 
or “I’ve already been there!” 

6. The role of the interpreter is to facilitate communication. 
Interpreters should not be asked for their opinion about the deaf person or situation. Also, 
do not say things to the interpreter that you do not want the deaf person to know. 

7. Do not expect the interpreter to take on any responsibility other than relaying 
information. 
For example, an interpreter does not take notes, remind a deaf person of appointments or 
assignments, and is not a chauffeur. In other words, the interpreter does not function as an 
aide, but as a facilitator of communication. 

8. One person should speak at a time. 
If participating in a group discussion or meeting an interpreter can only accommodate one 
speaker at a time. Encourage the group to follow this rule. 

Attachment 7 
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Interpreting Standards 
The Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) defines the term “qualified interpreter” in its Title 111 
regulations to mean: ”an interpreter who is able to interpret effectively, accurately and 
impartially both receptively and expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabulary.” 

While not all interpreting situations are covered by the ADA, this definition is a good starting 
point and comes closest to any kind of a federal ”standard“ . 

The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc. has set forth the following principles of ethical 
behavior to protect and guide interpreters and transliterators and hearing and deaf consumers. 
Underlying these principles is the desire to ensure for all the right to communicate. 
This Code of Ethics applies to all members of the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc. and 
to all certified non-members. 

1. Interpreters/transliterators shall keep all assignment-related information strictly 
confidential. 

2. Interpreters/transliterators shall render the message faithfully, always conveying the 
content and spirit of the speaker using language most readily understood by the 
person(s) whom they serve. 

3. Interpreterdtransliterators shall not counsel, advise or interject personal opinions. 

4. Interpreters/transliterators shall accept assignments using discretion with regard to skill, 
setting, and the consumers involved. 

u 5 .  Interpreterdtransliterators shall request compensation for services in a professional and 
judicious manner. 

6 .  Interpreters/transliterators shall function in a manner appropriate to the situation. 

7. Interpreters/transliterators shall strive to further knowledge and skills through 
participation in work-shops, professional meetings, interaction with professional 
colleagues, and reading of current literature in the field. 

8. Interpreters/transliterators, by virtue of membership or certification by the RID, Inc., shall 
strive to maintain high professional standards in compliance with the Code of Ethics. 

Revised 11/03/04 
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AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE (Part 1) 

1. What is ASL? 

A. ASL is a visual language. It is also considered a visual-gesture language. 

B. Gestures can be simply defined as any movements of the body that occur for the 
(Attachment 9) 

purpose of communication. In the past, people thought that the body movements of 
ASL were imprecise and irregular. Now we know that gestures found in ASL are a 
special set of rule-governed behaviors called signs. The units of ASL are composed 
of specific movements. 

1. The hearing community also use gestures (that are not ASL but are part 
of the visual components important to ASL). What does it usually mean 
when someone shrugs their shoulders? Usually it means "I don't know." 
If one weren't looking at them would they have gotten that message? 

2. Hearing people use many signs. Ask agents to think of signs they may 
use. Give examples to get them started: sleep, hair, OK, eat, boat, time, 
cry, house, walk, bye, comb, baby. 

C. What is meant by visual? Since ASL uses body movements instead of sound, 
listenerslreceivers use their eyes instead of their ears to understand what is being 
said. Because all linguistic information must be received through the eyes, the 
language is carefully structured to fit the needs and capabilities of the eyes. 

1. Example: A hearing person absorbs a large amount of information by 
listening. In a meeting where several people are talking and interrupting 
each other, a hearing person can follow the conversation. 

2. Someone who is deaf receives information visually and needs to look at 
the person signing. It is much more difficult to follow the conversation 
and the speakers. 

II. History of ASL 

A. George W. Veditz, a deaf teacher--who became president of the National 
Association of the Deaf in 1904--said "As long as we have deaf people, we will have 
Sign Language." 

B. Information collected through centuries shows that Veditz was right. Throughout the 
centuries, wherever there have been deaf people; there have been sign languages 
that they or their ancestors developed. Deaf people develop and use sign languages 
so they can effectively communicate with each other. 

C. Languages do not have to be vocal-auditory: in fact, various scholars throughout the 
centuries have argued that the first languages used in pre-historic time were gestural 
languages. There is even evidence suggesting that the vocal apparatus necessary 
for speech did not develop until later. In any case, because deaf people do not hear, 
they therefore cannot effectively use a language composed of sounds and use a 
different kind of language better suited to their communicative needs, capabilities of 
the eyes. 

D. Today's ASL evolved from the sign language of France by Thomas Hopkins 
Gallaudet and Laurent Clerc. Approximately 60% of ASL is of French origin. The 
communication mode of the deaf before 1817 was most likely home signs or 
gestures, which are signs invented by the people in the household. 
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111. ASL's Recognition as a Language of its Own 

A. ASL was ignored and dismissed by linguists who believed it was not a true language. 

B. Dr. William C. Stokoe developed an interest in sign language in the mid-1950's. He d 
filmed different deaf people signing, and studied thousands of hours of sign 
language. 

C. Stokoe discovered that ASL had points of contrast, syntactical patterns, and 
morphemes, which are involved with language. In 1960, Stokoe published his 
findings, which were largely rejected, even by some members of the Deaf 
community. 

D. However, after Stokoe published another book in 1965, interest and acceptance of 
ASL as a native language exploded. The Deaf community was studied from 
linguistic, anthropological, psychological and sociological perspectives. 

E. Linguists dismissed ASL as ungrammatical when translated to English; however, 
most languages, when compared to English word for word, appear to be 
ungrammatical. 

F. ASL has a grammatical structure of its own. In fact, ASL has been identified as 
having the same grammatical structure as the Navajo and Aztec languages. It can 
contain abstract concepts. 

IV. Rules of ASL (as identified by Gallaudet Regional Center, Flagler College) 

A. Location ofpronouns-Put people in "space" around signer, i.e. "He (point) told me 
she (point) will arrive late." 

B. Location/Direction of verbs--Incorporate location of people ("space") by direction of 
verb, Le. "You tell her what happened. I tell.. You tell Me.." 

C. Directionality-Use head position changes and shoulder shifts to show shifts in 
conversation when recounting a story. 

D. Eye Gaze--Use to show who is talking. Use to convey qualities (i.e. height). 

E. Fronting for emphasis--Put most important part of sentence first (or the part that you 
want to emphasize). 

F. Eitheror which--Signed at the end of the thought. 

G. Conditional clauses--They always receive result, never left "hanging," i.e. "I won't 
give you candy, if you won't go to bed." 

H. You--You is signed at the end of the sentence in a question, plus head bent forward, 
Le. (Are you) "ready for the test, you?" 

1. Pausing-in a sentence tells meaning. 
J. Facial expression--is essential to convey meaning (normally present in voice 

inflection). 
K. lncorporation of manner--Use the body to help convey meaning. 

L. Continuous aspect (Present Tense)--Show progressive verb tense by signing verbs 
in circular motion, i.e. "I am reading the book" vs. "I read the book. (finish)". 

M. lncorporation of numbers and plural--Incorporate number in the sign, i.e. "every three 
weeks" (circle) "two months" (finish). Use repetition in verb to show plural, i.e. "I 
gave the papers to three people." (Show giving to three. Don't sign "3.") 
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N. Showing negatives by use of headshake--Ex: "Last night I studied." (Shake head 

0. Distinguishing noun from verb--A noun is a more repetitive and shorter sign; a verb 
no.) 

has more motion & longer sign. Examples: airport vs. fly; bed vs. sleep; glass vs. 
drink. 

P. No use of the infinitive-Ex: "I want to go to the movies" = "I want go to the movies.'' 

Q. Time indicators-Occur at the beginning of the thought, Le. "Last Monday, I went 
bowling." Sign down (direction) for  eve^ Monday. Can sign "will" for future at the 
end of the thought, Le. "Monday I go bowling, will." 

R. Finger spelling-Done very fast. (Can't see all the letters, so learn to identify the 
movement.) Examples: back, job, car, what. 

S. Sign selection-Choice of sign based on meaning (i.e. conceptually correct). 
Example: run (legs, pantyhose, management, engine, runny nose, etc.). 

T. Sign production--Position, hand shape, movement and orientation. 
U. Signing space--Use space around the body to convey meaning, i.e. "First I met Mary. 

Then we went to see Joe.. . ." 

V. Five Parameters of ASL 

A. Hand shape-the way the hand is shaped and placed can change the word. NAME 
and TRAIN, PHONE and WRONG. 

B. Orientation--how the two palms are located in relation to each other. HELP, SHOW, 
AGAIN 

C. Movement--motioning forward indicates future and behind you indicates past. 
TOMORROW, YESTERDAY. Also, motion is important to determine behavior. 
LOOK can be signed in many different ways. (Glance, stare, look over a table, look 
all over a person, look repetitively.) 

LOUSY, ELEGANT (Also, explain how to distinguish between male and female 
signs.) 

E. There is often a fifth parameter, non-manual expression. Some signs to distinguish 
differences between signs with the same parameters of movement, orientation, 
movement and location. SHY, SHAME, WHORE. Because this parameter cannot 
be expressed when typing on the TTrrrV, the intent of the message is more difficult 
to correctly understand. 

D. Location-where your hands are located in relation to your body. ROOSTER, 

VI. English Idioms vs. ASL Idioms 

A. Examples of English idioms and their meanings-look at the words literally1 
1. Dead to the world--fast asleep. 
2. Put (one's) foot in (one's) mouth--to say or to do something inappropriate, 

causing embarrassment. 
3. Hear from the horse's mouth--to hear something directly 
4. Get wind of--to get news of, hear rumors about. 
5. Kick the bucket--to die. 
6. Needle in a haystack-something that will be difficult to find. 
7. Burst at the seams--to be too full. 
8. Bull in a china shop--to be very clumsy. 
9. Got a frog in (one's) throat-to have to clear one's throat. 
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10. Fall upon deaf ears--to have spoken and not listened to. 

B. Examples of ASL idioms and their meanings. 

1. 
2. Train gone (zoom), sony!--l don't want to repeat this, I forgot what I just 

said. 
3. Finish, finish, please!-All right, stop that, that's enough please! 
4. Man pop up, /ate--The service man has not yet arrived. 
5. think yourself!-It's up to you, suit yourself. 
6. Hands off shoulders!--It's not my problem, I'm not getting involved. 
7. Jaw drop4 can't believe it. 
8. Pity zero, me!--1 don't feel sorry for you! 
9. lnform me, late you!--You haven't told me about this yet. 
10. Succeed, finish me!--1 finally did it! 

Think, zero, me!--1 can't think of anything, I know nothing about this. +id 
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AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE (Part 2) 

1. Evolution of ASL - Veditz to Present 

A. In the early 20th Century, it was considered pleasing to have a Deaf person sign with 
his mouth closed, and his face with little expression. Today, the opposite occurs. 
Deaf people often move their lips to show strong expressions and use body 
language in order to communicate. 
if available; this has signers like Vedih himself, Edward Miner Gallaudet, and other prominent figures in the Deaf 
community). 

(Show Veditz's NAD videotapes to Preserye Sign Language, 

II. ASL Regional and Country Differences 

A. As in spoken language, ASL usage is various and depends upon the individual. 
Some deaf people are proud of their ASL skills. Others, with a good command of the 
English language, may show off their knowledge. 

B. Signers from other countries who learn ASL may still have an "accent" from their 
native Sign language. They would use native signs from time to time while using 
ASL, just as hearing foreigners would retain an accent from their home country. 

C. Just as someone from the Bronx would speak differently from someone with a 
Tennessee twang, each region of the United States may have different signs for the 
same word. The language stays the same in terms of grammatical rules but the 
actual sign may vary. 

111. Syntax of ASL 
Syntax has a range from simple to complex grammar. 
A. In English, sentences are mainly structured like modifier-subject-verb object (MSVO), 

but it is possible to have structures like SMVO, MSVO, and SVOM. 

B. In ASL, however, the word order depends on what is emphasized in the sentence. 
Usually, the word that is emphasized appears at the beginning of the sentence. 

C. In ASL, directional verbs describe nouns, subjects, and objects. Some directional 
verbs are classifiers, which are not used in English. (Give an example - car parked, 
driving, etc.) The Navajo also use directional verbs and move their arms while they 
talk. 

D. Mentioning a certain word in past, present or future tense indicates time. Past tense 
is not expressed by "-ed". 

1. Boat me buy me (I bought a boat.) 
2. Yesterday boat red white me buy me (Yesterday, I bought a red and white 

boat.) 
a. Notice how the word "yesterday" was used to indicate past tense. 

The word "bought" was not used to indicate past tense. 
E. The verb "to be" is not used. 

I. You pretty (You are pretty.) 

2. Tomorrow she race she (Tomorrow she will be in a race.) OR (Tomorrow 
she will run in a race.) 

F. Commonly used words with different meanings depend on the content of the 
conversation. 
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1. "Finish" 

a. School finish graduate me (School's over. I graduated.) OR (I 
graduated from school.) 

b. Bother finish (Stop bothering me.) OR (I've had enough of you 
bothering me.) 

c. Me finish touch Houston (I have been to Houston.) OR (I have visited 
Houston.) Notice the example shown above the use of the word 
"touch." This usually means it has been experienced. 

d. Finish! (That's it!) 

2. "For for" 

a. talk talk for for (Why are you talking so much?) 

b. red faced for for (Why are you so embarrassed?) 

G. Check for understanding activity. Write sentences - not answers - on a flipchart or 
board. Ask the class to work in teams of two and write their translation to the 
following ASL sentences: 

1. Stay up all night for for? (Why did you stay up all night?) 
2. Heard finish before you? (I've already heard that.) 

3. I, I, I finish you. (Stop bragging.) 
4. Laugh at me for for? (Why are you laughing at me?) 

5. Inform you finish me. (I already told you.) 
6. Time finish. (Time's up!) 

IV. How to Translate ASL to English and Vice Versa 
A. The relay agent will change the text received from the TTY user into conversational 

1. Slightly changing the word order, as explained in the previous examples. 
2. Adding, deleting, or substituting "non-essential" words. However, the 

agent should be careful not to use bigger words to make it sound more 
impressive. 
Example: TTY user: I ALREADY APPLIED FOR WORK AND NEED A 
JOB. Voice - exactly as typed. DON'T change to "I'm checking on the 
status of my application." 

3. Polishing and relaying the message in the way it was intended. KEEP 
THE SPIRIT OF THE MESSAGE! 

4. The relay message is voiced as it comes over the TTY. You don't need to 
wait for the entire message as it appears. 

English by: 

B. If the agent does not understand the message, DO NOT second-guess! Read the 
message word for word. The voice caller may have a better understanding of the 
subject or the person's language than the agent. 

1. Example: TTY user types: MONEY TO PAY NOT FIRST NO WAY TO 
COME TO HERE GO OTHER PAY Q GA 

I, 

W 

c3 
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2. Voice caller may understand and reply, "OK Dave, that is fine. So you will 
be paying me on the 15", right?" 

C. If the voice caller did not understand the above TTY statement, ask them to hold. 
Type to the TTY user exactly what the voice caller said. 

1. Example: I DO NOT UNDERSTAND WHAT DO U MEAN GO OTHER 
PAY Q GA 

2. Put the control of explaining back to the TTY user. 

D. If a word is misspelled, but the agent can decipher it, do so. If it is unclear, in 
parenthesis, type to the TTY user (WHAT MEAN 

E. The relay agent types exactly what the voice caller says back to the TTY user. "In 
your ears and out your fingers!" 

Q GA) 

1. This is referred to as "verbatim." 
2. The agent attempts to type every word said by the voice caller. 
3. If the voice caller is speaking too quickly, the agent tries to slow them 

down. 
a. The agent should use a phrase such as, "/'m sow, could you 

please slow down. It is important that l type everything you say." 
b. The agent should then read the last sentence they typed. 
F. The sentence should be read at about the speed the agent is able 

to type so the caller will have a better idea of how fast to talk. 

d. When the voice customer takes a breath, this would be a good 
time to ask them to hold. It is a more natural break. 

Write the phrases on the flipchart or board. 
a. She feel good not she (She doesn't feel well.) 
b. Now year I grow vegetables nothing (This year I grew no 

vegetables.) 
C. Friend I seen none since (I haven't seen my friend for a long time.) 
d. I visit grandmother at Sacramento. I not here home. (I will be 

visiting my grandmother in Sacramento. I wont' be here at home.) 
e. I work too busy Later I go get eat. Want go with me you Q (I'm 

working. I'm so busy. Later I will go get something to eat. Do you 
want to go with me?) 

F. Activity: Discuss with class how to put into Conversational English. 
1. 

G. Activity: These samples are more difficult. Challenge the class to convert to 
Conversational English. 

1. Write the phrases on the flipchart or board. . 
a. There Canada sheep many (Up in Canada, there are many 

sheep.) 
b. Shock sheep me finish buy (I bought an electric blanket.) 
C. Hearing aid dead shock zero. (Hearing aid battery is dead.) 

2. Be sure to let the class know that this is not what they will see on a daily 
basis. Reinforce the idea that supervisors are there to help and support. 

H. Activity: ASL Workbook - Discuss with class how to put Conversational English into 
simpler terms that the TTrrPl user could understand. Give due date for the 
workbook to be completed and turned in. 
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TTYPHONY & TTY COURTESY 
1. The First Teletypewriter (TTRTY) 

4 A. Robert Weitbrecht, a deaf physicist who built ham radios as a hobby, and James 
Marsters, a deaf orthodontist, were concerned about how they, as deaf people, could 
communicate over the phone. 

B. In 1963, they experimented with teletypewriters at their own houses. 
C. Weitbrecht developed an acoustic coupler in 1964 that allowed the teletypewriter to 

send audible signals to another teletypewriter over a telephone line. 

D. Conveniently, many companies were getting rid of their teletypewriters, so surplus 
7TiTTYs were gathered and equipped with acoustic couplers and given to deaf 
people across the country. 

II. Evolution of the l T / l T Y  to Today's Model, as written in the 1993 TDI 
Directory 

A. In 1965-66, Weitbrecht formed R.H. Weitbrecht Company to sell TTTTTYs. 
B. 1967 - R. H. Weitbrecht Company was renamed Applied Communications Company. 

C. 1968 - 25 TTr rP l  stations were in operation for/by the deaf nationwide. 
D. 1971 - "Scanatype"-a digital readout version of TT/TTY--was introduced by ESSCO 

Communications. 
E. In 1979, Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD) was accepted as the 

appellation for all TTrrPl-like devices. 
F. In 1985, Krown Research, Audiobionics, and Ultratec introduced new TT/TTYs. 

Most other companies dropped out of the market as competition for low-cost 
TTiTTYs began. Distribution programs further increased in Florida, Arizona, 
Nevada, Wisconsin, Illinois, Massachusetts and other states. 

111. Laws of Telecommunications Accessibility 

A. In 1975, Congress passed Public Law 95-602, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which 
provided "reasonable accommodations" in Section 504 for people with disabilities. 
The 1978 regulations of this law specifically mention TTiTTYs among those 
"reasonable accommodations." 

B. In 1983, Public Law 97-410 contained the Telecommunications for the Disabled Act 
of 1982, which provides for appropriate equipment to make telephones accessible to 
deaf people as a reasonable accommodation. 

C. California, in 1980, was the first state to distribute TTiTTYs to all deaf citizens, and 
about 15 other states followed. 

D. The ADA, Title IV, provides for intra- and inter-state access to relay services across 
the country, as well as international access. 
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IV. TTfIW Courtesy 

Show TDI Video "Using Your TTY/TDD." 
Demonstrate a TT/TTY-to-TT/TTY call. 

A. Things to remember, as identified by the Telecommunications for the Deaf, Inc. (TDI) 

1. Always identify yourself immediately when you make or receive a TTrrrY 
call. Since the person on the other end cannot hear you in a telephone 
call, it is important and polite to do this. 

2. Remember that TTRTY calls take longer than voice calls. Before you 
make a business or long distance call, prepare what you plan to say and 
have any information that you will need handy for the call. 

3. After you finish a call, be sure to turn your TT/TTY off and hang up the 
phone receiver or turn on the T T m Y  answering machine. If you forget to 
hang up the phone and someone else tries to call you, they will get a 
busy signal. 

4. It is polite to type "Good bye," "So long," "Thanks again," or some other 
closing remark before you type "SK." 

in the 1993 TDI directory. 

V. Development of Relay Service Market 

A. In 1974, Converse Communications Center, Inc. started a relay service in 
Connecticut. David Yoreo, a hearing man, made deaf friends at his church and 
realized that a relay service would help, so he established TTrrrYs in his home and 
office. His family relayed calls from the office during the day and from home at night. 

8. In 1975, Ben Soukup, a deaf man, started a statewide, 24-hour a day service in 
South Dakota funded by the state vocational rehabilitation service. 

C. There is still an ongoing controversy about who established the first 24-hour, 7-days- 
a-week relay service, Connecticut or South Dakota. Connecticut was first. South 
Dakota was the first relay service founded by a Deaf person. 

D. 1987 - California opened the first statewide, 24-hour-a-day. 7-days-a-week relay 
service funded by a phone company (AT&T). The service in California became a 
Sprint relay service in 1992. 

E. By the end of 1992, all 50 states and the District of Columbia had 
telecommunications relay services. In 2002 Sprint TRS became the relay provider 
for Puerto Rico as well. 

F. October 1, 2001, 71 1 was ordered to be available nation wide. 
G. In 2001 the FCC mandated all states provide a Speech to Speech service. Sprint 

TRS provides Speech to Speech service for all the states they provide relay service 
for. 

providers to maintain such a service. 
H. 2002 Internet Relay became available and was supported by the FCC for all relay 

1. 2003 Video Relay Service 
J. 2003 CapTel 
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HARD-OF-HEARING CUSTOMERS & LATE DEAFENED ADULTS 

1. Characteristics of Hardof-Hearing Customers 
A. 

hearing or late deafened. 

B. The main difference between profoundly deaf people and hard-of-hearing people is 
that the latter have some residual hearing, which means they can or may be able to 
benefit from hearing aids either in the ear, in the canal, or behind the ear. 

C. Most hard-of-hearing customers grew up learning spoken English rather than sign 
language and they may prefer to use Voice Carry Over (VCO) as most of them can 
speak very well. 

D. Hard-of-hearing customers may not be familiar with TTrrrY etiquette. They may 
have never used a TTrrrY and may feel uncomfortable using one. 

Out of 24 million people with hearing loss in the United States, 22 million are hard-of- 4 

II. Assistive Devices for Hardof-Hearing Customers 

A. Internal loop system 
B. Hard-of-hearing customers may also use TTTTTYs, closed-captioned TVs, and light 

systems. 
C. Cochlear implant 
D. Telephone amplifier 
E. T-coil in hearing aid for use with hearing-aid compatible telephone using 

electromagnetic induction, FM systems, infrared systems, televisions, and cassettes. 

111. Establishment of the Self-Help for the Hard of Hearing (SHHH) M 

A. In 1979, Rocky Stone, a hard-of-hearing man, established SHHH for hard-of-hearing 
people who were not Deaf and not involved with Deaf culture. 

B. The organization grew to have a national office in Bethesda, MD, a board of trustees, 
270 chapters in 48 states and 17,000 members. 

C. SHHH provides information on all areas of hearing loss, technology to help the hard- 
of-hearing, legal rights, family issues, and so on. It also pushes for the 
implementation of the ADA and other key legislation. 

D. SHHH's philosophy is that given enough information, a consumer with a hearing loss 
can live up to hislher potential. 

IV. Relaying for Hard-of-Hearing Customers 

A. Some hard-of-hearing customers prefer to use VCO, since they grew up speaking 
and want to continue speaking on the telephone. 

B. Hard-of-hearing customers may make a lot of calls on the job and they need agents 
to be efficient go-betweens on such calls. 

C. If a hard-of-hearing person is calling someone on a TTrrrY, it is important for the 
agent to speak clearly and at a slower pace and with a stronger tone. It is not 
necessary to speak louder because it often does not help. 
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I). It is important to be patient. Some hard-of-hearing people have lost some of their 
remaining hearing, so it is frustrating to adjust to using the relay rather than making 
voice calls directly. 

V. Characteristics of Late Deafened Customers 

A. May not be familiar with 'ITTTTY etiquette. They may feel displaced and face 
discrimination. 

6. Grew up in hearing culture. A late deafened person may feel displaced and face 
discrimination. 

C. Example: Dr. I. K. Jordan, President of Gallaudet University, became deafened after 
a motorcycle accident at the age of 21. He went on to graduate from Gallaudet 
College. 

D. Many late deafened adults became deaf from head injuries, toxicity, 
neurofirbromatosis type 2, Meniere's syndrome, presbycusis, acoustic neuromas, 
heredity, adverse drug reactions, aging and progressive loss for unknown reasons. 

E. Late deafened adults are often culturally hearing, but are audiologically deaf. Even 
though some of them learn sign language, all of them have learned how to speak 
and often still have the ability to speak clearly. 

VI. Establishment of the Association of Late Deafened Adults (ALDA) 

A. Thirteen late deafened adults at a Chicago party founded ALDA in 1987. It has 
grown to 2,000 members in the United States, Canada, and several countries around 
the globe. 

B. Marylyn Howe founded the first ALDA chapter outside Chicago in1989 Boston. 
C. ALDA provides support and education to late deafened adults and their families and 

helps them cope with the changes in their lives resulting from their hearing loss. 

VII. Relaying for Late Deafened Customers 

A. Some late deafened adults, as well as hard-of-hearing customers, use computers 
with interactive systems. They may use emoticons (emotions + icons) to show 
emotions. For example, a smile may be shown with :). 

6. Relaying for late deafened customers is basically the same as relaying for hard-of- 
hearing customers, be sure that you relay what the other party says verbatim. Late 
deafened adults grew up in the hearing world, and expect to be spoken to as if they 
were still hearing. Try not to shorten or change words in any way. This is true for all 
customers unless otherwise instructed. 
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DEAFIBLIND, SPEECH-IMPAIRED, SPANISH-SPEAKING & HEARING 
CUSTOMERS 

1. Characteristics of DeaWBlind Customers 

A. Dual disability 

6. Helen Keller is a good example. Even though Helen Keller is the most famous 
deaf/blind person in American history, she ironically helped blind people, not 
deaf/blind people. She was against the use of sign language to communicate. 

C. Problems with communications and mobility. Most deaf/blind customers sign and 
finger spell to communicate. They also use Braille to read. 

D. Approximately 40,000 people are deaf/blind in the United States. 
E. About 20,000 to 25,000 deaf/blind people have Usher's Syndrome 

1. Usher's Syndrome is a condition in which a person is usually born deaf 
and gradually becomes blind over his lifetime. His eyesight shrinks like 
tunnel vision until nothing can be seen. 

2. Age of total blindness varies. A small percentage lose their eyesight in 
their twenties. Though most become totally blind during their thirties or 
forties, a few have good eyesight until their sixties or seventies. 

F. The American Association of the Deaf/Blind was founded in 1937 as a 
correspondence club, but has become an advocacy group with about 600 members. 

II. Assistive Devices for DeaflBlind Customers 

A. TeleBraille TTiTTY System -there are only 250 TeleBraille machines existing in the 
United States, since it costs $5,500. 

6. Large print device to connect to TTiTTYs. 
C. Large visual display connected to a TTiTTY. 
D. Manufacturers are creating more telecommunications devices for the deaf that can 

be made to work with VersaBrailles to make communications devices for the deaf- 
blind. 

E. Braille may be used via Tellatouch, VersaBraille , Dialogos or Dotless Braille. 

F. Computers may be used with the relay as a TTY sometimes via CCTV, Viewscan or 
by using different techniques to enlarge the text on the computer screen. 

4 

111. Relaying for DeaWBlind Customers 

A. In the case of a customer using a TeleBraille TTKTY, it is crucial that the agent 
types slower. The customer may be typing quickly to the agent, but the TeleBraille 
machine requires the information it receives to come in at a much slower pace. 

6. The TRS system will automatically slow the agent's typing speed when the caller is 
branded as a Braille user. If the user is not branded, follow the instructions of the 
call to slow typing to the requested speed. 

C. Be patient. These calls may require more time, but remember how important each 
and every customer is to Sprint relay. Agents are instrumental in providing equal 
access to all citizens. 
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A 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

D. Since most deaf/blind customers don't have TeleBraille machines, they may use 
relay interpreters who are deaf and utilizes a TTrrrV to call through the relay for 
them. Be sure to type slowly and clearly so that the deaf interpreter can get the 
message across. Again, this requires a lot of patience. In such a case, deaf/blind 
customers will usually inform the agent that an interpreter is present. 

Characteristics of Speech-Impaired Customers 

A. Speech-impaired customers usually are hearing and simply have the inability to 

B. Show Speech to Speech videotape, if possible. 

Assistive Devices for Speech-Impaired Customers 

A. HCO 
B. Speaker phones 
C. Voicebox 
D. Assistive communication devices 
E. Computers 

speak clearly. 

Relaying for Speech-Impaired Customers 

A. Some speech-impaired customers have normal hearing, and would prefer to use 
HCO (Hearing Carry Over). They type to the agent, and hear what the other person 
says. This requires time and patience when switching back and forth. 

B. Speech to Speech service is available for Speech-Impaired customers 365 days a 
year 7 days a week 24 hours a day and requires no special equipment for the user. 

Relaying for SpanishSpeaking Customers 

A. When a Spanish-speaking customer calls, type or say, "Un momento por favor" (one 
moment please), and proceed to transfer the call to a Spanish-speaking agent. 

B. If the originator of the call wants to disconnect the call, say or type "Perdone la 
Ilamada" (excuse the call). 

C. If the originator of the call wants to be transferred to a bilingual agent and one isn't 
available at the moment, type or say, "Llamaremos en un momento con una 
operadora espano. Adios." 

D. If the originator of the call speaks English and is using voice, and someone answers 

Relaying for Hearing Customers 

A. Some hearing customers are reluctant when using the relay. They may not have 
used the relay before or think it's a salesperson. Be patient with them and be sure to 
explain clearly what the relay service is. Some hearing people think the relay service 
is remarkable, but some others may think it is a waste of time. 

8. Voice inflection is very important to the hearing customer. A monotone voice sounds 
like a computer and is confusing to the customer unfamiliar with relay. Using a 
conversational tone and good pacing will facilitate a smooth relay call. 

the TTTTp/ in Spanish, the same Spanish phrase above will be used. 
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When YOU cannot understand the SZS user. 20 
Word substltution feature %e trror Correction 

Worksheets and Tests. 2 
Wyndtell Pagers la 

Role Plays 

Role Plays 

Student role plays have been designed to give hands on experience in setting up and relaying 
calls. Students will place the calls through the network, creating the actual simulations that will 
be encountered once the student is in the center taking calls from real customers. 

Role plays are written to be as realistic as possible. To get the most benefit from the practice 
sessions, a few guidelines are outlined below. 

A. Each role play requires 3 students to simulate the 3 people that will be involved in 
processing a call. They are as follows: 

1. The Inbound person placing the call (either TTY or Voice) 
2. The relay agent 
3. The Outbound person being called (either TTY or Voice) 

B. Each practice group will decide who play which role first. Students will need to 
concentrate to assure they play each role correctly. 

C. After the designated number of role plays to be practiced by each agent is specified by 
the instructor, the students will rotate so that by the end of the practice session, each 
student will have played the role of the inbound, the agent and the outbound. 
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D. After students become more proficient at the role play process, they may also make up 
their own call scenarios, focusing mainly on the call set up and closure. 

HY to VOICE 
Condition: Busy line 

TTY 
XXX-XXXX GA 

[Line Busy] 

m 
THANKS CALL XXX-XXXX ASK FOR BILL GA 

[Line Busy] 

m 
THKS BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

HY to VOICE 

Role Play I 

Role Play 2 
Condition: Switchboard 

TTY 
PLEASE CALL MX-XXX-XXXX I WANT ORDER RETIRED BEANIE BABY GORDON GA 

Voice 
Hello this is the Beanie Baby Hot Line. How may l help you? 

TTY 
NEED TO ORDER RETIRED BEANIE BABY GORDON GA 

Voice 
1‘11 transfer you to the ordering department (transfening). . . Hello order desk. 

TTY 
NEED ORDER RETIRED GORDON GA 

Voice 
They won’t be available until next month. Call back then. Good bye. 

TTY 
OK CALL SAME 0 GA 
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Voice 
Yes. 

m 
BYE SKSK 
[Hangs UP1 

Voice 
Thank you. 
[Hangs UP1 

TTY to VOICE 
Condition: Familiar with relay. 

m 
HELLO CALL XXX-XXXX THKS GA 

Voice 
Hello, Plnehurst Apartments. Linda speaking. How may l help you? 

TTY 
NEWSPAPER SAY 1 AND 2 BDRM AUG AVAILABLE QQ GA 

Role Play3 

Voice 
We have one 2 bedroom apartment available August 1st and two, 1 bedroom apartments available on 
thaf date. Which one are you interested in? Go ahead W 
TTY 
2 BDRM APT WIFE PREG BABY COME 20 AUG 20 NEED SPACE HOW BIG Q HOW MUCH COST Q 
GA 

Voice 
l suggest you come down to take a look and we can discuss the various prices then. 

TTY 
OK WILL COME THERE NOW THANKS BYE SKSK 
[Hangs UP1 

Voice 
Thank you. 
[Hangs up1 
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TTY to VOICE 
Condition: Not familiar with relay. 

TTY 
X X X - X X X - X X X X  GA 

Role Play 4 

Voice 
Hello? 
[CA explains relay] 
What? Relay? What is relay? We don't take those kind of calls!! 
[CA explains relay again] 
Oh, ok ok. 

TTY 
THIS JESSE WANT JOHN BAD BAD BROKE CAR RIDE TO WORK PLS GA 

Voice 
John isn't here. Operator, tell him John isn't here. 

TTY 
UMM THANKS TAKE MSG Q GA 

Voice 
Uhh, l suppose 

7-7-Y 
JESSE NEED RIDE JOHN CALL JESSE GA 

Voice 
Ok bye. 
[Hangs up1 

l-rY 
BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 
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l l Y  to VOICE 
Condition: Not familiar with relay. 

TTY 
XXX-XXXX PLS HURRY GA 

Voice 
Lakeside Clinic. How may l help you? 
No, what's relay? 
[CA explains relay] 

TTY 
I SICK HEART PAIN WANT MAKE APPT NOW GA 

Voice 
l will transfer you to internal medicine (transferring.. .) 

TTY 
NO NO I WANT APPT NO NO WANT TRANSFER I MAD MAD GA 

Voice 
Hello lntemal medicine. 

TTY 
HURT BAD HEART PAIN NEED APPT GA 

Voice 
Your name please? Go ahead 

7-N 
BARBARA MOORE GA 

Voice 
Please come right in. The Dr. will see you right away. Go ahead 

M e  Play 5 

TTY 
YES HURRY HURRY NEED DR. 15 MIN BE TO DR. GA SK 

Voice 
We'll see you then. Thank you. 
[Hangs up1 

TTY 
[Hangs UP1 
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TTY to VOICE 
Condition: Not familiar with relay. 

m 
CALL XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 
Hello Holiday Hotel Bmnsville. What? No. 
This is a business!! 
[CA explains relay] 
Who is this? 

m 
THIS JEFF JOHNSON IM DEAF USE RELAY GA 

Voice 
I see. Mr. Johnson how may l help you today? 

m 
ROOM 188 PLS GA 

Voice 
Are you calling room 188 sir? 

m 
ROOM 188 YES PLS GA 

Voice 
May I verify the name of the person staying in Room 188? 

m 
PHILIP ZELAZNE GA 

Voice 
Ok let me put that through. Ok its busy. Would you like to try back later? 

m 
I TRY CALL AGAIN LATER SK OR GA 

Voice 
Thank you sir is there anything else l could help you with? 

m 
BYE SK 

Role Play 6 

Voice 
Thank you for calling. Bye. 
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N 
THANKS AGENT SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

TTY to VOICE Role Play 7 
Condition: Redirecting 

TTY 
CALL XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 
Hello Borders. 

N 
YOU HAVE BOOK GOLF FOR BEGINNER Q GA 

Voice 
Ask him what the author is? 

TTY 
DON'T KNOW TALK TO ME NOT AGENT GA 

Voice 
Ma'am, please tell him l can't find the book without the author. 

N 
NOT KNOW NEED BOOK GA 

Voice 
Ma'am, you need to tell him l can't help. Maybe he can come in the store. Ask him if he can come in. 

TTY 
NOT COME IN LOOK FOR BOOK GOLF FOR BEGINNER NOW GA 

Voice 
Ma'am, I'm gonna have to go. l have other customers waiting. You tell him to come in if he needs help. 
[Hangs UP1 

N 
BAD STORE NOT GO THERE THKS TO TRY BYE SKSK 
IHangs UP1 
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H Y  to VOICE 
Condition: Busy line 

rn 
PLS CAL TO xxX-xxX-XXXX ASK TO PAM GA 
[Line busy] 

TTY 
TKSCABYESKSK 
[Hangs up1 

l T Y  to VOICE 
Condition: Busy line redial. 

TTY 
XXX-XXXX FOR JACK GA 

[Line busy] 

TTY 
KEEP TRY GA 

[Line busy Redialing] 

[Line busy Redialing] 

[Line busy Redialing] 

[Line busy Redialing] 

[Line busy Redialing] 
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m 
OK WILL TRY LATER BYE SKSK 
[Hangs UP1 

TTY to VOICE 
Condition: Outbound answer by TTY. 

TrY 
NEED CALL XXX-XXXX FOR BEN GA 

F, tones] 

[CA holds] 

Voice 
Hi, this is Ben. Go ahead 

m 
HI BEN GO TO GAME TMR Q GA 

Role Play I O  

3 
voice 
Yes, I'm going. Go ahead 

m 
DRIVE CAR YOU Q GA 

Voice 
Yes, do you want me to pick you up? Go ahead 

m 
YES TIME WHAT Q GA 

Voice 
I'll be there at 6:30. See ya then. Bye. Go ahead 

m 
OK BYE SKSK 

Voice 
Sye. [Hangs up] 

m 
BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 
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H Y  to VOICE 
Condition: Outbound answer by TTY 

TTY 
NEED CALL XXX-XXXX FOR BEN GA 

F/ tones] 

[CA holds] 

Voice 
Hi, this is Ben. Go ahead 

TTY 
HI BEN GO TO GAME TMR Q GA 

Voice 
Yes, I'm going. Go ahead 

TTY 
DRIVE CAR YOU Q GA 

Voice 
Yes, do you want me to pick you up? Go ahead 

TTY 
YES TIME WHAT Q GA 

Voice 
1'11 be there at 6.30. See ya then. Eye. Go ahead 

TTY 
OK BYE SKSK 

Voice 
Bye. [Hangs up] 

TTY 
BYE SKSK 
[Hangs UPI 
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H Y  to VOICE 
Condition: Outbound answer by TTY. 

TTY 
XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

F, tones] 

[CA disconnects outbound] 

[CA types: PHONE ANSWERED BY rrv] 

H Y  to VOlCE 

Role Play I I 

U 

M e  Play 12 
Condition: Wrong number 

TTY 
GOOD AM PLS CALL XXX-XXX-XXXX FOR GEORGE SMITH AT ALLIED C 

Voice 
Hello. There's no George Smith at this number. You have the wrong number. 

T N  
WELL THIS NUMBER GIVE TO ME XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 

NSTR 

. _.._ 

That is this number but there is no George Smith here. This is a residence not a business. 
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TTY 
OK SORRY SKSK 
[Hangs up] 

Voice 

[Hangs up] 

Condition: Familiar with relay. 

TTY 
CALL XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 
Hello this is Michelle 

TTY 
THIS LYNDA IS DAVE THERE Q GA 

Voice 
No, he went to the store for some milk. Do you want to leave a message? Go ahead 

TTY 
NO JUST TELL HIM THAT I CALLED AND TELL HIM TO CALL ME LATER LITTLE GA 

Voice 
Ok I will tell him when he gets home. Thanks bye. Go ahead 

TTY 
BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up] 

Voice 

[Hangs up] 
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to vOle 
Condition: Background/repeat message. 

TTY 
PLS CALL XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 

Hello May's Beauty shop. 


TTY 
HI THIS JANE BURNS AND I NEED TO MAKE APPT FOR CUT HAIR GA 

Voice 
Ok let me check for times (thanks here's your change, bye) Ok, agent what was her name again? Go 
ahead 

TTY 
OK MY NAME IS JANE BURNS CAN I GET IN TODAY Q GA 

Voice 
Yes I can get you in today at 4 with Mari, is that ok? Go ahead 

TTY 

YES THK USEE U THEN GA SK 


Voice 

Ok bye. [Hangs up] 


TTY 

[Hangs up] 
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CE 0 IIY 
Condition: Voice has used relay service before. 

Voice Please call xxx-xxxx. 

TTY HELLO ADAM HERE GA 

Voice 

Hi Adam This is mom I'm calling to see if you picked up your airplane tickets yet. Go ahead. 

TTY FINISH YESTERDAY TICKETS BOUGHT ME GA 

Voice What day and what time will your plane arrive? Go ahead. 

TTY SATURDAY TIME 11 AM GA 

Voice Should I pick you up in the car or the van? Go ahead. 

TIY 
OH YES VAN MUST 5 SUITCASES HAVE ME FRIEND COME TOO FRIEND HAVE SUITCASES NEED 
ROOM VAN MUST GA 

Voice 
Oh, good, your friend is coming too. I will fix up the guestroom In your letter you said you were having 
trouble with your TTY. Go ahead. 

TTY 
YES TTY BROKE FIX CANT NEED NEW GA 

Voice 

Maybe for Christmas if you are good. Go ahead. 

TTY 
GOOD ME SMILE GA 

Voice 

So you say. Well I have to run. Your father is waiting for me. Go ahead. 
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TTY 

WAIT DAD COME TOO Q GA 

Voice 
Yes dad's coming too--and the dog. Anything else? Go ahead. 

TTY 

NO FINISH ME ILY GA TO SK 

Voice 
I love you too. See you Saturday. Bye bye. Go ahead. {Hangs up] 

TTY 


SKSK . [Hangs up] 


ICE to oe la 2 
Condition: Voice has used relay service before. 

Voice Please call xxx-xxxx. 

TTY HELLO GA 

Voice 
Hello. This is Detective Ben Benson. I'd like to speak with Barbara Billingsley. Go ahead. 

TTY THIS IS BARBARA GA 

Voice 
Hi Barbara. I am taking reports from eye witnesses to the hit and run accident that occurred on Friday, 
June 12. I would like to ask you a few questions. Go ahead. 

TTY SURE YEAH ACCIDENT REMEMBER ME GA 

Voice Did you see the accident? Go ahead 

TTY YES EVERYTHING GA 

Voice Can you describe what you saw? Go ahead 

TTY 

YES BOY NAME BOBBY RIDE BIKE CROSS STREET CAR COME CAR BLUE DRIVE FAST MAN SEE 
LIGHT DIDN'T STOP DIDN'T HIT BOY HURT BAD AMBULANCE COME POLICE COME GA 

Voice Did you see the license number on the car? Go ahead 

TTY LICENSE NO BUMPER STICKER YES GA 

Voice What did the bumper sticker say? Go ahead. 

TTY SAY BOSTON BRUINS BAD BOYS GA 
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Voice 
Would you be willing to testify in court as to what you saw? Go ahead. 

m 
YES TESTIFY WHEN GA 

Voice 
I need to make a few more calls. Can I call you back ;n about an hour? Go ahead 

TTY 
YES ONE HOUR ME HERE GA 

Voice 
Okay. Thank you. 1'11 call you back. Bye. [Hangs up] 

TTY 
SKSK [Hangs up] 

VOICE to TTY 
Condition: Voice has never used relay service. 

Role Play 3 

voice 
Hello. l have a number to call but the person is deaf and I'm not sure how to do this. 
[CA explains what relay is and how it works.] 
Oh. OK. Thank you. The number is XXX-XiXX 
[CA enters number and dials out.] 

m CARL HERE GA 

Voice 
Hello Carl. You don't know me. My name is Cathy. Curtis gave me your phone number. He told me that 
you are looking for an Algebra 2 book for Mr. Culvefs class. Are you still looking for one? 

TTY YES HAVE ONE Q GA 

Voice 
Yes. I've already taken the class. I'm trying to sell mine 

l T Y  HOW MUCH COST Q GA 

Voice 
Ten bucks. Go ahead. 

TTY SOLD!GA 

Voice 
(Chuckling) Good. What's the best way to get it to you? 

TTY 
YOU KNOW COLLEGE CORNER SHOP Q GA 
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Voice 
Yes. My sorority house is right across the street from the College Comer Shop. Go ahead. 

TTY 
MEET THERE Q GA 

Voice 
Sure. When? Go ahead. 

TTY 
TODAY TIME 2 Q GA 

Voice 
l will be there at 2:OO. See you then. 

TTY 
OK CUL BYE SK 

Voice 
Bye bye. [Hangs up] 

VOICE to H Y  
Condition: Voice has never used relay service. 

Role Play 4 

Voice 
Hello. This is David Decker of Dillinger & Decker's Business lnsurance Company. l got a message on 
my answering machine. The person said he is deaf and that I would have to call him through the relay 
service. Does this make sense to you? 
[CA explains what relay is and how it works.] 
l see. OK. So you can dial the number. Okay. The number is XXX-XXXX. 
[CA enters the number and dials out] 

T N  
DONOVANS DIVE SHOP DONOVAN HERE GA 

Voice 
Yes. Is this Donovan Delaney? 

TTY YESGA 
Voice 
This is David Decker of Dillinger & Decker's Business lnsurance Company. l got your message. How 
can l help you. 

TTY 
OH GOOD I JUST STARTED A NEW BUSINESS AND I AM LOOKING FOR SOME GOOD LIABILITY 
INSURANCE. I AM COMPARING RATES. I LEARNED ABOUT YOUR COMPANY FROM A FRIEND 
WHO OWNS DEEDEES DAY CARECAN WE MEET Q GA 

Voice 
Yes. I could meet you tomorrow about this time at your shop. What kind of business do you own? Go 
ahead. 
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TTY 
EVERYTHING FOR SCUBA DIVING THIS TIME TOMORROW WOULD BE GREAT GA TO SK 

Voice 
See you then. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 

T N  
SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

VOICE to H Y  
Condition: Voice has never used relay service. 

Role Play 5 

Voice 
[Sounds very hesitant and unsure] 
Umm . . .Can you call XXX-XXXX? 
[CA enters number and asks if they have ever used relay before.] 
No. This is the first time. I'm not sure how this works. 
[CA explains what relay is and how it works.] 

7Ty HELLOGA 

Voice 
Hi. Is €//en Edwards there? Oh, Go ahead. 

T N  WAIT ILL GET HER ... ELLEN HERE GA 

Voice 
Yes, Ellen, this is Eileen Everest. You baby-sit for my friend Emma Edgar, for her two boys right. Go 
ahead. 

TTY YES! EMMA SAID YOU WOULD CALL GA 

Voice 
Oh, good. I am going back to work and I need someone to watch my three-year-old Mondays through 
Fridays from 7 in the morning until 5:30 in the evening. 

T N  SON Q DAUGHTER Q GA 
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Voice 
Oh, it's my son, Eddy. He's very good. Go ahead. 

TTY POTTY TRAINED RIGHT Q GA 

voice 
Oh, yes. He's completely housebroken. Go ahead. 

TTY GOOD YES I WOULD LIKE TO MEET YOU AND EDDY GA 

Voice 
Okay. Would today be a good day? Go ahead. 

TTY 
ANYTIME AFTER 4:OO WOULD BE GOOD TODAY GOTA RUN THERES A DIAPER THAT NEEDS 
CHANGING GA TO SK 

Voice 
Okay. See you soon. Bye. [Hangs up] 

TTY 
SKSK [Hangs up] 

VOICE to H Y  
Condition: Specific person requested. 

3 

Rde Play 6 

Voice 
Please call XXX-XXXX and ask for Fran. 

TTY 
HELLO FRAN S FUNNY FARM PHIL HERE GA 
[CA announces relay and asks for Fran] 
SORRY FRAN S OUT TO LUNCH CAN PHYLLIS HELP Q GA 

Voice 
Yes. Can you tell me what time the comedy show begins? 

TTY LET ME GET PHYLLIS PLS HOLD ... PHYLLIS HERE GA 

Voice 
Yes. Can you tell me what time the comedy show begins? 

TTY 
DINNER STARTS AT 5:OO AND THE FIRST COMEDY ACT BEGINS AT 7:30 GA 

Voice 
Oh, So this is like a dinner and show all in one. Go ahead. 

TTY YESGA 

Voice 
Is It true that you are featuring all deaf comediennes on Thursday night. Go ahead. 
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TTy 

Voice 
Yes. I would like reservations in the name of Funnybone for 4 at a table up front Thursday night, Go 
ahead. 

m 
IS THAT RESERVATION FOR DINNER AND THE SHOW Q GA 

YES WOULD YOU LIKE RESERVATIONS Q GA 

Voice Yes please. Go ahead. 

TTY 
OK RESERVATIONS ARE CONFIRMED FOR THE FUNNYBONE FOUR THURSDAY NIGHT GA 

Voice Okay. Thank you. We'll see you Thursday night. Bye. 

TTY 
WELL BE HERE SEE U SOON BYE SK 

Voice 
Bye-bye. [Hangs up] 

TTY 
[Hangs UP1 

VOICE to TTY 
Condition: Specific person requested. 

Role Play 7 

Voice Call XXX-XXXX ask for Georgette. 

TTY HELLO GORGEOUS GEORGE'S BEAUTY SALON FOR GIRLS GA 
[CA announces relay and asks for Georgette.] 

TTY 
ONE MOMENT PLEASE ... GEORGETTE HERE GA 

Voice 
Hello, Georgette. This is Gene. I would like to make an appointment for my daughter to get her hair 
done--the works. Go ahead. 

TTY 

Voice 
Oh, yes. Her first beautypageant. Go ahead. 

TTY 
AH I SEE DOES SHE WANT SOMETHING SIMPLE OR FANCY Q GA 

AN IMPORTANT OCCASION Q GA 

Voice 
She's eight years old. She doesn't know what she wants but I suspect it should be fancy. Go ahead. 

l T Y  IS HER HAIR SHORT Q MEDIUM Q LONG Q GA 
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Voice 
l don't know. She's short does that matter? Go ahead. 

m 
HAHA ... NOT REALLY GA 

Voice 
Hmmm I guess you would say umm medium. Go ahead. 

TTY 
OK WOULD SHE LIKE TO WEAR IT UP OR DOWN Q GA 

Voice 
l don? know. l'mjust the father. It's my job to make the appointment. Go ahead. 

TTY 
OK WELL TAKE A LOOK AT HER WHEN SHE COMES IN IS FRIDAY AT 6 PM GOOD FOR YOU Q GA 

Voice 
That's tine we'll see you Friday at 6PM. Sye. 

m 
SEE YOU THEN BYE BYE SKSK [Hangs up] 

Voice 
Thank you Operator [Hangs up] 

VOICE to l T Y  
Condition: Specific person requested. 

Voice 
XXX-XXXX ask for extension X X X  then ask for Helen. 

T N  
HOLY CROSS HOSPITAL HADDIE HERE GA 
[CA asks for extension XXX.] 
AUDIOLOGY HOLLY HERE GA 
[CA asks for Helen.] 
ONE MOMENT PLEASE ... HELEN HERE GA 

Voice 
Hello Helen. This is Henry Hudson remember me? Go ahead. 

Role Play 8 

m 
MYHUSBANDHENRYHUDSONQGA 

Voice 
That's the one. Hey. You were supposed to make an appointment for me at the Hair Cuttery. What 
happened? Go ahead. 

TTY 
SORRY THIS MORNING WE HAD AN EMERGENCY HERE AFTER EMERGENCY I FORGOT GA 
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Voice 
What was the emergency? A lobotomy? Oh, my God was it you? Go aheaa. 

TTY 
YOU CAN STOP THE SARCASM GA 

Voice 
I'm sony but everything else always seems to be more important than me. I don't ask for much and the 
link l do ask for you don't have time to do. Go ahead. 

m 
LOOK IM AT WORK CAN WE TALK ABOUT THIS LATER AT HOME GA 

Voice 
If l remember to come home. Oh, wait. This is my payday. Of course you will be home on time tonight 

TTY 
GOTTA GO LATER BYE SKSK [Hangs up] 

VOICE to TlY 
Condition: Busy Signal - No redial 

Voice 
The number is XXX--)o(xx 
[Busy. CA presses cF52 and informs voice person.] 

Voice 
Thanks. l'!l try back later. 

Role Play 9 
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VOICE to l T Y  Role Play I O  
Condition: Busy Signal - No redial 

Voice 
Please call XXX-XXXX and ask for Ida. 

TTY 
HELLO INDIA INK HOW MAY I HELP YOU Q GA 
[CA announces relay and asks for Ida.] 
ONE MOMENT WHILE I TRANSFER YOUR CALL .... 
[Call is transferred. Line is busy. CA pressescF5> and informs Inbound Voice.] 

Voice 
Thank you. I will fry again later. Bye 
[Hangs up1 

U 

VOICE to l T Y  
Condition: Busy Signal - Redial 

Voice 
XXX-XXXX 
[CA enters number and dials out. Busy Signal. 
CA disconnects Outbound Line and informs Inbound Voice.] 

Voice 
Please fry again. 
[CA presses CTRL R> to redial.] 

TTY 
IDA HERE GA 

Role Play I I 
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Voice 
Hi Ida. It's Ivan. Just calling to let you know I'm on my way. 1'11 be there short/y. Go ahead 

m 
SEE YOU SOON GA 

Voice 
Bye. 

TTY 
BYEBYESKSK 
[Hangs up1 

VOICE to l T Y  
Condition: Busy Signal - Redial 

Voice 
Please call XXX-XXXX. 
[CA enters number and dials out. Busy Signal. 
CA disconnects Outbound Line and informs Inbound Voice.] 

Voice 
Please keep trying. 
[CA presses CTRL R> to redial. Busy Signal. 
<F5> to disconnect Outbound Line. CTRL RP 

Role Play 12 
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TTY HELLOGA 

Voice 
Jasmine, this is mom. You have been on the phone all afternoon. Go ahead. 3 
TTY FRIENDS CALL GA 

Voice 
We’ve talked about this before. We‘ll talk again when I get home. Your brother missed the bus. He has 
been trying to call you. I need you to go and pick him up fight now. Go ahead. 

TTY MEGONOWGA 

Voice 
We’ll talk when l get home. Goodbye. 

TTY BYESKSK 
[Hangs up1 

VOICE to l T Y  Role Play 13 
Condition: Calling to Wrong Number - CA Error 

Voice 
Please call XXX-XXX-XCCX. 
[CA enters number incorrectly and outdials.] 

[Voice Answers: “Hello”.] 
[CA announces relay.] 
voice Says: “I think you have the wrong number. This is XXX-XXX-m.1  
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[CA says: "Please excuse this call." Presses <F5> and informs Inbound Voice: "CA dialed wrong 
number. CA can call operator now for immediate credit so you will not be changed".] 

Voice Please do that. 

[CA writes down the incorrectly dialed number from the upper white banner on ther terminal screen. If the 
Carrier is Sprint, CA enters "0' in the TO field of the Dialing Window and presses <COMP>. If another 
Carrier was used, CA enters "0" in the TO field of the Dialing Window, presses <COC>. presses 
cCOMP>, selects Carrier Operator of Choice, and presses <COMP>.] 

[CA announces relay to Carrier Operator: "This is New York Relay CA W. l have an individual 
making a call through relay mquesting immediate credit. Their number is XXX-XXX-XXXX The number 
called was: XXX-XXX-XXXX.] 

[CA answers questions asked by Carrier Operator regarding the purpose of issuing immediate credit. 
When Carrier Operator announces that immediate credit has been issued CA presses <F5> and says to 
Inbound Voice: "Thank you for holding, the operator has taken off the charge".] 

VOICE to l T Y  Role Play 14 
Condition: Calling to Wrong Number - Customer Error 

Voice 
l need to reach a Karen Knots at XXX-XXX-XXXY 

voice answers] "Hello. " 
[CA announces relay and asks for Karen Knots.] "I'm sorry. No one by that name lives here." 
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[CA writes down number from the TO Field in the upper white banner, placed Outbound on hold and 
informs Inbound Voice.] 

Voice I'm sorry. I gave you the wrong number 
[CA placed Inbound Voice on hold.] 

[CA apologizes to Outbound Voice explaining that the number was dialed in error. 
<F5> to disconnect.] 

[CA informs Inbound Voice: "CA can caN Long Distance Operator now for immediate credit. OK?] 

Voice Please do that. Thank you 

[If CA does not know which Long Distance Carrier was used CA asks Inbound Voice. If the Carrier is 
Sprint, CA enters "0" in the TO field of the Dialing Window and presses <COMP>. If another Carrier was 
used, CA enters " 0  in the TO field of the Dialing Window, presses <COO, presses <COMP>, selects 
Carrier Operator of Choice, and presses <COMP>.] 

[CA announces to Carrier Operator: "This is New York Relay, CA XWX. I have a customer who is 
requesting immediate credit. One moment for your call to begin". <F6> to Start Timing. <CTRL 8 or 92 
Operator gender. CA relays conversation between Carrier Operator and customer.] 

3 

VOICE to TW Role Play 15 
Condition: Background CommentslRepeating Information 

Voice 
Good morning! Please call XXX-XXXX 

TTY 
LAWN RESIDENCE LINDA HERE GA 
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Voice 
Hi Linda. It‘s Lauren. Are you going to Lanyk party tomorrow night? Go ahead. 

m 
MISS PARTY Q M E  NOT GA 

Voice 
Oh, good! I’ve never been to Larry’s apartment. Do you have the address? l lost the invitation. 
Go ahead. 

TTY 
YES ADDRESS 123 LOIS LANE LIVERPOOL APT 4 FIND EASY GA 

Voice 
Dam! My pen ran out of ink. Wait. Ok l have another pen. Okay CA repeat that number. 

m 
SURE ADDRESS 123 LOIS LANE LIVERPOOL APT 4 GA 

Voice 
Got it. (Talking to someone in background: “Okay, Okay already /‘//ask her.’) Hey, is Lester coming? 
Go ahead. 

TTY 
LESTER SAY YES WHO WANTS KNOW WHO Q GA 

Voice 
Oh, l was just wondering. I’m prefty sure Lucy is going to be there. Go ahead. 

m 
COME ON WHO WANTS KNOW WHO Q GA 

Voice 
Oh. Look at the time. If /’m going to go to this party I better get a move on. We‘ll talk at the party. Okay? 
Go ahead 

TTY 
OK BUT FORGET I DON’T CUL GA TO SK 

Voice 
Okay. We will talk. 6ye bye [Hangs up] 

TTY 
SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

VOICE to l T Y  
Condition: Switchboard 

Voice 
Hello. Please call XXX--x)(xx and ask for Michael McDonald. 

Role Play 16 
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[Switchboard answers: "Mendolson Manufacturing"] 

[CA announces relay and asks for Michael McDonald] 

[Switchboard: "One moment while I transfer your call"] 

[CA informs Inbound that call is being transferred] 

m 
MENDOLSON MANUFACTURING MICHAEL MCDONALD HERE GA 

Voice 
Hello Mr. McDonald. This is Mitchell's Motors calling to let you know that your new Montem is in and 
ready for delivery. 

TTY 
GREAT CAN I PICK IT UP TODAY Q GA 

Voice 
You can pick it up at any time. Go ahead. 

TTY 
ILL BE THERE RIGHT AFTER WORK TODAY BETWEEN 5 AND 6 PM GA 

Voice 
Great we will see you then. 

T N  
OK SK 

Voice 
Okay. Bye. [Hangs up] 

TTY 
SKSK 
[Hangs UP1 
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VOICE to TTY 
Condition: Outbound Answered by Voice 

Role Play 17 

Voice 
Please call XXX-)O(XX 

voice Answers: "Hello."] 
[CA announces relay and asks if the TTY user is available.] 

woice: "Oh no. Natasha is not home from school yet. Who's calling?'l 

[CA: "One moment please."] <F7> 

[CA: "Natasha is not home from school yet you can dial the number directly if you would like to leave a 
message. 7 
Voice 
Okay l will do that. Thank you. 
[Hangs up1 

[CA presses cF7> to return to Outbound Voice] 
[CA: "The person who is calling will call you back directly to leave a message.7 

[Voice: "Thank you. Bye." I 

VOICE to H Y  Role Play 18 
Condition: Outbound Answered by Voice 

Voice 
Please call XXXXXX and ask for Olive . 
voice: "Operation Overhaul Oscar Omar speaking."] 
[CA announces relay and asks for Olive] 

voice: "I'm sony. Olive is not in today. May I take a message?"] 

[CA: "One moment please."] CF72 to return to Inbound Voice. 

PA: Olive is not in today. You may call the number directly to leave a message.] 

Voice 
That's Okay. l'!l call back tomorrow. Thanks. Sye. [Hangs up] 

[CA presses cF7s to return to Outbound Voice] 

[CA "The caller will call back tomorrow, Thank you"] 

[voice: Okay. Thank you.] [Hangs up] 
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VOICE to l T Y  Role Play 19 
Condition: Outbound Answered by Voice 

Voice 
Good afternoon, l need to speak with Peter Young at)OO(-)O(XX. 

[Voice answers: "Young and Grant, Inc. This is Gloria."] 
[CA announces relay and asks for Peter Young] 

[Voice: "One moment please, I believe he getting off the phone now. Let me transfer you.] 

N 
HELLO PETER YOUNG HERE GA 

Voice 
Hello Peter. It's Stephanie Williams. How are you today? 

T N  
FINE THANK YOU FOR RETURNING MY CALL LOOK I HATE TO BE PICKY BUT THE PROJECT 
THAT WE SENT TO WILLIAMS PRINTING HAS A FLAW GA 

Voice 
Oh? What's wrong? Go ahead. 

N 
THE PAPER WAS INCORRECTLY HOLE PUNCHED GA 

Voice 
How so? Go ahead. 

TTY 
THE PAPER WILL NOT CORRECTLY FIT IN STANDARD THREE RING BINDERS GA 

Voice 
Hmmm ... have you spoken to anyone else about this? 

TTY 
NO SINCE YOU ARE OUR ACCOUNT MANAGER I WANTED TO SPEAK WITH YOU FIRST GA 

Voice I'm going to be in your area this afternoon. May l stop by to see the project? Go ahead. 

TTY 
YES PLEASE WE CANNOT USE THE INSERTS THE WAY THEY ARE NOW GA 

Voice 
Okay. l should be there in about an hour. Thanks for letting me know. Bye. 

TTY 
OK SEE YOU THEN BYE SKSK [HANGS UP] 
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VCO to VOICE 
Condition: Voice thinks Relay is a sales call. 

vco 
VCO PLEASE GA 

Please call XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 
Hello National Insurance Company. How may I help you? 
[CA announces relay for VCO] 
Sorry we are not interested [Hangs up] 

vco 
Ok agent please, redial and tell them this is not a sales call. GA 

Voice 
Hello National Insurance Company, how my I help you? 
[CA announces relay adding this is not a sales call] 
[Explains relay] 

Role Play I 

vco 
Hello, I would like a quote for life insurance please GA 

Voice 
I'm sorry, we do not give quotes over the phone. Please come by our office and speak to one of our 
representatives. Go ahead 

vco 
Ok that sounds fine. I will be there this afternoon. Thanks. GA 

Voice 
Thanks for calling National. Bye 
[Hangs up1 

vco 
Bye. Have a nice day to SK 

vco 
Thanks agent bye now GA to SK 

vco 
[Hangs UP1 
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VCO to VOICE Role Play 2 
Condition: Do not announce relay. Specific person request. 

vco 
VCO PLEASE GA 

Please call Xxx-XXXX for Lauren. Do not announce relay GA 
[CA types: How would you like the call announced 0 GA] 

vco 
Just ask for Lauren GA 

Voice 
Hello 
[CA asks for Lauren] 
This is Lauren. 

vco 
Hi, this is Rita. Can you give me a ride to the patty tonight Cl GA 

Voice 
Yes, I will pick you up at 7 p.m. ok. Go ahead. 

vco 
OK, see you then. Thanks. Bye GA 

Voice 
Ok bye. [Hangs up] 

vco 
Thank you agent SKSK 

U 

3 
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n 
mr to vco Role Play 3 
Condition: TTY to VCO and VCO types greeting. 

TTY 
PLS CALL TTY TO VCO XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

vco 
HELLO VCO PLS GA 

TTY 
HELLO IS THIS JUNE Q GA 

vco 
Yes this is June. Who is this? GA 

TTY 
OH HI JUNE THIS IS SISSIE. I WANTED TO KNOW IF YOU CAN TAKE CARE OF MY DOGS WHILE 
WE GO TO CALIFORNIA THIS WEEKEND Q GA 

vco 
Sissie, I'm sony but Dave and I are going out of town this weekend too. GA 

TTY 
THAT'S OK. I'LL CALL MOM AND DAD AND SEE IF THEY CAN TAKE CARE OF THE DOGS. LET 
YOU GO NOW BYE SKSK 

vco 
Okay and hope they come through for you bye. 
[Hangs up1 

TTY 
THANKS AGENT SKSK 
[Hangs up1 
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vco to mr 
Condition: Non-branded VCO to TTY. 

vco 
VCO PLS GA 

Please CallXXXXXXXXXX 

TTY 
HELLO THIS IS LEE GA 

vco 
Hello this is Janet, your Avon lady. Your order is in. GA 

m 
GREAT! CAN YOU BRING IT BY MY HOUSE TMW CUZ I WILL BE HOME ALL DAY GA 

vco 
Oh yes. 1'11 be happy to do that for you. The total cost of the order is $12.95. GA 

TTY 
OKAY ILL HAVE YOUR CHECK READY THANK YOU GA 

vco 
Thank you and have a nice day. Bye GA to SK 

T N  
YOU HAVE A NICE DAY TOO BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

Roce Play4 

J 

vco 
Thank you agent 
[Hangs up1 

W- 
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vco to vco 
Condition: TTY user calling TTY user. 

Role Play 5 

vco 
VCO PLS GA 

Please call XXX-XXX-XXXX and I'm calling another VCO user GA 

Outbound VCO (VCO answers with voice) 
Hello this is Mary. VCO pls GA 

Inbound VCO 
Hi Mary. Can you pick up some ice on your way to Mom and Dad's anniversary party tonight? GA 

Outbound VCO 
Yeah sure GA 

Inbound VCO I 
Great! 1'11 pay you back when you get there. Bye GA to SK 

Outbound VCO 
Oh, that's not necessary. See you later. Bye. 

Inbound VCO 
Thank you agent 

[Hangs UP1 

[Hangs up1 
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VOICE to VCO 
Condition: Not familiar with relay. 

Rde Play 6 

Voice 
Hello this is Diane Johnson from the Veteran's Hospital calling a Mr. Bill Greer at ) (xxXXX)oo(x .  He is 
VCO. What does that mean? 
[CA explains relay] 

VCO N P E S  
HELLO THIS IS BILL VCO PLS GA 

Voice 
Hello Mr. Greer, this is Diane Johnson from the VA with your lab results. Everything checks out normal. l 
will call in your prescription at the drugstore you requested. Go ahead 

vco 
Okay that is fine. I appreciate you calling and giving me my test results GA 

Voice 
Thank you, is there anything else l can do for you? Go ahead 

vco 
No, not at this time. Thank you. GA 

Voice 
You are welcome Mr. Greer and have a nice day. Bye. GA to SK 

vco 
You have a nice day too. Bye [Hangs up] 

Voice 
Thank you operator. 
[Hangs up1 
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VOlCEtoVCO 1 
Condition: Not familiar with relay. 

Role Play 7 

Voice 
Hello? l need to talk to Tim McLaughlin 

Would that be this other number. Let me see here umm.. . X X X - X X X - W .  
[CA explains relay] 

VCO types 
VCO PLEASE GA 

Voice 
Hello is this Tim McLaughlin? 

vco 
Who is calling? GA 

Voice 
This is Bany Schwartzman with IDF International. l had a message that you called and wanted someone 
to caII you back with some information. 

vco 
Yes, I need help with my tractor GA 

Voice 
What kind of tractoris it? 

vco 
I have a garden and I need to replace the throttle and get some belts for it and 1 wanted to know if you 
have the parts available? GA 

Voice 
What kind of tractor is it? 

vco 
It is an International Model number K63PO GA 

Voice 
We no longer carry that model. You might want to call Kemper lnternational at XXXXXXXXXX.  They 
may be able to help you with what you need. 

vco 
Ok, thanks for your time. I appreciate it. Bye for now. GA to SK 

Voice 
Sony l could not be of service to you. If you need anything please don't hesitate to call. My name is 
Barry Schwarlzman and I am at extension m. Thank you. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 

vco 
Thank you agent. 
[Hangs up1 
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VOICE to VCO Role Play8 
Condition: Multiple calls. 

Voice 
Agent please call XXX-XXX-XXXX. 

OUTBOUND 
(RECORDING) The number you have dialed has been disconnected or is no longer in service 

Voice 
Ok, try this numberXXX-XX&XXXX 

vco 
Hello GA 

VCO TYPES 
HELLO VCO PLS GA 

Voice 
Hello is this Annie Martin? 

vco 
Yes, this is Annie. GA 

Voice 
Mrs. Martin this is Nlen from Blockbuster Video. You owe $16.00 on two videos that were returned late. 

J vco 
Oh yes. I got your notice in the mail. I've been meaning to come in and pay that. I will come in within the 
hour to pay GA 

Voice 
Great. We really appreciate it. Thank you. Bye. 

vco 
You're welcome bye 
[Hangs up1 

Bye 
[Hangs up1 

Voice 
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VOICE to VCO 
Condition: VCO answers with voice. 

Role Play 9 

Voice 
Please call XXX- )o(xx. She uses VCO 

vco 
Hello? GA 

Voice 
Hi Grandma, this is Karla. Would you like to come over for dinner tonight? Go ahead 

vco 
Hi Karla, thank you for the invitation but I have a bridge game tonight. GA 

Voice 
Oh that's Ok, maybe next time. Have fun at your game and I will talk to you later. Go ahead or hanging 
UP 

vco 
Ok dear, bye bye 
[Hangs up1 

Voice 
Thank you again 
[Hangs up1 
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VCO to VOICE 
Condition: VCO user has speech impediment. 

Role Play 10 

vco 
Call to XXX-XXX-XXXX. Again that is XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 
Thank you for calling Blockbuster Video. This is Annie. How may l help you? 

VCO May I speak to James please? GA 

Voice 
One moment please. ..Relay, this is James. Go ahead 

VCO 

Voice 
Nothing much. What do you want? Go ahead 

VCO 

Voice Go where? Go ahead 

vco 
I want to go to club tonight. I want dance GA 

Hi James, this is David. What you do tonight? GA 

I want go club GA 

Voice 
l can't understand you. Go ahead 

VCO (Types) 
I WANT GO CLUB I WANT DANCE GA 

Voice 
Ok l will call you when I get o f f  work. Go ahead 

vco 
When home? GA 

voice 
l will call you af 7:30. Go ahead 

vco 
Ok. We go club dance. GA 

Voice 
Ok l gotfa go now. TaIk to you later. Bye. 

VCO OkByeGA 
[Hangs UP1 

[Hangs up1 
Voice Thank you agent 
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Role Play I 1  
Condition: BRDU 

vco 
Hello Agent please type very slowly. Call to XXX-XXX-XXX and ask for Jennifer GA 

Voice 
Hello? Just a moment.. .this is Jennifer. 

vco 
Hello Jennifer, haw are you? I was calling to see if you were going to came by in the morning? GA 

Voice 
I am so sony I forgot. I have been so busy lately. Jenyjust got a promotion and Ben and Cassie have 
swim lessons, ball games, and vacation Bible School. Where were you needing to go tomorrow? Go 
ahead 

vco 
Well I have to go to the doctor and get fitted for my new ear molds. Also, I need to go to the store to buy 
dog food and a few other things. Jerry got a promotion? What does he do now? GA 

Voice 
He is the assistant director of marketing. Go ahead 

vco 
Well that is good. How are Ben and Cassie? GA 

voice 
They are fine. Next week they will go to summer camp in Livingston. They are looking forward to that 
(doorbell rings). Can you hold for a minute? Go ahead 

vco 
Sure GA 

Voice I 
l am sony but l really need to go. The dog got out and is fighting with another dog down the 
street. I will call you back later. [Hangs up] 

vco 
Thank you agent. Have a nice day. Bye 
[Hangs up1 
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vco to VOICE Role Play 12 
Condition: Do not announce relay. 

vco 
XXX -XXX- XXXX DO NOT ANNOUNCE I WILL BEGIN SPEAKING GA 

Voice 
Hello. 

vco 
Hello is Mary Beth there? GA 

Voice 
Who is calling? 

vco 
This is Ginny. GA 

Voice 
Hold on.. .Hi Ginny this is Mary Beth. Go ahead 

vco 
Is this Mary Beth? This is Ginny GA 

Voice 
Yes Ginny, this is Mary Beth, what can I do for you? Go ahead 

vco 
I need you to come over here for a minute and help me? Can you come now? GA 

Voice 
Yeah, sure. I will be there in a few minutes 
[Hangs UP1 

W 

3 
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VCO to VOICE 
Condition: Not familiar with relay. 

vco 
Hello agent please call Dr Garcia at XXX- XXXX Thank you GA 

Voice 
Hello, Dr. Garcia's offce. This is Amy. 
[familiar with relay] 

vco 
Hi Amy. This is Mrs. Gonzales. I would like to make an appointment GA 

Voice 
Hello Dr. Garcia's offce this is Amy. (Silence) 
Oh is it my tum? 
[CA explains relay] 
Yes ma'am what day and time is best for you? 

vco 
How about Monday at 9 am? GA 

Role Play 13 

Voice 
One moment let me look please hold.. . . . , . , ... that will be fine. We will see you Monday at 9 am with Dr 
Garcia 

vco 
Thank you Amy. See you on Monday at 9 am. Have a good day. Bye 

Voice 
You too. Bye 
[Hangs up1 

vco 
[Hangs up1 
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VOICE to HCO Role Play I 
Condition: Non-branded Specific Person Request 

Voice 
Hello. Please call XXX-XXX-XXXX and ask for Tommy. 

HCO 
HELLO GA 
[After CA gives specific person greeting) 
THIS IS TOMMY (HCO PLEASE) GA 

Voice 
Hi Tommy, this is Rachel. l was just calling to see what's up. Go ahead. 

HCO 
NOT A WHOLE LOT JUST WRITING THIS PAPER FOR MY ENGLISH CLASS IT IS DUE TOMORROW 
GA 

Voice 
l thought you had already finished it. Go ahead. 

HCO 
NO NOT YET BUT I AM CLOSE CAN I CALL YOU LATER WHEN I AM DONE QQ GA 

Voice 
Yeah sure, that's fine. 1'11 talk to you later then. Bye for now. Go ahead. 

HCO 
OK TALK TO YOU LATER BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

Voice 
Thank you for your help CA. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 
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VOlCEtoHCO 1 
Condition: Non-branded 

Role Play 2 

Voice 
Hi. My name is Risa. Could you please call XXX-XXX-XXXX 

HCO 
HELLO (HCO PLEASE) GA 

I 
Voice 
Hello. My name is Risa and I need to speak with Mr. Clay please. Go ahead. 

HCO 
THIS IS MR CLAY HOW CAN I HELP YOU RlSA QQ GA 

Voice 
l was given your name by a friend of mine. l am looking to buy a computer and my friend told me that you 
make them. Is that correct? Go ahead. 

HCO 
YES THAT IS CORRECT THE EASY WAY TO DO THIS IS FOR US TO MEET IN PERSON TO FIND 
OUT WHAT EXACTLY YOU NEED 

Voice 
Well if you are not doing anything right now, we could meet at /HOP off Jackson Avenue. Go ahead. 

HCO 
SOUNDS GREAT MEET YOU THERE IN AN HOUR BYE GA TO SK 

Voice 
Perfect. See you in an hour. Sye 

WHEN COULD WE MEET QQ GA 

[Hangs up1 

n 
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VOICE to HCO 
Condition: Non-branded Specific Person Request 

Play 3 

Voice 
Hi, this is Julie and could you please call Judie atXXX-XXX-XX%X 

((Voice answers)). Hello. 
[After CA gives specific person greeting] 
Let me get her, hold on . . . . 
(Put phone down and type ...) 
HELLO GA 
[After CA gives specific person greeting] 

HCO 
HELLO JULIE WHATS UP Q GA 
(HCO PLEASE) GA 

Voice 
Not a whole lot. l was just calling to see if you want to go running with me tonight? Go ahead. 

HCO 
SOUNDS GOOD TO ME WHAT TIME QQ GA 

Voice 
How about 530? That will give me time to get home and change. Meet at our usual place? Go ahead 

HCO 
5 30 IS GOOD FOR ME ILL SEE YOU THEN I HAVE TO GO NOW BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

I 
W 

(3 

Voice 
Thanks. Bye. 
[Hangs UP1 
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HYtoHCO 
Condition: TTY-HCO 

~l 

Role Play 4 

TTY 1 
CALL XXX-XXX-XXXX TTY TO HCO GA 

HCO 
HELLO HCO PLEASE GA 

m 'I 
HELLO JEFF HERE I NEED MOM GA 

HCO 
JEFF MOM WENT TO THE STORE SHE SHOULD BE BACK IN AN HOUR GA 

TTY 
TELL MOM CALL TO ME OKAY QQ GA 

HCO 
OK I WILL HAVE MOM CALL YOU BACK GA 

TTY 
THANKS BYE SKSK 

HCO 
BYE [Hangs up] 

TTY 
SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

Proprietary Information - Highly Restricted 
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TTY to HCO 
Condition: TTY-HCO 

TTY 
PLEASE CALL XXX-XXX-XXXX TTY TO HCO GA 

HCO 
HELLO (HCO PLEASE) GA 

TTY 
HELLO THIS IS KIM WONDER CAN TALK TO MARK PLEASE QQ GA 

HCO 
THIS IS MARK IS THIS KIM FROM SCHOOL Q GA 

TTY 
YES FROM SCHOOL WHAT U R DOING NOW QQ GA 

RdePlay5 

HCO 
OH NOT TOO MUCH JUST WORKING ON MY HOMEWORK GA 

TTY 
YEAH SAME ME HAVE TROUBLE MATH GA 

HCO 
YEAH ME TOO I CANT SEEM TO GET SOME OF THE PROBLEMS ON PAGE 98 GA 

m 
KNOW WHAT MEAN PAGE 98 HARD GA 

HCO 
WHY DON'T YOU COME OVER HERE AND WE LL WORK ON IT TOGETHER QQ GA 

TTY 
SOUND GOOD BE THERE TIME 7 GA 

HCO 
GREAT SEE YOU THEN GA TO SK 

TTY 
OK BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

[Hangs up1 
HCO 
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VCO to HCO Role Play 6 
Condition: VCO-HCO 

VCO TYPES 
VCO PLEASE CALL XXX-XXX-XXXX 

'I 
VCO TO HCO PLS GA 

HCO 
HELLO (HCO PLEASE) GA 

vco 
Hey dude, it's me. I'm having some serious problems with my math and I need to know if you can help 
me out. Go ahead. 

HCO 
SURE IS IT YOUR MATH 121 THAT YOU ARE HAVING PROBLEMS WITH QQ GA 

vco 
Yeah. l just don? understand this crap. Do you want to come over here, or should I go over to your 
place? Go ahead 

HCO 
WHY DON'T I COME OVER THERE THAT WAY YOU DON'T HAVE TO PICK UP ALL YOUR BOOKS 
AND NOTES AND STUFF ILL BE OVER THERE IN A FEW GA 

vco 
Thanks man! l really appreciate it. 1'11 talk to you in a bit. Bye. Go ahead. 

HCO 
OK BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

vco 
Thanks bye. SKSK 
[Hangs up1 
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VCO to HCO 
Condition: VCO-HCO 

VCO TYPES 
PLEASE CALL xM-XXX-XXXX VCO TO HCO PLEASE GA 

Role Play 7 

HCO 
HELLO (HCO PLEASE) GA 

vco 
This is Dr. Pain's office. We are calling to confirm your dental appointment for tomorrow at 72:30 GA 

HCO 
YES I WILL BE AND I NEED TO KNOW HOW MUCH IT WILL COSTAGAIN GA 

vco 
With your dental insurance, your part of the payment is 730.75 GA 

HCO 
OK THANK YOU AND SEE YOU THEN BYE GA TO SK 

vco 
Okay, we'll see you tomorrow. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 

[Hangs up1 
HCO 

w 

U 

U 
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HCO to VCO 

I 

Role Play 8 I 

HCO 
HCO TO VCO PLEASE XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

VCO (Type) 
HELLO VCO PLEASE GA 

Condition: HCO - VCO 

HCO 
I NEED TO COME IN AND HAVE MY CAR LOOKED AT IT IS MAKING FUNNY NOISES GA 

VCO (Say) 
What is the make, model and year of the car? Go ahead 

HCO 
IT IS A 1979 CHEW MALIBU GA 

vco 
Where is the sound coming fmm? Go ahead. 

HCO 
IM NOT REALLY SURE I BELIEVE IT IS COMING FROM THE BACK PART OF THE CAR ON THE 
DRIVERS SIDE BUT I COULD BE WRONG GA 

vco 
Come in this affemoon and drop the car off. We can look at it in the morning there anything else? Go 
ahead. 

HCO 
I DON'T THINK SO THANK YOU AND SEE YOU THIS AFTERNOON BYE 
[Hangs UP} 

vco 
Thanks. [Hangs up} 
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Hco tovco 
Condition: HCO - VCO 

Role Play 9 

HCO 
HCO TO VCO PLEASE XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

vco 
Hello VCO please. Go ahead. 

HCO 
IS MOM THERE QQ I REALLY NEED TO TALK TO HER GA 

vco 
Hi Tom. Your mom is here but she is asleep right now. Can I have her call you when she gets up? Go 
ahead. 

HCO 
WELL MAYBE YOU COULD HELP ME I WAS CALLING TO FIND OUT IF I COULD BORROW 50 
BUCKS QQ GA 

vco 
I don 'f see why that would be a problem. Do you need if right away or can you come and get it this 
weekend? Go ahead. 

HCO 
I CAN COME UP THIS WEEKEND AND GET IT THANKS SO SO SO MUCH DAD I NEED TO GO NOW 
TALK TO YOU LATER BYE GA TO SK 

vco 
Not a problem. See ya later kiddo. SKSK 

HCO 
THANK YOU BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

vco 
[Hangs up1 
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VOICE to HCO 
Condition: Non-branded 

Role Play I O  

Voice 
l need you to call I-XXX-XXX-XXXX. 

8 1  

HCO 
HELLO (HCO PLEASE) GA 

Voice 
Hey there. l just wanted to call and let you know that l am moving back. GA 

HCO 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN MOVING BACK QQ I THOUGHT YOU SAID HE WAS A SCUM BALL WHY 
WOULD YOU WANT TO DO THAT TO YOURSELF QQ GA 

Voice 
We talked things out and he is gomg to tfy to change for me. He loves me and he does not want me to 
be unhappy. l know you are not happy about this, but it is what l need to do. Sow. GA 

HCO 
IM JUST WORRIED ABOUT YOU IS ALL PLEASE BE SAFE I DON T WANT ANYTHING TO HAPPEN 
TO YOU PLEASE KEEP IN TOUCH WHEN YOU ARE GONE I LL MISS YOU GA 

Voice 
l know you will 1'11 miss you too. Thank you for being so supportive of me. You are one of my true 
friends. Thank you. l need to go now. l have some other people to call. 1'11 miss you GA to SK 

HCQ 
I LL MISS YOU MORE SMILE TAKE CARE BYE SKSK 
Pangs UP1 

Voice 
Thank you for your help. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 
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HCO to VOICE Rofeplayll 
Condition: Non-branded 

HCO 
HCO PLEASE XXX-XXX-XXM GA 

Voice 
Harrison Law Firm, how may l help you? 

HCO 
I NEED TO GET SOME LEGAL ADVICE ABOUT A DIVORCE THAT I AM GOING THRU DO I NEED TO 
MAKE AN APPT Q GA 

Voice 
Yes you will. You can either come down to our office or talk over the phone. Mrs. Harrison does charge 
for legal advice though. You will be charged 85 dollars an hour. Go ahead. 

HCO 
THAT IS FINE WHEN COULD I COME DOWN TO MEET WITH HER IN PERSON GA 

Voice 
We have an opening tomorrow at 3:30. Will that be okay? Will we need to provide an interpreter? Go 
ahead 

HCO 
THAT TIME WILL BE FINE AND I WILL NOT NEED AN INTERPRETER THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIM@ 
BYE GA TO SK 

Voice 
You are welcome. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 

HCO 
THANKYOU BYE SKSK 
[Hangs up1 
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HCO toVOlCE 1 
Condition: Non-branded 

Role Play 12 

HCO 
HCO PLEASE GA 

PLEASE CALL 800 856 1650 GA 

Voice 
Hello. Accent Hair Salon. 

HCO 
I NEED TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO GET MY HAIR CUT AND STYLED GA 

Voice 
When would you like to come in? 

1 
HCO 
COULD I COME IN THIS FRIDAY QQ I HAVE A BIG DATE ON SATURDAY SO I NEED TO LOOK MY 
BEST SMILE GA 

Voice 
Sure. Friday will not be a problem. How about 5:30? Could you make it then? Umm Go ahead. 

HCO 
COULD I COME IN AT 615 Q I HAVE TO WORK UNTIL 5 30 GA 

Voice 
That would be fine. Now all l need is your name and a telephone number where we can contact you. 
Also, do you know who would you like to do your hair? Go ahead. 

HCO 
MY NAME IS LUCY AND YOU CAN CALL ME THRU THE RELAY AT 555-4567 AND I HAVE NEVER 
BEEN THERE BEFORE SO IT DOES NOT MATTER WHO DOES MY HAIR GA 

Voice 
Your appointment will be with Jonathan this Friday at 6t15 and if there are any changes then we will call 
you to let you know. Thank you and we'll see you on Friday. Goodbye. Go ahead. 

HCO 
THANK YOU BYE SKSK 

Voice 
You're welcome. 
M a w s  up1 

HCO 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP BYE SKSK 

'I [Hangs up1 
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HCO to VOICE 
Condition: Non-branded with privacy 

Role Play 13 

HCO 
HCO PLEASE GA 

PLEASE CALL XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 
Hello. ?VI this is Rachel. 

HCO 
GOOD MORNING RACHEL MY NAME IS TONY AND I AM INTERESTED IN STARTING BACK TO 
SCHOOL THIS SEMESTER AND I NEED TO KNOW WHAT I NEED TO DO Q GA 

Voice 
First of all have you registered yet? GA 

HCO 
NO I HAVE NOT DONE ANYTHING YET GA 

Voice 
Okay, the first thing that you need to do is come down to the student services building. Once there, you 
need to register. It will not cost anything at that time. After you have done that, you should get a leffer in 
the mail /effing you know what date you can sign up for classes. On or after that date, you can sign up for 
classes by either using the STARS phone registration or by coming down to the student services building 
and sign up for classes here. Go ahead. 

HCO 
AFTER I SIGN UP FOR CLASSES WHEN DO I NEED TO HAVE IT PAID FOR QQ GA 

Voice 
You will need to pay for the classes and the registration fee within 24 hours of signing up for the classes. 
Go ahead. 

HCO 
THAT SOUNDS GREAT THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND YOUR TIME GOOD BYE GA TO 
SK 

Voice 
You are welcome. Good luck in your upcoming school year. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 

HCO 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP BYE SKSK 
w n g s  UP1 
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n 
HCO to VOICE 
Condition: Non-branded with privacy 

HCO 
HCO PLEASE GA 

PLEASE CALL XXX-XXX-XXXX GA 

Voice 
Hello. 

W e  Play 14 

I 
HCO 
THIS IS MR ROCK IM CALLING TO SEE IF MY MEDICATION IS READY YET GA 

Voice 
Let me see. Hmm.. . Mr. Roc do you have a prescription number? Go ahead. 

HCO 
NO I DO NOT I LEFT THE BOTTLE THERE CUZ I THOUGHT I WOULD NOT NEED IT ANYMORE 
CAN YOU LOOK IT UP UNDER MY LAST NAME QQ GA 

Voice 
l tried looking it up under your last name and didn't find anything. Is your last name spelled R 0 C? Go 
ahead 

HCO 
SMILE NO IT IS ROCK THAT MAY BE WHY YOU COULD NOT FIND IT GA 

Voice 

that. Go ahead. 
Okay, let me check again. Okay, Rock, here it is and yet it is ready for you to pick up. Sow about 

HCO 
THAT IS OK ILL BE THERE IN ABOUT 20 MlNS TO PICK IT UP THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME BYE 
FORNOW SKSK 

Voice 
You're welcome. 
[Hangs up1 

[Hangs up1 
HCO 
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Desensitization Role Play I 
Condition: Voice - TTY 

Voice 
Hello, please call my boyfriend Trick. 

TTY 
HELLO THIS TRICK WHO THIS Q GA 

Voice 
This is Red and I want to know what the fuck is your problem. Why didn't you want to eat me affer l gave 
you a blowjob? Go ahead. 

TTY 
SHIT I WASN'T IN THE FUCKING MOOD. SHIT! YOU STILL SAME SOUND THE FUCKING 
PROBLEM GA 

Voice 
So are you seeing another bitch? Go ahead. 

TTY 
NO JUST FUCKING TIRED OK I GOT TO GO PEACE OUT RED GA 

Voice 
Well I need some money to get my fucking hair done OK ?. Go ahead. 
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Desensitization Role Play 2 
Condition: Voice - VCO 
Voice 
Helo, please dialXXXXX?X The person will be VCO. Thanks. 

vco 
Hello GA 

Voice 
Hi this is Mark, is this Suzy? Go ahead 

vco 
Yeah, What's up? GA 

Voice n 
So, Hmm, are we going out tonight? Go ahead 

vco 
Yeah, but you know my mom won't let me out after 11 PM and I have to be home at 1 :30 AM at the latest. 
GA 

voice 
Fuck!! Babe I thought we were going to stay a// night at the Hotel. I've already paid for the room. Go 
ahead 

vco 
I know, I will see what I can do. 1'11 give some fucked up excuse to go out all night long. 1'11 tell my mom 
that I am over at Nikki's house and I am staying the night. Don't worry. GA 

Voice 
Yeah, OK. Go ahead 

I vco 
So, what are you bringing with you? GA 

Voice 
Maybe a couple of toys and some surprises. You know, like the other times. Go ahead. 

vco 
Hmm, I remember. Are you going to tie me up again? GA 

Voice 
Hmm, well lets just say its going to be an a// nighter. Go ahead. 

vco 
Baby I'm wet just thinking about it. GA 

Voice 
Yeah, what are you doing? Go ahead 
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vco 
Something, you'll find out later. GA 

Voice 
l can't wait to see you. l want to hold you and touch you. Go ahead 

vco 
Me too. I may have a surprise for you. I may let you in the ass. Hmm. GA 

Voice 
Yeah, yeah ok. l can't do this now. l have to go out and run some errands. This a// has to be done 
before l leave to work today. Wil/ l see you at work? Go ahead 

vco 
No, not today. I am not fucking going. The boss is a shit eater and made me take the day off. I know he 
doesn't like me. GA 

Voice 
DonY worry about that, he's a dick anyway. But if you want / can give you some of my hours. OK? Go 
ahead. 

vco 
That's why I like you. You're so sweet (smile) GA 

Voice 
We//, OK l have to go now sweetie, but l will call you later after work and then we can talk a little more 
about what to do tomorrow. Ok baby l wil/ talk to you later. Bye. Go ahead 

vco 
Hmm, well 1'11 be here. Bye. I love you (kiss). GA to SK 
[Hangs UP1 

Voice 
(Thanks operator bye) SKSK 
[Hangs up1 

U 

W 
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Desensitization 
Condition: Voice - TTY 

Role Play 3 

Voice 
Call x)(x )oo(x for Terri. 

TTY 
HI THIS IS TERRI GA 

Voice 
This is Carlos. Did you go job hunting today? Go ahead 

TTY 
YEAH I WANTA JOB SO BAD .... I WANTTO GO BACK WAITING UNTIL MY SON IS LIKE 8 MONTHS 
SO I CAN PUT HIM IN A DAY CARE WHILE I GO TO SCHOOL TO GET A JOB GA 

Voice 
You never told me what you wanted to do for a living? Go ahead 

TTY 
REALLY Q 
BUT I WAS LIKE NO ..THEN I WANTED TO BE A CHOREOGRAPHER DANCER BUT I WANT TO 
HAVE 20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE. THEN I WANTED TO BE A NUDE MODEL BUT I GOT TATTOOS 
AND HAD A BABY. THEY ARE STRICT ABOUT THAT. THEN I WANTED TO WORK IN A BEAUTY 
SHOP THEN I WANTED TO WORK WITH COMPUTERS SO I THINK I MIGHT AS WELL WORK WITH 
COMPUTERS SINCE I LOVE TO TYPE GA 

I NEVER TOLD YOU Q I HAVE A LOT OF GOALS I WANTED TO BE A LAWYER 

Voice 
You wanted to be a nude model! Wow! That's exciting!!! Go ahead 

TTY 
WELL I STILL HAVEN'T FIGURED IT OUT BUT WILL KNOW WHEN I'M READY WHAT DO YOU 
WANT TO BE Q GA 

Voice 
Well l might go to school to become a nufse (burp). Go ahead 

TTY 
YEAH, THAT'S GOOD AND YOU RECENTLY BURPED ON THE PHONE ... HA THE OPERATOR TYPE 
THAT OVER TO ME GA 

Voice 
I did not burp she's lying (laughing). Go ahead 

TTY 
YEAH RIGHT STOP PLAYING YOU DID TOO HA ITS THEIR JOB TO TYPE EVERYTHING A 
PERSON DOES ON THE PHONE AND IN THE BACKGROUND GA 

Voice 
Well, she just wanted to add some spice in the conversation. That's why she typed that (laughing). Go 
ahead 
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TTY 
YEAH SO WHERE YOU AT Q ARE YOU AT WORK Q GA 

Voice 
No, I'm on a lunch break. I'm at the house. I have to go back in a few minutes. Go ahead 

TTY 
OH! I WAS WONDERING ABOUT THAT BECAUSE THIS IS THE LONGEST PHONE CONVERSATION 
I EVER HAD WITH YOU ON YOUR LUNCH BREAK GA 

Voice 
Yeahhhh.. .uhh my supervisor pissed me off today. I don't give a fuck about the army or his black ass. 
Go ahead. 

TTY 
WOW YOU SOUND REAL PISSED MY EXCUSE TO GET HIS BUTT IN TROUBLE HE ALMOST GET 
KICK BUTT OUT ARMY GA 

Voice 
Because he thinks he can fuck me over all the time on everything. It seems like I'm a target. But fuck 
him. Goahead 

TTY 
WOW CALM DOWN IS THERE ANYTHING YOU CAN DO Q GA 

Voice 
l don? know but umm listen /et me call you right back. l think my time is up. GA or SK 

TTY 
OK ILL TALK TO YOU LATER BYE SKSK 

Voice 
Okay bye. 
[Hangs up1 

TTY 

[Hangs UP] 
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Deserrstiiion 
Condition: TTY - VOICE 

Role Play 4 

TTY 
PLEASE CALL DR OFFICE XXX XXXX GA 

Voice 
Doctor Bradshaw's office (yes I'm familiar). Go ahead 

TTY 
WOULD LIKE SCHEDULE APPT WITH DR ABOUT POSSIBLE VAGINAL INFECTION GA 

Voice 
Okay I will transfer you to the nurse. Please hold. Go ahead 

TTY 
OK I HOLD GA 

Voice 
This is the nurse, how can l hejp you? Go ahead 

TTY 
I WOULD LIKE SCHEDULE APPT WITH DR ABOUT POSSIBLE VAGINAL INFECTION BUT I DON'T 
WANT DR CHECK IT I WANT TEST URINE GA 

Voice 
Okay, tell me the symptoms. Go ahead 

TTY 
WELL IT RED AND ITCH GA 

Voice 
Well is there any odor? Vomiting, nausea? Go ahead 

T N  
NO GA 

Voice 
Okay we have an opening today at 3 otlock. Go ahead 

TTY 
OK I WILL SEE YOU THEN GA TO SK 

Voice 
Thanks, bye. 
[Hangs up1 

TTY 
SKSK 
LHaw up1 
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Desensitization 
Condition: VOICE - TTY 

Role Play 5 

TTY 
THIS IS JP GA 

Voice 
JP this is Jimmy, what are you up to? 

TTY NOT MUCH WHAT ARE U DOING Q GA 

Voice 
/ am so pissed off fight now. They turned me down for my student loan. 

TTY 

voice 
The fucking government. / guess I'mjust too white. 

TTY I HEARD THAT GA 

WHO TURNED U DOWN Q GA 

Voice 
/ am so sick of a// those liberals being liberal with my money to so many other people, except me. 

TTY 
I KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN THE WORLD IS GOING TO THE DOGS GA 

Voice 
You're damn right it is! Shit! A// these niggers, spics, queers, and Jews running a// over the place, it's a 
wonder you see a normal white face anymore. And now you've got a// these whore bitch women tying to 
run the government when they need to be home taking care of their kids and their men!! 

9 '  

TTY ARE YOU GOING TO THE MEETING TONIGHT Q GA 

Voice 
You bet / am!! Something's got to be done. 

TTY 
ABSOLUTELY ILL SEE U THERE I GOTTA GO GA 

Voice 
Ok buddy. Thanks for listening. Bye. 
[Hangs up1 
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